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Preface & Acknowledgments 
WELCOME TO THE THIRTY-FIFTH EDITION OF HAIR TRIGGER, THE 
Columbia College Fiction Writing Department's annual anthology of student 
writing, featuring the best of the best in work produced in Story Workshop® and 
other classes in the undergraduate and graduate Fiction Writing Department pro-
grams at Columbia College Chicago. During the three decades since the magazine 
was founded by former chair and Story Workshop originator John Schultz, it has 
established itself as one of the top journals of its kind in the country. In addition 
to garnering many major national awards-among them first-place prizes from 
the Association of Writers and Writing Programs, the Coordinating Council of 
Literary Magazines, and the Columbia University Scholastic Press Association-
Hair Trigger has published the work of over 180 individual award winners, many 
of whom have gone on to successful careers in writing, publishing, and a variety 
of other writing-related professions. The Fiction Writing Department is proud of 
those students, as it is of the many other students in classes whose work perhaps 
did not make it into the magazine's pages but who nonetheless played a part in 
fostering the creative, energetic, and supportive environment that has become the 
hallmark of the program. 
As with previous issues of the magazine, Hair Trigger 35 collects prose fic-
tion, plays, and creative nonfiction writing by undergraduate BA and BFA stu-
dents, and by graduate students in the MFA in Creative Writing-Fiction, MA in 
the Teaching of Writing, and Combined MFA/MA Degree programs. These works 
come from core Story Workshop classes-Introduction to Fiction Writing, Fiction 
Writing I and II, Prose Forms, Advanced Fiction, and Advanced Prose Forms-as 
well as from Fiction Seminars, Critical Reading and Writing classes, and a wide 
variety of creative nonfiction, playwriting, genre fiction, publishing, electronic 
applications, and other Specialty Writing classes taught with sound complemen-
tary approaches. The success of the Story Workshop method and those other 
approaches used in the Fiction Writing Department program is reflected in the 
broad range of voices, subjects, forms, and cultural/linguistic backgrounds repre-
sented in all editions of Hair Trigger during its illustrious history, including the 
edition you are holding in your hands. 
An exhaustive and rigorous selection process ensures that no excellent 
story-whatever its voice, subject, form, or approach-will be overlooked. 
Student editors in our College Literary Magazine Publishing class work for a 
semester with a faculty advisor who helps them reveal their unconscious as well 
as conscious biases, form into diverse teams, read submissions, and decide which 
should be given to the full group for consideration. Those manuscripts passed 
ahead in the process are read by all editors, who then begin the hard work of 
deciding which pieces should go into the final magazine. Instructors may appeal 
a rejected piece for another reading and further discussion by student editors who, 
along with Faculty Advisor Chris Maul Rice and Hair Trigger supervisor Shawn 
Shiflett, are responsible for making the final decisions. For space reasons, we are 
unable to include many first-rate stories, essays, and plays each year; but over the 
magazine's history, this thorough, fair process has ensured that the very best work 
will eventually see the light of day. Respect for the reader, for content, for form, 
for point of view and language, for vividness of telling, and for dramatic interac-
tion characterize the selections printed in this volume, and we believe that the 
diversity represented in the pages of Hair Trigger 35 stands as a distinct and 
refreshing contrast to the so-called "workshop story" found in many other writing 
programs. 
Our appreciation goes to the student editors, chosen for their own ability as 
writers and readers. Congratulations and thanks to Chris Maul Rice, who was 
chiefly responsible for supervising undergraduate and graduate student editors in 
the overall selection and production process for Hair Trigger 35, to full-time fac-
ulty Shawn Shiflett, who oversees Hair Trigger for the Fiction Writing 
Department, and to Production Manager Linda Naslund, whose leadership of the 
production team and commitment to quality have for so many years been largely 
responsible for ensuring the magazine's tradition of excellence. 
Thanks to last year's Acting Chair Patricia Ann McNair, Associate Chair Gary 
Johnson, and faculty members Andy Allegretti, Don Gennaro De Grazia, Ann 
Hemenway, Eric May, Joe Meno, Nami Mun, Audrey Niffenegger, Alexis Pride, 
Lisa Schlesinger, Shawn Shiflett, Sam Weller, John Schultz, and Betty Shiflett for 
consulting on matters affecting the student editors' complex selection process-
as well as to the many other excellent adjunct and visiting teacher-writers in the 
Fiction Writing program. 
Thanks to Mary Forde, Assistant Vice President for Creative Services, and to 
Corey Plazak, Stefan Coisson, and Edward Thomas for print and cover design and 
artwork layout. Particular thanks go to Assistant to the Chair Deborah Siegel, 
Administrative Assistant Nicole Chakalis, and faculty member Rob Duffer for 
copyediting, proofreading, and supervising critical aspects of production. And 
special thanks to Mica Racine, who has long given us invaluable assistance in 
production and design of Hair Trigger and other projects. 
Our profound gratitude goes to Warrick Carter, President of Columbia 
College Chicago; to Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs and 
Interim Provost; and to John Green, Interim Dean of the School of Fine and 
Performing Arts, for their continuing support and encouragement of this program. 
We owe a debt, above all, to the over 600 students registered for classes in the 
Fiction Writing Department each semester from whose writing the selected pieces 
in this volume were gleaned. 
We sincerely hope that you enjoy the original and inventive work appearing 
in this edition of Hair Trigger. 
Randall Albers, 
Chair Fiction Writing Department. 
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Keenan Boyd 
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Ramon Castillo 
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Chapter 1 
Francesca Thompson 
WHEN MANNY GOT HOME FROM PRISON, I WAS GIVING OUR MOTHER HER DAILY 
bath. She reclined, eyes closed, mouth slightly open. I knelt near her head 
and dunked a large blue sponge in and out of the warm water. Bubbles 
floated on top of the surface, their liquid surfaces spinning with rainbows. 
They touched her brown chin and hung there like a tiny beard. She was 
beginning to snore softly, these terrible, wheezing gasps. Disconnected from 
her oxygen, her breathing was troubled. Baths had to be quick. 
I squeezed a spongeful of water across her chest and carefully wiped her 
skin. I didn't like to touch her skin more than I had to, especially in the bath 
where it was strangely slick and loose, like it might come peeling off like a 
glove. This feeling of revulsion that my own mother now caused me was 
troubling. I thought of it while I bathed her. Also while I helped her to the 
bathroom, helped her dress, and helped her eat whenever Penny, the home 
nurse, wasn't around. When I wasn't helping her with these basic tasks, she 
was sleeping. Not a peaceful sleep but, rather, the fretful, disturbed slumber 
of the terminally ill. 
I heard a car door slam in the driveway and paused, listening. The bath-
room was windowless, but the walls were thin in our small house. I heard 
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my brother's voice through the wall. I hadn't seen my brother in five years 
and was finding it increasingly difficult to see his face in my mind, but never 
had I forgotten the way his voice sounded. He was laughing, probably 
talking to the person driving the car. I had no idea who it could be. The plan 
had been that I would pick him up from the bus station later this afternoon. 
Maybe we'd embrace. Maybe not. At the very least he'd pat my back hard, 
affectionately, like brothers do. I'd tell him everything on the three-hour ride 
home. He'd be devastated, but he'd understand. 
I panicked. I reached into the tub to pull the plug, my hand brushing my 
mother's thighs on the way, and the skin felt soft and dead. A dead animal. 
A dead fish. I compulsively checked my own skin for jaundice as I brought 
it back out, but it remained brown and unwrinkled. 
The front door slammed. I began to wipe my mother down, trying to 
rinse away the suds, but there were too many. Not enough time. Throw a 
towel over her? How would that look? Leave her in there? Shut the door? 
"The prodigal convict returns!" my brother Manny shouted into the 
living room. The sound carried easily down the one long hallway in our 
house, so I could hear him clearly from where I sat in the bathroom. It was 
definitely just the same, his voice. I heard his footsteps start down the hall. 
"Where is everyone? Does my brother have pubic hair yet?" 
He caught sight of us as he walked by the bathroom door. He froze in 
the doorway, and the drain of the tub made a terrible sucking, gurgling 
noise, guzzling down the bathwater hungrily. By now I was used to sick 
mom, this sunken version of her, but I wondered what this sight of her was 
like for him, when the last time he'd seen her she'd been healthy. What must 
it be like to see her nodding off and clearly incapacitated in the tub, and me 
crouched down next to her, the big sponge in my hand? What I gathered 
from my first sight of my brother was that he was bigger, much bigger. No 
longer lean, but almost hulking. The veins in his neck stood out like cords. 
He'd cut his hair while he'd been away, and wore it now in a crew cut barely 
an inch long. He used to have a ponytail that fell down between his 
shoulder blades. In contrast, I had grown my hair out and now kept it in a 
ponytail at the base of my neck. 
"What the fuck," said Manny. 
"What?" I said without thinking. 
"What is this?" He walked closer, dropped to his knees next to me near 
the tub. Mom continued to choke and the bubbles were melting off of her 
body, slowly exposing her deflated breasts, her emaciated chest. Her ribs 
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looked too much like a cage. Manny reached over and placed a hand over 
her bare sternum like a large, brown spider. There was a thick, raised scar 
across the back of it that hadn't been there before he left. 
"What's wrong with her?" he asked. 
There were a couple of reasons I hadn't told Manny about our mother. 
The first was because I hadn't ever been sure exactly how to talk to my 
brother even before he went to jail, especially about things that mattered. It 
seemed near impossible to call him at Colorado State Pen and tell him any-
thing at all, let alone, "Hey, bro, Mom's got lung cancer. Yeah, they caught 
it way too late and it's destroying her internal organs, including her brain. 
She doesn't have that much longer. Dad? He got blazed one night and dis-
appeared on your motorcycle and has been gone for weeks. I'm terrified that 
he's killed himself, but I don't let myself think about it too much. See you 
when you come home. Hope you make it before Mom goes. OK, bye." 
It wasn't as though I hadn't thought about doing it, because I had. I 
hadn't gone so far as to dial the number and hang up or anything, like you 
sometimes see in the movies, but almost every time I walked past the phone 
in the kitchen, I thought about it. Sometimes I touched the cool plastic of 
the phone and paused. But that was as far as I ever got. 
The second reason had to do with closed doors. At first, it seemed like 
she'd have to die in the hospital. But it turned out that it took a terminal ill-
ness for rich Nico, our cousin from Utah, to share the wealth. He insisted on 
paying for a home nurse who came once a week to do what I couldn't do, med-
icines and things. So Mom came home, and then I began to feel strange about 
closed doors. Anything at all could be happening on the other side, the side 
invisible to me, the door-viewer. My mother was dying behind a door, and even 
though I had been told this, this seemingly unquestionable fact, I was always a 
little bit skeptical. Even though I had seen the yellowing of her skin, and the 
foul bile that dripped from her nostrils after a particularly hard coughing fit. 
Because it was happening behind the closed door at the end of the hallway. 
There was this large plank of wood between her and me that acted as a 
blockade. Only when I walked into the room did I believe that she was, in fact, 
dying, and I only believed it for the duration of time that I was in the room 
with her and she was in my field of vision. Then touching her made it that real, 
times ten. The rest of the time, after the door had closed again between us, it 
seemed like I could have dreamt it. I spoke to others about it and operated 
under the assumption that it was true, but I could never be sure. 
"She's got cancer," I blurted. Then, after a few seconds, "Lungs, with 
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mets in her brain. It's bad. It's not going to get better." Or: she's going to die. 
Our mother's going to die. 
"How long?" Manny asked. He was breathing quickly now. I suddenly 
realized how cramped the bathroom was with the three of us inside. Every 
time my brother inhaled, his broad chest seemed to take up even more 
space. 
"Two months," I said, deciding it would be better not to lie. 
For a minute he just sat there, on his knees, staring at her. She was still 
sleeping, naked, her exposed chest rising and falling. Thin strands of damp 
hair stuck to her forehead. I stood slowly and pulled a towel from the rack 
on the wall and draped it over her so that it covered her from the neck to 
the knees. Apart from her sunken face, she looked less sick when she was 
covered up. 
Manny stood up very quickly and stepped toward me. With this action, 
the bulk of him filled the tiny room. Instinctively I stepped back, but he was 
too fast. He shoved me hard in the chest so that I stumbled back through 
the open bathroom door and hit the opposite hallway wall. The impact 
caused the shelf along the wall to my right to shudder and a couple of Dad's 
cassette tapes fell from their stack. Eric Clapton's Greatest Hits and Lakota 
Love Songs. The breath rushed out of my lungs. Manny came toward me 
again and hit me hard in the face, his fist balled. I stumbled to one side and 
slid down the wall so I was sitting on the floor, dazed. Pain surged through 
my skull. He bent down and grabbed a fistful of my shirt collar and yanked, 
forcing me to my feet again. For a moment we stood like that, my brother's 
fist at my throat, his face six inches away from mine, the closest we'd been 
in five years. He smelled like sweat, long car ride sweat, cigarettes, and 
harsh chemical detergent. His dark eyes drilled deep holes into mine. For a 
moment it was silent, and I could hear Mom continue to snore. I prayed she 
wouldn't wake up. 
"Two months," he said finally, after a deep breath. "That is so fucked 
up, Yominy." He was shaking now. He released my collar and shoved me 
again into the wall, less hard this time, but the back of my head still hit and 
I saw silver stars explode in front of my eyes. 
"You're an asshole," he said, before turning around and walking back 
down the hallway, shaking out the hand that had hit me. I watched him tear 
open the front door and walk out, slamming it behind him. 
I stood there for a long moment, waiting for the stars in my eyes to fade. 
When they did, I walked back into the bathroom, wiped away the stream of 
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blood that was leaking from my left nostril and shoved a square of toilet 
paper up there to stop it. The floor seemed slanted under my feet. Then, 
tucking the towel underneath her, I moved Mom back to her room and 
dressed her, careful not to touch her skin more than I had to, careful not to 
let the skin remind me how a dying person felt. 
By the time Manny came back to the house, the sun was setting, 
throwing a bold orange through the west-facing windows into the living 
room and kitchen. I sat on the floor in the living room, just around the 
corner from Mom's room, with a positively abused copy of East of Eden 
and a pillow between my back and the wall. From this spot, I could hear her 
breathing through the wall, which was less labored when she was hooked 
up to the oxygen tank. I listened to each breath she took, freezing when the 
pause between breaths was extra long, each time wondering if that one was 
finally the last. God, could it be the last? Then relaxing when I'd hear her 
gasp again, like someone who'd just had their head held under water, 
sucking in air, never quite able to get enough. 
As I turned one page, another fell out into my lap and I had to hold it 
up as I read. I looked up when my brother opened the door slowly and 
stepped inside the house, barely glancing at me. As if on cue, the side of my 
face where he'd hit me began to throb again. My flesh was reacting to the 
sight of him. Looking in the mirror after putting Mom to bed, I'd seen the 
angry red marks where I'd have a black eye the next morning. 
He closed the door behind him and walked past me into the kitchen. He 
opened cupboards and drawers, pulling out the stuff for a peanut butter 
sandwich. He was controlling his movements, careful not to slam anything 
or move too quickly. I peered at him over the top of my book. 
"I'm sorry I hit you," he said, without looking at me as he swiveled a 
knife around in the jar of peanut butter. I stared at him. My brother had 
never apologized to me for anything, as far as I could remember. 
"I'm sorry I didn't tell you about Mom," I said. 
"Yeah, that's pretty messed up." 
"I'm sorry." 
"And where the hell is Dad? Did you guys sell my bike, too?" 
I hesitated. Shit, this was harder than I'd thought it would be. 
"Dad, uh ... is gone. He's been gone for a couple of weeks." 
"Gone?" 
"Yeah. He, um. He took your bike and took off." 
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Manny stopped spreading peanut butter on the piece of bread he had in 
his hand. It was a prolonged pause during which I thought he might come 
at me again, or throw the knife, or throw the peanut butter. I kept glancing 
at the scar on the back of his left hand, the hand holding the jar. He closed 
his eyes for a moment, then opened them and pressed his two pieces of 
bread together to make a sandwich. He moved slowly over the couch, which 
was against the wall opposite me, and fell onto it. We faced each other now, 
and I lowered my book. Above his head, a faded and dusty American flag 
was hung on the wall with thumbtacks, something that had been there for 
as long as I could remember. On the top left thumbtack, Dad's military tags 
hung by their chain. Manny and I looked each other full in the face for the 
first time in five years. His eyelashes were still as long and spidery as they'd 
always been, his eyes still the same dark, clear brown. But I thought he 
looked odd without long hair, without that middle part he'd always worn. 
The short hair and the thick neck made his jaw look more square, or some-
thing. Something was different. Maybe he simply looked older. 
As he chewed he brought his fist down swiftly and suddenly on the arm 
of the couch, hitting the wooden bones of the thing and creating a loud, dull 
thunt and a crack like a snapped bone. I jumped. 
"Goddammit," he said, angry and defeated, through a mouthful of 
sandwich. 
"Welcome home," I said after a minute, pausing again then to make sure 
I could still hear our mother breathing through the wall. Everything was 
going to be OK. 
I think she must have been waiting for my brother Manny, must have 
known that he'd come home, because by the next morning she was dead. 
She looked just the same to me when I opened the door to her room 
early that morning, but I knew because she was no longer taking her 
labored breaths. Manny was still sleeping out on the couch. He hadn't 
wanted to sleep in our bedroom, the one we'd shared all through childhood, 
even though his bed and all of his things were still there and virtually 
untouched since the day he'd left. He didn't say so outright, but I could tell 
by the way he said goodnight that he would stay out in the living room all 
night with the TV on. 
The hiss of the oxygen machine still endured. I stood in the doorway for 
a long time, just watching her, focused on her chest, wondering if this was 
just another one of those extra-long pauses between breaths. I counted 
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down from ten in my head, then again from twenty, but there came no rattling 
gasp. I counted again, from thirty this time, taking each second much slower 
than was normal, just to be positive. Nothing. I walked into the room and 
pulled the cord to raise the blinds on the windows. Sunlight flooded in. It was 
a clear and fine fall morning. She didn't stir. In my mind I'd imagined this 
moment more than once, this moment of uncovering, or even the watching-
her-die-before-my-eyes moment. But I'd never imagined what I'd do after that 
moment. I went to the window and rested my forehead against the cool glass. 
The breath from my nose blossomed into small circles of fog. 
For a few moments, I watched the backyard. That was all I would give 
myself, a few moments. The chokecherry tree that straddled the line where 
our small, scrubby backyard met the yards of the houses behind ours had 
been dead for six months. Mom had stripped the chokecherries from that 
tree since before I was born to make wojapi, berry pudding that she'd sold 
every Friday at our taco sales. Her strong hands would be stained magenta 
for days afterward; cherry skins shoved up under her fingernails. After the 
tree had inexplicably stopped producing fruit, its branches turning brittle 
and crooked, she began using pie filling from a can. Nobody who ate the 
wojapi had noticed. But her hands were no longer stained. I never told her, 
but I thought this took the heart out of the food. 
I turned away from the window, away from the tree. I went over to her 
then. She looked perfectly asleep, her hands resting atop the forest green and 
deep brown of the star-quilt comforter. Small spots of spittle had dried to white 
crust at the corners of her mouth. I switched off the oxygen machine and lifted 
the tubes from her nose, setting them aside. Without its noise, the room was 
silent save for the occasional sigh of a passing car on the road outside. I took 
her left hand between both of mine. It was cold, and a little bit stiff. I found 
that I didn't mind. It was much easier to touch her when she was this way. I 
didn't have to hear her terrible breathing. Her hand simply felt like she might 
have been outside in cold weather for a while and her circulation hadn't quite 
returned. I dropped to my knees next to the bed and laid my cheek against her 
bare arm. The skin there had the same cool feel. Through the smell of piss, I 
smelled the soap I had used to wash her yesterday. It seemed strange now that 
yesterday she had been alive, snoring in the tub. 
I left the room and went down the hall to the kitchen. The curtains were 
drawn over the two small windows over the stove, and it was still dark. 
Over the counter I saw Manny in the living room, still in his jeans and T-
shirt, sleeping on his back with his mouth open, one of his legs dangling off 
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the side of the couch. The peanut butter he'd gotten out last night still sat 
near the sink, now accompanied by four empty beer cans. I noticed a fifth 
on the floor near the couch. He must have walked over to the liquor store 
after I'd fallen asleep, because there definitely hadn't been beer in the house 
before he'd arrived. I stepped over to the phone, which hung on the wall 
near the back door, and picked it up. I called Penny, the home nurse. It rang 
several times in my ear before there was a soft click and she picked up. 
"Yominy?" she said. Her voice still had that croak of sleep. I'd woken 
her up. 
"Hi," I said, not troubling to keep my voice down as my brother slept. 
There was a pause during which the only sound on the line was of our col-
lective breath. "She's done," I said. 
I'd meant to say "gone." I wasn't sure why it'd come out that way. 
"Done" made it sound like a conscious choice. Penny understood. She had 
to have been expecting it. 
"Oh, Yominy," she said softly. "I'm so sorry. I'll be over as soon as I can. 
Do you want me to call the funeral home?" 
"Could you?" 
"Of course. I'm sorry, sweetie. I'll see you soon." 
I placed the phone back in its cradle. The coiled cord swung back and 
forth. It would take over an hour for Penny, who lived in the capital city 
ninety miles away, to get here. I turned around to look at my brother again. 
He was still lying there with his eyes closed, but I was sure he'd heard the 
phone conversation. His mouth was closed now. His dangling foot was 
planted firmly on the floor. I walked around the counter into the living 
room so that I was standing three feet from the couch, looking down at him. 
"Manny," I said. "Get up. Mom's done." There it was again, done. I 
silently cursed myself. "Gone, I mean. Gone." 
He didn't even try to pretend as though he hadn't heard. His opened his 
eyes and blinked a couple of times, slowly, like he was searching for focus. 
They were bloodshot, red veins snaking around the whites. His lips and the 
pouches underneath his eyes were swollen with alcohol. It was a look I'd 
seen before. He looked just like our father in that moment. He sat up slowly, 
then took a deep breath and lowered his head between his knees, lacing his 
fingers behind his neck. For a moment, I thought he might be crying, some-
thing I hadn't seen him do since we were kids. 
But then he stood up very suddenly and left the living room, walking 
quickly down the dim hallway. He swung the bathroom door in so hard that it 
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rebounded off the wall and slammed shut behind him. Through the closed door, 
I could hear him heaving to vomit, then the splash of it falling into the toilet. 
Returning to the kitchen, I pulled the curtains back so the morning lit 
the counters and the old linoleum. I went to the cupboards over the sink and 
opened them. A number of old cookbooks were lined up on the bottom 
shelf, colorful and grease-splattered, pages bloated. The Traditional Chef, 
My Ancestor~s Plate, Rez-ipes for a Healthy Heart. Mostly stuff they'd given 
us for free when we collected our commodities. Right up front on the second 
shelf there were four of Mom's cans of cherry-pie filling, the cheap stuff 
with the simple black-and-white labels. I took a grocery bag from another 
cupboard and placed the cans inside. I tied the handles together in a knot 
and went outside through the back door. The cement slab under the door 
was cold under my bare feet. The big plastic bin we used for garbage sat 
directly to the left of the door and I lifted the lid. I paused then, looking at 
the chokecherry tree. I let the lid fall back on the bin and went over to the 
lifeless tree, trekking through damp crabgrass. Even in death it continued to 
exist, though it was dry and fruitless. And without its fruit it could have 
been any other tree. 
I found a branch that still looked strong, though many of its brittle twigs 
had snapped and fallen to the ground, and hung the bag of pie filling over 
it. It weighed the branch down slightly, but did not break it. Somewhere 
across the neighbor's yard, a mourning dove hooted dolefully. I almost 
laughed, listening to the dove and looking at the tree. Satisfied, I turned 
around and went back into the house. 
Off the hallway, the bathroom door was still closed. I pushed it open and 
Manny was leaning against the side of the tub near the toilet, his knees drawn 
up. The toilet was flushed, but I could still smell vomit, sharp and astringent. I 
went to the small counter in front of the mirror, where there were only a few 
things set near the sink: a toothbrush holder, toothpaste, a hairbrush. But the 
cavity underneath the sink was crammed with things. Most of it hadn't been 
used in a while, and so I'd shoved it away down there so I wouldn't have to 
look at it. Dad's pungent soap, shaving cream, dollar-store deodorant. Some 
fancy scented lotion Mom got at the mall in Rapid City, a box of stuff she used 
to wear in her hair for powwows. It all smelled like spice and must and dried 
flowers. The way stuff smells when you put it away and don't let it see day-
light for a long time. I pushed things aside, digging until I found the old elec-
tric clippers. They were Dad's Death Clippers. The last time he'd used them 
was back when I was ten and Manny was thirteen, when our grandmother 
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died. It had been strange to us then to see him without so many long waves 
of black hair. I plugged them in above the sink and let my hair down from 
its ponytail. 
"What are you doing?" Manny asked from the floor to my right. He 
was close enough that I could have kicked him from where I stood. 
"Mourning," I said, watching my face in the dirty mirror. "Remember 
when Mom used to braid our hair, when we were little kids?" 
"Yeah," he said after a pause. 
"Those two braids she used to do, a part straight down the middle. You 
always undid yours once we got to school, but I left mine in. I liked them. 
Kids used to call me Tonto." 
"You did kind of look like one of those serious old traditional Indians 
in photos." 
"I liked the braids," I repeated. 
I put a hand in my hair, letting it slide through, feeling my fingers on 
my scalp. I remembered sitting on the floor between Mom's knees while she 
sat on the couch, pulling a brush through it. Using her fingernail to run a 
careful part down the middle and tugging gently to braid one side, then the 
other. On the weekends, though, our hair was free. It was so long then 
because she refused to cut it, couldn't cut our beautiful hair, which hung 
down to the middles of our backs. 
I turned on the clippers and they hummed softly, vibrating against my 
palm. I laid the flat edge against my head, where my part was. I let the clip-
pers skate over my scalp, vibrating my brain. It was almost shocking, the 
way my long, dark hair fell in locks like strokes of calligraphy against the 
white porcelain of the sink. The falling seemed endless, and the baldness of 
my scalp cried out like a prayer from my reflection in the mirror. I wept. Still 
sitting against the tub, Manny rested his face in the palms of his hands. 
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The Carina Nebula 
Jamie Dougherty 
WHEN HER HUSBAND DIED AND HER CHILDREN MOVED AWAY, SHE BEGAN GOING 
to the grocery store each day. Monday and Thursday the Food Lion, Tuesday 
the Piggly Wiggly, Wednesday the Trader Joe's, Friday the Aldi, Saturday the 
farmers' market, and Sunday she stayed at home. It wasn't fear of being rec-
ognized that brought her across town or even into the next town each day. It 
was because she liked that Aldi had the biggest frozen pizzas she had ever 
seen, and she liked that the woman selling the honey at the farmers' market 
could never keep the bees off the jars. She liked that there were fruits she had 
never tried at the Food Lion, and she liked the way the steam rolled out of the 
freezers at the Piggly Wiggly. They kept theirs the coldest, no doubt. 
She would stand and hold the cucumbers, rolling her thumbs over the 
bumps on their skin, or she might pull the coffee lever so carefully that only 
a single bean fell, then hold it just under her nose and inhale. Several times 
she even placed a coffee bean in her mouth and chewed, alarmed every time 
by its strength and bitterness. Sometimes she would only stand in front of 
the fruit platters, brilliantly lit and impeccably arranged, and watch them 
until the mist turned on and the speakers played, "I'm singing in the rain ... ," 
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and she would ask herself, as she hummed along, why the fruit platters were 
sprayed if they were wrapped in plastic anyway. 
It was Monday so she was at the Food Lion. She stood between the Fuji 
and the Pink Lady, staring at the Red Delicious. There was a curve of light 
around the upper edges of the skins. A glinting of the sun. It hung in the per-
fect position in the sky, low enough to reach under the tops of the window 
frames, but high and strong enough that its honeyed light still outshined the 
fluorescents overhead. 
"You all look so very red and so very delicious," she said to the apples. 
"Every one of you." 
She took one in her hand and cradled it, closing her eyes to better feel the 
glossy skin cool her cracked palm. She raised it to her cheek and held it there 
for a moment. She could faintly smell its sweetness, which was strong and 
radiant, but kept quiet by the encasing skin. The thought of someone watching 
flashed in her mind, but she dismissed it and decided she didn't care. She was 
going to buy this one. She could put it to her face if she wanted. 
She opened an eye to look around, and found no one watching. She 
brought the apple from her cheek to just in front of her eyes. Its dark, 
clouded red skin and little white flecks reminded her of a nebula from the 
PBS special she watched the night before. The Carina Nebula. She remem-
bered its name because she had a cousin named Corrina, who had smooth 
hair the color of rosewood. She had made a note to call and catch up with 
her after the show was over. 
There was a quote in the episode from an early astronomer, she remem-
bered, about how what he saw through the telescope was too beautiful to 
describe. It was John Herschel, whose name she couldn't remember, saying, 
"It would be manifestly impossible by verbal description to give any just 
idea of the capricious forms and irregular gradations of light." 
He could have just shown them this apple, she thought. 
The episode had images from the Hubble telescope, slanting walls of 
shadowy gas wrapped in clouds of dust, stained red and speckled with 
uncountable stars. 
It didn't make any sense to her. 
It didn't make sense that there were more stars than all of the apples in 
every grocery store she had ever been to, plus all of the grocery stores she 
hadn't been to. 
It didn't make sense that each little star was bigger than all of the gro-
cery stores on earth put together, groceries included. 
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It didn't make sense that if she were traveling at the speed of light, it 
would take her five or ten thousand years to get to the Carina Nebula. She 
couldn't remember the exact number, but it didn't matter because either 
way it didn't make sense. 
And if she ever got there it was still another hundred light years from 
one end to another. 
But what really didn't make sense was that it was all only gas: the 
clouds that looked like the folds in a sheet of red satin and the dust that 
looked like a drop of ink unfurling in a water glass and all the hot white 
stars. 
What really didn't make sense, what tightened her throat and furrowed 
her brow and nearly ran a tear down her cheek, was that all these gasses 
had arranged themselves so beautifully, and she hadn't the faintest idea why. 
How do lifeless gasses and dust, in the black vacuums of space, coalesce 
into works of art as graceful and intricate as anything man has ever made? 
Why was something so far away from everyone so beautiful? 
She remembered the apple in her hand. She looked up and an old man 
with wide spectacles was watching her from behind his cart, standing by the 
free samples of honeydew. She held the apple to her chest and smiled and 
said, 
"And why is this beautiful?" she said, aloud. She raised it above her 
head, laughing and humming. 
When Corrina got home from work she saw the answering machine 
flashing. She pressed play as she got out a pot and filled it with water. 
"I'm standing in my living room holding an apple that I bought today. 
It tastes especially sweet. So sweet I don't even know if I can finish it. So 
sweet I just want to set it on the counter and look at it. Have you heard of 
the Carina Nebula? C-a-r-i-n-a. You ought to look it up. Well, I suppose 
that's all for now. I hope you are well." 
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Teen Jeopardy 
Jessie Morrison 
ROBBIE GUAJARDO HAD NEVER WORN MAKEUP BEFORE. IT FELT WET AND THICK, 
but strangely soothing, as the makeup lady brushed it across his cheeks and 
forehead. 
"Hold still, honey," she said. She was leaning over him, a pair of not-
unpleasant, sun-spotted breasts hanging in his face, her perfume something 
spicy like his older-woman teachers wore. Around his neck was a paper 
dickey to protect his good white shirt and maroon-striped tie from getting 
stained. He thought of his uncles, Tio Rafael and Tio Luis, waiting restlessly 
in the audience on the other side of the greenroom and how, when he told 
them about this, they'd laugh and affectionately call him a homo. 
While the lady took from her tray a big, fluffy brush that looked like 
something Robbie's mother would use to dust her ceramic dolls and began 
to sift orange powder across the bridge of his nose, Robbie tried to ignore 
the ticklishness and began to list, in his mind, the names of all the bones in 
the human body. He made it from the cranium to the coccyx before she 
handed him a mirror. He held it up and considered himself. The makeup had 
brightened his face and obscured his pimples. The space between his eye-
brows that used to be filled with scraggles of black hair was now clean-the 
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makeup lady had convinced him to allow her to pluck them-and this made 
him look debonair and inquisitive. He glowed with youth and intellect and 
promise. In short, he looked like a champion. 
Robbie's first plane ride had been the one out to Burbank two days ear-
lier. On it, he'd calmed down his mother, who worked at O'Hare Airport 
but had also never been on an actual plane and had sat, pale and rigid, 
clutching her rose-perfumed rosary beads, by explaining to her the history 
of American aviation, the make and model of their particular Boeing 747, 
its gas mileage, and the laws of physics and engineering that assured they 
would stay afloat until they safely landed in California. Two rows back, his 
tios entertained themselves by ordering mini bottles of Jack Daniel's and 
watching with fascination out the tiny ovular window the green-and-yellow 
patches of the American prairie, the swirly jags of the Rocky Mountains. 
They'd arrived in the vast confusion of LAX, and everything had amazed 
them, especially the luggage wheel, which had magically dumped their lug-
gage out onto the conveyer when the plane landed. This luggage was easy to 
spot, as it consisted of a full set of promotional Miller Lite duffel bags his tios 
had collected by drinking large quantities of Miller products at He Ain't Here, 
the bar they frequented around the corner from their Logan Square apart-
ment. Outside, the air was warm and dry, the airport rimmed with palm trees 
which, Robbie informed his impressed family, are the only flowering plant in 
the order monocot. He clutched the almanac in his pocket in the same way 
his mother clutched her perfumed rosary. Facts were his religion. 
At Jamieson College Prep, Dr. Jones had instituted a special bell 
schedule so that the entire student body could assemble in the auditorium 
to watch Robbie compete live on Teen Jeopardy. He'd also invited Dr. Price, 
the superintendent of the Chicago Public Schools, and the mayor. Now he 
was keenly aware of the mediocrity of his suit as these two big shots took 
their seats on either side of him in the back row of the auditorium. Kids 
periodically twisted their necks to get a look at the mayor, who smiled and 
waved at them in between bouts of furious typing on his Blackberry. 
The air in the auditorium was festive: Cumbia pulsed from an iPod 
hooked up to speakers; Hispanic Youth Group had made empanadas and 
was selling them on the stage for fifty cents apiece; and the auditorium was 
dotted with Mexican, American, and Chicago flags. 
Objectively, Robbie Guajardo was a nerd at Jamieson, but he was so 
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brilliant, his nerdiness so essential to the core of who he was, that his class-
mates, refreshed by having someone in their midst who made absolutely no 
attempt at faking it, adored him. He was never picked on, even though he did 
and wore and said things that would get him an ass whooping if he was 
anyone other than who he was, and in fact enjoyed the fierce loyalty-even 
the protection-of members of the student body as diverse as the theater tech 
crew and the varsity football team. His only enemies at the school were the 
other kids who were in the top ten, who'd once thought, incorrectly, that they 
might one day surpass his GPA and steal his near lock on the title of valedic-
torian. But after last year's calculus final, which Robbie had aced and 
everyone else bombed, this had become a statistical impossibility and even his 
direct competitors grudgingly extended Robbie their friendship. He'd been 
unironically elected Homecoming King earlier that October, and had accepted 
the award with the princely air with which he accepted all his awards: young 
chess master, National Merit Scholar, Bridge Building Champion, National 
Latin Exam First Place, Ernest Hemingway Essay Contest award winner, 
Illinois Math and Science champion in physics, biology, botany, and calculus. 
He accepted all his accolades with a smooth, irresistible mixture of humility 
and total unsurprise. There was nothing his brain couldn't do, and the student 
body loved him for it. They knew they were around greatness. And now that 
he'd been selected to appear on Teen Jeopardy, the school had never felt so 
united under one cause since Mr. Powers had led the football team to a state 
championship seventeen years earlier. 
In the greenroom, Robbie didn't interact with his two competitors. It 
wasn't that he had a problem with either one of them: on civilian soil, they 
might even be friends. Amanda, the girl, was from New Hampshire, and when 
she told Robbie she attended the Concord Academy, a prestigious boarding 
school which, a quick Google search informed him, carried a price tag of over 
$40,000 per year, her clothing, which was all stiff cotton and pastel piping, and 
the fact that she had pronounced the word homage the way a French person 
might, began to make perfect sense. She smiled at Robbie, though, a nice, open 
smile, and she had a small hand with pretty, pink nails when he shook it, and 
so he felt himself softening towards her even as he reminded himself not to let 
the guiles of women dull his competitive edge. 
The other boy, Robbie could tell, came from a background more similar 
to his own. Yun's parents were Korean and had accompanied him into the 
greenroom to fuss over him until the moment his number was called. He 
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saw the fear in Yun's eyes, the greatest fear of all for overachieving children 
of immigrants: the fear of disappointing their parents. It almost made him 
empathize with Yun, whose mother hadn't let him into the studio until she'd 
licked the palm of her hand and slicked his hair back with it. 
Like athletes before the Superbowl, each contestant had his or her own 
unique pre-game ritual. Amanda sat cross-legged in a corner wearing a giant 
pair of headphones. She hugged herself and rocked back and forth gently, 
mouthing along to a downloaded dictionary. Yun endured his mother's 
preening while his father read to him from the periodic table of elements. 
For his part, Robbie sat in a folding chair and twanged thoughtfully at a 
rubber band that stretched taut from a hook on the braces of his canine, 
yanking the bones slowly into place like the tenacious dull shiftings of an 
iceberg, and considered his chances. If geography was a category, he would 
dominate. It just wasn't possible that either Amanda or Yun could know 
more about world capitals, mountain ranges, river depths, or sea levels than 
he did. Most sixteen-year-old Americans couldn't find, say, Slovenia on a 
map. Robbie could not only find it, he could tell you its capital, major 
exports, GNP, and national bird. He could also sing the first four bars of its 
national anthem: "Lightning flashes over the Tatra, thunder pounds wildly, 
Let us pause brothers, they will surely disappear, the Slovaks will revive!" 
He'd been trolling the Jeopardy biogs for months now, and knew that 
victory boiled down to two main factors: getting the categories you know 
best (which was a matter of luck) and buzzing in first (which was a matter of 
skill). It was a statistical fact that all three contestants, having been exten-
sively vetted from a pool of thousands, would probably know the correct 
answer to 60-80 percent of the questions; so timing your buzzer properly was 
of the utmost importance. For practice, Robbie had rigged up a practice 
buzzer from the family's doorbell (Tio Rafael had taped a sign to the front 
door: If you need us, just yell), fishing wire, and a siren Tio Luis had stolen 
from a fire alarm in the men's bathroom at He Ain't Here. Every day at three-
thirty, when he got home from school, Robbie stood in front of the television 
and watched Jeopardy, buzzing in his answers while Tio Luis sat shirtless on 
the couch, guzzling Old Style and keeping score on a small notepad. Since 
they'd begun this practice, there had been a steady improvement-31 percent 
in speed and 26 percent in accuracy. He had the line graph to prove it. 
In the back row of the auditorium, between the mayor and the superin-
tendent, Dr. Felix Jones closed his eyes and began to pray. In the four years 
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that he'd been principal, Jamieson's test scores had fallen slowly but 
steadily, and now Dr. Jones was in danger of losing his job. He glanced over 
at the superintendent and recalled their grim conversation at the adminis-
trative offices earlier that week. 
"Jamieson is supposed to be one of our flagship schools," Dr. Price had 
said as he fondled the crystal pencil paperweight on his desk. "Are you run-
ning my flagship into the ground, Felix?" 
And Felix, a former Baptist minister who had a preacher's talent for 
bombast which had allowed him to talk his way through many a school-
board meeting since he'd become an administrator, had launched into a fer-
vent explanation of the school's new reading initiative, the centralized math 
curriculum, and the additional requirement of four years of language. But it 
didn't work. Dr. Price's eyes had glossed over and he'd continued to manu-
ally stimulate his crystal paperweight, a growing look of impatience playing 
on his face. That was until Felix mentioned Robbie. 
"I promise you, Dr. Price, these programs are really starting to pay off," he 
said. "Why, we even have a student appearing live on Teen Jeopardy next week!" 
Dr. Price stopped rubbing his paperweight. 
"Did you say Jeopardy? Like, the Jeopardy? Answer in the form of a 
question and all that? Alex Trebek?" 
Felix nodded. 
"Well for Christ's sake, why didn't you tell me, Felix?" He banged the 
paperweight on the desk. "See, these are the kinds of things the people of 
this city need to hear about when they think about Jamieson College Prep. 
Not the falling test scores and the petty theft in the locker room! I've gotta 
get on the phone to Shauna." 
So they'd gone ahead and called Shauna in PR, who'd contacted all the 
local news channels, as well as the Sun-Times and the Trib. A human 
interest story like this was the kind of thing local media ate up, especially 
during a recession: a by-the-bootstraps tale of a poor city kid who was 
going to make it, and news crews now lined the perimeters of the audito-
rium while students took turns dancing in front of the cameras, making 
number-one signs with their index fingers and chanting Robbie's name. And 
when Robbie appeared on the projector screen, a towering eight-foot figure 
representing with a tie striped in Jamieson's colors, the place erupted. 
Nobody made cruel comments about the harsh studio lighting that show-
cased the ingrown hairs on Robbie's neck, or the way he rubbed his tongue 
against his braces so that it bulged inside his cheek. But there were open 
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shouts of derision at the other two competitors: one, a blond, blue-eyed girl 
with a mustelic face and triangular head who was dressed in a preppy and 
expensive looking blouse; the other was a short, prepubescent, Korean boy 
with glasses and dark shiny hair parted down the middle. Superintendent 
Price jabbed Dr. Jones good-naturedly on the shoulder, the way you do after 
your buddy birdies a tough hole out on the links ( or so he imagined- Dr. 
Jones had never actually played golf). The gesture warmed Felix Jones's 
heart, and he looked up at the screen and saw in Robbie, if not a true 
answer to his troubles, then at least a moral victory that might sustain his 
job through the next testing cycle. 
By the time the ON AIR light illuminated above Alex Trebek's silver 
head, Robbie's braces were really beginning to give him grief. He'd had 
them tightened right before he'd left for California, sitting with a gaping 
mouth as Dr. McCormick's hairy, muscled arms reached in and cranked 
tighter the infinity-shaped wire that was dragging together the gaps in his 
front incisors, and now it felt as if someone was pressing as hard as they 
could with the palm of their hand against his two front teeth. It was dis-
tracting to his concentration, but still, the pain was something that Robbie 
welcomed. Not only was he already seeing improvements on his smile, 
which, at the beginning of his orthodontic journey was about as crooked as 
a row of broken tombstones, but he thought of the pain as a form of self-
flagellation, a constant reminder of the backbreaking sweat his mother 
endured so that he could have a better life. 
Maria Pacheco Guajardo worked full time cleaning bathrooms at 
O'Hare and worked weekends at a Lincoln Park late-night taqueria where 
drunken post-collegians congregated for burritos when the bars closed. She 
had taken this second job for the exclusive purpose of paying for Robbie's 
braces, because she believed that a set of straightened teeth was the most 
tangible of class markers; it was what separated the first generation immi-
grants-the cat-food eaters, the wrong verb conjugators-from the second 
generation-the college educated, the acrylic nailed-and she believed it 
was an investment worth making for the inevitable day when Robbie 
landed his first interview at Intel or IBM or PricewaterhouseCoopers. 
Robbie's mother was the kind of grim, selfless woman, with chapped hands 
and a nose threaded with broken capillaries, who was content to suffer so 
that her children could live more comfortable, if guilt-riddled, lives. And so, 
every time his braces ached, Robbie conjured images of his mother's brittle 
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and peeling fingernails, pink and raw from the chemicals she used to scrub 
strangers' shit from beneath the rims of airport toilets. They made him think 
of her whenever it came time to take a test, whenever he was up for an 
award or an academic bowl competition, to remind him to absolutely crush 
anyone who stood in the way of her dreams for him. 
It was this combination of factors-his mother's broken capillaries, the 
pain of his braces; his uncles who, having long ago given up hope of distin-
guishing themselves in their own right in order to fold and reform their dreams 
into those of their brilliant young nephew-that accounted for Robbie's early 
and merciless lead. He'd been in first place since the very first question, had 
swept both the Russian literature and the six-syllable word categories, and at 
the end of the first round he was in the lead by almost $4,000. Back in 
Chicago, every time Robbie answered a question correctly, he did so to riotous 
applause in the Jamieson auditorium, and when, at the end of round one when 
it broke for commercial, some of the girls in the audience were openly weeping 
with joy. The cheerleading squad got up and high kicked a little bit. They 
spelled out Robbie's name in big letters while the school mascot, a giant 
maroon wolf, somersaulted his way across the stage. Then the show came back 
on and the students shushed each other, hanging on every word. Alex Trebek 
said, "I understand you're a student at Jamieson College Prep in Chicago, 
Illinois?" and the cheers could be heard all the way out on Milwaukee Avenue. 
Superintendent Price leaned over and said: "You've generated some really 
remarkable positive school spirit!" and Dr. Jones beamed. He folded his hands 
tightly, and sent up a prayer to Jesus to see Robbie home. 
By the start of Double Jeopardy, it was clear that Robbie had gotten his 
hooks into both of his competitors' mental games. To his left, Amanda was 
breathing heavily, struggling not to cry. She had a score of -$400; she'd 
buzzed in for two of the first four questions, had answered them incorrectly 
with an audibly shaking voice, and then hadn't even attempted to answer a 
question for the rest of the round. During the commercial break, a producer 
had led her into the corner, given her a paper cone of water, and whispered 
encouragingly to her while she nodded vigorously and dabbed at her eyes 
with a tissue. But it was all too late: Robbie knew it was over for her. She 
would be a nonissue in the second round. 
Yun, too, was losing his nerve. His mouth was set in a line as tight and 
straight as a shoelace, but the makeup on his face was beginning to congeal 
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and run with his sweat, so that the entire surface of his face looked like a pan 
of eggs just beginning to set. Robbie watched Yun remove his glasses and 
wipe his nose-a bronze streak came away on the shirt sleeve of his shirt, and 
the sun-spot-breasted makeup artist rushed over and dabbed it away with a 
stain stick. But still, Yun could not be so easily discounted. In round one, he 
had displayed unsettling flashes of intellect, and had discovered the answer at 
the last possible second to the daily double, seemingly out of thin air-"Who 
is Solzhenitsyn? "-which he had pronounced in impeccably accented 
Russian, to increase his score by $1,500. Added to that was a trembling force 
field of pressure that was practically emanating from Yun's parents in the 
front row, who sat perfectly still and expressionless, hands folded tightly on 
their laps, backs straight, eyes moving back and forth from Alex Trebek to the 
contestants with the rhythmic intensity of spectators at a tennis match. 
"Let's check out our categories for round two, players!" enthused Alex 
Trebek. "First we have: World Rivers!" (Robbie's heart leapt. He thought of 
all those years of atlas-leafing and globe-spinning, of all those quiet sum-
mers spent at the back table of the Chicago Public Library. His mother and 
uncles would always be working, and all the other boys his age would be 
off indulging their mystifying love of sports: basketball clinics, football 
camps, swimming lessons. Robbie had no interest, his spindly brown legs 
weren't good for much else than folding onto a chair, propping up a library 
book. It wasn't that he didn't enjoy running around-brilliant or not, he 
was still a little boy, with a little boy's energy, but he didn't like being jos-
tled, tackled, shoved, and tripped; he didn't like spherical objects flying in 
the direction of his head, a head which housed twenty-two bones and which 
contained a terrifyingly fragile network of neurons and folds and mem-
branes that made up his brilliant brain, and his mother, who worried about 
everything, was just as pleased with it. There was less chance of her only 
child being injured in a library than there was on a baseball diamond, and 
this was an important consideration for someone who did not have medical 
insurance. And so Robbie had spent those long summers of his youth 
reading almanacs and science books, anthologies and encyclopedias, mem-
orizing the rivers and monuments of places that he had never been, and 
which were so remote from his Chicago experience he could not think of 
them as inhabited by real people, but rather, by numbers, trails, bumpy 
mountaintops of brown and green. 
"American Presidents!" (Here, Robbie plucked triumphantly at his 
braces. Thanks to his history teacher, Mr. Brennan, he could name them in 
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order from Washington to Obama. And just for fun, he'd learned the names 
of all their wives, too.) 
"Chemistry!" Robbie could actually see, out of the corner of his eye, 
Yun stiffen with anticipation and squeeze his buzzer like a claw. 
"Horses! Walt Disney! And finally, Sports and Fitness!" The twanging 
stopped momentarily. Of six categories, these three were beyond his exper-
tise. Robbie experienced a disturbing, if fleeting, moment of self-doubt. 
"Amanda," said Alex, gesturing kindly at the trembling girl to Robbie's right, 
"Seeing as you are in third place, you'll choose first for Double Jeopardy." 
"I'll take Walt Disney? For $400?" she said. Her voice still quivered dan-
gerously, so that everything she said sounded like a question. 
"Walt Disney World, the nation's largest theme park, is located in this 
American city." 
Robbie's mind went blank. Disney World? Who cared about Disney 
World? He'd never seen a Disney movie in his life; he'd been raised on a 
strict diet of PBS, with the occasional mental break to watch his mother's 
Mexican soap operas. They didn't have cable growing up, they didn't go to 
see movies, and Robbie had a distinct memory of going to kindergarten with 
a lunchbox shaped like the planet Saturn, while all the other kids had car-
toon characters-pretty, giant-eyed girls with perky ponytails and an 
androgynous looking dark-skinned boy with puffy pants and curled shoes-
Aladdin, was it? 
"Orlando is the correct response, Amanda," he heard Trebek saying. 
"Good for you! Please pick again." 
Orlando! Orlando, Florida; population 200,000? Major producer of 
grapefruit and oranges, located in the central Florida lake region, indige-
nous home to the Seminole Indians? Robbie knew Orlando! He knew it! At 
least the things that mattered ... 
Amanda, her voice shaking slightly less, chose the same category for 
$800. Before Robbie could even process the question, she was already 
buzzing in: "What are the Magic Teacups?" She won again for $1200, 
$1600, and the Daily Double, on which she wagered all of her money and 
won: the correct answer was "What is Goofy?" Robbie had a vague associ-
ation of a dog with overalls, and then he realized, looking at her score, 
which was now $7,600 to Robbie's $8,000, that while his callous-handed, 
leathery forefathers had been plucking chickens and frying cornmeal on 
stone plates in Matamoros, Amanda's ancestors had been sitting in com-
fortable, overstuffed chairs somewhere in New Hampshire, in houses that 
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looked like wedding cakes with acre-wide lawns of over-fertilized green and 
massive bunches of seasonal flowers. And in those wedding cake houses 
were large black-and-white televisions-his own grandparents having lived 
and died without ever seeing one-and on these televisions, Amanda's 
grandparents had watched this Goofy and all of his friends, probably while 
eating egg-salad sandwiches with the crusts daintily trimmed, and they had 
passed down this cultural knowledge, this genetic predisposition for a 
cheery, uncomplicated love for all things Disney, to their poplin-armored 
granddaughter so that one day she could appear on Teen Jeopardy and 
come back and win a scholarship for college that she didn't even need. 
Robbie looked over at Yun, whose makeup had bled off his sweating face 
and ringed the blue collar of his shirt a dusky orange. His parents were 
watching him, still expressionless, but still emanating that force field of per-
fection that promised, if Yun were to lose, a long, silent, six-hour car ride back 
home to Mountain View, California. There would be no radio, and no words 
of either reprimand or comfort, just the blinding, stunning Pacific to their left, 
as flinty and hard as sapphire, and Yun would gaze at it out the window for 
so long that it would sting his eyes until the tears came, and Robbie wished 
suddenly that he had been friendlier to Yun in the greenroom. 
Alex Trebek called for commercial, and when the ON AIR light turned 
off, Amanda looked out into the audience and found her parents, who 
nearly glowed with WASP-y pride and country-club tans. Her father waved 
at her vigorously, the silver-plated wristwatch winking on his thick hairy 
wrist, and her mother, wearing a lemony cardigan the same color as her 
daughter's hair, gave the thumbs-up sign, and Robbie saw a tongue-colored 
thumbnail that matched exactly the color of her lipstick. 
In contrast to Amanda's parents, his own family looked faded and dis-
placed, foreign in a way that even Yun's parents didn't. The three of them 
were holding hands fiercely, and oozing out from between the fingers of his 
mother and Tio Rafael were the red beads of Robbie's mother's rosary. They 
were mouthing the words to the Lord's Prayer in unison, and they wore 
matching T-shirts silkscreened with Robbie's freshman year yearbook photo 
that Tio Luis had gotten printed up at some kiosk in the middle of the Gold 
Mill Mall food court. His uncles' neck tattoos peeked out of their shirt col-
lars like vines. It occurred to Robbie, looking at their ardent faces, that he 
might lose. What would happen then? His uncles would squeeze his shoul-
ders and tell him how proud they were, and his mom would wrap him in 
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one those long hugs of hers, telling him that he did his best and that was 
enough for her, but then he would hear her stirring from bed at four-thirty 
a.m. the next morning to get up for work and he would feel, through the 
constant ache of his braces, that he had been unable to change anything for 
her. And at night, his tios would return to He Ain't Here to drink their rail 
liquor and, with quiet, heartsick voices, they would pick apart their 
nephew's defeat in the same disbelieving, personally invested way they dis-
sected soccer matches. Robbie is the one, they would say, looking into the 
tepid yellow surfaces of their glasses, who isn't supposed to lose in this 
family. Us, sure. But never Robbie. 
Their desperation frightened him, then angered him, and then he felt 
suddenly and fiercely ashamed of them all, most particularly his mother. 
Couldn't she have done something with her hair, bought some of that pink 
lipstick? They sell it at the drugstore for three bucks or something; he'd seen 
it there before-it's not like lipstick was reserved for the domain of the rich. 
It was almost like she wanted to look like a woman who cleaned bathrooms 
for a living. Couldn't she have left the stupid silkscreened T-shirts to his 
crazy uncles, gone to Dress Barn or Carson's or wherever normal American 
mothers shopped, and bought a black dress or something, maybe some high 
heels? Instead, she was wearing the T-shirt from the kiosk in the mall, which 
was so big on her that Robbie's face across her chest was folded so he 
looked like a demon baby with freakishly close set eyes. She smiled at him, 
waved at him again, a worn face that loved him so honestly, a face that hid 
nothing, a face that managed somehow to be both younger and older than 
all the other parents' faces, and a lump of guilt and some other, new feeling 
that he couldn't quite name-he was not as adept in the world of emotion 
as he was with the world of logic-rose inside of him, and as he turned his 
back to her without returning her wave he saw the hurt on her face, and her 
hand fell back to her lap like a burned-out firework. 
Amanda, after sweeping the first two categories, had a newfound confi-
dence and a score of over $12,000. When her next choice was Sports and 
Fitness, and she answered the question about some figure skater from the 
1988 Olympics, Robbie finally began to believe, as sure as he knew that the 
Emperor penguin incubated its egg for 72 days and Mozart first composed 
an andante in C major, six measures long, when he was only five years old, 
that he was going to lose. 
His only chance at recovery, by this point, was World Rivers, and he 
reminded himself that this was his forte. But when Amanda finally turned her 
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attentions to this category, and Alex read the first clue: "This Florentine river, 
when it flooded in 1966, destroyed much of the city's artistic masterpieces," 
Robbie knew the answer: he knew it, but when he buzzed and was called on, 
he answered, inexplicably, "What is the Tiber?" Even before he said it, he knew 
that he was wrong, but his brain had gone into panic mode and hadn't been 
able to sift through its catalogue of rivers, first European and then Italian, with 
the kind of swiftness and accuracy which up until now had been a hallmark of 
his academic prowess. In the audience, he was aware of movement, the hands 
of his mother flying to cover her face while his uncles sagged in their seats. 
Amanda picked up the cause, buzzing in and answering perkily, with a 
voice that in no way resembled the trembling mouse of round one, "What 
is the Arno!" and at that moment Robbie remembered her speaking casu-
ally to some of the other competitors about a classics tour she'd taken with 
her high school Latin class, how they'd travelled, with sturdy and pristine 
hiking boots and North Face backpacks, around the dusty, crumbling 
whiteness of the Parthenon, craned their necks and squinted up at the 
Coliseum, whose pillars blocked the sun and curved above her in a way, she 
had said, "that made you feel tiny, just insignificant, a speck in the span of 
time and history." He remembered how she'd said that they'd opted to 
extend their stay in order to take a fast train up to Florence, where the 
Duomo stands in the middle of the city, so huge, she said, that you can see 
it anywhere you go, glittering and unimaginably beautiful, blocking the 
ends of streets and rising between buildings like a red-tiled sun-a red-tiled 
sun, he'd thought; I'd like to see that-and that medieval city is cut through 
the middle by the Arno, whose waters Amanda had personally gazed down 
at from the middle of Ponte Vecchio, the Duomo to the north, and moun-
tains, dusty and ancient, straight ahead in the east. She'd been there, she'd 
seen it, but in all those years of memorizing cities and capitals and rivers 
and oceans, Robbie had never once dreamed that he might do the same, 
because the world outside Logan Square was a map populated not by 
human people but percentages of women and men; demographics; a world 
not colored by sunsets or softened by rain or smelling of seaweed and car 
exhaust and pine sap but by average temperatures and exports and yearly 
precipitation measurements. All his life he'd been a champion, but even 
now, he still dreamed like a peasant. 
The credits began to roll and Alex Trebek beckoned Amanda over to 
him. Beaming, she tucked herself beneath his waiting arm. Robbie watched her 
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with a sense of detachment. He thought to himself that when she got back to 
New Hampshire, she would graduate, go to a good college, then move to New 
York and make a big success of herself. Later in life, the fact that she had been 
a Teen Jeopardy Champion would itself become trivia. It might be something 
she'd tell on a first date with a guy she really liked, to prove that she was inter-
esting, that she had a story. But it wouldn't represent the fabric of her being, 
which was made of other, more subjective, and ultimately more meaningful 
truths. She had won because she hadn't needed to, because it was enough, in 
her family, to have been on the show at all. And winning didn't matter for her 
school either, a school that didn't need to rely on dwindling state funds but had 
private donors and former presidents paying for its cut grass, its computer labs 
full of shiny new computers, its science labs all chrome and ceramic. Her vic-
tory was just another notch in the belt of the Concord Academy, while back at 
Jamieson, the cheerleaders hid their faces in the plastic shreds of their pom-
poms and cried, the cumbia music went silent, and the students, heads down, 
filed quietly back to their overcrowded classrooms. 
Superintendent Price gave Dr. Jones's shoulder a squeeze and stood up 
from his seat in the back row. 
"Well, Felix, the kid gave it the old college try anyway," he said. "Maybe 
you shouldn't have put so much pressure on him. That must be a lot to 
handle, knowing your whole school is watching back home on live TV? Ever 
thought about that?" 
Felix stood up, his head feeling light and empty. 
"I suppose that's true, Dr. Price," he said. 
"We should schedule another meeting for next week to, you know, to 
talk about the direction of Jamieson and the role you'll be playing in that, 
eh, transition." 
"I understand." 
Dr. Jones shook hands with the superintendent and the mayor, who were 
in a hurry to leave. Men like them didn't like to be in places that had wit-
nessed failure. They were afraid it would cling to them, like toilet paper 
trailing from a shoe. They left the auditorium through the back door into 
waiting Lincoln Town Cars, while Dr. Jones went back to his office and qui-
etly shut the door. 
He knew, of course, that there would be other scholarships, other 
chances, for a kid as special as Robbie. It was the other kids though-what 
would happen to them? Seeing their faces as they watched Robbie let the 
victory slip away had made it clear that many of them would take the loss 
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harder than Robbie himself would. They were still kids, no matter how 
grown up they tried to appear, and it would be years before they finally 
buckled to the concept that life really isn't fair: because the moment they 
came to that realization would be the moment that they truly entered adult-
hood. Dr. Jones felt that it was he, not Robbie, who had let them down. And 
it was something greater, too: the mayor in his Town Car, the superintendent 
with the crystal paperweight, and all the so-called experts who had told Dr. 
Jones to fix things but hadn't told him how. How to fix things in a city so 
broken, in a country so disparate? None of it made any difference. It 
wouldn't have changed a thing if Robbie had won. But Lord Almighty, what 
he wouldn't have given to have seen that auditorium erupt if Robbie had. 
The plane ride back to Chicago was quiet. Robbie's mother slept while 
his tios stared out the window. Beneath them, rolled out in its mightiness, 
was the American West. Robbie had never seen so much of it all at once. It 
spread forever, its topography familiar to him from his books, its mountain 
ranges whose names he knew, whose tops he could measure. His braces 
were killing him. They tore up the soft insides of his mouth and they pulled 
so constantly at his front teeth he could feel the pain all the way up in the 
center of his forehead. Next to him, his mother stirred in her sleep, her hand 
groping and finding his. Under normal circumstances he would object to 
such maudlin, maternal displays of affection. But here, with the mountains 
below and the patchworks of prairie fields, he relented to the warm pressure 
of her peeling fingers, and began to list the major exports of the countries 
he would one day take her to, once she got her papers sorted out, and he 
had a little money in his pocket. 
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Leaving Los Angeles 
Mat t Ma rtin 
EVERYONE KNEW WHY I WENT TO LA, BUT NO ONE KNEW WHY I LEFT. 
I had been performing on stages in the city doing sketch and improv 
comedy, garnered a little attention from some newspapers and thought I 
should take a shot at the show. I saved up a couple bucks, hit up every one 
of my family and friends and had a party to celebrate my move westward. 
Each uncle and twice-removed cousin, each casual friend from high school, 
each ex-girlfriend who was still cordial wished me luck. They vicariously 
dreamt of my impending fame and fortune. They crossed their fingers and 
pinned their hopes on my back. I left with specific directions to succeed. I 
left with the intention to do exactly that. 
Someone in some movie once said, "Every great lie contains about 80 per-
cent truth." Therefore, when people asked, "Why are you home?" or "Are you 
going back, or was that your one shot?" I slipped in 80 percent of the truth to 
protect myself from having to come clean about the real reason I left LA. 
I came up with a litany of mostly honest answers: "Well, the writers 
strike was going on and production jobs were hard to come by." 
"Shit man, I was broke. LA is fuckin' expensive." "You know what? I 
just never got along with the people out there." That was the excuse met 
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with the least resistance, because people from Chicago have an unhealthy, 
yet pretty accurate, distrust of Los Angeles. 
"My agent wasn't getting me out, and shit, if you're not getting out at 
least twice a week, why the fuck do you even bother calling me?" Most 
people in Chicago responded with blank stares and incredulous looks at 
that excuse, because no one knew what the hell I was talking about. 
"I felt like my talents lay more in writing, so I figured, I'm gonna go 
back to school and finish up my degree." 
And, finally, the coup de grace, "I had a look-in-the-mirror moment, 
and I just didn't see myself living in Los Angeles for the rest of my life." 
The great thing about all of these excuses which became canned at some 
point, was that they were all in some way the truth. Sitting back in the bars, 
talking to old high school friends, seeing a semi-interested aunt at a cousin's 
birthday party, they all nodded and moved on to the next topic of conver-
sation. It furthered my stance that 7 5 percent of the people you encounter 
in life don't listen to a word you say. 
The real reason I left, albeit wrapped up in all those believable excuses, 
was something I was reluctant to come to terms with. 
The moment I couldn't deny the truth anymore came on a normal Los 
Angeles afternoon, that is, 70 degrees, sunny with a breeze enough to tousle 
your hair, but not too strong to blow off your hat. Every day is like that 
there. For someone who is from the Midwest or the East Coast it is, in all 
senses of the word, surreal. I eventually felt like Bill Murray in Groundhog 
Day. Time ceased to pass. Days blurred. The only reminders were the deple-
tion of my bank account, the creeping wrinkles around my eyes, and the 
look I gave myself in the mirror, which now featured a raised eyebrow, and 
a sardonically curled lip. 
I was represented by a Top Five agency in commercial auditions, and 
one of their faceless voices in the dark, who lived off of others' talent, called 
the night before to tell me about something he thought I would be perfect 
for. It was a commercial for Bob's Big Boy restaurants and more specifically 
Bob's Big Boy restaurants in the southeastern United States. 
I had never been to Bob's. I had never been to the southeastern region 
of the United States, for that matter, and I had most certainly never been to 
a Bob's Big Boy in the southeastern region of the United States, but when 
your agent calls, you show up, you audition, you knock it out and make 
some money. 
It was the first audition they had sent me out on since a Bud Light commercial 
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I eventually saw on TV. That was two months before. Naturally, I was 
excited. In my mind, this was affirmation that the system worked. Stay pos-
itive, keep the faith, and eventually it will happen. This is the mantra that 
permeates all corners of town, and sprawls the entire expanse of Los 
Angeles County. This is what is stamped on your forehead the first time you 
meet a mid-40's actor at a bar who was a body double for Jason Lee in 
Alvin and the Chipmunks. It's handed to you in a pamphlet the first time 
you end up at an after party at the house of the girl who was down to the 
final three for a guest spot on How I Met Your Mother, and it was silently 
echoed by my agent, who was representing five thousand other people who 
looked just like me. 
I called off work at MTV, where I had lucked into a job in the ever-so-
glamorous world of Reality Television Postproduction, specifically the high-
school trashy variety. Where my days were book-ended with watching five 
Southern California stooges entering and exiting a bus, all in the hopes of win-
ning the hand of some Orange County skank who, based solely on initial 
appearance, might tell the stooge "no" or "come over to this beach towel and 
show me if you know how to dig for clams ... if you know what I mean." 
I was living the dream. 
When I woke up around ten, I stared in the mirror for about thirty min-
utes, trying to decide whether or not I should trim my shadow for a pur-
poseful growth of facial hair, or if I should let it go and give them Look #2, 
the au naturale. Decisions like this are par for the course. Which Look the 
casting directors are searching for can make or break a career, and in Los 
Angeles Look means a lot more than Talent. 
I went for a quick run down in Echo Park, a neighborhood famous for its 
violence and Hispanic gangs. In the early days of Hollywood, circa the second 
decade of the twentieth century, it was home to the most famous movie stars 
there were at the time, silent film actors. The irony never became more 
apparent than when I went for a run and instead stumbled into a bush after 
gunshots rang out on a crisp Sunday afternoon a few months earlier. Before 
the black-and-white squad cars of the LAPD showed up, .38 bullet casings lit-
tered around trickled blood stains directly under the Historic Preservation 
Society street sign that commemorated Charlie Chaplin. 
I put on a pair of slightly torn, seriously faded, brand new jeans, an old high-
school lacrosse shirt, and a blue, white, and yellow flannel shirt. I slipped into 
my blue canvas Nike's, pulled out of my garage, and headed to Hollywood. 
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Sunset Boulevard, arguably one of the most famous streets in the world, 
goes east from the ocean, heads north a quarter of the way in Bel-Air, comes 
back west around Los Feliz, and then heads south Downtown. More than 
once, I felt like I was going in circles in Los Angeles. 
It is a well-documented irony that Hollywood, the place where dreams 
come true, is a Los Angeles neighborhood that is filled with faded apartment 
buildings, scummy bars, and sagging palm trees. I turned off of Fountain 
onto LaBrea, centrally located in the heart of Hollywood, and pulled into 
the parking lot. 
The front of the building looked like something you would find in an 
office park in any nondescript suburb anywhere in the country. 
Inside, it was like every other audition I had been to, meaning there were 
thirty-five clones of myself walking around, looking up to the ceiling, silently 
mouthing lines, occasionally making eye contact. Unfortunately, before I left 
for Los Angeles no one told me that six-foot-tall, brown-haired, blue-eyed 
white guys with backgrounds in comedy were about as rare as sidewalks. 
I navigated my way through the fun house of mirrors and signed my 
name on the sign-in sheet, grabbed a piece of paper that was next to it, and 
did my best not to get discouraged by the fact that I was entirely expend-
able in this room. 
It read "Bob's Big Boy is looking for its new spokesman. Think the 
Verizon guy, but for Bob's Famous Burgers." 
My stomach turned. 
"You are a fun guy, light hearted, easy to talk to, and everyone knows 
it, that's why you are Bob's roving reporter, spreading the dish on all the 
great things Bob's has to offer. In this audition, improvise a behind-the-
scenes look at Bob's famous Southern Hospitality Kitchen." 
I found a seat, not too close to any of the doppelgangers that lined the 
room, and tried to devise a strategy with which to tackle this audition. 
Since I didn't have much life experience to draw from, I decided that the 
best way to improvise a scene for this audition was to play the reporter they 
asked for. I would be a Matt Lauer/Jon Stewart hybrid, going into the back 
of a Big Boy's kitchen, poring over the newest, freshest recipe for the fea-
tured burger at Bob's. Walking the audience through step by step, making 
the cuhh-rayyyzeee new burger, the fancy Southern ingredients, the down-
home feel one gets in the kitchen, and the friendliness Bob demands. I got 
so involved in inventing different burgers with Southern BBQ sauce and 
crispy onion strings and all sorts of Southern variations on the burger in my 
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mind that when my name got called, I was shocked back into the room, 
wondering if I was mouthing my imagined words into the air. 
I stood up, making sure not to touch any of the look-alikes, in fear of 
some sort of accidental, life-altering disaster. Scenes from Back to the Future 
flashed through my mind. I walked into the door, past another self, and 
stepped in front of the camera. 
The room was terrifying enough. Three computer screens with images 
of a stage. To the left were two eight-foot-tall lights with barn doors on 
them, shepherding the light forward, on to the stage. In between was the 
camera, to the left of the lights the stage. 
The door closed, and everything was fine. I shifted my weight in front 
of the camera, and still-everything was as it should be-natural jitters 
coursed through my veins. 
The smug dick who operated the camera, dolled up like some California 
poser in his tight T-shirt, expensive designer jeans (which I secretly envied), 
and perfectly barbered, accidental facial hair said, "Slate." 
"Joe Johnson. Commercials Unlimited." 
The door swung open violently, and the alternate-universe version of my 
camera operator stuck his head in, realizing he had interrupted the shot and 
said very matter-of-factly, "Oh, my bad, dude." 
I looked at him innocently enough and said, "It's all good." 
He rolled his eyes at me as if I were some poseur. The guy was wearing 
a yellow plastic raincoat, had a handlebar moustache, expensive sandals, 
and white, shin-length Capri pants. 
He affectionately petted his moustache and asked my camera operator, 
"Hey, you want something from up the street? I'm gonna grab some lunch." 
Camera Operator #1 shook his head at Camera Operator #2 and said, 
"Naw, I'm straight, but thanks, Clint." 
His name was Clint!? I loved that name, but now it was ruined. Clint 
Eastwood movies were ruined. Dirty Harry was ruined. The name Harry 
was ruined. 
The door slammed behind him, and it was back to me and Camera 
Operator #1. 
He scratched his chest over the faded Bee-Gees Live in Sweden decal on 
his frayed yellow shirt, looked at me with general disinterest, and said, 
"Slate." 
"Joe Johnson. Commercials Unlimited." 
I stared at the camera. I faintly made out my reflection in the lens, my 
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body tiny, my head shrunken. My mind started reeling. Reeling in the 
attempt to rediscover what the fuck I was going to say. Reeling away from 
the fun, carefree, easy-to-talk-to guy Bob's Big Boy was looking for. Reeling 
into fear. Fear that my bank account would continue to reside in the Land 
of Overdrawn. Fear that I would have to hear my mom say yet again, "It's 
OK, honey, if it's meant to be, it's meant to be." Fear that my lie was 
becoming transparent. The truth was that I was scared. Scared that I would 
let down everyone who hoped I would succeed. 
I looked up at the fuck-ass who was operating the camera, and he was 
rolling his hand at me, while simultaneously rolling his eyes into his head. 
He shrugged his shoulders and mouthed, "Let's go." 
My head flooded with visions of BBQ sauce and onion strings. I imag-
ined an overweight, Southern business owner chuckling in my direction, and 
felt him slapping me on the back. I saw my mouth biting down on the 
burger, and saw a little sauce slip down on my shirt. I envisioned a carefree 
moment as I licked it off my shirt, and saw the graphics of Bob's Big Boy's 
Burgers slide over my eyes. 
Then I looked up. 
I saw Camera Operator #1 shaking his head. I realized I had been 
talking for the last minute or so and had no idea at all what came out of my 
mouth. I reserved hope that this jag in the tight jeans was going to tell me 
at the very least, "That was decent. Stay up, bro." 
I walked towards the door and looked at him in anticipation. He pulled 
out his phone and started to text, then looked up and said, "That was 
fucking brutal, dude." I half-smiled uncomfortably, and felt my head slide 
down. I felt faint, and my hands started to cramp. I tried to swallow, but I 
couldn't. I reached for the handle and pushed, the door didn't move. The last 
thing I heard was, "It's pull, bro." 
I drove home, radio off, in a daze. Trees and people blending into side-
walks, cars becoming round shapes I avoided. I pulled into my garage and 
didn't remember a single discernible trait of the drive. I went up to my 
kitchen, opened a beer, and proceeded to drink for the rest of the day. I 
drank for the remainder of my time in Los Angeles. 
I lived with subtle nips of fear from the time I left Chicago. Fear that I 
wasn't prepared for the show. I can't say why it reached crippling fashion 
that day while I was auditioning for a Bob's Big Boy commercial, but it did, 
and it moved in to my mind and grew like a houseplant. 
Fear and doubt turned into all-day drinking and epic coke binges. The 
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final straw with my roommates was the night I told my girlfriend to fuck her-
self outside of a karaoke bar after getting kicked out, driving blacked out to 
my house, kicking in my front door, and waking up naked in the living room. 
The roommates sugarcoated it. Said they were worried about me. Said 
that this would be good for me and showed me the door. I didn't care. I 
didn't care. Fuck them. They didn't know me. They didn't care about me. 
I called up my best friend in Chicago and said I needed to get out of LA. 
Would he fly out, drive back with me? I didn't know what was going to 
happen. He and his brother flew out; I blew two grand and maxed out my 
last credit card in three days-one in LA, one in Vegas, the last on the road. 
We drank. We killed bags of cocaine. Then we drank some more. I lived in 
doubt. I lived in fear. 
I came back to Chicago on a cold February day, after driving twenty-
nine hours straight, and thought about the weather I had just left. "Fuck it," 
I thought. I had to leave the fear and doubt. 
That's why I left LA, and until now, no one knew the real reason. All 
anyone knew was a fabrication of the truth. A balsa-wood model airplane. 
Some knew about the incident at the apartment. Some knew I wasn't happy. 
I think I told a girlfriend that I wasn't sure if I really thought I should have 
been there in the first place. No one knew the truth. 
Now, they do. And 80 percent of it is true. 
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The Shack 
Amber Ponomar 
SQUEEZE WAS HIS NAME, AND IT'D BEEN THAT WAY FOR SO LONG THAT HIS REGULAR 
name from his pop and old lady had faded. Squeeze didn't care enough to 
correct people. He didn't know if he cared enough about anything, really. 
He let them believe what they wanted, and then moved on. No one knew 
his real name. Not even Lara, his main girl back in a previous life, in a pre-
vious place and state of mind. Not here. 
Here, he lived in a rickety, one-room shack wedged into the sand at the 
bottom of a hill. The ocean was close enough to keep him up at night. The 
top of the hill stopped mid-hump and turned into a craggy cliff, a sheer, 
fifty-foot drop. The sky was always bright, like graying cotton dotted with 
the organs that filled the sky like seagulls. Organs. Brains, hearts, placentas, 
livers, undulating intestines slithering through the air like Chinese dragons. 
The organ gulls taunted him. Pairs of conjoined kidneys helicoptered 
above his shack like urine-filled flies. Black-meat lungs glided past his 
window, expanding and releasing and sputtering like a pair of damaged bel-
lows. But the smart ones, the gelatinous livers with their spidery, transparent 
wings, and the serpentine entrails, and the hearts that propelled themselves 
like jellyfish, they all flew high. It'd been a long time since any human had 
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lived in that shack, and the others had given them no reason to be trusting. 
The younger ones-the cilia-covered eyeballs and the ghostly epidermal 
shells-let their bat-like wings fill with air, slowly parachuting down toward 
the beach. They tested their boundaries, felt his hungry stare from the 
window in the round, blue, splintering shack on the beach. 
"You'll have to come down here sometime!" Squeeze screamed, pointing 
his sand-dry finger out the window at them. He wanted those chubby spleens 
and livers more than anything. He wanted them more than Lara had wanted 
the baby, more than Lara had wanted to have-a-life-with-him. At first it'd been 
simple: an apartment, a scraggly little rat dog, a shopping cart full of fair trade 
groceries. A little expensive, but that year his folks were still bankrolling him. 
This girl was maybe the one. She had ideals and was a monster in bed. 
Then came the little pink plus sign. It was impossible-she'd been taking 
pills-but somehow, floating around like a diver in a bloody sea, was 
Squeeze's offspring. Lara started talking down-the-road, and silently, he 
considered it. The end of his drifter days. A replay of his parents' dutiful 
lives. He considered it. He had to; there was a plus sign. But he was wary. 
He let her believe for months that he'd put a ring on her finger. She told her 
mom they were waiting for the baby. He considered it. Lara wanted a two-
story house, a briefcase in his hand, and diapers to change. He gave her the 
house and the briefcase, but as soon as that baby was flushed down the 
toilet-Lara naked and dimpled with fat, her head in her hands-he 
breathed a quiet sigh of relief and left, and came out here. 
His mouth watered. He wiped it with the paling back of his hand. 
Squeeze wanted the organ-gulls because it'd been days since he'd eaten any-
thing more than the roots of the dry grasses that grew on the hill, and his 
shit had become nothing more than burning water. Not even the young, idi-
otic organ-gulls had been flying low enough for him to catch one. 
But today was different. Today, he'd snatch one right out of the sky. He 
climbed to the top of the hill, his bare feet inches from the cliff face. Squeeze 
licked his lips and drove his hand into his pocket, pulling out a makeshift 
lasso. He flicked the empty circle of rope into the air, his arm swinging 
around his head. A liver-gull cawed from over the ocean, swooping low over 
the beach. It was bigger than Squeeze had expected. Its gray wings spread 
six feet across, and its brown, rabbit-sized body hung between. She was 
pregnant, carrying a small yellow gall bladder at her side. Squeeze continued 
to twirl the rope over his head. The liver-gull cawed again, one lobe 
twitching over the sand like a beak, then tilted her wings toward the cliff, 
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struggling to get far off the ground. As she flew closer below, he saw a small 
tear in one of her wings. This was his chance. Without a battle cry, just 
swift, predatory motion, he threw the lasso over the cliff, binding the she-
liver. She lay in a squirming heap in the sand. 
Squeeze let out a sharp, hard, "HA!" He began to gather the long rope 
in his hands and pull it toward him like a fishing line. The she-liver bounced 
up the jagged edge of the cliff, her lump of a body growing heavier and 
heavier. A few times she was stuck in the cliff side, but Squeeze jerked her 
loose with a simple flick of his wrist. She-liver's final screams ripped 
through the salty sea air like static. 
"Quit cryin'!" Squeeze laughed down the side of the cliff, and foot by 
foot, the pregnant she-liver at the end of the lasso grew quiet and became 
nothing more than a dead weight. When Squeeze finally pulled the animal 
up and over, onto the hillside, he sat down next to it and touched the pulpy 
mass. She was lopsided. One of her wings had been completely severed. Her 
gall-bladder young was in bloody tatters. 
Somewhere, miles above, an intestine roared in anguish. 
The cliff side had torn too far into her flesh, puncturing her; her still 
flanks glistened with her fine, salty, inner syrup. Squeeze pulled the yellowy 
creature to his chest, something he never did, and ran down the hillside back 
to his round shack. 
His door opened without a sound. "Fuck," he muttered, dumping his 
load onto the half-circle countertop. "What a waste." His shirt was soaked 
with her syrup too, plastered to him like a second skin. The syrup was hard-
ening too; it was something he had not expected: a defense mechanism. He 
molted. 
Shirtless, he dunked his hands into a basin of water underneath the 
shack's round window. The sky hurt his eyes. It was that cloudy gray that 
threatened rain; it was bright but not warm, like the too-bright fluorescents 
at Baxter and Baxter where he'd carried his briefcase weeks ago. He hated 
the sky when it was like this, hated how dead it made him feel, like 
nothing-as much as he wished-would ever matter to him. The blinding 
gray made him feel useless, like he was no one, just pieces of a human being 
surrounded by this sky and the ocean, and nothing else existed. 
A faint, bubbly coo came from the countertop. The she-liver stirred. She 
struggled to lift her eyeless head. Her single wing twitched, out of balance. 
Squeeze turned to the rabbit-sized gull and punched straight down on the 
nub of the head. The whimper cut out. His knuckles hit the counter. 
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"Motherfucker!" he screamed at the dead liver. His hands were full of 
its syrup again, so again he dipped them into the basin of water, shaking his 
fingers like a doctor before surgery. Squeeze dried his hands on his pants, 
wiping front and back. 
Beside the basin stood a tiny, hollow-eyed American Indian doll. She was 
made of dark wood, and around her hollow eyes were hard creases that 
came from frequent anger, from despair. She'd been there forever, for as long 
as Squeeze'd been there, and longer, and now still, she is there. Squeeze 
turned the doll to face the wall. She seemed to disapprove of him-not like 
everyone else disapproved of him, not like he'd wished Lara would disap-
prove of him-she disapproved of him in an essential way, in a way no one 
else could have made him care about, like he was wrong, born wrong, and 
could never be made right. He hated the doll, but he could not bear to throw 
her into the ocean, or bury her under the sand, or strike her against the 
rocky cliff, though he often thought of these things before sleeping. 
The truth he never learned was she was only a doll. It was the shack that 
disapproved, the shack that watched Squeeze take the curved blade of his 
favorite knife and slit the side of the she-liver, letting the rest of her rich 
molasses drip into a bowl where it congealed and shook like yellowed jelly. 
It was the shack that watched him take the wing of the she-liver in his teeth, 
ripping it away from the body like leaves from the stem of a flower. 
It was the shack that listened to Squeeze's moans, watched his naked 
chest heave in delight over his kill, watched him lick the fresh jelly from the 
still-warm flanks of the faceless creature. The shack listened as Squeeze ten-
derly stripped the flesh from the boneless body with his teeth, listened as his 
breath quickened, as gulls shrieked outside in mourning, as the thin glass 
window shook with wind, and Squeeze twitched in pleasure, the raw meat 
melting on his tongue. The shack watched Squeeze's hands drop to his groin, 
watched him stroke the she-liver's empty body against the lump growing 
harder in his cotton pants. 
The shack watched, and the shack disapproved. 
The thin kitchen window clamored in the high wind. Squeeze sighed in an 
ecstasy he hadn't given the woman he promised to love; he lifted the empty 
liver up and down, fast and desperate, trying to rationalize the act, trying to 
convince himself that he was alone, that he deserved this (his pants fell to his 
knees), that no one would ever know, that it was an experiment, trying to ratio-
nalize it, up and down, faster and more desperate, breathing raggedly. 
He climaxed. And the shack could not bear it any longer; the window 
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shattered. Curved shards drilled into Squeeze like flying knives, cutting him 
apart. First his epidermis was torn loose, an empty humanoid sack catching 
wind like a plastic bag. Then came the heart, splattering over the floor, 
spreading dark, fledgling tendrils and taking to the sky. Then came the eyes, 
one by one, their white, fur-like feathers catching the light of the bright, 
clouded sky. The brain, the lungs, the intestine in an elegant, watery arc-
they all went. Last was the large, beagle-sized he-liver. He perched tenta-
tively on the countertop, letting his tent-like wings dry in the wind. They 
dripped with bile and had small, hooked claws for climbing. The he-liver 
twisted his newly freed head back and forth, enjoying the wind that had 
begun to make the walls of the shack sway. He sensed around the room. A 
strange smell hung about: a smell like slaughter. But his brother-organs were 
newborns ... no one would have needed to feed yet. The he-liver curiously 
hopped along the wooden counter, using the claws on his wings to pull him 
along and his nostrils to guide him. He nudged a bowl full of something 
thick. The he-liver bent to sniff it, then reared back screaming, the first 
sound his new body ever made. This place was a graveyard. His new wings 
smacked the bowl of liver-juices-he howled in pain. His brown skin wrin-
kled from the gore-smell that filled the room as the bowl crashed to the 
floor. He crawled back to the window and let the wind fill his wings, taking 
to the sky with his brothers. 
And the shack, quaking in the wind, watched. 
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Procession 
Kevin Kane 
THE TWO BROTHERS, MARK AND RICHARD, TRIED NOT TO LET THEIR SNORKELS 
brush against the thick mess of cornstalks surrounding them. They crouched 
for a moment and looked at each other. Richard, the older of the two, 
sported two thick pads of dark soil spread beneath his eyes. Mark made an 
owl's hoot and pointed toward the above-ground swimming pool between 
them and their house. The screen door squealed and whumped closed as 
their sister strolled out, twin floating devices pinching her pudgy arms. 
Richard tapped one finger on his arm, two against Mark's bare chest and 
made a pulling-down motion, like they used to signal their pop to honk his 
truck's horn on those rare occasions when they watched him drive away. 
They slipped out of the corn, heads low and bare feet silent. Quickly, they 
hoisted themselves over the edge and slid into the water with no more splash 
than the wind made. The two black snorkels gathered air as they waited for 
Sherri, their bodies pressed against the edge. 
Diane watched her daughter climb up the ladder, set one leg over to 
splash into the pool. The little blond head danced along the surface, just 
poking over the edge. 
From that small house squeezed by hay, corn, and soybean fields on all 
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sides, neither Diane nor Ben saw the exact moment that Sherri's head dis-
appeared below the surface. A fluffy cloud passing overhead dropped the 
backyard into shadow. Diane, holding a turquoise Pyrex mixing bowl in the 
crook of her arm, peeked out from the cramped kitchen through the screen 
door and saw nothing except the curving edge of the pool and the cloud's 
shadow slowly move away from the yard. She turned the wooden spoon 
through the batter twice more before sliding the bowl onto the counter. 
The single name "Sherri" escaped her lips to dash against the screen. 
"Ben," she screamed, not turning toward her husband and instead immedi-
ately pushing open the door. Ben, his hands soapy from the dishes, moved 
fast as if in jumps of time, like a projector missing the slide between him at 
the sink and him at the door where he collided with his wife also passing 
outside. His arm shot out as he hurtled into her, catching Diane squarely in 
the shoulder and launching her off balance and spinning toward the 
ground. He bounded forward toward the short, squat ladder, and the pro-
jector seemed to skip again, missing the slide of him by Diane's side as she 
tried to stop her own fall and him halfway to the ladder. In that space, a 
hard breeze rushed across the freshly mown hayfield dotted here and there 
with tight-rolled bundles of hay. Diane's hands splayed out before her, but 
her legs had tangled when Ben shoved her out of the way. Nothing stopped 
her face and teeth from ricocheting off a pile of rocks. 
Ben lea pt from the ground, one foot stepping briefly on a ladder rung, 
the thing barely having time to bow beneath his weight before he dove 
toward the water just now rippling with the strangely cool wind on this hot, 
mucky day in southern Michigan. He was no swimmer, and his body col-
lided with the water as much as penetrated the surface, arms flailing and 
nose suddenly full of the sharp tang of chlorine. 
The water bit into his open eyes as he scanned the churning mass of 
bubbles and light. He made out the limp form of his daughter held down by 
the grip of her brothers' hands. He kicked himself through the water and 
ripped Sherri away from them, a boot catching Mark in the stomach. Ben 
ripped himself from the pool and ran inside, Sherri spluttering now and 
crying but very much alive. Diane stood up, blood trickling from her mouth 
as Ben ran past her, not glancing over, not seeing her shattered teeth or 
busted lip. The twin snorkels popped above the surface, angled slightly 
toward her, like two blank eyes seeing her alone outside. 
When Ben appeared outside of the house again, still wet, the two boys 
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laughing and throwing water at each other-knowing in their own way 
that, had Sherri died, their parents would have left in their ratty station 
wagon-turned to watch their father approaching and thought, as if with 
one mind, that unless they planned on never coming back, running could 
only make matters worse. They knew that much, though they did not know 
this look in their pop's eye-had never seen it glinting out at them. They 
knew his grip and strength of hand and the two ways that he laughed: a 
single burst of air with mirth ringing in his eyes and a wheezing, whistling, 
struggling-to-breathe laugh with eyes like coin slots. 
Ben stalked to the pool, not glancing down at his wife's blood spotted here 
and there on the rocks and cement. "Boys," he said and reached for them. He 
tore the snorkels away and threw them to the ground and reached back, this 
time encircling the neck of each boy in one of his meaty fists. "This is going 
to be it. All I gotta say, and I'll never say anything else 'cause I won't have to, 
right?" Mark and Richard nodded, unable to turn and look to the other. Ben 
pushed them beneath the surface. He held them under that water so suddenly 
full of their struggles, the waves moving away from them and bouncing back. 
They only fought the water at first, seeing it as the immediate threat and still 
too afraid of their pop to fight him. Quickly though, they started clawing at 
the hands holding them. Trying to pry it loose was like trying to pull apart a 
tree's rings, like the stump near their home after Farmer Aloysius decided the 
old oak was no longer necessary. Trying to pry it loose was impossible. And 
still the water pushed in on them. Panic set in. A weakness seeped toward their 
limbs, and they struggled less. As the water cleared of the bubbles and waves, 
they could make out their pop's jawline above them. 
Ben lifted them out and tossed them onto the ground, wet and flopping 
like thrownaway dogfish. They hacked and coughed and tried to gather in air 
when Ben landed a kick into Mark's stomach, making him curl even farther 
onto himself. He then turned toward Richard, the oldest, and in quick suc-
cession sent the tip of his boot into the boy's stomach three times. He walked 
back inside. His shirt, dark along the arms where he held them under, stood 
out against the lighter, half-dry section from when he fished Sherri out. 
They uncurled themselves eventually, Mark first. He wormed his way to 
the pool where he rested his back against the side, happy for its coolness. 
Richard, between the water and tears, washed away much of the mud 
clinging below his eyes, and the rest he scraped away with his finger. 
"How did he know when to let us up?" Mark asked. 
"He didn't. He couldn't," Richard said. 
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"He would have just drowned us?" 
"Maybe." 
The wind blew again, the sweet air of the hayfield rolling across them, 
and caught the edges of the snorkels to make a ghostly sound. Inside the 
kitchen, Diane stood at the sink with a towel pressed to her mouth. She took 
it away and spit up into the sink. She inspected with one hand the tips of 
her teeth, those left intact. 
One of the incidents happened a few months after Mark was born. It 
would take him more than all the rest of his pop's life in order to find out 
about it or find out about Sherri, pieced together from friends of his parents 
while working at Willy's Tavern, side comments from his grandmother, and 
even his Uncle Bill, who threw the bonfire that night like any of the other 
parties he threw at his house in the summertime, back when Bill still had a 
house. Bill, Pop, and their friends all came out toting cans of PBR and 
Budweiser. To make it a special night, they brought a weathered couch from 
the garage. Bill and Pop stood next to each other, looking like twin Grants 
on fifty-dollar bills, except scruffier. The fire's heat washed over them, 
lighting them up in shades of orange. The couch landed on the fire, 
throwing showers of sparks out to the side. Fiery debris and chunks of 
wood rolled out from beneath it. Boots kicked them back in. The two 
brothers and a friend climbed on. Last to get off won. They squatted so their 
feet weren't directly in the fire. Pop opened his beer and tossed the tab 
below him into the flames and drank from his beer. 
Smoke started pouring from beneath the flaps on the bottom and 
pluming up from the back. Flames crawled up the sides and the friend leapt 
off, leaving just Bill and Pop. Fire licked up the back and began to engulf 
the front. The brothers edged toward the side not burning as much. People 
began to back away from the heat and light. Smoke now swirled around the 
men. Flames tore into the corner and punctured the bottom, revealing 
glowing springs. Bill tumbled forward, patting out the tiny fires on his 
jacket and pants. "Get the fuck off," he called out above the roar. Pop 
looked out at him through the bright flames and smoke, finished his beer, 
and squeezed the can. The fire beneath him reached up through the seat of 
the couch and pulled his boot into the coals. He stumbled, almost falling 
forward, but managed to withdraw his smoking leg and leap from the 
couch before the thing erupted. 
He rolled in the grass to extinguish any leftover flames. Bill walked up 
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and clapped him on the shoulder. "Looks like you'll have to finally shave," he 
said and pointed to the mess of tangled, burnt hair up the side of Pop's face. 
"Shit," was all he said before heading for another beer. 
Diane watched the performance and decided to try and match Ben's 
drinking. She told him earlier that night to take it easy and, now, staring at 
his melted beard and soot-covered jacket, she decided to "just drop a couple 
back" as he called it. 
Back then, she was good-looking enough not to belong at those gather-
ings. She had a sculpted, symmetrical face-high cheekbones, button nose, 
and shining green eyes. She still seemed to glow from having Mark. The 
guys, after a few drinks, often told Pop that he lucked out getting her. But 
Pop always thought about his boys and what kind of mother he wanted for 
them. He told her once when he took her out hunting, to teach her how to 
use his favorite gun-the Remington 870-exactly what kind of mother he 
wanted her to be. She sometimes recalled their trips into the woods and how 
much she enjoyed watching him with the gun. 
Diane wouldn't hold back, and the two would make love standing up 
in the cold woods with snow on the ground with her back resting against a 
frosted tree trunk, the gun leaning silently against a nearby tree. Later, up in 
one of his deer blinds, sharp, bare tree branches marching all around them, 
waving in the bitter wind, he told her what he wanted. While his large arms 
enveloped her, he said, "You can shoot a gun now, but you can't really 
understand it. A mother can't. It's not for giving life like you are. It's not for 
caring for the boys." 
Diane let Pop talk; she liked the closeness of him. "You see, now that we 
have Mark and Rich, you got to be theirs. You got to have nothing in your 
mind but them." Pop built his blinds well, and the sound of the wind kept 
up against the sturdy walls. Inside the small shelter, the couple passed a flask 
of whisky back and forth before coming together in a mess. 
Later on, well after the remains of the couch were glowing, twisted 
pieces of metal, when many of the partygoers drove the dark country roads 
home, Diane pushed her finger into Pop's chest and said, "I don't have to 
put with your shit anymore. You can't treat me like that. Because, I can sure 
as hell find someone better." She said it loudly, but the only people who 
heard her through the gloss of alcohol were Kari and Bill. Kari smiled at the 
proclamation with her fists clenched by her sides, but a look came over her 
like she was waiting for a fight between her dogs where she knew but didn't 
like who would win. Bill stared at Diane before his eyes swiveled to Pop. 
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Pop thought of his boys, reached up and tore her shirt off, exposing her 
naked shoulders and dislodging her bra to reveal her breasts swollen with 
milk. She screamed and Kari turned away. All the men around the fire 
watched the dwindling light play against Diane's flesh. As she tried to cover 
herself, the bonfire replaced their eyes with glowing dots. 
Pop drove them home in silence. He always drove utterly straight while 
drunk. When they got home that night to their dark trailer with the boys at 
his mother's place, he slipped his arm around her shoulders, his forearm 
resting against her neck. He kissed her cheek. Diane threw his meaty arm 
off. "You can't fucking touch me after tonight." Pop grabbed her by the 
neck and threw her to the ground. He ripped off her shirt again and then 
her jeans. She attempted to flee, but he grasped her arms and pinned her 
beneath his knee as he tore off her panties. 
He grabbed her again and yelled, his face close enough to spill his beer 
breath on her, "You see this ass. This ass is mine, not anyone else's, not 
yours! Mine. Fucking mine!" And he picked her up and tossed her naked 
out the screen door. While Pop spent a night in jail, she gathered things 
together and moved back to her parents' farmhouse where her kids were 
sleeping beneath her mother's hand-crocheted afghans. She slept that night 
in the same twin bed she used as a teenager. 
A week later, Diane slept with a man named Darrin. This guy listened to 
everything she said while he rubbed her shoulders. He drank Merlot instead of 
beer. He watched romantic comedies instead of football games. He liked to 
talk. The women working at the grocery-store bakery with Diane whispered 
about both men. They didn't have much else to talk about, and they liked the 
idea of being able to leave their husbands. When the flowers arrived, delivered 
by Eliot's only flower shop, the spread of blue delphiniums, fragrant lilies, and 
white mums caused her co-workers to break out: "Looks like your new honey 
sent somethin' nice," and "Give him to me when you're done." Diane flushed 
a little as she opened the small card. It read in all capital letters: "I'M SORRY. 
BRING THE BOYS BACK. - BENJAMIN." 
Nine months later, Sherri arrived to all the fanfare the couple and 
friends could muster. Cigars were passed among the men at the celebration. 
No bonfire lit the scene that day, though many of the men still held fire in 
their eyes when they looked at Diane. Ben wore his grandfather's German 
army helmet with its tall spike to greet guests and kept running in from the 
party outside to peek on the little girl. He ducked inside the trailer, afraid of 
dragging the tall spike along the ceiling. Sherri didn't cry. Just reached for 
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everything around her. Before approaching her, he took off the helmet. Bits 
of beer dripped off the spike from the beer cans pierced on top. Paint flaked 
from the sides, revealing the cold iron beneath as he set it on the thin car-
peting. Then he would pick Sherri up and hold her close. She would tangle 
her tiny hands in his wiry beard. 
Over sixteen years later, at the Arbor Inn on the edge of Eliot, Mark 
said, "If you don't tell him, I will." 
"Please," Diane said. She stood in front of the open motel room, 
blocking the inside from her son. He clenched his fists, then relaxed them 
only to have them ball up again. His eye caught movement in the room-a 
shadowy figure hustling in the dark. 
"Don't you fucking come out here," Mark called over his mother's 
shoulder. 
"Mark. Stop it. You don't belong here. You don't understand this. You 
think you do, but you can't." 
"You're fucking right I don't understand this. You know you should be 
the one telling Pop. Not me." 
"You don't know anything about this. And you don't know shit about 
me and Pop." She tried to explain-tried to conjure up images of abuse and 
fear-but those blossoming stories never made it past her memory, and the 
few moments Mark knew about up to that point weren't enough. Diane 
instead pleaded with her son. "You don't know what something like that 
will do to him." 
"This is what'll happen. You're getting in your car and we're driving 
home. If you don't, I'm kicking that guy's ass," and he pointed inside the 
motel room. Diane closed her eyes, shutting out Mark and the highway full 
of cars behind him and the swimming pool off to the side, green with algae. 
"OK" was all she said, and they left together in her Taurus, driving in 
silence along the historic downtown, past the white columns of Greek 
revivalist mansions and the crumbling brick facades of the storefront busi-
nesses, past the unkempt rose garden with browning petals littering the 
ground in front of the old post office, all the way out to the county line road 
where they made their home. Pop's bike leaned against the side of the 
garage, both needing a coat of paint. 
"I'm not going in," said Mark. 
Diane clenched her fists around the steering wheel. "Don't make me do this." 
"This is for all of us. For me and Richard. And for Sherri." 
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"Fine." Diane stepped out into the gravel and shut the car door. She 
walked up the worn front steps to the porch before pushing inside the 
house. Mark rolled the window down. Cicadas roared in the trees around 
them. The weathervane atop the house turned first east, then south. He let 
his arm dangle out and lie against the warm side of the car. He pictured the 
scene inside that Diane would never tell him about. Pop would wait for 
Diane to finish talking. He was probably sitting in his La-Z-Boy, drinking a 
bottle of Budweiser, probably watching a scratchy TV station that he would 
mute out of respect. She would be pouring out her soul, telling him about 
this guy she was cheating with-some half-stranger that Pop didn't know. 
And she'd be begging for forgiveness, to be taken back so they could still be 
a family, still be together. It would be quiet, and Pop would forgive her 
because that's what you do even if it's not always what you want. 
A chipmunk skittered from the side of the house and ran into a trail of 
bushes near the woods bordering the road. Diane appeared at the window in 
the living room, her face in her hands. This is not what he imagined. Years 
later, as he tried to forget, Mark thought he remembered a screen door in 
back slamming shut before the blast of the shotgun ripped apart the summer 
air, creating a void that the silence that swung in afterward could never hope 
to fill. Diane didn't move from the window, but Mark burst from the car, run-
ning so fast that he looked like he skipped slides in a projector until he made 
it around the house to see what was left there of his father. 
Mark and Richard hardly looked like brothers, even with how much 
they resembled Pop, and even standing next to each other, each with a hand 
holding up their father's granite-colored casket. They seemed sprung from 
different gene pools, unless someone knew Pop. Richard, gangly and buck-
toothed, strained under the weight while Mark, smartly dressed with a thick 
mop of curly blond hair, easily supported the heavy casket. Their uncle Bill 
and friends of the deceased joined the brothers in shuffling from the hearse 
to the church. The group passed by the sedans and station wagons and the 
line of brightly painted motorcycles and finally the reverend's small garden 
where the corn stood tall by this time of year and the tomatoes hung lazy 
and fat and red. No one spoke in the crowd of black chaps and black jackets 
and black cowboy boots. Diane's daughter, Sherri, hadn't arrived yet. 
They moved inside with the coffin. Nestled among friends and family 
near the entrance, Diane wept. Richard brushed against her, and he thought 
of a picture he found once years ago, when the family still lived in their 
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trailer. Diane had taken Sherri and Mark, covered in chickenpox, to the 
doctor, and Richard jumped through the home, curious and bored. A ter-
rible combination for a boy like that. Digging through an old box, he dis-
covered a thin red string and followed it to a manila envelope. The thread 
wound around two dots of metal on the back. Making sure no one was dri-
ving up, he twirled the string off its holder and withdrew an aged photo-
graph, yellowed at the edge. 
In the picture, Diane stared at a point below the camera through swollen 
eyes. A grotesque expanse of purple and yellow spread across her left cheek 
above a lip swollen and split apart. She held Mark, still a small baby, swad-
dled in a soft blue blanket. On the back of the photo in bold black letters, 
someone besides Diane-Richard knew her handwriting well and knew 
from his report cards that he couldn't forge the loops and whorls of her 
script-had written FOR DIVORCE PROCEEDINGS. 
Richard never mentioned the photo he found. And his parents never got 
divorced. They fought frequently, but soon after Sherri entered the picture, 
Pop took a job as a trucker hauling steel from Indiana to Detroit, driving 
back and forth along 1-94. He disappeared for stretches of different lengths 
depending on demand. Now, Richard carried him inside a box Pop would 
no doubt have thought too fancy for a bag of bones. 
Reverend Jim began to speak to the seated crowd from his lectern above 
the closed casket. As soon as he started with "Some of you knew him as 
Benjamin or Ben, but most everyone called him Pop," Mark stopped listening 
and instead thought about how heavy Pop's hand used to feel on his head 
when he was a boy. Pop would lay it right on top, but not mess up Mark's 
blond hair like other people did. He tried to bring that weight back, tried to 
force it down on him again, but all he could compare it to was the casket. 
The service passed quickly as the reverend recited lines from the Bible 
about walking through the valley of the shadow of death and how much 
Pop liked hunting and riding his motorcycle and how the whole community 
of Eliot, where he had lived for his entire life, would miss him. 
Reverend Jim, after giving his summary of Pop's life, changed his stance 
slightly by lowering his elbows to the lectern and relaxing his legs. He looked 
out at the people instead of past them, as if he wanted to talk to each one of 
them. "This is the point," he said in his Southern drawl, fading after living so 
long in Michigan, "where I'm supposed to tell y'all a story about how great a 
guy Pop was. But y'all wouldn't be here if you didn't already know. And if you 
knew Pop, then, you know how he was-not perfect by any stretch but a great 
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friend and great father. And I know how all of you must feel havin' him gone 
so suddenly like this. I feel the same way. I feel numb. I wonder if I coulda done 
somethin'. If any of us could have. And I wonder why he did it. Ain't nothing 
easy 'bout it. Ain't nothin' easy 'bout moving on. We have to, though. 
"To start with that, I'm going to do what Pop made me promise him I 
would for his funeral." Reverend Jim pushed himself up and ducked behind 
the lectern. A breeze glided through the windows, bringing the sweet, earthy 
scent of the fields and the close warmth of Michigan summer inside the 
church. He came back up wearing a green metal helmet topped by a long 
spike. The paint glistened along the dark surface, making it look brand new, 
as if the reverend spent all night attacking it with polish. 
"Years ago," he said, "I went to the party to celebrate Sherri's arrival 
into Diane and Pop's life. Most of you were there as well." The helmet tot-
tered forward for a moment, but Reverend Jim righted it with his hand and 
a careful, "Whoa there. OK," and continued, "So, I head up to the door, 
makin' my way 'round the cars parked across the lawn and up to the line 
of motorcycles surrounding the front porch like dogs waitin' for scraps." 
He resumed his conversational posture, but with one hand free. "I go up 
to the door and start knockin' ," he said and brought up his fist to knock at 
an imaginary door. "No answer. I knock agin, this time louder." He repeated 
the motion, but with slightly furrowed eyebrows. "Finally, I hammer away 
at that door and it opens all of a sudden. There stands Pop. He's dressed in 
his black leather chaps and vest, and he's wearing this old German army 
helmet." Reverend Jim points up to his head and says, "Three cans of Pabst 
Blue Ribbon were jammed on this spike. Pop had a bent cigar danglin' from 
his lips. He grabbed me up with tears in his eyes, took the helmet off, 
handed it to me and said, 'Wear this at my funeral, Rev, promise me,' and 
then stumbled right off. I didn't see him for the rest of that night. So, here I 
am. And here's Pop. God rest his soul." 
He finished the sermon and stepped down to invite the men and women 
up. The people poured out of the pews to form a line pointing at the casket. 
They filed slowly up, sending the sound of shuffling feet into the air. Kari 
stopped next to Diane on her way back from the casket. Her hands closed 
over Diane's and pressed together as she whispered, "Don't blame yourself, 
honey," before walking away. Diane tried to say thanks, but instead remem-
bered Kari turning away from her at the bonfire years before. 
As the funeral continued, Mark and Richard walked along the side of 
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the church to the back and watched the people line up. Sherri entered the 
church and filed in behind everyone else. No one else seemed to notice her. 
She looked a lot like Diane, but more vibrant, as if the colors she wore were 
brighter and richer, even though her clothes were only black and crimson. 
Her head never lifted from her chest, and Mark watched her shoulders 
shake. The last time he saw her was a dream from two nights before. 
Pop held the Remington out to him in one of their old deer stands, now 
long since knocked down. He pointed at a shadow of movement in the brush 
below with a huge grin. Both of their nostrils let out little clouds of frost, but 
Mark felt warm. Suddenly, a darting buck burst from the trees. Mark stood up 
and raised the gun. But he didn't hold it anymore. And he wasn't in the stand. 
Instead, Sherri held the shotgun, its polished wood shining in the winter sun-
shine. But not the Sherri then in her puffy pink coat and ratty ponytail but the 
older Sherri now sporting a thick wool coat and delicately curled auburn hair 
aiming the gun carefully down its length at the buck charging toward her. She 
let one eye heavy with mascara close, revealing eye shadow the color of their 
old above-ground pool. The other eye squinted, barely. Pop let his heavy hand 
rest on her shoulder. His grin still frozen on his face. The sound of the gun 
exploding in the woods woke him immediately. 
"She always was his favorite," Mark said quietly. 
"God," said Richard, "do you remember what he got her for her six-
teenth?" 
"Of course I do. I had to borrow it a few months ago to drive to work 
and forgot to tell her. Man, she gave me all kinds of shit." 
Mark bit at one of his nails as Richard said, "Don't swear, would you. 
It's not right in here." 
"All right, but do we have to go up? Let's wait outside for her in case. I 
don't know what to say in here." 
"You know, it's not her fault," Richard said, and Mark thought about 
hearing the screen door slamming as he waited in the car outside the house 
and why he couldn't ever seem to just remember the gunshot alone, how it 
always had that introduction. At Mark's silence, Richard said, "Fine. Let's 
go outside." 
They passed through the open doors into the wail of insects and the 
bitter sunshine, replacing the cool and quiet of the church. Squinting into 
the sun, Richard said, "Can you believe he used the Remington to do it?" 
"I don't really want to talk about it, man." 
"I took down my first doe with that." They walked toward Richard's truck. 
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"Me too, he taught all of us on it, even Mom and Sherri. Shit," Mark said 
as his hands sunk into his thick curls and pulled them straight for a moment. 
Outside the church, the wind moved through the corn, a sound like thick 
wallpaper rubbing against itself floated around them as they leaned against 
Richard's hulking, rusted truck. The papery sound brought Richard back to 
the moment he found the photograph of Diane's face. He remembered the 
screen door squealing before banging shut and the wheels turning in the 
gravel as Diane left with Mark and Sherri for the doctor. Near the television, 
his reflection in the mirror propped against the wall startlec.i him. He looked 
again. Above the mirror, Pop had mounted a prize 14-point buck-the antlers 
magnificent and woody. Because of the way Richard stood, his head disap-
peared from the image, replaced by the deer so that his body naturally ran 
from neck to fur to marble eyes to black, hardened nose. That was when he 
saw the old banker's box and opened it immediately. Dust filled the trailer, 
floating through beams of light. He wondered now if Sherri came from that 
photo or if it was a different time that swelled Diane's belly. 
"Hey, quit swearing," Richard said, almost as an afterthought thrown 
out following their silence. 
"Maybe, he should have just shot Mom with it." 
Richard turned to Mark. "What are you talking about? We don't know, all 
right? Maybe he was really bad before. To her, I mean. I've heard people talking 
about how he used to hit her. I saw a picture once of her all smashed up." 
"Like she was perfect? She was the one that was cheating on him. What 
the fuck-" 
"I said quit swearing, Mark." 
Mark took a long breath and blew out very slowly. "All right, but he 
never hit her when we were old enough to see it. So don't defend her for all 
that time she never told him. Don't defend her for all the times when he was 
out on the road. To find out now. After all this time. Sherri was his favorite. 
I mean he really loved her. Mom didn't have to tell him 'cause he didn't need 
to know. I don't get why you'd keep a secret like that for all that time and 
then just dump it on someone." 
"Maybe she couldn't hold it in any longer." 
Mark kicked at the dirt with a black boot. Dust burst out and settled 
against the weeds edging the cornfield, blanketing them like dirty snow. "I 
can't believe he used the Remy to do it," he said, remembering as a boy how 
heavy the gun felt-how he never got used to the weight. His fingers would 
ache with the cold, and his father smelling of wet wood and whiskey would 
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breathe out, "Steady, steady." But now he could see the gun the last time it was 
used, lying in the grass where it fell from Pop. "It was my fault," Mark said. 
"What?" Richard asked. 
"I made Mom tell him. I found out at Willy's. People talking about her 
and Pop, and I saw her Taurus when I drove past the Arbor Inn on my way 
to work." Mark shook his head. "I made her go and tell him. Followed her 
to their house. But I couldn't go inside. I didn't want to see his face when 
she told him she was cheating on him. I didn't know about the rest. Didn't 
know about Sherri. I didn't know what he would do. I thought they would 
just make up, you know." 
The motorcycles, eight of them, lined up next to Richard's truck, leaning 
toward it. Chrome glistened under the bright sun. In the thick humidity, the 
leather seats shined and the few tassels swung in the breeze. Green and blue 
and red flames raced along their sides and gas tanks. 
Richard leaned harder against the truck. "Look," he started to say, but 
stopped and started again: "We'd be here either way. Eventually. It just 
would have taken longer. Maybe the bikes wouldn't be here." 
"But the Remy'd be clean," Mark said. 
"Do you think Mom told Sherri?" 
"I don't know." 
"Doesn't really matter. He was just as much father to her, loved her just 
as much-I'm not sure why it mattered in the end." 
"Should we go back inside now?" Mark asked. "They're probably won-
dering where we're at." 
"No, if they want us, we'll be right here. They can come on out for us. 
Let's stay out here a while longer." 
They leaned on the blue truck watching the corn wave back and forth 
in the light wind. Tiny insects buzzed around the corn and the small garden 
and around Mark and Richard. Across the road the small creek ran nearly 
dry over pebbles long washed smooth by the brief water of spring. 
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Uniforms, Outfits and Accessories, 2008 - Present 
Photographs by Joel OeGrand 
For the past five years, Joel DeGrand has been 
documenting and examining the characteristics and 
intricacies of what we wear. The project titled Uniforms, 
Outfits and Accessories explores the symbolism that is 
inherent in what we choose to wear and how this affects 
and defines our cultural identity. DeGrand believes that it is 
important historically to define our cultural identity visually. 
The cultural identity presented in these photos acts as a 
reminder, but also as an educational tool, which has the 
ability to break down prejudices and enlighten senses to 
think about the past and its relationship to the future. 
DeGrand makes the photographs in Uniforms, Outfits 
and Accessories life-size in order to better represent the 
importance of apparel and allow the viewer to confront the 
subject matter with a greater sense of reality and cultural 
identity. He feels that the importance of the project has 
much to do with the time frame in which it was completed. 
Photographs have a unique characteristic of capturing the 
moment but also tell a story years later when things have 
evolved or morphed into something else. 
See more of DeGrand 's work at www.degrand.com. 
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We Must Get Out 
Liz Grear 
WHEN TI-IE FENCE TO OUR BACKYARD DISAPPEARED WE FINALLY BEGAN TO WORRY. 
Before that nothing that disappeared mattered. They were small things that 
went unnoticed anyway. The mailbox would vanish and we were too busy 
falling in love to realize. Cars began fading. Bushes were disappearing. 
Things everywhere were evaporating with no proof they once existed. 
"Where do you think it went?" you asked, eyes gray to match the tie you 
were wearing. You were standing by the sink sipping on your morning 
coffee and looking into the odd-looking backyard-grass freshly cut, picnic 
table resting peacefully on the concrete patio, bird feeders hanging freely 
from the trees-but no fence to contain it all. You dragged your hand across 
your neck, squeezing it. I watched you take another sip of your coffee and 
lower your eyebrows. Something in my body got heavy as I watched the 
concern unmask itself from your face. 
"I don't know, honey," I replied, watching your face twist into a few 
other shapes of anxiety. "It's OK, though. No one seems to be worried." I 
walked up behind you and hugged you, pressing my face against your warm 
back so tight I could feel your heart beat on my cheek. With my body 
wrapped around yours, life seemed easier. 
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"Yeah," you said so quietly I wouldn't have heard you if I wasn't so 
close. You pulled away from me gently and picked up your briefcase from 
the marble countertop. You kissed the top of my head and said good-bye. I 
did not see you look out the window since that moment, even though it was 
wide and placed right above the sink where you did the dishes every night. 
At first I was not too sure what got you worried. Surely everything was 
going well between us. Everything seemed to be working out for the best. I 
had become convinced that you and I were meant to be together and there 
was absolutely nothing in this world that could change that. It was fall and 
while leaves were falling and the vibrant colors around us were changing-
I felt like our love remained. And to me it was enough to hold on to. 
The day you got that phone call from your mom it finally settled in. It 
became real. 
I still remember lying in bed next to your warm body, my favorite place 
to be. I had woken up before you, and I found peace by resting my head next 
to yours, memorizing your breathing patterns while the sun made its way 
through our window. Your phone had erupted loudly and I jumped a little, 
not prepared for such a loud sound. You rolled over and reached for the 
phone that was charging on your nightstand. 
"Hello?" you answered in that groggy morning voice I fell in love with. 
Your eyes, smoked with sleep, had not fully opened yet. "What?" Suddenly 
your voice was alarmed, and it forced a prickly sensation, something like 
needles, up my arms, leaving a trail of goosebumps. "Mom-what are you 
saying? Calm down!" 
I leaned forward, looking at the ceiling, trying to concentrate on what-
ever she was saying. Trying to decipher something from the muffled sounds 
on the other line. You hung up the phone before I could discover anything. 
"What happened? Is everything OK?" My stomach felt light and airy 
like I hadn't eaten for days. I twisted the comforter with my fingers and 
stared at it, afraid to make eye contact. 
"It's my mom," you said, rubbing your eyes with the palms of your 
hands. The room was stuffy with sleep, and suddenly I felt like I could not 
breathe easily. 
"And?" 
"And now the school is gone. The one she worked at when she met my 
dad. She's a mess. That school was the only standing memory she had of my 
father, and now it's just gone." You looked down at the comforter still par-
tially wrapped around your body. 
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"I'm sorry," I whispered in the thickness of the room. 
"This whole disappearing thing is really happening, ya know? I heard it on 
the news yesterday. It's getting pretty serious. The world is getting scared." 
"They'll figure it out," I said, wondering how one can possibly stop things 
from disappearing. You looked at me with sad gray eyes and chewed on the 
insides of your cheeks. You were fidgeting with the comforter now too. 
"What about us?" you dared to ask. I felt like someone slapped my face 
with something hot. 
"It's just a building," I started, hoping I was able to take the weight off the 
situation. But as your lips fell like a pair of defeated shoulders I knew it hadn't 
worked. "I mean, like, no people have disappeared. Maybe the building didn't 
even disappear," I added desperately. "Maybe they took it down because it was 
old." You shook your head and wrinkled your eyebrows. 
"I guess there's only one way to find out," you said as you rolled off the 
bed and into a pair of jeans. I watched the effortless way you put yourself 
together-done as if in one motion- and I was envious. 
An hour later we found ourselves walking familiar streets that now 
seemed mysterious. The bookstore was still there. The little cafe we went to 
after our morning jogs was thankfully still standing. As we walked on, I was 
suddenly aware of the things that were there. But there were things missing, 
and we did not hold hands. The wind pushed between us and the trees and 
the tall buildings, and I had to wrap my arms around myself to warm me 
up. These are the exact paths we had walked through many times, only now 
I did not recognize where they were leading us to. 
When we finally made it to where the school used to be, I gasped to 
myself. I heard you mutter something, but the wind took it in the other 
direction. The school was definitely gone, and the fact that no rubble or 
bricks or even dust remained on the perfectly blank cement made the heart-
broken phone call from your mom all too real. There was no clue to signify 
any building ever existed here. Nothing. It was as if a construction company 
was only just starting to construct a building on a blank canvas. I looked 
over at your twisted expression, and I wanted to kiss you in case the world 
was ending, but the frown lines drawn all over your face made you look like 
a stranger, and kissing you seemed quite inappropriate at the time. 
"Let's go," you finally said, crossing your arms and looking at the empty 
space. 
Breaking news blared from speakers everywhere. Things were beginning 
to vanish non-stop. We were watching TV one night, eating in the family 
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room as we sometimes did, when our program got interrupted with a 
haunting image. The local grocery store disappeared that day, and it was 
caught on tape. The grocery store that I went to once a week. You and I held 
our forks in mid-motion-too shocked or intrigued or afraid to shove it in 
our mouths just yet. The TV showed the supermarket large and full of life 
and in a quick moment-so quick it would have been easily missed if my 
eyes weren't fastened to the screen-it was gone. A giant gray cloud of 
smoke rose from the location, resembling something I imagined a bomb 
would create, but it was silent. The cloud rolled over itself and eventually 
settled. Just like that. When the smoke cleared, nothing but frazzled people 
screaming and clinging to their loved ones remained. Everything else? Gone. 
I was relieved to see that people didn't disappear with the building, but a 
ball of nerves rolled around the pit of my stomach. I wondered what it was 
like to be innocently shopping when everything around you becomes a puff 
of white smoke. I wondered what it felt like. Was there a smell? Was there 
any kind of warning before it happened? I remember tilting my head a little 
to look at your face after the footage. You had thrown your fork on the 
glass plate with a clang and jerked your body back, sinking into the couch 
with both your hands atop your head. I didn't say anything. 
After that, more important things began disappearing. I remember waking 
up in the middle of the night one time to go to the bathroom. You were 
breathing calmly and I watched you for a minute, unable to recall the last time 
I had seen you so peaceful. I tumbled out of bed and felt my way through the 
darkness to the bathroom door. When I was done in the bathroom and went 
to reach for the knob to get out, I realized the door knob was missing. In its 
place was nothing but white wood. The same white wood throughout the rest 
of the door. The spot that used to be a door knob was flat. There were no 
holes, no marks, nothing to show anything once existed there. Through the 
bathroom window I heard no noise. It was that time of the night or morning 
where everything was quiet and still, like we were living in a photograph. I 
yelled and kicked through the silence like a wild person until it woke you and 
you broke the door down. After, you made a joke about waiting until the door 
disappeared to let me out, but I did not laugh. 
People began to go insane. Every one walked around paranoid, like they had 
something to hide. Really, they just had too much to lose, and they kept their 
bodies close to themselves. Oftentimes we would see people carrying significant 
items-afraid to leave them at home in case when they got back from work the 
object would be gone. Everyone began to drift away from each other-afraid to 
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get too close to someone that may or may not fade away soon. 
You and I. We began to float away from each other also. Float away like 
the cloud we saw on the news that day. You faced the other way when you 
slept, and it made me miss the way your hot breath pushed against my cheek. 
We ran out of things to talk about, and you were beginning to forget to brush 
my stray strands of hair out of my eyes. We didn't go places anymore because 
we were running out of places to go. We tried not to let these things separate 
us, but it began to get worse. Your dog disappeared, and it broke your heart. 
We both knew it would only be a matter of time until people started to vanish. 
I imagined waking up in your bed to a puff of smoke. I imagined holding your 
hand walking through the park and feeling your fingers turn thin and cold, and 
feeling the vapor release itself through the spaces between my fingers. I imag-
ined having dinner with you and walking away to use the bathroom and 
coming back to find nothing but your dinner plate still full of food and your 
seat still warm from your body. All these things scared me. It put me on edge. 
I wondered if these kinds of things crossed your mind, and if they did, I hoped 
they scared you too. You had become so distant it was impossible to tell. You 
were beginning to feel like a stranger. 
It was a Friday night. I was lying in bed staring at the ceiling, and you 
had not gotten home yet. A thought crossed my mind that maybe I should 
run. Maybe I should leave because I refused to believe that what we had 
could just be taken from us. I wanted to believe that the only thing that 
could tear us apart was me physically leaving. I rolled out of bed and didn't 
even bother to brush my hair. I hesitated for a minute, thinking I should 
bring something. But what does one bring when escaping a disappearing 
city? I decided to run empty handed. It sounded the easiest. As I made my 
way to the front door, you swung it open. There you were: gray suit, orange 
tie, fog-colored eyes. 
"Where are you going?" you asked excitedly, like you had something to 
say, something on the tip of your tongue begging to be released. Your cheek 
bones made me smile when you smiled. 
"I was just gonna go for a jog," I lied. I lied so easily, and you didn't even 
realize. 
"No, no. I gotta show you something. Let's go together." Your voice was 
anxious. You dropped your suitcase onto the floor and blue prints from 
work tumbled out of it. You loosened your tie, and I admired your knuckles 
and the way your hands looked empty, the way you dropped everything so 
easily and gathered me into your arms. "Ready?" you asked, beaming. 
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"What's going on?" I giggled. You pushed us outside and my eyes widened. 
Things were missing. The house across the street was gone. The mailbox was 
there, but there was no home. No fence. "Oh, my God, where is Mrs. 
Harrison? Is she OK?" I clutched your jacket in horror. You just kept smiling. 
"I have no idea," you yelled over the progressing winds. You grabbed my 
hand and pulled me along. Together we began running, sprinting, choking on 
the wind. I heard you whooping and cheering. I struggled to keep up. All 
around us things were gone. You never realize how accustomed you are to 
your surroundings until something is missing. I was suddenly realizing trees 
that were gone, cracks in the pavement that vanished, people, voices; every-
thing seemed to have been disappearing. And you kept running, and I was 
right behind you. There was a patch of grass in the park still left, and you 
pulled me down roughly. I panted and looked at your face, searching for some-
thing. Some kind of clue as to what was going through your head. 
Instead I saw something that had been missing for so long. Something I had 
forgotten existed on your face. It was relief. It was satisfaction. And you 
looked familiar again. You wrapped an arm around my shoulders and pulled 
me close. I shivered as right before our eyes everything was turning to smoke. 
I bit my nails as the sound of wind rushed in and out my ears. You grabbed 
my face and kissed me hard on the lips. A smile spread across your face and 
that dimple appeared on your left cheek. I smiled back. 
"There is a sense of freedom, you know. When you have nothing left to 
lose," you yelled over the sounds of the world ending. And so we waited, 
hand in hand. 
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Snow Jobs: A Canadian Parody 
of George Orwell's 1984 
Ed Scherrer 
-THIS IS AN OFFICIAL BEGGING OF YOUR PARDON -
BULLETIN FROM THE FRONT 
The Canadian Empire has subdued all foes and captured the Western 
Hemisphere. 
Using soldiers with superior courtesy and manners, equipped with the per-
fect stratagem of "Killing with Kindness"-we have paralyzed all enemies 
with gratitude. 
Please Continue Reading. 
All Pals of War are being carted to the Ministry of Friendship to learn the 
Magic Words. 
The abolishment of Argumentative Language is at hand. 
Our new friends will be integrated into our society and made identifiable by 
the bands on their arms that will display the most damaging of all symbols. 
!!!The Exclamation Point!!! 
Thank you so much for your attention, and remember that we have our 
decibel readers tuned to you. 
Big Buddy is listening, so please keep your voices down. 
SILENCE IS COMMUNICATION 
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PASSIVITY IS PROGRESS 
HUMOR IS CONQUEST 
Guy Silver had been shoveling his driveway clear of snow when the bulletins 
began falling from above. They were pink. They were always pink on Tuesdays. 
Up in the pale sky of scattered flurries, there was one enormous black 
cloud that moved sluggishly from which the bulletins had fallen. These 
Feathered Fortresses, as they were called, were gigantic airships painted to 
resemble Canada Geese. They were furthermore shrouded with the camou-
flage of a black mist but identifiable by a serpentine head and bill that was 
mounted to the bow of every one of these massive vessels. The clouds kept 
the citizens of Canada informed of the Kindness Crusade that the country 
had launched ten years ago. 
On the home front, Guy was a discharged Captain of Compliments with 
orders to still write jokes as ammunition, and send them to the soldiers now 
crossing into the Middle East with a full-blown comedic assault. The sands 
there were to be painted white upon victory. 
Guy crumpled up his bulletin and tossed the biodegradable paper into a 
snowbank. He had the urge to yell but was very cautious of the tiny receiver 
and microphone that was woven into the red maple leaf on the breast of his 
navy blue coat. He was always fantasizing about raising his voice. At first, 
years ago, the desire to be disruptive or impolite, to shout objections or 
obscenities, seemed like it would be more gratifying than all bodily releases 
combined; but now the wish to scream any word at all could inflate his 
blood vessels and make the roof of his mouth rain saliva. "DOG" he would 
love to shout, or, "TREE" - "CHAIR" would be profound! To feel the 
increased speed of carbon dioxide leaving his lungs that came with excla-
mations of any kind would create spasms of pleasure. He had been fighting 
his nature for too long. He was not as cool as everyone thought he was. He 
was not as cool as his country demanded him to be. In fact, Guy secretly 
knew himself to be a Rude-Man: an enemy to the polite regime, and a type 
that Big Buddy was cleansing from the Earth. 
The crunching of boots through corn snow and a baritone voice came 
from over Guy's shoulder. 
"Good afternoon, Guy, sorry to bother you, but did you have the plea-
sure to see this bulletin? We sure are teaching this world some manners-
you better believe that. Hey, this sure is a nice-looking rink you've flooded 
on your lawn. May I please help you finish shoveling your driveway?" 
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Guy turned towards his next-door neighbor, Clifford. Clifford was a tall 
man whose restless goodwill and charity had been the cause of his five heart 
attacks. He had a white push-broom mustache and frosted round glasses 
that were balancing on a dripping Rudolphian nose. His cheeks were 
chapped and flush from bouncing around town all morning, helping 
whomever needed help to shovel their driveways. He wore the standard 
navy-blue snowsuit and a rabbit pelt cap, which had the earflaps fastened 
up, because Clifford had plenty of gray bristles of ear hair to keep them 
warm. He stepped over the property line in a wooded neighborhood and 
tested the slickness of the rectangular skating rink that Guy, like everyone 
else in town, maintained on their front lawn for mandatory skating. 
"Good afternoon, Clifford. No, I wouldn't hear of you helping me 
shovel my driveway. I'm almost done. I insist you get inside, warm up, and 
slow your heart rate down. Please don't be so awesome. Of course I'd love 
your company, but I will rape you if you try and assist me. I'll tangle your 
children's spines if you unburden me of a single snowflake. If you affect but 
one ice crystal-I'll shave your wife's head bald. I'll fill your house with 
cereal and pump milk down your chimney." 
Clifford quickly interrupted Guy's threats by driving his shovel into the 
driveway and tossing away one shovelful of snow. He then held his shovel 
across his chest and assumed a defiant posture. The men's white breaths col-
lided head-on. Clifford's breath angled down towards Guy, who was a shorter 
man with a pointy nose, a black goatee, and a robotic arm. Guy's breath 
angled upwards. The men stared into each other's eyes, and they didn't move. 
Clifford's gesture of tossing a shovelful of snow in aid of his neighbor was 
done. He had done little but toss more green slush onto the shoveled part of 
the driveway, but it was a symbol that his help was now irrefutable. 
Around the neighborhood there were other little bodies shoveling their 
driveways as well, and children were skating on the rinks in their front 
yards and dueling each other with icicles. 
After the long silence, Clifford said, "Sorry about that," and began shov-
eling properly. He had shoveled erratically at first to halt Guy's denial of his 
services, which of course must carry on until help is given. If Guy's words 
seemed horrendous, consider that he was expressing disgust for someone to 
labor on his behalf. It is highly noble to threaten rape and violence when 
help is offered to you. 
"No, I'm the one who is sorry, Clifford," said Guy. "Would you please 
do the walkway?" 
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"That would be the reward of a lifetime. Say, are you going to the 
Legion of the Leaf rally? A new batch of Pals of War is coming into town-
just about ten or so. You know how it is in life: we only have the privilege 
to capture a few new friends every now and then, but each and every one is 
a blessing that sustains us." 
Clifford put his shovel down and began walking it forward to plow the 
lane between the rink and Guy's little red-brick house. The home had smoke 
flying out of its chimney and a fidgeting beaver in the window. 
"Your rink might be the nicest in town, Guy, if you don't mind me 
saying. We need to get you a wife and some kids. They could skate with my 
kids. Then someday we could all think about going to the Gladiatorial 
Gardens in the city." 
Guy pictured the sport where people slaughtered each other with 
swords and axes on a big circular skating rink. The atmosphere in the arena 
is a misty one with hot breaths and the smell of blood and beer. Fifty thou-
sand men, women, and children all watch; everything is silent except for the 
SHHHHICK KAH sounds of skate blades stopping and carving the ice, as 
well as the clash of metal, and the men and women screaming at the empty 
sockets, the missing legs fogging with heat like two gory stovepipes. In 
recent times center ice has been shattered to make a tank of frigid water 
that's stocked with ferocious sharks. 
"Winter is the most beautiful season," said Guy, effectively ending this 
topic of conversation. 
"Yes ... oh, yes, it most certainly is," said Clifford, staring at the sky, 
and moved to the verge of rapturous tears by Guy's words. 
Talking about the weather is the first program installed in you at the 
Ministry of Friendship. Specifically, "Winter is the most beautiful season," is 
the basic sentence from which politeness is built upon. It cannot be questioned 
to be anything but sincere and patriotic love towards the land that the Legion 
of the Leaf gloriously inhabits. It cannot be questioned as anything but words 
of affection from one human to another; words meant to share the sentiment 
that imbued that person who had that poetic revelation about the most beau-
tiful season. Winter, which, when present, is admired by these words verbally 
and with the soft and ecstatic fervor comparable to the compliments that 
lovers speak to each other when they are entwined in the nude. But other 
times of the year, when winter is not present, "Winter is the most beautiful 
season," is spoken with the mournful longing of a fisherman's spouse gazing 
offshore at a storm cell; or it is spoken with a catatonic malaise set on by a 
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mind that is consumed with nothing but the sole need for that perfect season to 
return and bestow its nippy embrace to the cheeks and noses of its sex slaves. 
Captain Silver had, however, spoken these words ironically, for he dis-
dained winter and the Legion of the Leaf, as both contradicted his covert 
and secretive hot temper. 
Clifford, meanwhile, like most other citizens, was rendered helpless by 
the words as he inhaled the cold air with arousal. He let his shovel fall and 
moaned as he collapsed into the snowbank where Guy had tossed the bul-
letin, and which had dissolved into a pink dye. 
Clifford was humping the snowbank. His snow pants rustled as his 
pelvis caressed the mound, his arms spread out, and his boots softly kicked 
to give traction for his thrusts. The friction melted the snow and somewhat 
assimilated the man so that steam could be seen rising off his back. Guy 
watched the common act of love between person and snowbank, and 
recalled his young and pubertal self once doing the same thing. He recalled 
standing up from the bank afterwards and looking down at the perfect mis-
sionary imprint that he had molded into the snow where he had writhed, 
that was packed smooth and engraved artistically with the hairline creases 
of his snowsuit. His body's indentation, like that of someone who had fallen 
from the sky, began to glaze with ice as the water he and the snow had cre-
ated with their love froze, and what formed was a perfect and glassy cast of 
sexual exertion, of pure Northern Nationalism. 
Clifford stood up, satisfied at having created a similar cast of his own, 
and casually remarked, "Well, now that we're done shoveling, Guy, may we 
have you over for dinner tonight? We have a side of peameal to eat, a case 
of beer to drink, and some lovely tulips to smoke. And you are such friends. 
We are so much friends. How much friends are we?" 
The word friends was commonly used as such an adjective. 
Guy's lips accepted the invitation, as all invitations must be accepted if 
you have nothing scheduled, but as he was still picturing his young self 
humping the white pile, he let out a gush of illegal decibels-" MY FRIEND, 
THAT WOULD BE LOVELY!" The rush of blood into Guy's loins was so 
intense that he saw phosphorescent stars careening up through the air like 
they were doing slalom ski courses through the many falling snowflakes. 
The Maple Leaf on Guy's breast said, "Shhhhh." Any further repri-
manding was delayed by the sound of honking that echoed in the sky. Real 
geese flew overhead in a V formation, and Clifford saluted them. Around 
the neighborhood, hands went to foreheads, and then a shower of pink was 
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released from the Feathered Fortress, as thousands of new bulletins dis-
persed in the sky. One fluttered down into the neighborhood over Guy's rink 
and was caught in midair by Clifford, who read the note out loud to the 
neighbors who had chased the paper around under its landing path. 
Clifford's eyes skimmed the document. 
"Our Pals of War have arrived," he said with urgency. "Let's all hurry 
up and go welcome them. Let's be rockin' good hosts." 
The crowd broke apart quickly towards their homes, and everyone 
assured each other that few things were more important than welcoming 
your guests and being a good host. Why, being a bad host was one of the 
worst sins against the Commandments of Decency. It was Number Three, 
actually: "Thou shalt be a rockin' good host that calms and excites guests' 
personalities as their behavior dictates, and supplies food and beverage to 
their appetites' contentment, and gives physical and emotional affection to 
their hearts' desire." This commandment falls behind Number Two: "Thou 
shalt be thankful for everything and nothing," and Number One: "Thou 
shalt be sorry for all words and actions, for all dreams and ideas, for all 
prayers and all purposes, for all eternity." 
To break any of these commandments repeatedly might even get you 
sent to the Ministry of Friendship and into the Chamber of Etiquette, a 
place from which there is no return. 
11 
Guy wore his earflaps down and watched the neighbors run back to 
their identical red brick cabins that had smoke coming from each chimney, 
and no doubt, their beavers were in their houses somewhere. Guy looked at 
his own beaver sitting in the window and staring out at him. He despised 
the creature that despised him back. At night, the animal would climb onto 
his bed, up to Guy's head, and then smack his sleeping face with its broad 
and leathery tail. 
"Keep smiling, you bucktooth idiot. Soon I will skin you alive!" he 
blurted out, startling icicles to fall from his eaves trough. 
The maple leaf on his breast once again said, "Shhhh. Captain Silver, 
you are being rude. Our records confirm that you have not been diagnosed 
with Post-Traumatic Shouting Syndrome. Please lower your voice and apol-
ogize to the beaver." 
Guy bit his lip, his lungs ready to geyser forth words of such wondrous 
and forbidden volumes. 
"Captain Silver, we thank you for your service to the Legion of the Leaf, but 
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you do not have freedom to infringe upon decency. Please apologize to the beaver." 
Guy stared through the window into the beady eyes of the rodent, 
squeezing his fists and still holding his tongue. He did so for ten full min-
utes without moving. He was, as it is known, a Snowman, which is the 
unflinching, six-hundred-second pose of redemption. 
Guy took this time to reflect on his parents, a hilariously vulgar and 
free-thinking couple, boisterous and noisy and delightfully belligerent-or 
so Guy imagined. In his favorite dreams at night, he could still hear their 
notorious debating, though he was only a baby when the Men in Flannel 
kicked down the door and seized them. In the struggle, baby Guy fell from 
his mother's arms and into the snow where he remained for hours before 
the Men in Flannel found him. Guy lost his right arm to frost-kiss and was 
brought up by the Legion of the Leaf and trained to be one of the most 
effective comedians in their arsenal. But he knew who he was genetically. 
The smiles that he achieved for his country in conversation, which is the 
Canadian militaristic term for combat-they were all done to distract the 
listeners from who he really was, and who he was afraid to admit he was: 
he was a person who believed he was better than everyone else. 
The leaf on Guy's breast said, "Your silence is accepted. We appreciate 
the effort of your passivity. Passivity is the greatest virtue. You will now 
agree that beavers have brown fur?" 
"Yes," said Guy. 
"Will you agree that beavers are divine creatures and will continue to 
be revered in every Canadian household?" asked the leaf. 
"I kindly submit that I agree to disagree. I agree to disagree with all poli-
cies of the Legion of the Leaf. I agree to disagree with the Crusade of Kindness. 
And I agree to disagree with Big Buddy. I'm sorry, but that's how I feel." 
There was a pause and a strong gust of wind blew snow from the barren 
tree tops. Doors opened and closed around the neighborhood as citizens 
began to attach skis or mount snowmobiles and dogsleds to head into town. 
The leaf then said, "That's cool. Sorry to have bothered you. We thank 
you for your time." 
"Thank you," replied Guy, still watching his beaver, which remained in 
the window chewing on a wooden spoon. Guy joked, "Like me, this furry 
animal is a comfortable prisoner that would love to give a dam, and change 
the current direction that a powerful force is going in." Guy wrote down the 
pun, which was the equivalent of a single bomb, and somewhere across the 
ocean it might be dropped to blast a smile across a person's face. 
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Guy followed the rest of his neighbors into town on his snowmobile and 
then lined King Harper Street with the townsfolk. The people lined both 
sides of the snowy road in their navy winter suits and waited in muted antic-
ipation as the snowflakes came down in bigger clumps and at faster speeds. 
Men walked around selling maple sugar candies, poutine, donair meats, 
cod, butter tarts, and other Canadian delicacies, but Guy opted for milky 
sweet donair sauce that soaked some dark goose meat. He paid a two thou-
sand dollar coin for the plate and wolfed down the meal which was iden-
tical to the rations he received in service to the Leaf. He washed it down 
with a can of potent albino ale. 
People had signs and banners ready to hoist in the air such as "Mind 
your Manners" and "Shhh" and "Death to Rude-Men." 
This last slogan was of course one that Captain Silver was well familiar 
with. For in conversation, when someone proved unaffected by the most heart-
melting compliments, the most disemboweling jokes, or even resisted the mar-
ijuana smoke, and remained hostile after Canadian planes flapped over their 
cities and countryside dumping skunk bombs, those who remained unpleasant 
were zapped in the chest with a Giggle Ray that overloaded and destroyed the 
nervous system, sending the body into flopping hysterics so powerful that vic-
tims physically went to pieces; this was accompanied by the cold mantra 
"Death to Rude-Men." The bodies, except for the heads, were then buried 
naked in mass graves. On top of the gravesites monstrous lnuksuks, primitive 
humanoid statues of Inuit origin made of flat and balanced stones, were 
erected. On top of these the collected heads were piled so to eventually rot and 
become skulls and form the head of the lnuksuk itself. These stone monuments 
had begun to circle the globe to form Last Laugh Lane. 
A woman tugged the sleeve of Guy's jacket. "I'm sorry to bother you, 
but aren't you Captain Silver?" 
Guy looked upon a blond woman with freckles, baby-blue eyes, and a 
dimpled chin. She had her mouth agape with delight, with crooked, clean 
teeth, and a strand of hair was falling down the middle of her face and 
alongside a skinny nose, having strayed loose from the bundle put up under 
her hat. A sleeping child was strapped to the front of her coat in a red sling. 
"Boy, it is you. You are a hero of humanity. You are the coolest man in town. 
You are the chillest dude in the world. You are so calm. You are so relaxed. It's 
an honor to meet someone with their emotions so completely under control. I've 
heard some of your conversation stories. You won us many smiles." 
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Guy watched the woman's infant suck its thumb with tears coming out 
of its eyes. The baby then started to wail, but ten people quickly surrounded 
mother and child and shushed and soothed the baby, while its mother 
pleaded in terror, "We're sorry. We're so sorry, everyone. I apologize for 
both of us. He's getting quieter every day. He's a very polite young man-I 
promise you all." The mother fixed a pacifier in the child's mouth and 
hooked its strap around the back of his soft bare head to muzzle the boy. 
"There, see? He won't make a sound." 
Another woman said, "You should keep that disruptive child quiet, lest 
he be taken by the Ministry and made to be a comedian or a charmer. I'm 
sorry to say, but he's been warned a few too many times." 
"Thank you for your thoughts," the distraught and blue-eyed mother 
said, "but it would of course be a great honor if the child were taken by the 
Ministry; why, I'm sure they would train him to be a conversational hero 
just as decorated as Mr. Silver here: a quiet man who wants nothing more 
than to make people laugh, a polite man who never makes any loud noises 
and is never disruptive. Right, Captain?" 
Guy listened to the woman praise him while he watched the child 
silently weep. The tiny eyes were like blue shards of ice melting in his little 
face, and his barely audible hums of discontent were singing from behind 
the pacifier, which was shaped like a leaf and covering his mouth. 
Guy answered, "But we were born to be disruptive." 
The crowd hushed and turned to look down the road. 
The mother whispered to Guy, "Here come our new buddies. Captain 
Silver, may I offer you a snowball?" 
The girl presented Guy with a snowball. She placed it in his mechanical 
hand. Guy held it. He saw it beading with water over his rubber skin, but 
he didn't feel anything. More snowballs were being passed out amongst the 
throngs of other Canadians who were kissing their snowballs, and packing 
them tightly in their palms to solidify them. 
Sleigh bells jingled as a giant moose-drawn hayride was brought down 
the street. The ten prisoners onboard the hayride were behind red bars, 
some peering out at the crowd, some sitting on squares of hay, and all 
wearing navy-blue clothes with a band on their arm that displayed the 
infernal Exclamation Point in red. A barrage of snowballs then pelted the 
POWs along with a chorus of shushes. 
Guy brought his human hand down on top of the snowball and com-
pressed it. The chill shot from palm to brain and triggered the icy memories 
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when he blasted men and women in the chest with the Giggle Ray after they 
accused him of not being funny in conversation. They would say, "You think 
you're so hilarious. You think you're so cool. But I see who you really are. 
I see rudeness in your eyes. And one day, you're going to explode." Then the 
blue laser would smash their chests and they would literally laugh their 
heads off with their hollow necks roping out lengths of blood. 
The mother beside Guy, and everyone else, was throwing snowball after 
snowball with perfect accuracy, initiating their new pals with broken noses 
and cracked ocular bones. And in addition to the blizzard the townspeople 
rained down upon the hayride, so did the sky rain down a heavy blizzard 
upon the townspeople, giving them euphoric smiles. People were giving each 
other snow jobs by rubbing snow in each other's blissful faces. The prisoners 
cowered into little lumps on the floor of the hayride. Then, in the follow-
through of _one of her throws, the mother's red sling snapped and the child 
fell to the ground, his muzzle broke, and he cried out at the top of his little 
lungs and disrupted the winter orgy. 
His mother dropped to her knees. "Hush, my child. Hush, my baby. 
Please be quiet. We're sorry, everyone." The mother looked around in fear as 
the crowd moved away from her as she failed to contain her baby's noise. A 
few snowballs continued to fly, though the prisoners now endured them 
shattering on their cheeks as they stood to watch the howling baby and her 
panicking mother. 
"Here they come, I'm sorry to inform you," said Clifford's baritone 
voice from somewhere in the crowd. Flannel Officers dismounted their 
moose and moved across the street towards the mother. "The child is truly 
a born comedian, right, Guy? He will do well to be corrected and channel 
such vocal energy into weapons-grade amusement." 
Guy spotted Clifford nearby, and the Flannel Officers drew nearer, and 
the woman on her knees was apologizing profusely, begging, "Please don't 
take him. He's not that funny. He's not so loud. He's my good little boy. 
Please let me be sorry. Please let us be sorry." 
Guy's eyes shut as he listened to the baby's rebellious sounds. He heard 
a Flannel Office say, "I'm sorry, but the child belongs to us now." 
"DOG! TREE! CHAIR!" Guy screamed and his knees buckled. He 
opened his arms and lungs to a Feathered Fortress in the sky, and in the 
orgasmic throes of self-realization-he screamed, "I'M NOT SORRY! I 
NEVER HAVE BEEN! TREMBLE BEFORE MY UNAPOLOGETIC 
VOICE!" 
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Guy looked around at the mortified faces. The infant, who watched Guy 
with a glorious smile across his face, quieted and was placed back into his 
mother's arms by the Men in Flannel, as they shifted their focus to the 
retired Captain of Compliments. 
Clifford asked of his neighbor with shock and betrayal in his voice, 
"Guy, please tell us what's wrong." 
"I AM A RUDE-MAN!" confessed Guy. He pitched his snowball with 
the superhuman might of his robotic arm, and it nailed Clifford between the 
eyes, breaking his round glasses. 
The horrifying shock of hero Guy Silver blowing his cover and revealing 
himself to be a Rude-Man, coupled with the intense carnal pleasure of being 
hit in the face with a snowball, was too much for Clifford. He fell to the 
ground and died of a massive heart attack, with snowflakes melting on his hot 
cheeks, ushering upon him the most poetic death he could ever have hoped for. 
He whispered, "Thank you. Thank you all so much for everything. Please 
let me pardon my body and introduce to you my well-mannered ghost." 
The Pals of War began cheering as Guy twirled in the street and raved 
at the top of his lungs while the crowd of Canadians let fly more snowballs 
and some revolutionary cheers of their own. 
The Legion of the Leaf officers seized Guy. They viciously attacked him 
in friendly voices that said, "Chill out, eh? Have a beer, buddy, and calm 
down, why don't ya?"-"Yeah, take her easy, sir." The beat down was truly 
ruthless but Guy was resilient to their kindness. 
He shouted, "DEBATING IS COMMUNICATION! PROACTIVITY IS 
PROGRESS! THE UNAMUSING TRUTH IS CONQUEST!" 
And so the Men in Flannel dragged Guy up the street to the Ministry of 
Friendship where Guy always knew he would end up since the Crusade of 
Kindness began: in the Chamber of Etiquette, where arrogant people go to die. 
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The Italian Bird 
Bronwyn Mead 
MY HOMETOWN IN MICHIGAN HAS A POPULATION OF TWO THOUSAND, SO SMALL 
that I did in fact know everyone's name, and their dog's, and their cousin's. It 
wasn't a bad place. My childhood was not unhappy or boring or sheltered. For 
being so small my town was actually pretty forward-thinking, pretty liberal and 
accepting. It's a place I wouldn't mind going back to, which is why I have a hard 
time trying to explain why I left. It's like, when everything is so nice, so calm, 
so smooth, it doesn't feel like living any more. It just feels like being barely 
awake and still in bed, like the day hasn't started yet. I figured that the point of 
living isn't simply to live, but to live purposefully. 
So it kept pulling me west, some feeling in between my navel and my rib 
cage. West to Chicago. West to Austin. West. I got off the train in LA and 
walked along the hot sidewalks, my Michigan skin unused to the warmth. I 
felt dirty, and I was, unwashed for nearly a week, beard like a Midwesterner, 
dressed like a runaway. Before I left, my small town was starting to pull 
down the corners of my eyes; I was starting to resemble my parents. After 
three months of running I ended up in the most cliche place I could, the 
place where the young go to pretend one day they'll be something. 
It's true what they say, LA is lonely, people don't look at you, at least not 
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in a nice way. I kept waiting for eye contact or a nod of recognition. As long 
as I had been away from home I still wasn't used to the coldness of new 
cities. It was in that coldness I began to sweat. I unbuttoned my flannel, 
shifted the guitar on my back and removed it, tying it around my waist, and 
tried not to notice how much I smelled. I smiled at people walking by, 
hoping someone would smile back, let me know I was visible. I kept walking 
until I saw a sign for a hostel. The street was the same as any street I had 
ever walked on and would one day walk on, but for some reason it pulled 
me forward as if I were on a leash. 
It was run-down looking, tucked between a bodega and a post office. I 
swear from across the street I could already smell the vagabonds and European 
college students. I probably didn't smell any better. When I walked in the door, 
the old soft-looking hippy woman at the desk smiled at me, the first smile I'd 
felt in ages, so without hesitating I said, "I need a job." It hadn't occurred to 
me in the other cities, in the other hostels or motels, but this time I was down 
to my last $100. She looked a little startled so I looked down at her nametag 
and then said, "Candice, I would love to work here." 
She looked me up and down, saw my dirty jeans, the T-shirt I'd been 
wearing since last Wednesday, my shaggy hair. I wasn't exactly presenting 
my most hire-able self. An old man hobbled through the lobby. "Bill, honey, 
this boy wants a job," she called out to him. 
The man did a quarter turn so his neck was strained as he looked at me. 
He walked hunched over, and he was very gray-gray hair, gray eyes, and 
skin that tipped to the tan side of gray but gray nonetheless. He grinned at 
me like he knew me, like he knew my future or something, and he became 
more youthful, ageless even, and waved before leaving out the front door. 
"Welcome," Candice said with a big smile. 
"Really? Oh, thank you so much ... " 
"What's your name, dear?" 
"Mike." 
"Mike," she smiled again, "We have two others of you right now. You'll 
be sharing a room with Jimmy. Nice boy. It's on the second floor, the last 
door on the left. He'll show you what's what, and, um, is there anything else 
... Don't shut the doors all the way, honey." She leaned forward and patted 
my hand. "I'm making chicken cutlets tonight." 
Don't shut the doors. That was the first rule I was given. Don't shut the 
doors because the old wood swells in the humidity, the doorframes warp 
and twist, so the doors didn't ever shut completely or-the reason why the 
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rule was given-would stay stuck shut for days. It was this rule that, when I 
reached the top of the stairs, allowed me to see inside the employee bathroom, 
to see a naked woman sitting on the edge of the bathtub. I flattened myself 
against a wall, not wanting to be seen but wanting to see. I was a nineteen-
year-old boy, after all. The woman was facing away from me, her spine curving 
under her warm skin. My eyes followed the way her hips spread, how her dark 
hair curled chaotically in the heat and hung like curtains down her back. She 
leaned to tum on the water and I could see the side of her breast, a small fold 
of the skin on her stomach, and her nose that was straight and purposeful. As 
the water ran, she unfolded a bar of soap. She did this in small patient move-
ments, creasing back each fold in the paper one by one. Lifting my heels I 
could see the water level, barely a few inches in the tub, barely enough to fill 
a bucket, let alone bathe with, but she leaned forward again and shut off the 
running water. My breath came in long low pulses as I watched her kneel in 
the shallow water, getting a full view of her body's profile. She cupped her 
hands with water and poured it over her chest, over her hair, over and over 
again until her skin glistened with moisture and her curls hung heavy. 
For a moment I saw her not as a woman, but as a creature, something 
mythical that I was not privileged to witness. It was in that moment she 
looked over at me. Yes, mythical, that would be the word to describe her 
eyes. Was it Medusa who turned her lovers to stone? I was stone, and I think 
she might have telepathically communicated with me. Most likely she said 
it aloud, but that's not how I remember it. In my brain I heard the words, 
"Move along," in a low Italian accent. It could have even been her eyebrows 
that spoke, raised in annoyed and humored arches, that told me to leave. 
I fell back against the hallway wall; the gaze that just froze me threw me 
backwards. The shock of it all made me stumble as I made my way down 
the hall to the last bedroom. I had to tell myself to breathe in and out. My 
cheeks were flushed, pink and tingling, and I pushed the door open. 
The room had old wood floors and walls that had been painted white 
and painted white and painted white, once a year every year for ten or fif-
teen years. The result made all the comers soft and round looking, like 
sharp rocks that had been smoothed over by a thousand years of rain and 
wind. It had a bunk bed and a dresser and nothing else. It could have been 
in Chicago, or Austin, or Albuquerque; the thing that felt different was 
myself. I was tired of moving, tired of trains and being a stranger in a new 
place. I was tired of maps, and pay phones, and being unclean. 
I set my bag and guitar case down on the lower bunk, the springs 
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squeaking with the weight of it, and made my way to the window. I saw a 
three-story-high view of the dirty street, the cars on their way, the bodega 
on the other side with its yellow walls and red awning and fruit stands and 
primary-colored gumballs in glass machines, the strange trees, and a sliver 
of the post office's black roof to my right. I swear steamy vapor was 
growing from the blacktop, making it all look hazy and dreamlike. 
"Hey," said a voice behind me. I turned around to see Jimmy, a tall, 
skinny, scrawny guy about my age with dyed black hair pushed in front of 
his eyes. Even if I straightened myself to my full height he was half a head 
taller. Gangly, a bean pole, a scarecrow even, he looked like a kid who shot 
up a foot and a half in one night. His pants were very tight and rolled up at 
his knees, shirt fitted against his body so I could see the bones of his rib 
cage. As skinny as he was he looked hard, muscled, like he'd really lived. 
"How old are you?" he asked seriously, holding out his hand. I put mine out 
to shake his, but he just sort of slapped his fingertips against my palm, 
something very cool and something I really wasn't ready for. 
"Ahh, I'm Mike, I'm nineteen ... I ... " He broke eye contact and walked 
toward the window and rattled the frame until it popped open and a steamy 
breeze filled the room. 
"I'm seventeen. I thought you were older. Even in LA it's a bitch to get 
a drink. You play?" he asked pointing to my instrument and then, "You just 
get here?" and then, "You heard about the doors, right?" I nodded at all of 
them, wanting to confess that I saw a naked woman in the hallway, but he 
continued, "Yeah, this place is a dump but it beats home, right? Smoke?" he 
asked, handing over a rolled cigarette. 
"Yeah, sure," I said, taking it in my fingers and leaning my mouth out the 
window to light it. We stood by the open window smoking for a minute and 
watched a man across the street squeeze cantaloupes at the bodega fruit stand. 
He would squeeze one and smell it and shake his head. Then another, then 
another, "Where's home?" I asked, breaking the trance of the melon man. 
He pulled his shirt collar up over his mouth then and talked through the 
fabric. "Stinkin' Iowa." He looked at me silently for a moment and raised 
one dark eyebrow. He let his shirt fall back in place. "You ever hear about 
reformation camp?" he asked quietly. 
I nodded. I had a friend in high school whose parents sent her away to 
"straighten her out," literally. Jimmy continued in his normal voice, "Yeah, well in 
Iowa my ma and pap sent me to one and I ran away. Ran here. Fuck that," he said, 
looking away from me. 
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The sound of bare feet creaked down the hallway. Jimmy smiled and 
walked with his shoulders rolling dramatically to the door and poked his head 
out. "Buona sera, Francesca," he called out in an exaggerated Italian accent. 
"Fuck off, Jimmy," the voice said quietly. 
"Waah, hah, ho, you are feisty today, Francesca." 
"Ges, because some little boy peep at me in the tub," she came closer to 
the doorway, and I backed up to the window. Droplets of water fell from her 
long curly hair and hit the floor. A white towel was wrapped around her body, 
and it made her tan skin glow. I knew I was staring, but I couldn't help myself 
from taking in the curves under her towel. Her face was so intense, thick dark 
square eyebrows and a pointed nose with a bump on the bridge of it, so her 
face had a slight snarl, especially now looking at me. She came in to the room 
fully, her eyes narrowed; she flipped up her middle finger and backed to the 
door, keeping her eyes locked on mine until she was out of view. 
Jimmy exploded with laughter, laughing so hard it turned into cigarette 
coughs and he had to hold the wall to keep from falling over. I sank into the 
dingy mattress and put my face in my hands humiliated, but I still couldn't 
keep myself from smiling a little, more at Jimmy's laughter than anything else. 
Jimmy turned out to be the straightest gay boy I'd ever been friends 
with. I came to realize that the tightness of his clothes was more of a fashion 
trend than I thought. Many of the male backpackers and travelers that 
stayed at the hostel dressed the same way, and his hair ... that also could 
be pegged down to trend. He acted very similarly to the way I did, joking 
and laughing and smoking. Then there was nighttime. I'd see him from our 
bedroom window, standing in front of the bodega wearing a heavy-looking 
messenger bag, smoking a cigarette, looking mysterious and young and 
dark. Cars driven by older men would pick him up and drive around the 
comer. After exactly an hour had gone by, he'd be back in front of the store, 
looking just as cool, until another dark car would pick him up and drive off. 
It wasn't a secret he kept, it wasn't something he was ashamed of, but he 
didn't say much about those nights. He usually came in around 2 or 3 a.m. 
I heard him in the bathroom down the hall, showering off the night. In the 
mornings, he would take me out to breakfast, waffles and bacon and eggs 
at the greasy diner four blocks away. He was saving money to get his own 
place, something small and close to water so he could learn to surf. That's 
what I liked most about Jimmy. He wasn't one of those kids who had all 
these big dreams and goals. He just wanted to be happy and be himself, not 
let anybody make his decisions for him. He said he hated me for my easy 
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childhood, for my loving parents that I called every Sunday afternoon from 
the pay phone in the hostel lobby. I didn't really know what to say to that. 
What do you say? Yeah, I love my parents, but I couldn't stand my nice, 
quaint, small town anymore? No one really got it, and when people brought 
it up I felt guilty for being unsatisfied with all the nice, quaint smallness. 
Every Tuesday afternoon, Jimmy and I would smoke weed out of our 
window, when Bill was out. Not that he would have cared. I guess it was an 
authority-figure thing, and Candice, who had been born without a sense of 
smell, was working reception. 
"Without the nose she could have been really quite beautiful. A nose 
really makes or breaks a face, man," Jimmy said, puffing our thin spliff out 
the cracked window. 
"I like her nose. It's interesting," I said, taking the spliff in between my 
fingers and taking a drag. 
"Yeah, that's the way to compliment a girl-tell her she's interesting 
looking," Jimmy replied sarcastically, tilting his head back against the wall. 
We could stay at the hostel for free, plus a little pocket money if we cleaned 
the rooms, delivered the mail, took out the trash, and manned the front desk 
when we were needed. I had been there for nearly two weeks, and it already 
felt like home. 
"She hasn't said anything to me yet," I said, thinking again about 
Francesca naked in the bathtub. "She just flips me the bird whenever she 
sees me." 
Jimmy started laughing then, the stoned sort of laugh that doesn't make 
much noise but it seems to take over your whole body. "She's been here six 
months. She keeps to herself." Jimmy had been working at the hostel for a 
couple of months, so he knew her better than I did. I hoped he was right, 
that she was just shy and didn't hate me. 
"Mikey," he said, his eyes large and glazed looking, "Have you seen her 
room?" His face was open and excited, like he wasn't really asking me any-
thing but telling me what we were going to do. 
"No man, that's invading her privacy." 
"Are you sh-u-u-u-re?" he asked, prolonging the last word and then get-
ting up and walking right out of our room and down the hall to hers. 
"Goddammit." I got up from the creaky floorboards and followed after 
him. The hallway stretched out before me, and the walls glistened with 
sweat from the heat or the pot, I couldn't distinguish. "Jimmy," I called, and 
I could feel him laughing at the end of the hallway. He looked like a little 
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boy, eyes wide, fingertips over his mouth, shoulders tense. He giggled. "OK, 
we've seen it, let's leave before she comes upstairs or something," I whis-
pered, nervous and tingling. 
"Mikey, look around. You're in your dream lady's room." 
I looked at her bed, not a bunk but a mattress on the floor with sheets 
and sheets and sheets, unmade and wrinkled. Her clothes were a pile of 
colors crawling like worms out of a brown duffle bag and she had things, 
old keys, tacks, and rubber bands, sugar packets, things and things in small 
mounds around the room. 
"Fuck, your girl is a hoarder." 
On the windowsill were balls of twine, no ... piles, no ... sculptures of 
twine and bits of colored paper twisted into long strings wrapped round and 
round in these nests. Nests as big as bowls and some the size of bottle caps scat-
tered on the windowsill, waiting for people to come and live in them. I stood 
there staring at the nests, for eons probably. I wanted to be small and curl up 
in one. I picked one up and held it in my palm, and it felt warm, tinsel swirling 
with the beige twine. When I looked up, Jimmy was gone. I set the nest in my 
own room, on my own windowsill, and left it there, the guilty childish secret of 
stealing something steaming in my stomach. 
That night, after the high had faded and I realized what I had done, I 
picked up the nest again. The warmth that I thought I had imagined was still 
there, warm like my body, so in my palm it felt weightless. 
I knocked, but of course the door was already open. She looked up at 
me from the floor. Her hands wrapped twine round and round, kneading it 
into the bowl-like shape. This one was big, big like arms in a circle in front 
of your body. 
She moved. "What?" 
I took a step closer and moved my open palm in front of my body 
holding out the little nest. She looked back at her art and rocked with the 
movement of her hands. 
"Francesca, I took it," I said, surprised at her reaction. For the past two 
weeks she had been either flipping me off or ignoring me, so this nonchalance 
made me more nervous than I already was. "I think they're beautifu-" 
"Promises of eternity." 
"What?" 
"That is their name. If you took, you're probably sappose to have." 
"Oh, um," I looked down at my palm again. The tinsel was actually foil 
twirled in tiny strings and braided intricately around the twine and I saw no 
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beginning of string, nor an end as if the materials wrapped forever and ever 
around each other without giving up. "Wow." 
She looked up at me. I don't think I had ever really seen her face, or seen 
her face without my mind immediately seeing her naked in front of me, or 
seen her face without a scowl of annoyance. Her skin was soft but not 
smooth, creased with years that surpassed me by ten, maybe fifteen, but she 
was still flawless and tan and exotic. 
"Come, seat," she said, Medusa eyes making my legs lock but olive lips 
pulling me down to her. Kneeling next to her I could feel warmth radiating 
from the nest, and from her, so much hotter than my skin. I felt tense and 
awake. She didn't look at me, moving all the nests off the windowsill and 
standing to push the window open. The breeze made her hair tickle my 
cheek. My heart stopped, I think, or I stopped breathing, because the next 
moment Francesca leaned down to my lips and gave these small soft little 
kisses. She started at one corner of my mouth and kissed along the bottom 
of my lips until she reached the other side. 
"Breathe, little boy," she said into my mouth, and I let the air out of my 
lungs. It washed over her skin, and I put my hands on either side of her face, 
feeling the light feathers of her hair under my fingers. We kissed harder then, 
and the tip of her tongue slid across mine. I rose to her level and wrapped 
my arms around her waist. 
"I've thought about this since I first saw you," I said in between kisses, 
something that sounded natural and romantic, or at least my nineteen-year-
old self thought that it sounded that way. In reality, it must have ended the 
moment or scared her off, because she broke away from me, pushed her 
warm hands against my chest, and darted out of her room. I listened to the 
sound her naked feet made against the sticky floorboards, away, away, away 
from me, down the stairs to the lower level until I couldn't hear anything 
except the street. I leaned my forehead against the window glass and let out 
the sigh, the sigh you make when you were so close. I could feel that my 
cheeks were flushed, and I thought about the girl I loved in high school, 
small and sweet Ana, and the last night we spent together over a year ear-
lier. And then I thought of the girls I had lusted after since then with no luck, 
the pretty girls I smiled at as I traveled across the country, the ones who 
smiled back and nothing more, and then I thought of Francesca's nakedness 
again like it was stuck on my eyelids. I closed my eyes and tried to think of 
something else, something less smooth and tan, something less beautiful and 
frustratingly mysterious. 
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"Mikey!" I opened my lids and saw Jimmy in the street smoking a cig-
arette and waving to me. He motioned his hand to come down. I sighed and 
watched my breath cloud the window. 
"Mikey, what's up?" he said as I approached him. The streets were dark 
and dead, but you could hear city noises coming from all angles. "Were you 
in ... ? " his eyebrows raised and curious. 
I shrugged my shoulders, and he didn't push it. Another thing I loved 
about Jimmy, he never pried. I think he knew I would tell him next Tuesday, 
because for some reason those afternoons were the confessionals of our 
friendship. 
He looked into the street and saw white headlights approaching. 
"Mike, what would you do if I told you we could make one thousand 
dollars tonight and I asked you to just trust me?" he said very, very quickly. 
"Um, I would trust you, I guess, but what are we doing?" 
Jimmy opened his mouth to tell me, but then a quiet car pulled up in 
front of us and cut him off. The window rolled down. 
"Need a ride?" a slick voice asked. Jimmy smirked at me and leaned 
down. His voice became higher, smoother, and he set his hand on his hip. 
"Yeah, my friend and I need a ride," he looked back at me, and I shook 
my head casually. Jimmy's eyes pleaded-no, demanded-me to do what-
ever it was we were doing. I tried to say with my eyes, What the hell are you 
thinking? But Jimmy looked so calm, and I did trust him, I did. The nervous 
feeling made my stomach clench, and yet a moment later I was in the back 
of this extremely expensive car with leather seats and air conditioning and 
loud, annoying music coming out of too-nice speakers. Even in the cold I 
started to sweat, regretting immediately what I had unverbally agreed to do. 
My mother would cry if she knew where I was, and that reminded me that 
the next day was Sunday, and I would have to talk to her on the phone and 
tell her everything was all right. Buildings passed by like stars. I swear we 
were going that fast. I tried to keep a tab on when we turned right and when 
we turned left and what places I recognized, but it was so fast. The car 
stopped, and Jimmy and the slick man got out. He handed the keys to a 
valet driver. "Come on, Mikey," Jimmy said, not looking at me. 
What was I doing? I know what Jimmy did on these things; I knew that 
they resulted in money for waffles, and that it happened on weekend nights, 
and it was an hour long. Shit. I got out of the car and followed them into 
the lobby of a building I'm sure I saw in a movie, one where some writer 
meets a rich producer to talk about a movie, or something. There were deep 
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red carpets and crystals on the chandelier and pots of flowers from deep in 
the jungle, and there were the elevators, all fifteen of them, and the doors 
opened and the inside was a mirror. I looked at myself, I was pale and biting 
my lip and crossing my arms over my chest, and we went up, and up and up 
it went to the top floor-the twenty-eighth floor-and opened to a pent-
house that must have been in the same movie with the writer and the pro-
ducer, and I was shaking. My cold hand grabbed Jimmy's shirt, and he 
turned, "What's up, Mikey?" 
"Jimmy, where are we?" I whispered in a shaky voice. 
He looked me up and down and smiled his Iowa smile. "Don't worry 
about it, just follow my lead." 
I looked at the slick man for the first time in the face. He was a big guy, I 
mean pure muscle, cut like someone paid him to work out. Was it too late to just 
run? I had no idea where we were, only that it was a car ride away, like every-
thing in this city. Why hadn't I paid attention to what streets we turned down? 
"Can I get you boys a drink?" he asked, his voice rough, like a man who 
yells very seriously for a living. Jimmy smiled and nodded. 
"Oh, my god ... " 
"Mikey, what's wrong?" 
I looked in his eyes then, and I couldn't keep eye contact. I think I may 
have started to hiccup with nerves. 
"Jimmy, I can't do this. I'm totally cool with what you do and who you 
are. I just I can't do it I ... " 
"Mike, one thousand dollars," he said slowly, "Seriously man, calm 
down, take a deep breath." 
"I need to-" 
"Stay cool, man!" 
"I can't do this-" 
"Whiskey is the drink tonight, boys," slick man said, holding out two 
glasses clinking with cubes of ice. He had taken off his suit jacket and unbut-
toned the top of his shirt. He looked me up and down, "This the guy?" 
"This is my partner, yes," replied Jimmy. 
"All right, come in back when you're ready," he replied as he walked 
away from us. 
For the first time I heard other voices, male voices coming from the 
other side of the penthouse. "Tell me what's going on!" 
"OK, jeez, man, mellow. All you have to do is sit here. You're my 
muscle," he said calmly. 
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"What the hell does that even mean? I'm not muscle; I'm like 150 
pounds and barely six feet! What are we doing here, Jimmy?" 
"I'm just having some photos taken ... " 
"Photos ... ? " 
"I met a guy last weekend, and he offered me some money to pose in a 
softcore-porn-fetish-photo-shoot ... I guess he had heard about me from 
other ... clients and I said, I said, only if my manager is present, and well, 
that's you, man." 
A guy wearing an AC/DC T-shirt and a baseball hat moved past us car-
rying lighting equipment. "Dudes, don't just stand there," he said, "help 
with the lights," and then walked to the back room. 
"You're kidding," I said to Jimmy. 
"One thousand buckaroonis ... I'm not kidding, and don't you dare 
judge." 
I smiled for the first time in hours, and the smile turned into amusement. 
Loads of tension and fear and guilt drained from my body. I was so relieved 
that I wasn't going to be some man's sex toy that I laughed a little. "That's 
it ... you put me through hell for soft core porn?" 
He shrugged and grinned impishly, suggesting that he enjoyed keeping 
me in the dark and watching me flip out. In the most serious voice I could 
conjure up, I replied, "Jimmy, I will sit here and be the muscle." 
The next couple hours involved leather and ball gags and real-live 
roosters and whipped cream and assless chaps and many other things I 
won't mention to keep Jimmy's name classy. As I sat there and watched, I 
thought of home, of my parents, and how when I left they told me in sup-
portive but still worried voices, "Make good choices." Is this what they 
meant? Would they think this was me compromising my morals? Would 
they think supporting illegal under-aged porn was a good choice? Probably 
not, but at the same time, this didn't feel one bit bad. It felt natural, if that 
makes sense. Their other catchphrase was, Bad people don't wear signs. I 
looked around the set, at the models and photographer and crew, and they 
all looked completely normal, just doing a job. And that's exactly what it 
was to Jimmy and now to me. If they were bad people, I didn't care, and 
maybe that's the moment I got out of bed, woke up, started living, or maybe 
it was when slick man dropped us off in front of the bodega with five hun-
dred dollars each stuffed in our pockets and told Jimmy he would keep in 
touch. Jimmy shook his hand and said, "Thanks for the opportunity, I'd 
love to work with you again someday," like some seasoned professional. 
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"Fucking shit, Jimmy," I said as we crossed the street together, and he just 
grinned. It felt like a dream, or maybe more like a stress dream where nothing 
is really all that nice, and it makes your heart beat hard but it turns out OK in 
the end because you realize you just have to take life as it comes at you. 
Francesca was at the front desk, head bent over strips of colored wrapping 
paper she was twisting into thin threads. Jimmy clapped me on the back and 
skipped upstairs. He never asked me to be his muscle again, and we never 
talked about that night, but sometimes we made eye contact and we laughed 
loud and freely. I pushed my long hair out of my eyes and leaned on the desk 
trying to find something to say, thinking after everything that happened 
tonight I should have the guts to talk to her. I had noticed that the moment 
anybody entered into her space she paused very subtly, very aware of the 
objects and people around her. I knew that she very rarely looked people in the 
eyes, that she stole glances out of the comers of her eyes or tilted her head like 
she was listening. But she looked at me then, looked at me face on. 
"What you want, little boy?" she asked me without a teasing smile or 
coy eyes, like she never kissed me at all. 
"It's Mike," I replied, and her body flinched a little, like I had startled 
her. She looked down immediately and didn't give me any more recognition 
except, "Take out de trash." I was at a loss of what else to say and walked 
behind the desk to the kitchen where black plastic bags for the day's 
cleaning and chores and cooking were waiting to be taken to the Dumpster. 
Jimmy was already asleep in the top bunk when I got upstairs. I knew his 
age, but I had never noticed how young he looked, especially like this, calm and 
sleeping. He looked young, but the rest of him was so much older. He was a 
man in every sense, brave and honest and sure of himself, and in that moment 
I hoped one day I would be that way. I grabbed my guitar and headed to the 
roof. I hadn't touched it since I got to LA, too self-conscious to play in the hostel 
rooms with paper-thin walls. On the roof with the sounds of the street and the 
fans and everything else I could barely hear myself sing, just the way I like it. 
The city glowed, the smog kept the lights close to the ground and thick to walk 
through. When I first came to the city, the thickness made me feel dirty, but now 
it made me feel safe, hidden, carried. The bodega, the post office, the hostel, the 
street, these were now as familiar as my childhood backyard. Words came from 
somewhere in my chest. I hadn't sang in weeks, and I didn't care if it was good, 
I just liked the way it felt. The words were soft, and got pushed away quickly 
with the wind, "Realize you can't, realize you can't want what you can't have. 
In real life you can't want what you can't have." 
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I thought maybe I dreamt the kiss, that my mind knew Francesca was 
so unattainable it let my heart think she kissed me. On the way back to my 
room I heard the sounds of water and there she was, like deja vu, kneeling 
in profile, cupping water in her palms and pouring it over her face and head. 
I set my guitar down and entered, taking my first step toward manhood 
with bravery. Francesca didn't flinch, though she knew I was there, and kept 
bathing. I kneeled next to the tub and, without waiting for doubt to settle 
in my stomach, my hand reached out and smoothed warm water down her 
back. Fully clothed, I got in the tub behind her, putting my legs on either 
side of her hips. The inches of warm water soaked into my jeans and she 
remained perched, sitting on her heels. I scooted closer to her skin and 
kissed the middle of her back with small kisses, sliding my hands up her 
sides and around her breasts. She kept cupping water and pouring it on her-
self so the water ran over my hands. In the back of my mind I thought about 
how the only other breasts I had touched were Ana's, which were small and 
firm like ripe tomatoes. Francesca's were more womanly, softer and bigger, 
and heavy in my hands. I squeezed them and moved my hands lower, feeling 
her ribcage beneath my fingers, and the supple part of her stomach under 
her belly button that, for some reason, I wanted to suck on, to the tops of 
her thighs, the inside of her thighs, slowly, deliberately until finally she 
reacted, lifting her hips off her heels gently. My fingers dipped in between 
her legs, and she lifted again. I mentioned earlier that I woke up that night, 
and the lift of her hips was that moment, the waking moment. I moved my 
fingers against her and she lifted, lifted but didn't settle back down on her 
heels. She stood and left the bathroom without looking at me, without a 
towel, without a word. The lights flickered and the door creaked on its 
hinges. My pants were soaked, and I was so deep in it, deep in want, that I 
couldn't stand for a while. 
"Mike," Bill called as I poured myself a cup of coffee in the kitchen early 
the next morning. "After your usual tasks, will you do me a favor?" I had 
barely spoken to Bill since I had started working, but he had that low grav-
elly voice that reminded me of the nice man back home who owned the 
hardware store and cut me a deal for guitar strings. So of course my answer 
was, "Sure Bill, what's up?" 
"I'm sending Francesca to the farmer's market today to get watermelon. 
I just love watermelon, lots and lots of watermelon." I think he was stoned, 
not surprising, considering we were in California and he had a ponytail. 
"And her pretty arms can't carry too many. Be the muscle and I'll give ya 
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twenty bucks." Again with the muscle. I was beginning to wonder if I 
seemed burlier than I actually was or if it was some ploy the hostel was in 
on to make me think I was burlier than I actually was. 
She didn't look at me or speak to me, even walked ever so slightly in 
front of me on the way to the market. The day was overcast, for once, some-
thing I'd been craving, but it was as sticky as ever. The shirt I was wearing 
clung to my back, and sweat sat on my forehead and upper lip with no 
promise of leaving. Francesca had not a splash of sweat, and even though 
the sunlight was sparse, her hair was still shiny. I knew the moment in the 
bathtub had actually happened because my jeans were still wet that 
morning, and yet she didn't acknowledge me at all. 
The market was crowded and alive. There were booths of flowers and 
bread and produce and crafts, and they sat in rows around a large fountain. 
"You could sell your nests here," I said trying to make conversation, but 
she was gone. I had lost her in the first five minutes. I filled my bags with 
three large and heavy watermelons and paid for them, deciding to sit by the 
fountain until Francesca found me or I spotted her. The sun broke from the 
clouds that moment. 
"Shit," I said, unhappy that the gray hadn't stayed, and I shut my eyes from 
the brightness. Bits of water hit the back of my neck. I turned and there she 
was, sandals in one hand, shin deep in the fountain. She bent and smacked the 
water towards me. Her body and actions were playful, but she didn't smile. I 
couldn't understand why she never smiled. She splashed me again and I faced 
her, ready to scoop both hands into the fountain and send a wave of chlori-
nated water at her, but she stopped me. She waded to me and put her free hand 
around mine. Before I could take a breath, she interlaced our fingers and kissed 
me on the ear lobe and then again on the neck, two quick pecks without any 
reaction in her eyes. I didn't get this girl, but I tried to kiss her lips anyway, and 
she flitted away into the crowd of market goers, leaving me to carry all the 
melons back to the hostel just as the hot sun came out. 
The pink fruit was just as good as Bill had said it would be, and I helped 
him slice each one into cubes in the old kitchen. It was only for employees, 
small and run down, but I liked it. The tiles were real, not plastic or 
linoleum, and the cabinets had floral-patterned contact paper on the insides, 
and it always smelled like the meals Candace made for us, sometimes 
spaghetti and sometimes burgers and sometimes like the cakes she made on 
days that were especially stressful and hot. 
"She likes you," Bill sang, his gray beard glistening with watermelon juice. 
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"Candace likes everyone," I said to my cutting board. 
"No, Mike, I'm speaking of someone much younger and prettier and 
Italian." 
I stopped cutting, "How do you know? She's hard to read." 
"You know I don't know ... " He stuck his stuck tongue out and tried 
to gather drips from his grizzly beard. 
"Come on, Bill ... " 
"Jeez, man, mellow out," he said, sounding exactly like Jimmy, "She 
hasn't talked about Italy since you've arrived, and those things she makes . 
. . she used to make one every couple months, took her time with them, put 
'em together and took 'em apart until they were right. But now it's one a 
day, each perfect without her even tryin' ." 
"Oh." I had never heard as many words come out of Bill's mouth at once, 
and the way he said them, the weight he gave the syllables, the way he looked 
at me as he said them wasn't a joke. "What do you know about her?" 
"Nothing, she's hard to read, man." 
In the darkness of her room the nests seemed to take over. Parts of them 
glittered and each felt unique and purposeful. They sat again on the win-
dowsill, on the crate next to her bed, the old desk she didn't use for any-
thing, on the floor, more and more than I could count. I was waiting for her. 
I was going to say something brave. I was sure of myself. I was honest. But 
when she walked in, all the words were lost, the parts about me deserving 
her, and that I could want things that I couldn't have because eventually I 
could have them and I was willing to wait until I could have her, just evap-
orated. She acted as if I wasn't next to her window and took off her clothes, 
tossing them to the pile around her duffel bag. She didn't look at me at all, 
but lay down on her stomach, arms curled underneath her. I took off my 
shirt and jeans and boxers and lay my naked body on top of hers, full hips 
under my hips, chest against the heat of her back, my lips open in her hair, 
and my tongue tasting the heat that radiated off her. I lifted my body and 
pulled her around so our faces met. I wanted her so bad I couldn't stand it. 
I wanted her to touch me. I wanted to hear her breathe heavy and fast. She 
adjusted her hips underneath me and spread her legs, and I was so sure that 
this was another one of my awakenings. I kissed her hard. I wanted to kiss 
her so hard her lips bled. That was when I learned how closely associated 
my love for her and my want to tear her apart really was, and she sighed 
into my lips and lifted her hips up, up toward mine and, and ... then she 
backed away. She pulled her mouth away from mine and shifted so she 
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could roll over and curl her knees to her chest. "What's wrong?" I whispered. 
I waited five minutes for her words, and they never came, but when I reached 
for her she let me hold her. The boy in me was content just to lie with my arms 
around her body, to forgive her for being cold, but the man, the stupid man in 
me, let go and walked down the hall to sleep alone that night. 
In the morning I knocked on her door, once, twice, and it remained shut. 
Don't shut the doors. I turned the handle and pushed and pushed. Don't shut 
the doors because the wood swells in the humidity, the doorframes warp and 
contract so the doors don't ever shut completely or stay stuck shut for days. I 
ran at the door wildly, the boy in me desperate and irrational, and it swung 
open hard, taking sticky bits of paint from the doorframe and scattering them 
into the room. Gone: the piles of clothes, the tangles of sheets, the mounds of 
junk-drawer items, the nests, her, her, Francesca, gone, gone like she had never 
happened. Gone in the night because something deep and stirring and innate 
called her away. Gone as if she flew right out the open window. 
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The Clearing 
Elisabeth Stark 
As I STOOD OUTSIDE MY TRUCK IN KYLE'S DRIVEWAY, THE SKY WAS STILL THAT 
snowy-sky, and just a few flurries came down and melted before they hit the 
ground. Snow came early that year to Western Michigan, the only place I'd 
ever known. Me and my best friend Kyle Lundz seemed to be stuck in the 
middle of the 1980s, a decade that never wanted to end. 
They call me Blue, yeah, like the color; it's a nickname that started some-
time in grade school for reasons I don't really care to explain right now. My 
real name is James King and I've known Kyle pretty much my entire life. 
I looked out at the low hills that dipped and rose behind Kyle's house, 
hills covered in bare cherry trees, and as I was about to head toward the 
house to see if Kyle was inside watching TV, half asleep on his couch like he 
was a lot of the time, I heard a gunshot. A shot that echoed off all those bare 
trees and fell into the gray sky and hills, a shot that sounded a little farther 
away than where we normally went. 
I didn't jump. I walked behind the house toward those hills, scanning the 
brown, straggly branches reaching over one another in that dullness, my 
breath fogging, looking for Kyle's face and black hat. I was not about to 
wander through those trees trying to find Kyle who I figured was shooting 
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at bottles or something. We were twenty, and I did what I always did, whis-
tled, loud, like I was calling a dog. Usually Kyle would whistle back, and I 
could follow it to wherever he was. 
I waited, and a few more flurries began to fall. I stared past all those 
rows of trees to the woods where Kyle and his old man would sometimes 
shoot a deer or two during season. 
I whistled again, twisting my head to the left, turning my ear toward 
those hills, and I heard almost a whistle, a shaky sound that reminded me 
of when I learned to play the stupid recorder in the fifth grade for music 
class and I used to run out of breath, the whistling of the recorder shaky, up 
and down, low and high. That's what this sounded like, but far away. 
I whistled again, and heard it again, barely, through all those trees, and 
I was annoyed, because the whistle was coming from far away, past the 
cherry trees. I started walking down the hills, in between the rows of cherry 
trees, the two-story, black-and-white house behind me, up the small incline 
and down just a little. It was quiet. When I got to the edge of the woods, I 
whistled again, and I heard that shaky whistle, staggering as if Kyle didn't 
have any breath, coming from beyond the woods, across that stream in 
those backwoods, and my chest and stomach mixed with the cold air as I 
remembered that place me and Kyle found when we were kids exploring in 
whoever's woods those were, that square made of dozens of tall, skinny 
sticks in the earth with that pentagram of candles in the middle. And I 
thought of that one day not too long ago when me and Kyle went back to 
the stream to fish for salmon swimming upstream, and Kyle told me how he 
went into those woods sometimes, because he wanted to make sure no one 
else was back there with that pentagram, to check, see if there were any 
ghosts wandering around, probably. 
I remembered this quickly, not directly thinking about it, but it was 
there, in my mind. And I heard Kyle's voice, hoarse, screaming through 
thousands of branches, not loud, still distant, yelling, "Blue!" over and over. 
And I ran, ran through those woods and across that icy stream, letting the 
water splash up my jeans. When I got to the other side, I stopped still 
because there was no path, no break in trees, and called out, "Kyle!" 
He yelled my name again, and his voice sounded shaky like his whistle, and 
my mind raced through one stupid image after another: that pentagram of can-
dles, some weird cult maybe back there, a dead body, bones. If Kyle had fallen 
maybe. A bunch of shit that all came from horror movies that me and Kyle 
watched late at night, none of them realistic except for Kyle falling. 
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I broke through branches, just like when we were kids running back 
here, and I remembered sunlight came in through the tips of the trees, but 
today snowflakes were falling, and I was calling Kyle's name while I cracked 
branches and dead leaves on the ground. 
The clearing was still there, only now most of the sticks that formed that 
house or square or whatever the hell it was were gone, buried under leaves, and 
I didn't look for a pentagram, because there was a young boy, nine or ten in a red-
and-black checkered hat, several feet in front of me, standing right in the middle 
of the clearing, staring at me with a face that reminded me of nothing else but a 
ghost. I stumbled over branches, and this kid's eyes were on me, and I saw Kyle 
kneeling on the floor of the woods, his jacket gone, his back to me, his bare arms 
pushing up and down. As I moved closer I saw another boy, lying underneath 
Kyle's hands that were pushing on his chest. The boy's eyes were closed, twigs and 
dirt in his mess of blond curls, Kyle's jacket over his legs like a blanket. 
Snow was coming down now, bigger flakes, but not heavy yet. Kyle was 
yelling, "Oh God, oh God," his brown eyes turning around to look at me, 
and those moments passed slowly. I didn't think, just saw-Kyle's brown 
eyes wide and bloodshot, neck red, in just his T-shirt, and that boy with 
Kyle's jacket over his legs like Kyle had tucked him in, the boy's shirt red, a 
messy hole of fabric and red right below his chest, red on flesh and hands, 
on Kyle and the boy. 
"Blue," Kyle said, barely managing to get the word out, his face turned 
half toward me, eyes squeezed shut now. 
I didn't say anything, couldn't; I was shaking, shivering, and feeling each 
snowflake hit my body, the iciness turning to cold sweat on my skin. 
"Jesus, Blue, Jesus Christ," Kyle said to me between gasps for air. 
His voice was hoarse, almost gone because he was crying, sobbing, so 
hard I could hear the spit and vomit in his throat wanting to come up, the 
look on his face the worst look I had ever seen, of something more than 
pain, more than aching, something that was inside him he was trying to cry 
and scream away but couldn't, because it was right there in front of him. 
"Blue," he said again, his whole face scrunched up, his body hunched 
over as he sobbed, spit hanging out of his mouth, the boy lying there, 
unmoving, unchanging. 
I stepped closer, crunching dried leaves, feeling that other boy's eyes on me 
as he stood in the background. I don't remember what I thought or felt right 
then and there, just a whirr, images that shouldn't or couldn't have been real. 
"Jesus, Blue, I thought he was a ghost, or a demon, from this place, 
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Jesus, Jesus, oh, God." 
I felt an ache in my body, and I was aware of that snow falling down, 
which I was sure Kyle wasn't aware of, and aware of the tall trees shaking 
and rocking in the wind; and some part of me that I always figured had been 
asleep my whole life kicked in. Before I knew what I was doing, I ran, back 
through the woods, calling out, "I'll get help!" 
I ran, ran before I even knew what I had seen or what Kyle had said, just 
like when we were kids, the last time I had been to that clearing when Kyle 
and I first saw that square of sticks and pentagram in the middle, and we 
both ran and ran before I could even process anything I had seen or heard. 
I was running through those woods again, in the silent snow, hearing only 
my heart and heavy breathing. 
I let the branches hit my face, cutting my cheeks, the water from that 
stream numb on my body-running through those rows of cherry trees, and 
I was hot, my face and neck, and I wanted to take my jacket off, but I didn't 
want to stop running. 
The house stood silent and unknowing in the near dark. Inside, it was quiet 
like usual, and I heard the clicking of that old grandfather clock in the hall even 
as I stepped in through the backdoor and didn't bother to wipe or take my 
shoes off, something Kyle's mom always insisted. The kitchen light was on, and 
I realized how dark it was getting outside, and my hands were on the phone 
on the wall, the cream-colored one with the long cord, and I didn't notice 
Kyle's mom sitting in the family room in front of the TV in the near dark until 
the operator on the other line said, "911, what's your emergency?" 
I guess she had probably been staring at me since she heard me barge in 
through the backdoor and come running into the kitchen with muddy shoes, 
but it wasn't until I began stuttering on the phone that I thought about his 
mom, trying to get words out. I didn't even know what they were, words stuck 
inside me somewhere. "I, I, there's a boy, a boy, and, a boy has been shot." 
When I said those words, Kyle's mom got up out of her rocking chair, 
staring at me behind her glasses, her chair rocking back and forth, and 
walked through the darkness into the bright kitchen, silent, her lips parted, 
and that chair still rocking, a ghost moving back and forth in the family 
room. The family room where we screamed at the TV when we watched 
Team USA beat those stupid Russians at hockey, or where Kyle's mom 
would always take family pictures in front of the Christmas tree in the 
corner, glowing lights and silver tinsel, me always included in those pictures. 
A family room that I knew so well, now a strange dark square with a ghost. 
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We had been friends for so long, so many years, and here I was trying 
to explain to the 911 operator how a little boy ended up shot in the back-
woods behind Pierce Road. I saw it as I tried saying it all, getting it all out-
images my mind was already trying to block out: Kyle kneeling down in 
front of that boy with the blond curls, turning around to look at me, his 
face, blood on his hands and shirt, and that other boy standing off behind 
them staring at me. 
It was still light out when the ambulance and fire trucks pulled into 
Kyle's driveway, bubble gum lights on top of county cop cars blazing. I 
always hated cops, but I didn't think of that then. 
"They're here," I finally said to the 911 operator, who had made me stay 
on the phone. "I'm hanging up now." 
Kyle's mom had stood next to me the whole time, hearing me say, or try 
to say it all into the phone, her blue eyes never leaving my face, whispering 
to herself, "My God, my God," my eyes scanning the blue wallpaper with 
the little white flowers, counting the flowers and petals, writing my name in 
patterns of the flowers. 
When I hung up the phone, she had her hand over her mouth, and she 
was whispering, "My boy, my son, what did he do?" 
I didn't say anything, couldn't find any words to say. I smacked my lips 
together, shook a little, and let my feet carry me back outside to the gravel 
driveway. She followed me, without a coat on, in house slippers, and I 
wanted to tell her to go inside, not to look, to wait until it was over. 
The county police were there, some in their uniforms, others in leather 
jackets and flannel shirts, with dirty hands from probably working outside 
on their day off. Kyle's mom stayed there with them, and I led paramedics 
and cops back through the woods, shoving branches out of my way, the 
water in the stream feeling warm now instead of icy, checking behind my 
shoulder to make sure those paramedics were still there with their stretcher 
in hand, the afternoon getting darker, the snow coming down in bits and 
pieces, and I wondered if I should have somehow warned him, Kyle, or told 
him to run, if I should have led the cops to the wrong spot so he could get 
away, but that was the worst idea because a little boy had been shot and 
was lying in the woods bleeding. 
The whole time, pushing through those backwoods, I thought of Kyle, 
of what he saw when he shot that boy, what he felt, if he was going to 
prison. When we got to the clearing one of the paramedics said, "Jesus." 
And I saw the cops looking around at those sticks in the ground, and 
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everyone just stood there until the paramedics surrounded the boy and I 
couldn't even see him anymore, as if he had sunk into the earth amongst a 
circle of men in blue uniforms. 
The snow was falling silently, and the world to me seemed dark blue and 
quiet even though there was yelling and blood, and Kyle was being pulled 
away in his white T-shirt, staring at the boy, and his look was a look that 
was gone. He was in some other place, not even realizing how freezing his 
body probably was. 
That time of day, while it was snowing and close to getting dark in 
November, made me remember playing hide-and-go-seek in our cherry trees 
at home with my younger brother Casey. A memory that I had forgotten I 
had. Casey was little, like six or seven, probably right before or right after 
Dad died, and it was winter, a day like this when the sun set early and the 
world was hushed because of the snow. Casey was hiding behind tree trunks, 
darting out from behind branches giggling that little-kid laugh, running from 
me in a green hat with a tassel on the top. It was like a dream, like I could 
never actually catch him, as if he would still be running from me. Maybe it 
was a dream. I thought of that, and looked at the paramedics surrounding 
that boy whose arms were stained red and pink, and then dark on his flannel 
long-underwear that the paramedics were ripping apart to get at the hole 
below his chest. I thought of my little brother Casey, Casey who was drop-
ping out of school, and I pictured him lying there as a kid, and I saw images 
of Kyle in my head, of us high-fiving each other while running to the dugout 
after a good game under a pink sky, sliding down the sand dunes at the beach, 
jumping into the channel at White Lake with Anarchy Mark. I remembered 
sledding in bitter winters when the snow crunched because it was so icy, going 
to those punk rock shows in basements with Anarchy Mark when the floors 
would get covered in sweat and blood. I didn't think of breaking into people's 
houses and stealing shit, or how much Kyle loved going into people's houses 
and looking in their drawers and at their pictures, and me and Mark were just 
looking for money. And I didn't think of sitting in Brian Claxton's basement 
getting high, smoking, sniffing, whatever. No, I thought of memories that were 
good, as if trying to convince myself that Kyle was a good person and couldn't 
have done this. I stood there, my face wet with sweat and tears, gasping for 
air, until I felt a hand on my shoulder. 
It was a cop, but he wasn't in uniform, just khaki pants and a brown 
leather jacket with creases in it. I recognized him because you know 
everyone in a county that small, and I had seen this man coming out of the 
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tavern a few times, this man with thick wrinkles and dark eyes lost in the 
age of his face and white hair. 
"What's your name?" he asked. 
"Blue. " 
"Like the color?" he said. His voice was hard, but he was speaking low, 
as if not to disturb the rest of the woods. Kyle was gone, and the boy was 
on the stretcher, but the paramedics were carrying him slowly, with heavy 
boots on the frozen ground; and I realized there was no rush, no hurry to 
take him to the ambulance and race down to the big hospital in Muskegon. 
The boy's friend with the checkered hat was still standing in the same spot 
where he was when I first came down, his cheeks all white, a few cops 
squatting down in front of him, staring at the flattened leaves marked with 
blood that mixed in with their reds, browns, and yellows. 
"It's a nickname," I said. "My name's James, James King." 
"A King? Your father?" the old man said. 
"Mitchell King," I said. 
"And your brother is Mickey?" 
I nodded, and wondered if I had done something wrong, not called the 
police in time, if they were going to hate me because they knew us, knew 
the Kings. 
"You made the call, right? What happened?" 
The snow was starting to blow around us, whispering in my ears, and I 
can't even remember the last time I cried before then, but I was aware of 
tears running down my face, mixing with the cold air. 
"His whistle, it was, I knew. He thought the boy was a ghost," I said as 
I looked up at the tops of the trees shaking in the wind, thinking about this 
place, this horrible place that had terrified us as kids, this place that I stood 
in with candles probably buried under the leaves somewhere, blood on the 
leaves now. 
"You've known Kyle Lundz a long time?" 
"Yeah," I barely said, barely above the silence that was ringing in my ears. 
"Does he, does he have any mental problems or issues you're aware of?" 
I looked at this man, this old man with little eyes and deep wrinkles like 
the crevices in his old coat that his wife probably kept in a basement closet 
in the winter that had been flooded about a dozen times. 
"I have to ask, I mean, he killed a child, shot him right here," the old 
man said motioning with his hands at the clearing. "Kid was just goin' 
through the woods with his best friend on their day off school, and he kills 
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him. Don' make sense to me." 
So those boys had been best friends, I thought to myself, and I instantly 
pictured me and Kyle as them, wandering through the woods like we did a 
lot at their age, and the thoughts that passed through my head were too 
hard to grasp, almost impossible to see. And I kept hearing that word, kill. 
I had killed dozens of deer, rabbits, squirrels, not because I hated them or 
loved the idea of taking life away, but because it was just what you did. I 
had punched at least a couple people in the face, gotten into fights that 
could have resulted in me killing someone or getting killed; Anarchy Mark 
had gotten arrested for stabbing his old man one night when he tried run-
ning away; but killing, killing was for the deer and animals. I thought of my 
family, how if someone had asked me if I thought my family was nuts I 
would have said, yes, absolutely. 
"No, Kyle's not crazy," I said. 
"Nothing? Doesn't hear voices?" the old man said. 
"No, he just gets scared a lot. He probably came back here to check," I said. 
"Check for what?" 
It was dark out now, but my eyes had adjusted and the sky was bright 
with snow, but underneath those trees it all seemed blue, navy blue, mid-
night blue. I told the old man about the sticks, the pentagram, how Kyle was 
always just a little afraid of things, quiet. But that night, in the cold, while 
we, the last two left in those woods, finally headed back toward the house, 
holding back branches for each other, I tried imagining and understanding 
how this happened-until we got to Kyle's cherry trees and I saw the blazing 
lights of state trooper cars in front of us, and I thought of Kyle's mom some-
where over there, Kyle in handcuffs, that other little boy probably wrapped 
up in one of the quilts Kyle's grandma made, that Kyle was the only real 
friend I ever had, and then I thought of nothing. 
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Camel in the Wire 
Robert Hobson 
A SOLDIER ONCE SAID, "A ONE-IN-A-MILLION CHANCE HAPPENS EVERY DAY 
somewhere. Tonight was our turn." 
Camp Buehring was located thirty miles from Kuwait's northernmost 
border with Iraq, and fifty miles from the port city of Doha. The base was 
three square miles circled by two walls of dirt and sand thirty feet high and 
forty feet wide at the base. In between each was a pass about forty feet of 
flat earth with a road. At the base of each wall were four rows of razor wire. 
When I rounded the corner into the pass, I could hear the wails over the 
roar of the Humvee's diesel engine and through the constant chatter of my 
headphones. Through the headlights, I could see yards of razor wire, like 
tiny black knives on ebony piano strings, ripping chunks of flesh, muscle, 
and fur from it. 
The camel was a brown male, full grown and healthy. It was jumping 
and turning like a bull in one of those redneck rodeos. The more it screamed 
and struggled, the tighter the wire wrapped itself around the poor animal. 
The agony sounded human. Blood didn't spurt in the air. Maybe it did; 
we couldn't see it. It was night, no moon, and the stars were nowhere to be 
seen. The only light was the beams from the Humvee and trip flares. 
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It was pulling two or three hundred yards of wire; trip flares along the 
perimeter lit the moonless night. Every two yards there was a yellow flare 
and for every four there was one red. I saw eight or nine red flares take to 
the skies and hundreds of yellow. Their light came from different directions 
and heights. The shadows cast by the camel went everywhere. They were 
long and short. At times, it looked like there were a dozen camels, and then 
slowly, as the flares burned out, one. 
The camel had managed to tangle itself in both sets of wires and was in the 
middle of the road, bleeding and screaming. The walls of the pass were so 
steep, no man could climb them. He must have come up the slope from the 
outside, and then with the angle of the inside so harsh, he flew down. All that 
weight and momentum carried him through the first rows of wire, across the 
road, and he hit the other set. The opposing forces of the wire dragged him into 
the middle of the road where he lay bellowing, fighting to be free. 
I worked in slaughterhouses in East St. Louis, heard the moans of dying 
cows, pigs, and sheep. Never in my life had I heard such a sound, never. 
Suddenly across my headset, "Tango Seven, this is Thunder Six, are you 
on site? Over." 
"Roger Thunder, I'm on site. It's a camel caught in the wire. It's fucked 
up, request weapons free so I can kill it. Over." 
"What system do you have? Over." 
"Fifty Cal with API rounds. Over." An API round is Armor Piercing 
Incendiary. It can punch through three to six inches of armor. The rounds 
are as long as a man's hand, the copper-jacketed slug is almost two inches 
from tip to base. A fifty cal is a fifty-caliber machine gun. 
"Tango Seven, towers in front of your position are clear. You are 
weapons free. Over." 
"Roger. Give me a minute. Over." 
"Roger. Over." 
I had an eighteen-year-old gunner on the fifty; he was a fresh-faced kid 
who joined up for the college money. He was from some northern state; we 
used to joke that he came from a suburb of Canada. I asked him if he could 
handle it. After a pause, I took it. This wasn't the war; this kid hadn't fired 
at anything that wasn't paper since he joined. In a few weeks that would 
change, but no one knew that. 
He dropped out of the gunner's hatch and sat in the right rear passenger 
seat. I crawled over my front passenger seat into the back, stood up and 
looked across the six feet of the weapon system, past the hood of the 
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Humvee, across the one hundred feet of desert at the camel. It was splayed 
out on the desert floor; its head struggled to rise, four long oddly-jointed 
legs kicked, and its bloody torso heaved up and down. With each breath it 
raged and screamed, pained and cried. 
"Thunder Six this is Tango Seven. Over." 
"Thunder Six. Over." 
"Ready. Over." 
"Everything is clear, fire when ready. Out." 
I announced, "On the way" over the Humvee intercom. The bump, 
bump, bump, bump, bump, sounded slow, hypnotic. The weapon's five 
rounds reached out and sent splashes of sand, dirt and rock ten or fifteen 
feet in the air. I shot short, the sand and rocks kicked across the camel. It 
became even more distressed. The hindquarters kept pushing against wire 
holding it fast, driving the wire deeper; it screamed louder, it thrashed 
harder. The cycle never seemed to end. 
Blood gushed from the wounds, a shiny red river in the Humvee's lights, 
mottling the fur in torrents. It turned to black as it fell onto the hard-packed 
sand that was the road. Blood dripped like saliva, and spit from its mouth, 
foamy and disgusting. 
"You were short, Sergeant, but right on line." My driver's voice came 
across the intercom. 
"Yeah, I know. On the way." 
The next five were on target. It hit the head and neck, sending a cloud 
of black dust in the air. The headless body was suddenly without life, lying 
nearly motionless; its hind legs spasmed. Then nothing. 
After the debrief with the Battalion Commander, some of my friends 
and I were eating dinner. They heard the ten rounds I sent. They all were 
saying how they would have torn it to pieces. They would have emptied a 
box of ammo on it. One hundred rounds of fifty caliber would have oblit-
erated it. They weren't there. They didn't hear it. They didn't see it fight for 
every last breath. 
The screams are still there sometimes. 
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Staying Power 
Justin Bostian 
Forgive, 0 Lord, my little jokes on Thee, 
And I'll forgive Thy great big one on me. 
-Robert Frost 
IT WAS ALWAYS THE SAME, WALKING INTO THE LARGE, WIDE, OPEN SANCTUARY. 
Hundreds and hundreds of seats, padded green cloth atop stark metal 
frames interlocked to form the most modern version of the pew, something 
to keep a congregation comfortable. Before the newest renovations, before 
the multi-million dollar construction of the white building that sat on the 
hill, echoing Zion (because a city on a hill is not easily hidden), before the 
patronage was large enough to provide a steady income for the pastor and 
his family, there were real pews. Great wooden things that curled the spine, 
stretching across the building and accommodating whole families on single 
benches. These awkward, rigid, oftentimes imposing pews encouraged 
encouragement, because a back that's stiff and legs that tingle from lack of 
circulation are all too willing to leap from their seats and exclaim, "Yes, 
Lord!" or "Preach it, Brother!" 
I don't remember being introduced to Pentecost. I inherited it, like my 
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father did from his father, who discovered the charismatic religion after the 
birth of his first child. I don't remember learning about faith, either. There 
was Sunday school, of course, but that was more of a forced memorization, 
an indoctrinating pressure that's a far cry from any proper classroom or lec-
ture hall. Some things are just too important to learn, so you have to be told. 
There was no Pentecostal movement to speak of until the early 1900s, 
when a one-eyed preacher named William J. Seymour lit the world on fire 
with a nine-year revival in Los Angeles. Revival, in the realm of charismatic 
religion, signifies a period of extreme spiritual fervor. Think of it as the holy 
equivalent of an all-nighter: a few cups of coffee, a stolen Adderol, and final 
papers due in the morning. That's revival, a week or a month jammed full 
of all-night prayer meetings, daily intercession for the world and the lost, 
church meetings whenever and wherever the congregation can find some 
time. Revival doesn't generally last too long. People get tired; it's easy to 
burn yourself out on anything. That's what made Seymour's revival so note-
worthy, a nine-year period of ardent, draining church, the sort of service 
that leaves you sore the next day. In this environment, this fertile soil, the 
early Pentecostal church flourished, burgeoned by the new, a feeling of 
strangeness, exalted exhaustion, something physical that you can feel, some-
thing that religion had long since left to tribes and pagans and ritualized 
dance. Pentecost brought it back to Christ. 
When I was a child, too young to understand the concept of shame, igno-
rant of the way guilt makes your face hot and your insides churn like a tea 
kettle, I would lay beneath the pew and draw pictures of tigers and dinosaurs 
while my parents were taught the proper way to indoctrinate their freckle-
faced little boy. I would peer at the world through the window between my 
father's ankles, watching the hundred feet shift about nervously or dance with 
divine joy, working their soles across the sparse carpet, wringing their souls 
against the washboard of Old Testament fury. That was a long time ago. 
By the time our church had expanded enough to justify a new building, 
comfort was key. The significant portion of our congregation that was 
elderly just couldn't bear the cruel knots that old wooden pews so freely 
gave, so the iconic symbols of an old-world flock were replaced by the rel-
atively comfortable green chairs that I knew until my late teens. I'm sure 
that comfort wasn't the only motivation for so drastic a change in scenery. 
Those massive, sturdy pews can't be cheap, and there are more important 
uses for tithes and offerings than carved, lacquered oak. As painful as those 
old pews were, I felt a distinct loss when I saw the new set-up. There was 
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something beautiful about those pews, beautiful in the way a weathered, old 
preacher man is beautiful, unchanging in his fire-and-brimstone conviction, 
standing against the tide of worldly compromise. A harsh beauty, certainly, 
but beauty nonetheless. 
At the front of the sanctuary the altar rose several feet above the floor 
by way of two carpeted steps that ran the entire breadth of the room. In the 
center of the altar was the pulpit, a great wooden block supported by two 
miniature Doric columns that spoke of strength and stability. It was painted 
a brilliant white, pure, and built to resist the pounding fists and heavy, 
leaning lamentations of the pastor when he was incensed, when he was dis-
traught, when his voice swelled to fill the whole building and then cracked, 
bubbling over into tears and cries of sorrow. "Oh Lord, may we forgive our-
selves as you forgive us!" 
In these moments of overwhelming compassion or righteous fury, the man 
of God was supported by his ministers, the distinguished gentlemen allowed 
the honor of sitting on the platform. Their chairs were on either side of the 
pulpit, set back a dozen feet to allow room for the pastor to dance or stomp 
or pace. They weren't subjected to the same chairs as we, bare little things that 
seemed to remind us of our place in the world. No, theirs were large and 
ornate, green leather with clawed feet and sturdy armrests. I suppose that 
upon reaching a level of spiritual enlightenment one earns a throne on Earth 
to match the crown of stars that awaits them in the After. 
Pushing past the holy men reveals a large rectangular indentation in the 
back wall, raised several feet above the platform. In it lies the baptismal, a large 
white tub kept filled with warm, perfumed water. From eye level, all you can 
see is the cavernous darkness of the hole in the wall, but on the occasions when 
a lucky soul, or more appropriately a "blessed" soul, was lowered into the 
water and washed clean of all his sins, a huge swath of the congregation would 
crowd on the platform and observe the ritual with a range of emotional reac-
tions. Some cried at the beauty, at the gravity of the situation. Others laughed 
and danced, throwing their hands in the air and praising the Lord for He is 
good, He is merciful, and somehow the great He deems us worthy of some-
thing so serious as forgiveness. I had always wondered how SIN was inherited, 
through the blood of generations or weaving into the intangible spirit that con-
nects us to our forefathers, stretching back to that first bite of sweet, juicy 
Knowledge. It never made sense to me, being held responsible for the sins of 
our fathers, but I suppose therein lies the true tenants of Faith, a distinct dis-
regard for probing questions and answers to riddles best left unasked. 
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In Pentecost, baptism is something special, something important. It only 
happens once, in this house, and as such it's treated with the respect that 
momentous occasions deserve. Inside the tub is a small seat, drilled into the 
wall, and further down is a bar meant to brace the tops of the feet, the 
sinewy crook where the shin meets the ankle. This might not make sense to 
those familiar with the Catholic concept of baptism, which is entirely dif-
ferent in relation to the physical, if not also to the spiritual. Far from the 
somber, ritualized sprinkling of the forehead that the Vatican promotes, our 
baptism was a much more uncouth affair. Sitting on the chair, the dirty soul 
would pinch their nose between the thumb and forefinger of their dominant 
hand and grip that wrist with the other. Then the pastor would hold the 
wrists of the penitent and plunge them, with no small force, into the water, 
letting it completely cover the body. I was under for longer than I had 
expected, and when I emerged clean and pure as the driven snow I sputtered 
and coughed the sweet-smelling water from my lungs. 
Throughout the course of the baptism, the pastor, the ministers, the 
entire building was actively praying. This isn't the silent bedside prayer of 
the young child, or the whispered, insecure plea of the man in trouble, or 
even the loud, melodic reverie of the monastery. No, this is intercession in 
its most committed form. It's impossible to be embarrassed when you dance 
and cry out to your god at the top of your lungs before the congregation. 
How quickly insecurity melts when a dozen hands push and shake and sup-
port you, each quaking to the personal convulsions of its body. How quiet 
must a bowed head and whispered confession be, set against such a torrent 
of shouting, of crying and praising and begging for forgiveness, as if the very 
face of God was present in the room, glaring into the depths of each and 
every pitiful child present? This is where the phenomena of tongues enters 
the room, swift and contagious as an airborne plague. 
Speaking in tongues has been practiced by various religions throughout 
time, each in a different way according to individual interpretations of what-
ever holy book or carved tablet is being followed. Simply put, it's the act of 
speaking in a language, or multiple languages, that are unknown to the speaker 
outside of the instance of worship. It was a staple of the Pentecostal denomi-
nation, used in two distinct forms. The first is a solemn, prophetic fashion, one 
person bursting from their chair and speaking in a mishmash of what sounds 
like Hebrew and Spanish with a dash of German and bit of Seraphim, followed 
by another, more poetic soul, heeding the divine call to stand himself and inter-
pret these tongues. Sometimes the interpretations are regurgitated verses from 
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familiar scriptures, damning or affirming the flock and offering a rather 
mystical conclusion to a mystical event. Other times the address is direct, as 
if God himself were speaking through the babbler, then through the inter-
preter, then directly into your ears. This form of tongues, known specifically 
and uncreatively as tongues and interpretation, happened fairly rarely in my 
own religious experience, once or twice in any given year. I never partici-
pated myself, not having the blessing or calling to do so, or more probably 
not having the confidence or spiritual commitment required. 
The more common use of speaking in tongues in the church to which I 
once belonged was the general utterance of incomprehensible language 
during fervent prayer. During a worship service, which I loosely define as 
any sort of deviation from the standard singing-preaching-prayer-dismissal 
formula that the average Sunday (or Wednesday or Friday) consisted of, we 
would rise from our seats and clap our hands, singing along to whatever 
songs the talented musicians were led to play. In these instances, it was but 
a matter of time before a lone person would step from his or her place and 
walk to the altar, sometimes standing with arms outstretched, sometimes 
kneeling and rocking to the rhythm of their own personal song. They would 
offer themselves as a focal point for the rest of us, an example of selfless 
bravery, willing to be judged as needing the attention of a hundred eyes. 
Others would invariably follow, stepping up near the first or finding their 
own parcel of altar to stake. Then we would all move up; placing hands on 
shoulders and sweating backs, gazing to the ceiling, through the ceiling, 
with bleary eyes, jumping, dancing, weeping, shaking, rocking, speaking in 
tongues. These tongues were far less organized than their interpretive 
cousins, generally sounding like gibberish, like a weeping child attempting 
to string together multi-syllabic words far beyond their comprehension. I 
suppose that was the general idea, though, a release of the self into the 
breath of a higher power. They didn't serve a distinct purpose, like tongues 
and interpretation. They were, at heart, a form of worship used by every 
member of the congregation. I did it, too, every step of the way. I jumped 
alongside my brothers, and I wept on the floor with my sisters. I placed my 
hands on their moist frames and rocked back and forth, crying aloud with 
every ounce of devotion and familial love that I could wring from my 
doubt-filled body. I spoke in tongues, letting my jaw quiver and snap invol-
untarily, speaking words that I did not recognize. I thought, as they all did, 
and as many of them still do, that I was speaking in an angelic tongue, a 
holy voice that is cobbled together from the disparate languages of man and 
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the heavenly voices of the angels, a set of unknowable grammatical rules and 
sentence structures fit only for the ears of the divine. I don't believe that any 
more. After my doubts, which had been present since I knew the meaning of 
the word, took root, I began to examine these seemingly supernatural utter-
ances and discovered that I was, for lack of a better term, parroting. The non-
sensical syllables I uttered were bits and pieces from the "holy" words I heard 
around me. The first word I heard from Brother Rodney, then a few lines of 
something strange from Pastor Kinsler, then a sputtering declaration of 
unknown phrases from Sister Bryant, from Brother Starr, from Brother Smith. 
I had been listening intently in my earliest religious days, absorbing the infor-
mation present and reappropriating it to serve my own needs, to fake my way 
into holy favor, or at least the favor of holy men. 
I won't say that I didn't feel something. There's an undeniable emotional 
presence when one worships like this, in a congregation full of like-minded 
teeth-gnashers and robe-tearers. I won't profane to call it holy, because since 
my apostasy the word holy has taken on a new and far more beautiful 
meaning, becoming more holy than it ever was when uttered in faith. Not 
holy, then, but undeniably profound and affecting. I defy anyone not to be 
inwardly moved when surrounded by the fervent prayers and blatant, open 
love of a congregation unified in worship. It's infectious, spreading like 
wildfire through the forest of people dancing and jumping and waving their 
arms, leaking tears at an astounding rate and so unconcerned with their 
image, their persona, their individual faults, their pride and shame and 
weaknesses. There's something beautiful in this too, not unlike the stoic 
beauty of the pew, the harsh beauty of the preacher man with his criss-cross 
scars and deep, gravelly voice. 
Beauty despite horror, that's the place that I am constantly led to when 
I examine my religious experiences. I was born into this, I was raised into 
this, I was expected to follow this unto my dying days, even then extolling 
the virtues of the mercy and grace of Jesus Christ. Somewhere along the line, 
I tripped, and because of that stumble I never quite recovered. Mercy 
became a thin veil for cruelty; grace a mere shadow of guilt. All of the ten-
ants of faith felt to me as a cat being stroked against the grain of his fur, a 
constant irritation because while the moves are right, while there is a fun-
damental understanding of something beautiful, something pure, everyone 
is just going about it the wrong way. It's unnecessary, the lot of it, and at 
some point I came to terms with my inability to have faith in the unseen. I 
have stripped my life of God, have left the church and the belief and the 
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spirit itself behind me. Still, through all that I have experienced since my 
denial of the supernatural, a denial that I staunchly uphold as truth, I have 
not been able to wash myself clean of the sins of the past. The sin of weak-
ness, of subservient belief and insecurity, the sin of judgment and arrogance, 
of wasted years and wasted words, wasted grief and wasted emotion. Above 
all, the sin of adopting a false identity, the sin of playing the sheep to any 
man's shepherd. And like these sins that haunt me every time I see a shining 
cross dangling at the neck of a beautiful girl, that creep upon me when I 
walk by a house of worship used by virtually any denomination or faith, 
that stick in my brain and burn as red hot as a brand preparing to mark me 
as an unbeliever, a falsifier, Judas to my family, and Pontius Pilate to my 
ancestry, so too do the images of the church haunt me. I can close my eyes 
and see those rows of green chairs, locked together with small metal tabs on 
each side to create that false-pew sensibility of unity. I can smell the warm, 
tepid water of the baptismal, the sweat of my now-divorced brothers and 
sisters. I can feel the swell of emotion that comes with a favorite song, one 
that declares the might and power of my former Lord in the face of the 
impurity of this world, this world which I now claim to be my house of wor-
ship. My altar has no carpet now, but I can still feel the rough fabric pressed 
against my forehead, bowed to the ground in humble abandonment of the 
self. These images, these sensations, these memories haunt me more than 
any "sinful" deed committed during my Christianity. 
That is the way it was, always, the pews and the chairs, the water and the 
sweat, the songs and the tongues and the guilt and the fear. It hasn't left me; I 
still view the world through the judgment-tinted glasses of Pentecost, still run 
through the familiar verses in my brain. "You can take the boy out of church," 
the elders used to say. They were right; it sticks with you, the way a honeybee 
leaves a stinger, still attached to vital organs and a pumping venom sac, lodged 
in your skin as it flies off to die. It has staying power, the Good Book, with 
verses that mimic LSD, the little tab of paper that creates chemical reactions in 
your brain whose by-products never leave the body. Toxins, all of them, glued 
to the fatty tissue and nerve endings, waiting for the perfect moment to re-dose 
and take over. It has this staying power, this saccharine stickiness, because it's 
trauma. It lasts forever, a scar on the heart and the brain. 
Sometimes I wake up and start to pray, thanking God for a new day, a 
renewed potential to live for Him and ... then I catch myself and bite my 
tongue until it bleeds. The pews rush back, the worship rises in my chest and 
tears well up in my eyes, and I just keep biting. 
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Sex Ed in Ohio Public Schools 
(excerpt from Feminism Saved My Life) 
Cassie Sheets 
IN A GRAY CLASSROOM WITH INDUSTRIAL CARPET, GUM-COVERED DESKS, AND WALLS 
plastered with motivational posters extolling inspirational sports references I 
didn't understand, my ninth grade health class was taught about drugs (they're 
all bad-don't do them or you'll die), physical fitness ( our generation is lazy 
and fat, and we're going to die), and sex. As you can imagine, it was discussed 
in much the same vein as the previous topics we'd covered. The other students 
and I were told we would get an STI (still called STDs then), get pregnant, be 
dirty, and eventually die alone if we had sex outside of marriage. 
I did not go to a religious school. My Ohio high school education was paid 
for by the public, with taxes and federal funds. Yet much of the focus was on 
traditional "family values" when it came to sex. Our school brought in an 
abstinence-only speaker for two weeks to do what our high school gym 
teacher, Mr. Slater, who'd taken on our health class, didn't feel comfortable 
doing. It turns out, the thing he didn't feel comfortable doing was lecturing us 
about the Dangers of Sex. And oh, how many dangers there were. 
The abstinence-only speaker was pathetically out of touch. He was, in 
every way, the stereotypical square adult trying to relate to adolescents 
through what that adult perceives to be cool. I almost feel bad for him now; 
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he was so out of his depth. He bounded into the room, brochures in hand, 
wearing his cool-relatable-adult-ensemble (a Creed T-shirt, a cardigan, and 
corduroys), and shouted, "Who here likes sex? Raise your hand!" No one 
raised a hand. I realized then it was not going to be a pleasant two weeks. 
Andrew, or Abstinence Andy, as we students not so affectionately called 
him, introduced himself by first name only. On the first day of the lecture 
he instructed us through a "game" he thought we would enjoy. He produced 
a clear plastic Dixie cup from who-knows-where and, with the Adderall-
addict enthusiasm I would learn to despise, screamed, "Who wants to vol-
unteer to participate in the game?" Again, no hands were raised. He tried to 
reassure us with a whiney, "C'mon, guys, it'll be fun. I just need three boys 
and three girls up front here." Still, no one volunteered. 
Mr. Slater, who apparently didn't know what the word volunteer meant, 
pointed at three boys slumped near the back of the class and barked, 
"Evans! Meyers! Keller! Up front!" He then turned to three girls who were 
whispering in the second row, mocking Abstinence Andy's cardigan, and 
pointed to them as well. "Alexa! Katie! Jasmine! Front of the class! Now 
girls! No dawdling." The volunteers grudgingly took their place along the 
chalkboard, still divided into their original groups. The boys leaned with 
their arms crossed, and the girls rolled their eyes at Abstinence Andy, and 
glanced back at each other for reassurance. 
Andy clapped his hands together once and said, "Excellent! Thank you 
so much for your participation." The girls scoffed audibly, and the boys 
sneered and shrugged. 
Andy pulled a boy, Christopher Evans, from his pack and said, "Now, 
what was your name again? Didn't quite catch it the first time." 
He mumbled a response. 
"All right, ladies and gentlemen, why don't we give a hand to Chris, here!" 
Sparse applause. 
"All right, Chris ... you just stand right over there." 
Andy positioned Chris in the center of the room, and then picked on a 
girl. "Alexa? Wasn't it? All right, you just stand right here next to Chris. 
Now can we all give another hand for our second participant, Alexa?" 
Another round of sparse applause. 
Abstinence Andy stood behind Chris and Alexa and tilted his head to 
one side, studying them. He made a joke, one I'm sure he'd made in a hun-
dred health classes before ours. "Well, gosh, there's no need for you two to 
be standing so far away. You're about to have sex, after all!" 
The joke is supposed to be a reference to the particular game we were 
about to witness, but it goes terribly wrong when the participants have, in 
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fact, had sex before, and have also gone through a series of very public and 
stormy high school breakups and make ups. Both parties paled, and stared 
straight ahead. Everyone in the class was silent, afraid to sniffle or move. 
Abstinence Andy, who was (as his profession required) pretty oblivious, 
laughed at his failed joke and moved on. He passed the Dixie cup to Chris. 
"Now, Chris, could you please spit in that cup for me?" 
Chris looked past Andy to his group of friends. "Why?" 
"C'mon, Chris, humor me. Make it a nice big loogie. No holding back. 
I'll explain everything later." 
"I don't think I can do that." 
Mr. Slater, who was standing behind his desk (I don't remember him 
ever sitting down), perked up. "Spit in the cup, Evans!" 
So Chris cleared his throat and spat in the cup. 
Abstinence Andy put a hand on Alexa's shoulder and announced to the 
class, "Now, Alexa here, she's a virgin." 
A couple of people laughed quietly. 
"She's considering having sex with Chris. But what she doesn't know is 
that Chris has also had sex with Katie." Andy took the cup from Chris and 
held it in front of Katie. She glanced at Mr. Slater and spat in the cup. 
"And before Chris had sex with Katie ... who he promised to love for-
ever, by the way ... he lost his virginity to Jasmine." He held out the cup 
for Jasmine, and she spat. 
"Katie may have been a virgin when she had sex with Chris, but Jasmine 
sure wasn't! Jasmine had sex with two other people before she had sex with 
Chris!" Andy waved the two remaining boys over to spit in the cup. Jeff 
Keller wiped some dribble off his lip, and Brian Meyers dyed the cocktail 
blue with candy-stained saliva. 
He held the cup, now full and sloshing, under Alexa's chin. "Now what 
Alexa has to ask herself is, should she lose her virginity to Chris? She doesn't 
even know that much about this guy! They're not married. They've only known 
each other for a few months! A lot went on with Chris before he met Alexa." He 
turned to Alexa, and asked, "Alexa, would you drink the contents of this cup?" 
"Eww, no." She gave him exactly the response he was hoping for. 
"That's right!" he yelled. "Eww! It's gross! Of course you wouldn't 
drink it. Is there anyone in here that would drink this? Show of hands." 
Once again, no hands were shown. "Exactly. This is what you should all 
consider when you think about whether or not you're really really ready for 
sex. Outside of marriage, there's no way to tell whose spit, so to speak, you 
might be drinking." 
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How to Give an Alveolar Nerve Block 
Marina Meehan 
THE INSTRUMENTS ARE ARRANGED BEHIND YOU IN AN ORDERLY FASHION AND 
covered with a sterile towel-so as not to alarm the patient unduly. You 
stand to the right of him and prepare yourself while observing the crimson 
flush rising above his collar and wonder if it's the noises in the office that 
cause the color to continue upwards like the sea at low tide coming in fast. 
Noises and smells are magnified in the barren landscape of your hygiene 
operatory. The slow-running water, the rustle of parched paper drying your 
hands, and the snap of latex over your wrists all have a dull resonance. Even 
a drill boring its way through a molar some distance away makes itself 
known as a whiff of burnt enamel seeps out of the air duct and curls up your 
patient's nostrils. 
You recline the chair, and the patient starts as if he is about to fall from 
a tall tree and, realizing that he isn't, clasps his hands and wrings them 
together. His lips match his hands movement for movement. You imagine 
that he is saying, Holy Mary Mother of God, pray for us sinners, now, and 
in the moment of our death, Amen. 
It would be cruel to prolong his agony and in order to be kind you must 
be callous, so you say, "Open please." 
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"Will it hurt?" he asks, stalling. 
"Wide," you say. 
"Will it?" he persists. 
You ignore the question. "Wider," you say, as if his mouth is already 
open and the small matter of pain is closed. By now he has deduced that a 
needle penetrating the oral cavity is going to hurt no matter what. From the 
corner of your eye you see his great shoulders sagging. 
Your authority established, you must quickly place your thumb into the 
back of his open mouth and feel for the space between the last molar on 
the top arch, and the last molar on the bottom arch. Go on, do it. You 
there, are you paying attention? Now. Say ah and put your index finger 
into your own mouth and feel that indentation. Good. That's your land-
mark; the injection site for giving an inferior alveolar nerve block. That 
indentation is called the raphe. 
Textbooks say that you should place topical gel at the injection site. 
That's the red goop that dentists put on Q-tips and hold by the offending 
tooth for one whole minute. But dentists don't have any concept of time. 
They all, no exceptions, hold the Q-tip for fifteen seconds or less. The pur-
pose of the gel is to get you numb before you really get numb-if you know 
what I mean. Research says it's a fallacy. It's all in the mind, so I ask you, 
why prolong our patient's agony? You and I will bypass futile traditions. 
Neatly arranged on the tray behind you is a loaded syringe, a mouth 
mirror, forceps, gauze swabs, a spare needle, and a spare cartridge of lido-
caine. The spares are in case you hit a blood vessel. 
Your needle of choice is long, not short. You will use a long needle because 
you're giving an I. A. nerve block which will numb half of the lower jaw. This 
is a large area. After you penetrate tissue, the point of the needle has to hit 
bone. That needle is going to pierce quite a few muscles, nerves, and fibers 
before you do that. If you use a short needle, or stop before you hit bone, you'll 
miss the nerve and the patient won't get numb. Not a great tragedy for you, 
but not so good for the patient, because you'll have to do it again and get 
closer to the nerve. If you overshoot, not only will you miss bone, but you run 
the risk of hitting the parotid gland, which is a tragedy for both of you. 
Depending on the amount of damage you cause, you'll get sued. 
Dr. Malumed, who wrote the book on injection techniques, went too far 
once and broke the golden rule. He didn't hit bone. You have to hit bone 
before you deposit the anesthetic. Malumed deposited the anesthetic into 
the parotid gland of his military captain. That was back in the seventies 
when Malumed was in the United States Army, and the Israelis were fighting 
the Arabs and most Americans didn't live in Sioux City. 
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Malumed said his captain had a flattop buzz, the kind of military 
haircut you could land a Huey on. And poor Malumed deposited anesthetic 
into the parotid gland of such a man. He knew instantly, of course. The cap-
tain couldn't blink his left eye, and the left side of his face was paralyzed. As 
luck would have it, the symptoms were temporary, more importantly, the 
captain was a fan of Moshe Dayan, the one-eyed, patch-wearing, Israeli 
commander who fought in the Six Day War, so he didn't mind walking 
around with an eye patch, slurring his words. Believe me, folks, this kind of 
reaction is rare. Remember the golden rule: hit bone. 
Your syringe is loaded with anesthetic, and you've tapped the end of the 
plunger to engage the harpoon. Engaging the harpoon is almost as impor-
tant as contacting bone. After you've penetrated the raphe and hit bone, 
you'll withdraw the needle a few millimeters, then pull back the plunger to 
observe air bubbles in the carpule. If the air bubbles are clear, you can 
deposit the anesthetic. If there is blood in your syringe, you're in a blood 
vessel. Stop. Do not proceed. Take the syringe out, change both needle and 
solution and start again. 
Lilly B. wasn't paying attention when she was a rookie in dental hygiene 
school. She didn't tap the end of the syringe hard enough, and when she 
withdrew the plunger, there were no air bubbles, bloody or otherwise. She 
deposited a whole carpule of anesthetic into her husband's artery before she 
realized something was wrong. 
Poor old Harry, and believe me, poor Harry was old: an old man mar-
ried to a sweet young filly. I mean, how else was Lilly the Filly going to pay 
for her education? Harry's heart was pounding so fast, we thought he was 
going to stroke out. The ordeal was most distressing. The paramedics came 
and carried Harry off on a stretcher. 
Your syringe is loaded, you've taken the cap off of the needle, and you're 
holding the syringe in your right hand by your side-so as not to alarm the 
patient unduly. The harpoon is engaged, and you ask the patient to turn 
towards you. · 
Your patient doesn't have a flattop buzz like Malumed's military captain 
but a horseshoe-shaped baldness, and you observe the top of his head, once 
baby-bottom pink is now the color and texture of a blood orange-crimson, 
pitted and glossy with sweat. As you bring the syringe to your patient's 
mouth, you recall Malumed's comment concerning the angle of the arc-
that is, the angle you take to hide the syringe from the patient until impact-
worthy of note if only for its entertainment value. 
"Make sure of your surroundings," Malumed said. "So comfortable are 
dental personnel with the angle of their arc, that they don't observe the obvious." 
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Which, in Malumed's case were a pair of breast implants rising up from the 
patient's chest like twin peaks instead of falling obligingly under the armpits. 
Our male vict, I mean patient, doesn't have this problem, so we proceed 
with the syringe in our right hand and gauze two-by-two in our left. The 
patient is turned towards us with his mouth open wide. No wider. 
With our left hand we place the gauze into the right corner of our 
patient's mouth. The purpose of the gauze is to soak up saliva. There is 
nothing worse than injecting into a puddle of saliva. Our left thumb, while 
manipulating the gauze and soaking up saliva, is also feeling for the inden-
tion in the raphe, the point of needle entry, our bulls-eye. 
Bringing the syringe around from our side-in the aforementioned 
arc-not to avoid running into twin peaks, of course-but not to alarm the 
patient unduly, we thus enter the oral cavity with our needle. As we are 
injecting the right lower jaw, the barrel of the syringe will be one centimeter 
above the left premolars, and the needle, by default, will be poised on the 
right side at the aforementioned indentation. 
At this moment, with our left thumb, which, if you recall, is holding 
onto the gauze while feeling the indention of the raphe, we start to shake 
the patient's right cheek furiously. He is so shocked at the sudden turn of 
events that the furrow in his brow, that looks like a weevil just burrowed its 
way across, disappears. 
Insert the needle now. Now I tell you. The needle will glide serenely 
through several layers of muscle before it hits bone. You shall withdraw the 
plunger a few millimeters to observe the condition of the carpule. Of course 
there is no blood in the carpule. You are an excellent student. 
Slowly, and I mean slowly, over the course of one minute-remember one 
minute equals sixty seconds not fifteen-deposit the solution. This is just as 
important as contacting bone and observing for blood in the carpule. It is the 
deposition of solution too quickly, not the stick of the needle, that causes pain. 
Withdraw the needle slowly and recap using the one-handed technique. 
Voila-you are done. 
Your patient's pallor returns from crimson tide to baby-bottom pink. 
He looks at you and says, "That didn't hurt a bit." 
You nod humbly and thank God for teachers like Malumed, who in 
another life had to be Dylan Thomas, or Mark Twain, or some such teller 
of tall tales. I mean who else but a storyteller could navigate you through 
the tempestuous seas of the pterygomandibular raphe, the masseter muscle, 
the mental nerve, and so forth with such ease? No one I tell you. No one. 
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Self-Preservation 
Aimee Galuszka Stahlberg 
MY BEST FRIEND ANDREW'S LEFT ARM IS COVERED IN THICK PURPLE AND RED 
scars from his shoulders all the way to his wrist. He usually covers them by 
wearing heavy black sweatshirts, even in the summer, but today he shows 
me. It's only been a month since he got out of the mental hospital-he was 
in there for two weeks-and now his shrink has a new aftercare plan. 
Andrew's got a busted pair of scissors in his hand-the kind with a thick 
blade and a red plastic handle-that he just pulled out of a duct-taped 
sheath. He holds the handle out to me. 
"So, now that you've seen them you'll hold onto this, right?" he asks 
me. I've never seen his eyes so big and serious before. Most times when we 
talk about how sick we are it turns into a joke. Usually, the thought of dying 
doesn't seem so scary. 
I grip the loop of the handle, realizing it's covered in sweat, and how 
nervous he must have been to ask. 
"You can keep it in this if you want." He holds the tape sheath out to 
me, and I take it in my empty hand. I keep them separate. 
I study the naked blade. It's rusted, crusted with blood. Little globs of 
brownish-red stick around the slanted edge. I wonder for a moment if I 
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should tell him that I've been cutting since before I even met him, sparingly, 
but the wounds are still there. Then I hear his nervous laugh. That enam-
ored gaze I always fall into with shiny objects meant only for slicing is 
broken as soon as I remember I'm not alone. 
He's chewing the skin around the nail of his ring finger. "It's funny," he 
says, "you wouldn't believe how much more pressure you have to use with 
something as dull as that." He sniffles, as if it's hard to inhale the air in his 
tiny Ford Probe because the discomfort of the situation has made the air too 
thick, and allowing me to see how flawed he is-so he believes-is the 
biggest crime in the world. For a moment I feel guilty, and I slip the scissor-
knife into its sheath. "In the hospital, we'd fold our 'Daily Process' sheets to 
a point and just spread toothpaste on them until it hardened." He pulls his 
hand away from his face so that he can gesture how they'd fold the paper 
in the air. His eyes are back to the normal happy-sick I'm familiar with. 
"They're super sharp." The smile on his lips matches the one in his eyes. 
"That's how they make shanks in prison, you know." 
I put the makeshift knife in my purse and promise to hold onto it. "Of 
course, I'll hold onto it. What are best friends for?" 
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Sea rs as Proof 
Courtney Kazmierczak 
THE AREA BETWEEN MY CHEST AND JAW IS A MAP OF SCARS. THERE IS THE ONE 
that cuts from ear to ear under my chin. Thin, white, and accented with dozens 
of small circular scars on each side from where staples held me together. 
There is the one that slices across my collarbone, thicker, more notice-
able, fanning out on one side from being pulled open so often. 
There are the matching scars on each side of my chest, glaring pearly 
white like snake bites from where tubing once protruded, draining fluids 
from my insides. 
When I first acquired these scars, I was embarrassed. People looked at 
me like I was a monster. I think my little sister said it best when she said that 
she hated to look at me, and that it looked like I had my throat slit by a 
murderer but was then stapled back together for extended torture. I felt 
ugly, lopsided, and deformed. But by the time I had convinced my mother to 
buy me a forty-dollar cream to lighten scars, I didn't want it. 
The thyroid is a small, butterfly-shaped gland that is lodged in your 
neck. It controls your metabolic rate and secretes a hormone. I had learned 
from multiple blood draws that I was hypothyroid, which mean that my 
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body wasn't producing enough of the thyroid hormone. That explained why I 
was able to sleep for hours and still be exhausted when I woke up, why my 
hair was falling out, why I would shiver under layers of clothing and blankets, 
why I wasn't losing any weight despite exercising five days a week. 
My favorite thing that I learned was that Stage 4 Papillary Thyroid 
Cancer was "only" found in women over the age of forty-five. I was fifteen, 
and just days away from my sixteenth birthday. 
Meeting my new oncologist was an experience all its own. He was a short 
Asian man who was trailed by a mob of residents, and he was able to deduce after 
thirty seconds of probing my lump-ridden neck that surgery needed to happen 
sooner rather than later, and he could fit me in two days from that moment. 
Two days later, when I rolled into the operating room for surgery, I had 
next to no idea what I was in for. I had so many questions, but whenever 
the doctor was in the room and available to answer them, they escaped me. 
Just hours earlier, he sat at the foot of my bed and asked me directly if I had 
any questions. I stared at him dumbly while I wracked my brain for the 
questions I was positive I had but told him no, I had nothing. The only 
details I knew was that I would be under anesthesia for around four hours, 
that they were removing my thyroid, and that I would be "OK." 
Nine hours later I woke up in recovery in a complete haze. My throat felt 
dry and ached from the respirator. I felt heavy from the anesthesia. My glasses 
and I had not yet been reunited, which left the room around me a haze of 
blurry colors. The first thing that struck me was that I had to pee. Bad. 
I swallowed a few times, trying hard to wet my dry throat. I needed to 
get up. I needed the bathroom. Water weighed so heavily in my bladder that 
I groaned. I felt like the anesthesia wasn't ready to let me move yet. 
"I need to pee," I whispered, unable to speak loud enough. My parents 
were murmuring incoherently to my nurse, who I could not see, and upon 
hearing me try to talk, they got closer. 
"You're OK, honey. The surgery went perfect. You're OK," my mom 
said. Years later, she has admitted that that was the closest she had ever 
come to fainting in a long time. Now, she doesn't shy away from telling me 
how ghastly I looked. Pale, slightly bloody, and stapled at the neck. 
I ignored her comforts at the moment. "I need to pee," I whispered 
again. I heard the soft laugh of both of my parents. 
"I'm serious, I need to pee," I said, a little louder this time. My mom 
gently rubbed my arm. 
"Honey, you have a tube in. You can just go," she told me, still chuck-
ling quietly. 
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This experience is the one I think of most when I think of my surgery 
and recovery. At that point, years of conditioning and potty training had 
lead me to the thought process that peeing while not on a toilet equaled 
BAD. I couldn't get my head around it. Not with a room full of my parents 
and a strange nurse. They would be able to see when I went. I was also 
incredibly mortified, and felt slightly violated, at the thought of a doctor or 
nurse inserting something between my legs without my permission. 
Especially since shaving "down there" was something that bikini models 
and porn stars did-not little fifteen-year-old me. Unable to let myself pee 
until I absolutely couldn't hold it any longer, I lay in bed with the weight in 
my bladder until I felt like no one was looking. 
I learned that I was the youngest patient on my floor, and everyone 
called me "Baby" because of it. Every nurse, and even a patient named Sue. 
Sue was a woman who had been in the hospital for far longer than me. She 
had pale, thin legs that were punctuated with bright blue veins. She wore a 
pee bag clipped to her hospital gown (luckily mine came out after one day), 
which was often left open in the back, exposing saggy, white underpants. 
When I took my forced walks around the nurse's station on my floor to 
encourage circulation and strength, she was always standing there, haggling 
with the nurses for a Newport and a trip outside. 
I learned that the doctor had extracted lymph nodes that had swelled to the 
size of golf balls. My dad was skeptical when he heard this from the nurse. 
"He's exaggerating, right?" he had asked. 
"Dr. Yoo doesn't exaggerate," the nurse stated matter-of-factly. 
I learned that the respirator tube had damaged my tongue, leaving one 
side incredibly swollen, and the other lying flat. This, coupled with a dam-
aged nerve in my face that wrecked my smile by leaving one side inoperable, 
made it difficult for me to talk, and I refused to smile. When looking at pic-
tures of my sixteenth birthday party that came two weeks after, I am 
unsmiling. In one picture, my mother managed to snap a shot of me smiling. 
One side of my mouth is lifted high and happy, while the other remains 
glued into place-unhappy and dormant. 
I learned that there were drains in my chest. Four of them. There were 
two holes on each side of my chest with tubing that pumped bloody, yellow 
fluid out of my chest into little, clear bulbs. Every morning and every night, 
my mom would unscrew the bulbs, and squeeze their contents into a con-
tainer to measure it. Then, she dumped it into the toilet and flushed it. 
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And then one day, three days after my surgery, I learned how mangled I 
had actually become. 
I knew I wouldn't be able to avoid it forever, and I would have to face 
myself eventually. 
I knew it looked bad because it felt bad, like two ropes had been 
wrapped around the base and center of my neck. Two little ropes that had 
been tied snug enough to be annoying. 
I knew it looked bad by the way my mom's face paled, even under her 
layers of makeup, and how when my younger siblings had come to visit me, 
my mom asked the nurse for a spare pillowcase so she could gingerly drape 
it over my neck. 
"I just think this would be too much for them to see right away," she 
explained to me as she added another source of pressure to my neck. 
One afternoon, I had to pee. I backed into the bathroom like I usually did, 
slowly and awkwardly, trying my hardest to maneuver the wobbly IV cart 
behind me. I did my business, and when it was time for me to slowly shuffle my 
way back to bed, I pa used in front of the mirror. All of the times before this, I 
kept my nose pointed towards the floor, refusing to look at myself. Slowly, I 
lifted my head to face the results of a nine-hour "radical neck dissection." 
My eyes immediately dropped to my neck. Two railroad tracks of incisions 
parallel to each other ran across my throat. The twenty-six staples holding me 
together gleamed in the harsh fluorescent light. They looked dirty and yellow 
from the iodine that had been used in my surgery three days ago. 
My neck also looked smaller. Thinner. The removal of thirty-two lymph 
nodes, a jugular vein, and my thyroid had left me with a skinny neck that looked 
awkward on my body. It looked too skinny to hold up my globe of a head. 
My eyes slowly moved to my face. My hair was a mess of matted curls that 
had been pushed off my forehead and billowed around the sides of my face, 
showing off my greasy and unwashed skin. Dried saliva was caked to the cor-
ners of my lips, and I was embarrassed and angry that my mom hadn't at least 
washed that away. My cheeks looked bloated, and I immediately thought of 
waterlogged bodies that were found in television murder dramas. 
I choked the teddy bear in my hands as I prepared for the jab. Hudson 
was there for me since Day One, a gift from my father, and the only thing I 
was allowed to choke in times like these. I knew that even after the vicious 
strangulation I victimized him with, he would still be the one to go to bed 
with me and be there in the morning for when we had to endure it again. 
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"All right, are you ready?" my mom asked after she had finished laying 
out the supplies. There were a few things. A long cotton swab. A small, 
brown bottle that was full of a five-foot-long, one-inch-wide gauze strip. 
Surgical tape. Gauze bandages. Tweezers. Scissors. All of these items lay 
spread out across the kitchen counter as if my mom were preparing for 
surgery, and I was the unwilling patient. 
"Ready as I will ever be," I shrugged, wincing at the pain and discom-
fort that had not even started yet. 
"Is Hudson ready?" 
"Yes, he's fine. Quit asking questions and just get it over with," I mut-
tered, gripping the bear in my hands. I clawed at his head, squeezed at his 
throat and pulled them in opposite directions. 
Carefully, my mother pulled the existing bandage off of my neck. As 
careful as it was, the tape had bonded with a vice grip to my skin, and the 
bear's head got another tug as my eyes rolled back into my head. 
"Well, that's one hard part done," my mom reasoned as she reached for 
the tweezers. 
I was having healing problems for the third time since my surgery. The 
left side of my lowest incision refused to close and heal. Once I thought that 
I was healed and healthy, it would swell up again. It would get red, painful, 
and I'd wake up the next morning with clear and foul-smelling pus all over 
my pillow, sheets, and shirt. If it wouldn't burst on its own, my doctors 
seemed more than willing to help the process. 
This most recent time had been the worst. Dr. Yoo, my oncologist and 
lifesaver, had determined that it was a build-up of scar tissue that was pre-
venting my incision from healing. So I went under again, and he cleared out 
a hole near my collarbone. My mother did not hesitate to tell me, "I could 
fit my fist in that thing if I wanted to." 
So started our morning and nightly routine. Mom would peel the bandage 
off of the hole, and pull a three-foot stretch of gauze out of the wound. I cringed 
during this part, as it was not as much painful as it was uncomfortable and dis-
gusting. I could feel every fiber and centimeter of the gauze being pulled from 
inside of me. It also came with a sound, which I compared to a small amount 
of pudding being sucked through a straw. The feeling and sound of it scratched 
at every inch of my insides, causing me to squirm in my chair with discomfort. 
"Sit still, you're making it worse," my mom scolded as she continued to 
pull. Three feet seemed like three miles, and I squeezed even tighter at the 
unfortunate bear in my hands. I had learned to close my eyes when I had 
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first seen the gauze come out, stained red, green, and yellow from blood and 
pus that had collected in the crater. 
"Jesus, is it fucking out yet?" 
"Don't swear. I think we're almost at the end," she said, collecting the 
length of gauze in a paper towel. At last, I felt the final, resounding tug of 
the end of the gauze as it was pulled from my body. I let out a heavy breath, 
not even realizing that I had been holding it since this process started. My 
hands released their death grip on the stuffed bear, and I slumped against 
the chair as my mom prepared for the next step of the process. 
She opened the bottle of gauze and pulled the end of it out with the pair 
of tweezers. She skillfully held the tweezers and bottle with one hand as she 
reached for the long cotton swab with the other. 
"Ready?" 
I didn't answer before she twirled the gauze around the tip of the cotton 
swab and pushed it into the hole. The tip of the swab scraped at the inside 
of my skin, and the bear was choked once again. It tickled against my col-
larbone, and pinched at my insides. She pulled it out slowly, and pushed 
another length of gauze into the wound. My foot jiggled against the chair, 
and I was holding my breath again. In and out the swab went, filling the 
vacuous space with more and more gauze, until I felt stuffed. 
It was always a wave of relief when she finally reached for the scissors 
to cut the gauze loose. She gave one final jab to push the end of it into the 
wound, before covering it with a fresh gauze, then taped it down. 
"All done," she would say before giving me a hug. Even with those two 
words, I knew we would be back for another round the next morning. The next 
night. And every morning and night after that for the next four months. 
With my numerous surprise surgeries, blood draws, and doctor's visits, I had 
become very familiar with the staff at the hospital, but I had never before seen 
the nurse that strutted in to start my rv. Her name was Linda, and she had blond 
hair that smelled like it contained enough hair spray to make the place explode. 
"Hey, hon," she briefed, before reaching for my right hand. She pulled 
the skin taut, prodded it with a knobby finger, searching for a good vein. 
My veins always seemed to disappear when they were needed for action. 
My mother had even made me drink more water and eat more red meat so 
my veins would pop out better in times like this. So much for that. 
"I think this one feels good," she determined. With a snap, she pulled 
her rubber gloves on and swabbed the area with an alcohol pad. She peeled 
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open the needle and set it against my skin. "And here's a poke," she warned 
before pushing it into my skin. 
She chose my "blood draw" hand. The one that had suffered the most 
pokes for my thyroid and calcium checks. Instantly my hand ached as the 
needle shouldered through pokes' and pokes' worth of scar tissue. 
"Ow," I groaned loudly. My mom reached out to grab my hand. 
"You're OK," she told me. We had done this before, I was cool. 
"Oops, looks like the vein rolled away from us a little bit," she said, and 
while one hand held the needle in place, her other hand probed the back of 
my hand, searching for the missing vein, trying to force it over towards the 
needle. The aching in my hand gained intensity. 
"Ow," I groaned, louder this time. 
"We're going to have to poke you again," she said, removing the needle. 
She prepared another one, and tried again. The ache persisted as she rolled 
the vein around with no success. 
"Looks like he's trying to hide from us!" she joked, retracting the needle 
once more. My toes curled from the pain in my hand, and I threw my head 
back with exasperation against the hospital-grade cotton pillow. 
I shot a glance at my mom that clearly screamed, "I'M NOT HAPPY," 
and she gave my wrist another squeeze. 
Nurse Linda came back for round three and this time my hand was not 
having it. The poke resonated throughout my body, and I writhed in pain as 
she poked further at my hand, wiggling the needle around beneath my skin. 
I kicked my foot against the bed. 
"What the FUCK are you doing?" I asked her, breathing hard and on the 
verge of tears. 
"Courtney!" my mom said, embarrassed at my £-bomb drop. The nurse 
quickly apologized and mumbled that she would go find the pediatric 
doctor to help me out. He was good at making an IV poke bearable for chil-
dren, so he could help me out. 
"What?" I asked, feeling justified. The nurses at the station across the 
hall had heard me, and tried to hide their smirks as Linda scampered off to 
find the other nurse. 
Luckily, "Jim" was much more successful when he chose to poke at my 
upper arm. 
Four years later, veteran nurses still warn that whoever is drawing my blood 
better have a damn good poke, because I'm not afraid to £-bomb a nurse. 
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Wish I Knew, excerpt from 
Breast Cancer, What I Wish I Knew 
Michele Ringwoo d 
I AM NAIVE ABOUT THE BIOPSIES SO I AM NOT WORRIED. WHEN I ORIGINALLY 
scheduled the biopsies, that day after the mammogram, the scheduler said 
that the tests were no big deal. Boy, was I naive. 
First, they take me in for the ultrasound core biopsy of the mass . I meet 
the resident, doctor, and nurse who will be with me for the procedure. Then 
I am lying on an exam table surrounded by women in thin scrubs who 
exude competence as they open drawers and cupboards, quickly pulling 
tools and draping onto the counter to prepare for the procedure. Two of 
them are in their late twenties, early thirties, and the senior doctor is late 
thirties. I wonder if they only let women do this work. The nurse drapes me 
in a sheet and lays warm blankets on me. The weight of the blankets helps 
my legs stop shaking. 
A small cart with a portable ultrasound machine on top is wheeled right 
next to me. I can see the wand and the container of goo nesting in a small 
hole. The screen is blank, waiting. The procedure room is just big enough 
for all of us; counters line two sides, and the leather exam table is covered 
in thick layers of rough white hospital sheets so they can prop me up on my 
left side and adjust me endlessly to get me positioned where they can best 
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access my right side. The nurse swabs my right breast with a wand that 
looks like a really thin corn dog, but smells like antiseptic cleaner. A few 
shots later, numbness settles into my right breast and side. 
"Most patients want to turn their head the other way during this. It's 
not really something you want to watch," the nurse advises. I turn my head 
towards the plain white wall. 
"Now, I don't want you to be concerned," the resident starts. "The tool 
we use makes a sound. It is normal. It is not a problem." Panic edges into 
my throat. I breathe deliberately and hold still and try to be comforted by 
the competence in their voices. 
Then they start. I wish I'd understood the tool they use beforehand, it 
THUMPS. Really. They stick the needle in, count one, two, three, push, and 
it thumps three times, loudly. But I can't feel the thump. I can't even feel the 
pressure that I think I should be able to feel. They repeat this six or eight 
times, each time pulling tissue from my breast. Even though I'm not 
looking, I imagine that it is like they are drilling for oil. Sending down nee-
dles instead of pipes deep under the surface. And even though my breast is 
numb, I think, "I am going to be sore and bruised." I make plans right there 
and then to cancel my trainer. 
After what seems like thirty minutes of actual procedure but could 
really have been five, the doctor says, "We're done here. There isn't much 
bleeding, but we've taped some gauze pads to the area and you can cover 
up. We're going to move you directly into the next room." The doctors have 
left by the time I sit up, but the nurse helps me cover up, sit up, and hold 
my arm as I slide off the table and tenderly walk next door. 
In only my gown, I enter the stereotactic biopsy room next door. They 
are waiting, the doctors and another nurse, in front of an exam table. Masks 
down around their necks, they stand like greeters at a funeral, all nodding 
at me to come forward, to come in. But I stop in the doorway. 
All I can see is the metal exam table behind them that is big enough and thick 
enough that it looks like you could rest a small car on it. It is a big flat stainless 
steel bed, like nothing I have ever seen before, chest high, and wide enough to 
hold three of me. It sits in the center of the room on a table-sized metal column. 
The outer lip of the bed is turned up. At the front edge, closest to me, there is a 
portable step stool with four steps for me to climb, so I can get up and lie on the 
table. It looks cold and uncomfortable with the light bouncing off the metal. I can 
see two round holes at one end of the table, open to the floor below. I can't tell 
where the mammography machine is or how it is connected to the table. 
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"Let me help get you positioned." One nurse comes forward and takes my 
arm, pulling me into the room. The moment of panic passes. Because they do this 
so many times a day, I don't think they get how daunting this machine looks. She 
continues, "This table is different. In order to get the mammography done at the 
same time we do the biopsy, we're going to put you on the table and then lift it 
up in the air so we can work below you." With the nurse holding my hand, I 
climb the portable steps beside the table and finally understand that the round 
holes at one end are for my breasts. The nurse closes one of the two holes with 
a lever as I get closer so only the right hole is open. 
The exam table is on a hydraulic lift, like one of those car lifts at the 
automobile repair shop, except instead of the car being lifted up in the air 
and worked on, it is my prone body. It probably is strong enough to lift a 
small car. I will be lying facedown with the medical team working on me 
from below. 
"Twist this way a bit." As I lie facedown, the nurse again pads and props 
me into position with folded sheets. I know they are trying to make this as 
comfortable as possible, but I am facedown on a stainless steel table with 
my boob hanging through a hole and my head resting on a folded sheet. I 
think, this is the strangest medical procedure I have ever had, and I stop 
immediately to warn myself, well, yet, anyway. 
After I am on the table in the exact position they need, I hear the motor 
crank on and the bed moves smoothly up. Higher and higher, so high the 
normal height ceiling hovers above me, and I smell burning dust and feel the 
heat from the fluorescent lights on my backside. 
"OK, we're going to do some more adjusting." And through the hole, 
my breast is pulled and twisted. They apply more antiseptic; inject more 
anesthesia into my breast. I am so numb I only feel a faint tugging. I lie 
there, face turned into a white hospital sheet, unable to see the women 
preparing underneath me, bright lights shining up at my chest. I am carried 
away into a book I read to my son when he was little, a Boynton book about 
cows. I keep chanting to myself, "This is udderly ridiculous." Visions of 
being a cow about to be milked rattle my brain with the chant "udderly 
ridiculous, udderly ridiculous" repeating and repeating. But then I worry 
that I am losing it, and I pull myself back to the moment. 
"This instrument is different," the resident says. Her voice is strained, 
and I imagine her head tilted back, her throat stretched and both her arms 
reaching high over her head. The work seems physically demanding. She 
continues, "Because of the mammogram we use one instrument that has six 
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prongs. That way we can get more of the area we need at the same time." 
I can't see them; I only feel their presence below me, but I am sure they 
bump into one another while working on my one small breast, nipple 
pointed toward the floor. One of the nurses, I'm not sure which, reaches her 
hand over the raised-lip edge of the table and pats me on the back. I feel a 
mild tugging on my chest, hear the rustle of them working below with my 
awareness focused on what is going on underneath the table and then I feel 
this pat, pat, pat in the small of my back. I think she is trying to be com-
forting, but inside I am thinking, why are you touching me? 
I am sure she learned this in some positive patient communication 
workshop. There was probably a training session titled, "What to Do if You 
Don't Want Your Patient to Burst into Hysterical Sobbing." Mostly it feels 
awkward. I'm thinking it must be uncomfortable for her, and I wonder if 
this is her whole job. I lose track of time. 
And then it is over. The doctors are gone. I don't remember them leaving 
or saying good-bye. It is just the nurses, and no one is touching me anymore. 
I am still flat on my stomach, my back up toward the ceiling lights. 
"More gauze," one asks the other. And again, "More gauze." 
"This is really a bleeder." 
"Who, me?" I think. My brain freezes. A bleeder? This is really not what 
you want to hear when you are finishing up a procedure! 
Finally, the bleeding stops. They lower the table and, as I step off, I see 
a petri dish filled with six- or eight-inch-long strands of bloody tissue. They 
are glossy, like fat-covered strings of raw chicken meat and something 
clicks, like duh, this is obviously my tissue, my breast. And my brain 
screams, they said it was only going to be a little. It looks like a quarter of 
my breast in long bloody pink strands in that petri dish. 
One nurse walks me back to the locker room, holding my arm the whole 
time. She has given me a stack of gauze pads three inches thick in a little brown 
paper lunch bag and a Ziploc bag filled with ice to press to my chest on the 
ride home. I take the sheet of post-procedure instructions and listen to her tell 
me the radiology fellow will call me with the results in 24-48 hours. 
Alone in the dressing room, I take off the gown, my right breast still 
numb and covered with some gauze. I stop and look at both breasts in the 
mirror. My right breast is now noticeably smaller than my left. I know every 
woman's breasts don't match perfectly, but I swear mine were closer than 
this before today. I look lopsided. My whole body is shaking so hard I can 
hardly zip my pants. 
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My husband Ken is there waiting, his arms across his chest, his hair, nor-
mally smooth, standing straight up in tufts. His classic stress move is to push 
his eyeglasses up onto the top of his head and then take them down. He has 
waited for hours. He must have taken his glasses on and off a hundred 
times. I would usually tease him that he is sporting his "Don King look," but 
I don't. I know he has been frantic. He pauses right in front of me as if afraid 
to touch me, afraid that I will break. Our eyes meet, and I turn my left side 
to lean into him. 
For a moment, it is just us. I wonder what he did all this time. Then, I 
am too overwhelmed to even ask. I let him wrap his arms around my left 
shoulder and comfort me. 
I think this is worth another trip to a fast-food joint. To hell with salads 
and all my healthy eating. Where has it gotten me? This time I'm having a 
cheese burger. 
Over the last few weeks, I've seen my share of rubber gloves. There has 
been a constant stream of doctors, nurses, and technicians pulling them on 
before checking me. But the gloves that Lori pulls on as she is going to begin 
my chemotherapy treatment aren't your typical exam-room rubber gloves. 
I've not seen gloves like these during any of the hospital-filled weeks leading 
up to this point. These aren't the thin, white latex gloves that you see at every 
doctor's office in America. She pulls these gloves from a heavy cardboard box 
on the counter and they are brilliant blue, as blue as the clear, bright winter 
sky out the window. And they are thick and tight, I watch as she snaps them 
on. I wonder why she needs such thick, rubber gloves to inject my 
chemotherapy. It starts to dawn on me that she is protecting herself from the 
very chemicals that she is getting ready to pump into my body. 
I concentrate on my breathing and try to catch Ken's eye as he sits across 
from me in the high-backed lounge chair beside the mini-hospital bed where 
I am lying. He smiles reassuringly and squeezes my hand. He doesn't seem 
to notice my panicked eyes. 
Lori, the Chemo Queen, as I come to call her, stands at the counter on 
one side of this miniature hospital room, preparing my own special mix of 
highly toxic chemicals. First we get instruction. 
"We're going to go pretty slow today. A lot of times, the first session we 
want to watch how your body handles the drugs." 
My head is cocked to one side. Since the minute she greeted us, she has 
been so optimistic, like this is normal. She works with my "washtub." Every 
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patient has their own little miniature washtub, like what you would put in 
your kitchen sink and load dishes in, but smaller. It is loaded with all the 
possible drugs that they think I will need. 
Lori pulls syringes out from the tub and lays them out in a row on the 
counter. She is loading me up. 
As the drugs start to drip from the IV into my body, I realize that I 
couldn't really imagine how this would go or how it would feel. The 
thoughts, the process, the fact that I am sitting here in this chair fighting 
cancer, is too big for my mind to have a handle on. Here I am sitting in a 
room where they are pushing poison into my body with the intent to kill 
parts of me. I am scared. I worry about the side effects Lori has warned us 
about, but the first two drugs (steroids, anti-nausea medications) are pushed 
in and I don't feel anything. 
"Now we start the chemo drugs. I'll do this slowly." I watch as Lori's 
blue-gloved hands push more drugs into the IV tube that leads into the back 
of my hand. She sets up a slow drip. I experience the one possible side effect 
for this drug. For the last ten minutes it is dripping into me, I have a split-
ting headache and huge pressure in my sinuses like a bad sinus infection. 
My eyes seem to bulge and contract. It seems like they are swelling. I 
wonder now why I have worn my contacts and why I thought bringing a 
book was a good idea. 
For the next hour or so, we just sit around waiting, except when I get 
up and in my stocking feet drag the IV pole to the bathroom down the hall 
and pee one-handed. I peek at the other women tucked into other little 
chemo rooms down this hall. Some of them are already bald. Most of them 
are with women friends. Then Lori is back to start another drug. She is qui-
eter, more serious now. She warns us to call right away if I experience any 
side effects. 
I realize now that Lori has saved the most toxic drug for last. The side 
effects are immediate. My stomach clenches and stays in a knot. Ten min-
utes in I have a scary allergic reaction. My face feels like it is on fire. 
"Your skin is bright red." Ken's eyes sweep the room searching for some-
thing red to compare it to, to try and explain to me HOW red it really is. There 
is nothing red enough. Pain sweeps across my back muscles. 
Ken rings the nurse and Lori is back. She stops the chemo drug from 
flowing into my veins and pumps drugs directly into the IV in my hand, not 
into the tubing on the IV pole that she used before. She's calm. 
"I'm giving you more Benadryl and some more steroids. Don't worry. 
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This will help right away. You'll be fine." Her voice is reassuring. I didn't feel 
scared, but now my heart is racing. 
Within a couple of minutes, things are better. It is five minutes of panic 
in five hours of care. 
Now that the crisis has passed, the words bubble from me. "Has anyone 
ever been so allergic that they had been unable to complete the treatment?" 
"No." 
I stare at the ceiling. 
"Do you keep just pumping them full of drugs until they can take it?" 
"Yes." Lori is working at the counter, her back to me. I think from the 
set of her shoulders that this is the toughest part of her job. 
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Treasure 
Lauren Herbert 
SEVENTEEN YEARS HAS ME FRESH OFF A PLANE FROM PARIS, BACKPACK FULL OF 
newly printed photos and finely wrapped souvenirs ready to hang on the 
walls: a canvas from Paris, a mask from Venice. It's been six weeks and I'm 
feeling nothing less than alive. Burnt and bitten and broke as hell, and 
somehow capable of anything. 
My grandmother is in the kitchen, her eye on the Crock-Pot bubbling 
away on the stove, my grandfather's famous goulash on its third hour. Her 
hands are cradled around a mug of hot tea, steam still rising slowly from the 
brim. She smiles when I come in, calls me Schatzi, tells me to sit in the chair 
near her and tell her my stories. 
I've come prepared. I drop my backpack on the table and start pulling 
out ticket stubs and postcards, a boarding pass for a boat in Greece, and a 
pouch of sunflower seeds from Assisi. I dive in. I tell her about swimming in 
the Mediterranean, about looking down into the crater of Vesuvius, of the 
buttresses of Notre Dame and hand-tossed margherita pizza. 
Then I pause. 
The windows are closed tight and the air conditioning is off. She's 
wearing her favorite sweater, the heavy black one with the red and orange 
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stripes on the front. The sleeves are shrunken and worn from too many 
washes, revealing the lines and knobs of bone in her pale wrists. 
"It's really warm in here, isn't it?" I ask her needlessly. "I'm gonna get a 
drink." 
She nods. I get up to grab a tumbler from the drying board and pour 
myself some of the freshly squeezed orange juice they keep in the fridge. 
When I sit back down she's looking at her hands, her fingers steepled 
around her mug of tea. 
"Everything OK?" I ask, and she gives me a small smile. She dips her 
head, a quick nod for me to continue. 
So I do, telling her about the Spanish Steps, about balconies that look 
up at the Acropolis, and leaving a friend behind in the Louvre. But now I'm 
tracing the rings of condensation around my glass and watching her as she 
never lets go of that mug, how she keeps staring down at her hands. Her fin-
gers are wrinkled and weathered, fitting of an eighty-year-old woman who's 
seen the world and run from the world and turned around and confronted 
the world again. But I think maybe I've said something wrong or done 
something wrong, and I pause again. 
I say, "Are you OK? Can I get you anything?" 
And she smiles again, a quick upturn of the mouth that's gone in a second. 
"I'm just a little tired," she says. "Keep going." 
I tell her about small things. About scales left on fish and the blue deck 
of the boat and the cracks in the stairs of Montemartre. But she's not lis-
tening now, and it's clear. She's staring up at the knock-off Tiffany lamp 
above the table, with all its facets of yellow and red glass. It's as if she's 
looking through it, though, eyes unfocused and mind somewhere else. And 
just like that, I'm transported to a different memory of five years before. 
When she and I sat at this same table with the lamp on and she told me the 
story of how she discovered I was blind at three months old, born with 
cataracts in both eyes. She told me how she would sit me down in her lap 
and frown at the way I never acknowledged her, how she would say, 
"Schatzi, do you hear me? Schatzi, do you see me?" How I would just stare 
ceaselessly at sources of light, intrigued by the blurred orbs, how shapes 
seemed to dance and swim in them and how no toys or stories or distrac-
tions could stop me from looking away. 
"You wouldn't stop staring up at that light," she said then, "and I knew 
something was wrong." 
But I'm seventeen now and I've had my vision back for as many years, 
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but I can see for the first time. A few months prior she was given a diag-
nosis, a prognosis, and a countdown. And unlike the cataracts from my 
newborn eyes, they couldn't just fix her body. Couldn't cut out the parts 
that are turning her own cells against her. And when you're around a person 
often enough, you sometimes overlook the changes in them, the subtle little 
shifts that pass under the radar undetected. Other times you simply don't 
want to admit they're happening. But six weeks out, exploring the world 
and feeling alive, I see her now and I can't look away. I finally understand. 
This is the moment it finally hits me that she's sick-that she's dying. 
I think about how she's been going to the hospital three times a week for 
treatment. How she seems smaller, her face more hollow, her voice quiet with 
a ragged edge. She uses a cane. She has a wig on a mannequin head in the back 
bedroom that she's embarrassed to wear over her thinning hair. And I don't 
know what to do, don't know how to deal with the clarity of her slow decay. 
I look around the kitchen, thinking in vain that the answers will be written in 
the wallpaper. The pot of goulash sits unstirred and on its fourth hour now, 
but I can't bring myself to move. I stay where I am. I say her name again and 
it's quiet and scared. She snaps out of her daze, looks away from the knock-
off Tiffany lamp and smiles at me, warm as much as her skin is cold. 
"Go on," she says, "tell me more." 
And I still don't have answers, but I want to fill in the space, so I leave 
behind the ancient ruins and the bodies of water that have been recycled for 
millions of years. I start telling her about the family we stayed with, how 
the mother spoke no English but gripped my hand tight like a close friend 
would. How a man in Athens went around with buckets, feeding as many 
of the stray dogs as he could. How the entire population of a tiny town in 
Crete came out of their houses and businesses to greet us and offer dinner. 
And I don't know how much of a difference it makes; her eyes still drift 
and she still holds her hands tight around her mug of tea. But now and then 
she takes a sip and responds or urges me on. 
She asks if I'll keep in touch with those I met abroad and I tell her I'll 
do my best. 
She says, "Good. You shouldn't lose them." 
And it's just the beginning now. Just the first few months on the count-
down clock that will never be high enough. I'm seventeen and I know 
nothing, a bag by my side full of tourist-trap gifts and pieces of paper that 
wouldn't mean anything without the memory and weight I've given them. 
And I want to hear her stories, I decide. I want her to tell me as much 
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as she's willing about the magnets on the fridge and the weather vane in the 
foyer and the collection of hats hanging on the wall downstairs. I want to 
know about the knock-off Tiffany lamp and how come this sweater has 
always been her favorite. I want to know what she treasures and why. 
Maybe then I can hope to keep her alive. 
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Perfect Genes 
Sahar Mustafah 
I'M WEARING A PLASTIC WONDER WOMAN MASK AND THE MATCHING VINYL 
costume that kids in the seventies wore over their clothes, with those strings 
you tied in the back like a hospital gown. My younger brother Mahdi-the 
Incredible Hulk-is standing next to me, clutching the handle of his Trick 
O' Treat pumpkin basket, while I hold his free hand. There's a crack in his 
mask like a jagged scar running down his forehead, and I smile now, holding 
the photograph and remembering that my mother had sat on the mask 
moments before he put it on. We pose on the porch of a neighbor's bun-
galow just as she's opening the door, and she's cradling a bowl of candy. If 
you look closely at the photograph you can see a glare from the old 
woman's cat-eye glasses. My brother and I are bathed in the warm autumn 
sunlight on Chicago's South Side. 
"Found it!" I call from my mother's basement, placing the photograph 
on the floor beside me. I'm sitting on folded legs and before me is an old 
Hoover vacuum box that reaches almost four feet in height. It is nearly full 
to the top with photographs. A combination of mildew and dust permeate 
the brown marble-colored carpet. I pull out a few Kodak instants stuck 
together from the humidity and peel them apart. I've purchased those pretty 
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storage boxes from Michaels craft store to help my mother organize the 
photographs. She insists she doesn't have time. Most of our childhood has 
been similarly neglected: my old Barbies-some naked, some in formal dress 
attire-are heaped on top of each other in a large, black Hefty bag; Mahdi's 
Garbage Pail Kids collector cards are mixed up with his kindergarten draw-
ings in an old Trapper Keeper that belonged to me in the fourth grade. 
Report cards are nowhere to be found. 
"When do I have time to organize pictures?" my mother demands. 
"How can I do anything else around here besides cooking and cleaning?" 
My mother spent years taking our pictures, but no time arranging the 
snapshots in albums. When we were kids, she drove us to Pixie's drugstore 
on 5 5th and California to develop each roll of film. Mahdi and I took turns 
holding the small capsule with the coiled film. We would snap the lid on and 
off with our thumbs until my mother scolded us. Once, Mahdi spied her 
camera on the kitchen counter and flicked open its back door where you 
inserted the amber-colored film, exposing it to the light. He didn't realize his 
mistake until my mother picked up the new batch. Two pictures contained 
an eerily white blur like a ghost escaping into a wall. 
I call to my mother again from the basement. "I found it, Ma!" 
"Found what? What are you looking for?" she shouts down from the top 
of the stairs. "Don't make a mess down there, Sabah." She says this part in her 
colloquial Arabic, and it's half-heartedly strict. Mahdi and I were mostly well-
behaved kids. When necessary, my father had been the disciplinarian-a role 
most Arab mothers would never allow to be usurped from them. My mother 
never clamored or fretted over us; she has always been pleasantly detached. 
I shift on my knees as nausea sweeps over me. I press my hand against 
the side of a battered leather sofa and swallow a stream of bile that has 
swum up my throat. By now, I should have grown accustomed to this 
nausea, but the specialist insists that side effects of hCG vary from patient 
to patient. I wonder if the nausea will taste the same when I am finally preg-
nant, if the bitterness clinging to my teeth that my tongue can't mop away 
is just as sharp in the first trimester. My hands curl into tight fists and I close 
my eyes, waiting for it to pass. When I open them, nothing's changed: I'm 
still on the floor and photographs are scattered around me. 
The social committee at the insurance agency where I work is hosting a 
"Who's That Halloween Baby?" contest and the employee with the most 
correct guesses wins a Starbucks gift card and one of those obnoxiously 
enormous containers of candy corn that everyone's been coveting all week, 
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but nobody actually likes to eat. 
I'm happy to find a picture that captures a regular American holiday. 
Shelly, the office manager, will be pleased. "Good morning, Morning," she'll 
greet me tomorrow as I hand her the photograph. My name Sabah means 
"morning" and Shelly has been more than amused by this for the five years 
I have worked at the agency. 
I return my haphazardly arranged piles of photographs to the box. I 
pause to look at some I had only glanced at when I was searching for the 
Halloween one. A picture slips from a stack and I pick it up. 
A blond and chubby toddler holds the edge of a coffee table and extends 
her free hand to the camera. She is caught mid-giggle, and I can almost hear 
the gurgling delight in her open mouth. Her blue eyes twinkle. I turn the 
photograph over. The only inscription is the year-1974-and a solitary, 
charming name: Layla. 
I've never seen this child, and yet her face is uncannily familiar. I feel a 
lump in my chest. I quickly scatter the piles of photographs I had been ready 
to drop into the Hoover box, and I begin a new search. I need to find one 
snapshot of me as a baby-two or three years old-to confirm what my 
heart already knows is true. My hands are frantic and trembling, and I'm 
clawing at the piles, pulling one then pitching it to one side of the floor. At 
last, I find one, then two, and soon three more appear. My nausea rises 
again, but I don't care. I gather the photographs and flip through them like 
I'm dealing cards, searching for the best close-up. 
Here it is: I'm blithely sitting on my father's lap, and my mother is standing 
behind us at a table laden with birthday plates and cups. There's a round cake 
with a thick numeral one candle, its wick lit and golden orange. I'm clapping 
my hands and looking at someone off-camera-a relative, I guess-who wants 
me to mimic their applause. It's our first house in Chicago before we moved to 
the south suburbs when Mahdi started high school. I recognize a section of 
paisley curtains that my mother hadn't changed in seventeen years, until my 
parents put the house up for sale. She bought a solid, hunter-green set to 
replace the paisley-her only effort to modernize our house. 
I take the photograph of the little blond girl and hold it up to the one of 
me. It is unmistakable. She's the white version of me. Both of our noses have 
a small bulb that betrays the adult one I've grown into with a long bridge 
and narrow nostrils. Our eyes are deeply set, and we have prominent fore-
heads. Not wide and flat, but rounded foreheads that later become the 
target of cruel jokes like "That's not a forehead-it's a five-head!" I have 
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olive skin and brown eyes; my hair is curly and dark brown. My mother has 
left it loose and unfettered in the photograph. These differences are enough 
to make us complete strangers to undiscerning eyes. 
"Ma! Yama!" I call as I jog up the stairs. 
My mother is seated at the kitchen table, shaping a mixture of lamb and 
beef into kufta rolls. She has her silver pan ready-aged with grease stains 
and happy dents-and arranges the meat, filling in spaces with potato 
wedges and chopped onions. When it is nearly baked she adds sliced toma-
toes, and their juices sizzle at the bottom of the hot pan. 
"Habibti, turn off the stove before my rice burns," she instructs me. I 
can feel her gaze on my back, but when I turn around, she pretends to be 
looking over my shoulder at some invisible object floating there. I know 
she's worried about me, but I've told her repeatedly that these things some-
times take time, that Nader and I are seeing one of the best specialists in 
Illinois. She tries hard to be kind about my gradual weight gain from the 
hormones. "Are you still walking every day?" she casually asks. 
"Yes, of course," I say curtly. "Yama, who is this?" I hold the photo-
graph in front of her face. My mother reaches for it and remembers her fin-
gers are covered in the soft, whitish fat of the meat. 
"Oh. Bint abooki-that's your father's daughter," she says matter-of-
factly. This has always been my mother's way: no excitement, no need for 
getting worked up. There's no change in her tone, no elevation in the tempo 
of her statement. She may have said, "Oh. That's your father's old coat," or, 
"Oh. That's your father's favorite tie." 
"You've seen it, mish ah?" She continues arranging the ingredients in 
the pan, her eyes impervious to the raw onions. 
"What are you talking about, Yama!" I say incredulously. "Baba's 
daughter? How? When?" 
My mother pauses and rubs her forehead against her shoulder, careful 
of the grease still on her hands. "I'm sure you knew." 
The photograph becomes an extension of my hand as I wave it, 
appalled, attempting to extract a reasonable explanation from my mother. 
The nausea rises again and a dull pain throbs in my hip, but I ignore it and 
concentrate on the picture. 
"Yama. I have never seen it-her-before." As soon as I refer to the tod-
dler out loud, she becomes three-dimensional, like someone who has just 
entered the kitchen, interrupting the conversation I'm having with my mother. 
On any other afternoon our discussion would be laced with questions 
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regarding my treatments. Lately, nothing has been more urgent in our lives. 
Until now. I look at the toddler in the photograph, where precise corners 
seal the entire scene. Inside of it, she's oblivious, unscathed. 
"It was before your father married me," she says, hoping this reassures 
me and absolves my father of any guilt. "I insisted he send for her. I told him 
I would raise her-wallah, I did." 
"What happened?" I ask. My voice is like the echo of a familiar sound, 
already fading. 
"Your father refused. He claimed she wasn't his, but I knew better. Your 
uncle's wife, Widad, told me all about that white woman. Widad couldn't 
wait to tell me the details-that spiteful cow." With her elbows, my mother 
pushes her chair back from the table and washes her hands. She covers the 
pan with shiny aluminum foil and sets it in the fridge. She'll cook it an hour 
before my father comes home so that it is steaming hot the way he likes it. 
I need to sit down. "Why didn't he keep in touch with her?" I ask, set-
tling in a chair while my mother wipes the table down. 
"Like I said-he convinced himself that she wasn't his. He told me the 
marriage had been for his citizenship. Your grandfather, Seedo Ismail, com-
pensated the woman. But I'm fairly certain Seedo never knew about the baby; 
it would have broken his heart." She rinses the dishcloth and reaches for the 
coffee pot on the granite counter. "I need some kahwa. Would you like a cup?" 
I ignore her questions and any superfluous statements my mother uses to 
cloak this discovery. She has no part in my father's secret past, but I feel she is 
complicit. Just like the pile of photographs-disorganized, scattered-my 
mother uncannily leaves things alone. Her home is clean, but unkempt. Laundry 
is washed daily, and yet it remains unfolded for days or until I grab a hamper 
of dried towels and my father's woolen socks, folding them while she cooks. 
"I can't believe it, Ma. How could he do that? How could you let him 
abandon her?" 
My mother is startled by these questions, and for the first time she sees 
my dismay. "Why are you upset, habibti? Between you and me, she was 
better off without Baba. Your father was not an easy man when he first 
came to this country. He seemed to have forgotten his religion and did 
haram. Drinking, gambling. Elhamdulillah he straightened up before I met 
him." She sits again at the table and examines her fingernails. She scoops 
bits of meat out of them with her longest pinky nail. "Widad heard that the 
white woman kicked your father out as soon as he got his citizenship. I 
believe that, wallah. Your father is not an easy man, you know." 
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That night, Nader leans over and offers my cheek a tender kiss. We have 
just made love and sink back into a heap of pillows. We have been making love 
the same way for the last year: we are tender with each other, but an urgency 
of purpose beyond love and desire invades our sheets. We're like lost and 
starving interlopers invading someone's private campsite and pillaging their 
food. This need to produce a baby pounds away at our limbs, and we bite 
down hard on our lips until we're raw, inside and out. Afterwards, we're 
exhausted and try hard not to look into each other's eyes for too long. 
Nader folds me into his arms, breathing hard and hot against the crown 
of my head. I smell his sweat and spicy aftershave as my face rests against his 
chest. His hand grabs my hip and I wince. Every night I stand astride him as 
he sits on our bed, nervously preparing the needle that swishes with alien hor-
mones prepared to vanquish my own weak ones. He asks me several times if 
I'm ready before he plunges it deep into my flesh. I know he's disgusted for a 
few moments and works hard to flush out the revulsion from his brain before 
he holds my face up for a kiss, his hand automatically cupping my breast. 
The first time Nader had to administer the drug he couldn't get an erec-
tion. I felt hollow and lonely, imagining my trapped egg, mature and ready, 
waiting inside its follicle. But, we soon discovered the follicle is devious; it 
cruelly nourishes my egg, but won't let it go. 
"If the ovum is not released, a corpus luteum does not develop," the 
doctor told us in his gray-carpeted and gray-wallpapered office. He touched 
his iPad, and we silently watched a graphic animation of ovulation failure. 
A ten-year-old could understand my deficiency. 
I wait until Nader has fallen asleep, until his soft snoring is a rhythmic 
pattern. I slip out of bed and quietly trot down the staircase, the framed 
photographs of our wedding spiraling down the wall. At the bottom, a 
handsomely carved table holds a crystal vase with fresh white carnations 
and a ceramic mail sorter I painted. Anna, our middle-aged Polish maid, 
cleaned today, and I can see the glint of wood polish bounce off the table as 
the moonlight filters through the bay window of the foyer. I find my purse 
in the coat closet and pull out the picture. 
I sink onto the sofa in the living room, against velvet pillows that Anna 
fluffed and replaced in an orderly line. The room smells of Febreze and 
vanilla-scented candles. I hold the photograph a few inches from my face. I 
worry that Nader will wake up, so I don't turn on the lamp but gaze fixedly 
on the image that I know now by heart. Every detail is vivid in my mind's 
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eye, from her red-and-green jumper and white knit turtleneck to her cobalt 
eyes. She's wearing those old-fashioned saddle shoes. Her sparse strawberry-
blond hair is pulled into a pigtail on top of her head. Mahdi and I certainly 
had more hair at that age, according to the few pictures my mother has actu-
ally framed and still displays atop her dresser. 
Layla. I think about the advantages of such a name, all the interesting 
possibilities. 
Does she tell people it's Eric Clapton's "Layla:,'' or does she make up a story 
about my father, a man she has no memory of except maybe when she dreams? 
Here's the story I prefer to imagine: Thirty years ago, her mother-
maybe a waitress in some 24-hour diner-serves a strange, but handsome 
Middle Eastern man. He leaves her a generous tip and returns every night 
for a week until he wears down her resolve. One night was all it toot Layla 
tells her friends, and here I am. 
I want to know if she worries like me and if she laughs with a snort like 
Mahdi. I wonder if she was popular in school or terribly shy. Did she love 
science but dreaded gym, as I did? Is she a Christian, and maybe reads a 
little about Islam because she's curious-or did she lose someone in 9/11 
over a decade ago and thinks she'll find answers in a book? 
There's Palestinian in her, in the way she might feel hopeless one 
moment then irrationally optimistic the next. Does she know it? Maybe she 
gladly denies it because so little proof remains. 
I wonder if she's married. With children. Or do her eggs shrivel up like mine? 
I trace the circumference of her head with my pinky finger. No, no. I'm 
convinced she has inherited the best from our father, his strong and robust 
reproductive genes, thriving like sunflowers. Wouldn't that be her perfect 
retribution-bakht, as my mother calls it-for being denied by our father? 
In the dark, Layla's image is shadowy except for the small hand she 
extends to the camera. I'm certain it's my father taking the picture, which 
he'll later deny when I ask him. I hear him cooing her name until she looks 
up and he snaps the shutter. "Layla, habibti," he says. 
Does she even know that Layla means night-that by nature, she and I 
are two polar creatures? There on the sofa in my desperately noiseless 
house, I whisper in the darkness, "Layla and Sabah." We are night and day. 
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Space 
Shannon Morley Milliken 
MARY GRUNDY KEPT NASA's LAUNCH SCHEDULE FOLDED UP IN HER SCHOOL 
blouse pocket. It felt like a seatbelt strapped across her chest-something to 
keep her safe and alive. If the day was difficult or gray, all she had to do was 
put her chubby hand to the pocket, and it was as if a tiny sun was shining 
underneath. She'd pat it once, twice, and remember the Columbia and seven 
astronauts were going up soon-that the universe was much, much bigger 
than any problem she could ever have. 
"Move it, whale," said Anna Post before casually shoving Mary into a 
nearby locker. 
Her cheek slapped against the cold, powder-blue metal. She closed her 
shadowy eyes and put her hand to the pocket-once, twice, and swept them 
open again. Mary, a dishwater brunette and eleven years old, repeated in her 
head what her momma often told her, not to worry about her size just yet, 
she'd grow out of it, but then the voice of her sister whispered from the back 
of her thoughts-you're just fat, fat and lazy. She cupped her protruding 
belly and tried to press it down flat. 
Late winter sun poured in through the school windows and drowned out 
the fluorescent lights shining above. The hallway overflowed with rushing stu-
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dent silhouettes. She watched Anna down the hallway, her face stretching into 
a wide toothy smile, laughing loud with a group of friends who were just as 
thin but not as mean as Anna. Anna disappeared into a slipstream of students 
while Mary's cheek burned with an oil-and-water mixture of grief and envy. 
She did not know how it got to be this way. St. Catherine's had always 
been her school. The people around her had always been her classmates. But 
one day, on a regular day like any other, everything changed. All her friends 
stopped being children. The world stopped being new to them. They 
stopped looking at the stars. They stopped exploring the dirt. They stopped 
pretending to be more than just people. They looked at their reflections 
more, in any surface they could find-windows, steel lab tables, in each 
other's eyes. No one told Mary to make this change. She still played in the 
dirt. She looked at the stars. The world was always new. 
Mary tightened the straps on her backpack and stroked her cheek. It felt 
like a bruise. She hid in the library at recess and read that she was made of 
the same parts as stars. Star stuff-just a bunch of shaky, vibrating particles 
with the potential to shine, to explode. As she plodded to PE class she 
wished for a fleeting moment that she were someone like her older sister 
Meredith, a creature not too different from Anna Post, slim and hateful and 
well liked. Mary patted the folded-up piece of paper in her pocket. 
"Grundy! Keep your knees up," shouted the elderly PE teachei; Ms. Blanc. 
Mary was going to puke. She was sure of it. It was hot outside for 
January, even for Louisiana, and she couldn't keep jumping. The tar-and-
blacktop yard was soft and pudding-like under her feet. Something in her 
gut jostled up, all those cookies she ate, she guessed, as soon as her sneakers 
hit the ground. She wished she hadn't eaten so many. 
"Keep it moving, girls." Ms. Blanc walked down the row of hopping girls. 
Their matching ponytails bobbed up and down and their pastel-colored 
ribbons wagged. 
"I want you huffing and puffing. Thirty more seconds, ladies!" 
Mary looked at all the pink and red-faced girls lifting their knees up in the 
air. She accidentally caught eyes with the girl next to her, Erin. Erin sneered. 
"Jesus Christ, Grundy. You're sweating like a fat pig." 
Mary stopped jumping before everyone else. 
"Grundy, what are ya' <loin'?" asked Ms. Blanc. 
Mary put her hands on her hips and dropped her head between her 
knees. The tar was starting to bubble. She listened to the pounding of her 
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heart and the pounding of their feet. All the other girls stopped jumping. 
They whispered back and forth. They all seemed to be looking at Mary. 
"Ladies! Ladies!" shouted Ms. Blanc. 
One by one they startled to giggle with the same momentum and sound 
of an escalating storm. Anna stretched out her thin arms to the sky and 
smiled, keeping her eyes trained on Mary. 
"All right, sit your twats down." 
Ms. Blanc was tan and small with short white hair, and she was hard of 
hearing. The girls called her Mr. Blanc, but she never seemed to hear them. 
"Y'all go out and run two laps around the field. Hit the locker room 
when you're done," she ordered. 
Mary stood up and reluctantly crouched down to run. 
"Not you, Mary. A word?" Ms. Blanc asked. 
The girls laughed again and took off like gazelles. Mary drew stars in 
the dirt with the toe of her shoe. 
"Your sister and I were talking. She told me about your hobby." 
Mary's face got hot. She never told anyone except her family about it. 
She was scared people would try to take it away somehow. Make space 
small if they could. Mary looked up. 
"You know, astronauts have to be in top physical form to do what they 
do. So this is important." Ms. Blanc's face looked like an orange, criss-
crossed with a hundred little grooves. 
"OK." Mary looked back down at the stars in the dirt. 
"Have you ever thought about track? You can just train with the team, 
with your sister." 
"OK, Ms. Blanc." Mary did not like the kind of girls who were on 
teams, girls like her sister, like Anna, yet again she said, "0 K." 
Ms. Blanc clapped Mary on the shoulder. 
"Who knows, maybe you'll start a Grundy legacy. Take your sister's 
place when she goes to high school next year. Anyways, it's something to 
think about for spring. Go wash up." 
The sun was still high in the sky. Black and red love bugs swarmed across 
the field. They bounced off each other and flew in dizzying circles. Some 
latched on to the other, mating, holding on to each other till they died. Boys 
about her age, or a little older, with wedge haircuts and dirt-stained collars 
leapt and swatted through the mass of bugs. One of the boys, an older boy 
her sister's age, Ryan, rumored to be kissing Anna, caught one pair in his 
mouth. He mashed the two bugs between his teeth, then opened his mouth 
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and beamed a black and red and orange smile at Mary. Mary turned away 
and walked over a black twitching mound of the bugs into the locker room. 
Mary felt out of place everywhere she went but no place more so than 
the girl's locker room. It was moldy and dank, forever filled with shower 
steam and the smell of too-sweet deodorants. Girls comfortable in their skin 
lounged about on old wooden benches, brushing their hair and sharing lip 
gloss. Mary walked past them to her locker. Anna sat on the bench oppo-
site Mary's locker, still draped in a white towel, her hair wet and long, 
braided down alongside her slender arm. All the other girls from Mary's PE 
class hurriedly crowded behind Anna, all of them still in their white towels, 
looking like some ancient, dripping-wet chorus. Anna covered her mouth 
with her hand trying to hold back her wide toothy smile with black ink-
stained hands. Mary bent down to her locker and saw that someone had 
drawn a stick figure rocket ship across the face of her locker, with "Space 
whale"written in bold black letters, 
"Look." 
The Grundy sisters stared at each other. 
"Look at you, Bear." Meredith gestured her hand up and down. 
"What?" asked Mary. 
She stared past her blouse all the way down to her feet, finding nothing 
wrong with what she saw. "It's our uniform," she said. 
Meredith reached forward and grabbed a handful of Mary's stomach. 
"Ow." Mary turned away and hugged her stomach. In less than a second 
she was crying with fat, humiliated tears. 
She opened and closed her eyes trying to pull the tears back in, but they, 
like everything else, succumbed to the power of gravity. Her sister's thin 
runner's frame came toward her. Mary fell onto the tan carpeted floor of her 
bedroom. Meredith sat next to her. 
"It's only going to get harder, Bear." She wiped the tears from Mary's 
face. "It was cute when you were younger. You were our little Mary-Bear." 
Mary hugged her knees together. Meredith pinched Mary's cheek. Mary 
kept crying, almost hyperventilating-sucking in oxygen but not seeming to 
get air. 
"I will help you. I've told you this," Meredith said, brushing a strand of 
wet brown hair out of Mary's face. 
Mary did not like her sister. As soon as Meredith learned the word fat, 
she started to use it. When Mary was just six years old, she picked up her 
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sister and squeezed her tight, and said to their parents, "She's fat like a teddy 
bear!" So was born the family nickname for Mary-a grim reminder of her 
own constant corpulence, her disposition toward chubbiness, and her weird 
and sad relationship with food. Their mom said it was a phase, maybe 
glands, but she would grow out of it. Everything will shift. 
Like Mary, Meredith was born chubby too, but she got thin. She liked 
to run and she stopped being a child at the same time as her friends. When 
their parents weren't looking, Meredith stole food off Mary's plate and fed 
it to their dog. Mary's only recourse was to stare at her with big, cow eyes. 
Meredith always whispered in reply, "You don't need it. You're fat." 
"And it just gives them more ammunition." Meredith looked ahead at a 
wall full of Mary's posters: the Orion nebula all pink and swirling; the 
Andromeda galaxy white and peaceful like Heaven; Earth seen from the 
Hubble telescope-home. Meredith plopped on the floor alongside Mary, 
nearly brushing her arm against a half-eaten bag of potato chips and a 
nearly finished box of chocolate chip cookies Mary hid under her bed. 
"And why didn't you tell me about your locker?" 
Mary squeezed her knees tighter. 
"It's been up there all week." Her lips fell into a grimace. 
She stood up and walked to the wall. Behind her was a picture Mary's 
parents had given her for her birthday. It was the crew of the Columbia-
all seven of them-smiling and young. Kalpana Chawla was in the center. 
She wasn't classically pretty, and she wasn't rail thin either, but her smile 
was the biggest, her hair the darkest and longest, and she was in space at 
that very moment, so none of those things mattered. She was the engineer. 
"I mean, my friend Lisa had to show it to me after practice today. 
Everyone knows about it. Why didn't you tell me?" 
Mary went back to eating a cheese sandwich she had been eating before 
Meredith barged in. Her face was still slick with tears. 
"Why are you even eating that? Mom said dinner would be ready in an 
hour." 
Mary put her sandwich down. 
"They called me the same names they called you," said Meredith. 
Mary squeezed a pillow from her bed, tight. "Really? They called you 
Space Whale?" 
Meredith's face went slack. 
"That's pretty original. I'll give them that." 
Meredith started to laugh. 
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"Stop!" 
Mary shoved her sister away from her, who convulsed with laughter. 
Tears rolled down her cheeks again, onto her lips, onto the breadcrumbs left 
on her lips. 
"Stop," Mary said. 
"Mary, we're going to do something about this. Tonight." Meredith sat up. 
She had dirt on her face. Mary took another bite of her sandwich. 
Meredith took it away from her. 
"Listen, I don't want you to let them treat you this way anymore. I 
know where Anna lives. You're going to do this with me." Meredith 
squeezed the top of Mary's arm. 
Mary hated the top of her arm. It looked so big next to the other girls' 
slim arms. 
Later that night, Mary was outside and on the ground. It was black all 
around her. She reached for her pocket. It wasn't there. The schedule had 
fallen out somewhere. Mary inhaled deep and let out a noise that was like 
a dying animal's squeal. 
"Bear! Shhhh," Meredith called out in a half-yell, half-whisper. 
Mary crouched down into the dewy, dark grass trying not to breathe. 
The fronts of her pajama bottoms were getting wet. She craned her head 
side to side trying to see the little white square somewhere in the field. 
"Flatter." 
Mary pressed her cheek into the ground. She lifted her eyes to see her 
older sister poking her torso up rigid and straight. Her hair sprouted out 
from her bun like a mess of weeds. Grass blades stuck to her thin thighs. 
"Her house is just up there," she whispered. 
The Grundy sisters army-crawled all the way to a white wooden fence 
belonging to Anna's family. Mary did not want to do this. The universe was 
bigger than this. But Meredith insisted. To her, this was the universe, and it 
shined hotter and brighter in her mind than any star could ever hope to, 
which was why Mary thought her older sister would have a small life. 
"Let me see the bag," ordered Meredith. 
Mary pulled it off her back and unzipped it. They both leaned in. 
"One, two, three," Meredith counted, "you only grabbed three?" 
"I didn't want Mom to notice." 
"Like she would ever notice. She gets huge packs at Sam's. And Dad 
goes through like two rolls a day." 
"I don't want to do this," Mary whispered. 
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Meredith let out a huff and zipped up the bag. She put her hand on 
Mary's shoulder and squeezed the tendon-hard. 
"Ow!" 
"That means you should pay attention. If I teach you anything in life, 
Bear, it is this-don't let people pull this shit on you." 
"It doesn't matter," Mary said into her shoulder. 
"It does. That's permanent marker." 
"They'll paint over it." 
"They haven't yet." 
"Well, what is this going to do to fix that?" 
"Nothing. But we're sending a message. Her family needs to wise up. 
President of Christian Leadership Council my ass." 
Meredith pulled out two rolls of toilet paper and brandished them as if they 
were weapons. "I have more experience. You take this one. Make it count." 
They tiptoed across an expansive lawn. Tulips and peonies crowded 
around the red front door. Mary stood at the foot of a weeping willow and 
stared past it toward the sky. Orion's belt was just above it. It seemed so 
close. Columbia was up there. She wished she watched it go up. They'd go 
to Florida for vacation someday, if the weather were nice. They'd check her 
schedule, and the Grundys would watch the red rockets in person. 
"It's going to be a bitch for them to get it out of this tree," Meredith 
whispered into Mary's ear while hugging her stomach. 
"I'll countdown." She looked into Mary's dark eyes, "Ten, nine, eight." 
Mary unrolled the paper and cocked her arm to the side. 
"Five, four." 
She kept her eyes on the top of the tree. Meredith counted to the sky. 
"Three, two, one." 
Mary shot the roll in a smooth arc over the top of the tree, giving it the 
effect of a thin white halo. 
"They're like shooting stars," Meredith laughed. 
She took off running toward the other side of the tree, still laughing, and 
smiling with such happiness that Mary wondered if her sister knew some-
thing she did not. 
The Grundy sisters were spent. They stayed up late watching old 
episodes of Star Trek: The Next Generation and a reality show about losing 
weight, both still high from toilet papering Anna Post's house. 
"Mary, the simplest solution is to not give them any more ammunition. 
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I know how you will think this sounds-being overweight is not good." 
Meredith put her hand around both her sister's shoulders and squeezed ten-
derly. "I could give a fuck about Anna or any of those little stuck-up shits. 
But, you're smart and pretty and you're capable of so much more, and it 
looks like you're not even trying. You're just being lazy and sloppy, like 
you're giving up on being any more than just what you are." 
Mary wanted to cry again, but she knew her sister was right. She day-
dreamed about being thin just as much as going into space, even more in 
fact, because when she pictured herself floating in a clean white shuttle, 
with the vast expanse of space right outside her window, she saw herself as 
thin, like a model or an actress or her sister. 
"You're right, I need to lose weight," she said. 
"Start by saying, 'I want to lose weight.' You want to." 
Mary shook her head up and down. "I want to." 
Meredith promised Mary that she would help. 
"Astronauts have to train," she said. 
It would be easy. Mary could teach her about space. Maybe they both 
could be astronauts some day. The Grundy Sisters-space explorers. They 
made a bed on the living-room floor out of pillows from the couch. They 
talked all night, even about boys, Mary didn't like anyone yet but thought 
Leonardo DiCaprio would be a great boyfriend, while Meredith confessed 
her love for Ryan. They had never talked all night before. 
"You said they called you the same names. What did they call you?" 
"They called me "blowfish," because of these damn Grundy cheeks." 
Meredith scrunched her cheeks together in the flickering blue glow of the 
television. 
Mary laughed. 
"What did you do?" 
"I ran track. Made new friends. Then made some old ones back. I didn't 
hide in the library." She looked at Mary. 
Mary liked the library, but she felt like her sister was kind of right. 
"I stayed on Earth. It's all I got, Bear. It's all you got too," she said. 
The next morning they walked around the house as if they were drunk, 
exhausted from the night before. Meredith fixed them bananas and wheat 
toast. Then the phone rang and their sleepy mom shuffled into the kitchen 
to answer it. 
"Hello." She scrunched up her eyes as if she were looking at something 
very small. "How do you know it was her?" she shook her head gravely, "I 
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didn't know they were fighting. My daughter is not the jealous type." 
Their mother glared at Meredith. 
"All right. OK. Thank you for not doing that. No, I'm very sorry. I will 
talk to her." She put down the phone and stared at the countertop. 
Mary could hear birds singing and tweeting outside. 
"Meredith, that was Mrs. Post. Did you toilet paper their house?" 
Meredith shook her head no. Mary stood still. 
"Meredith Elizabeth Grundy, I know when you're lying. You're lying to me. 
Honestly, I don't know what to do with you anymore. This is the final straw. 
Now answer me: did you write slut in toilet paper on their front lawn?" 
Mary blinked. She did not remember her sister writing that. Meredith 
slid off the stool to the ground laughing. 
"Meredith! This is not funny. The Posts want to press all kinds of 
charges. But they aren't. They're going to try and get you suspended. Why 
can't you be like Mary? She makes good grades. She's a good kid," she 
whined while gesturing at Mary. 
"No more track." Their mom's voice got high and tinny. 
"What? Why? How do they even know who did that?" 
"Mrs. Post said you and Anna have been fighting a lot-about a boy." 
Meredith threw her banana on her plate, "I don't care about him. I don't 
even care. I was just trying to help her," she pointed to Mary. "You should 
see what they wrote on Mary's locker." 
"What? What did they write?" she looked wide eyed at Mary. "Are they 
picking on you at school, Bear?" 
Mary never told her parents about what happened at school, just like 
she never told the kids at school about space. She tried to keep it separate. 
And the names and isolation, it was all too embarrassing-too much-and 
there was nothing her parents could really do for her, but that wouldn't stop 
them from trying, she at least knew this much. 
Mary said nothing. Meredith stared at her pleadingly. Mary still said 
nothing. 
By Monday morning Mary's locker already had been painted over with a 
powder-blue paint as clear as a cloudless sky, destroying any chance Meredith 
had at running track. All the matching girls came to Anna's aid. She wasn't the 
one who did it, they said, she would never do a thing like that. 
It got even hotter outside and caterpillars were flopping recklessly off trees, 
thinking maybe they were something that could fly, and landed onto kids in 
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the schoolyard-their shoulders, thighs, and hands-anything not covered. 
Mary and Meredith stopped talking to each other. Mary almost stopped 
talking altogether-her silence and lack of presence was like a tiny black hole. 
Mary gained five pounds. Meredith didn't run the rest of the season. She 
stopped taking food off Mary's plate. One day in the hall the two sisters met. 
"Why didn't you tell Mom?" Meredith asked. 
"Because, then she would know about me." 
"Everyone already knows, fatty," she said, not even looking at her, and 
she walked away. 
None of the girls looked at Mary either. She missed the old attention. Any 
attention. She felt alone, floating in some black vacuum. But, that was OK. She 
printed a new NASA schedule, two of them. She patted it. Once. Twice. 
Columbia was coming down from space that weekend. They could hear the 
boom if they were lucky. They were close enough to Texas that it was possible. 
The morning of the landing, a Sunday morning like any other, Mary 
woke up early. She wrote, "I'm sorry" in red marker on the extra schedule 
and circled Columbia's touchdown date. She tiptoed to her sister's bedroom, 
trying to muffle the sound of the groaning wood beneath her feet, and slid 
it under Meredith's door. She then crept into the living room and turned on 
the television to watch Columbia's reentry. Her mouth went into a slack and 
happy smile. She could hear rustling in the kitchen and her heart skipped a 
beat. She wanted it to be her sister. 
She put the television volume up louder. The sky was bright blue and 
clear on the monitor, a perfect day by all accounts. The shuttle looked like 
a black-and-white bird diving down. At the bottom of the screen they 
showed pictures of the astronauts. There was Kalpana Chawla wearing the 
blue NASA jumpsuit that looked like it belonged to a janitor. Her dark hair 
floated above her like a storm cloud. 
She saw the grainy image of the white rocket shooting through Earth's 
sky, gleaming and perfect, angelic even. And then she saw sparks. The voice 
of the news anchor on television jumped-his voice yelping awkwardly. A 
piece of the rocket broke off and fluttered away. Meredith walked into the 
living room. She was eating a banana, and clutching the folded-up schedule. 
"Is that normal?" Meredith asked. 
The voice on the television said, "It's disintegrating." 
Mary stood up. Meredith dropped her banana. The rocket grew smaller 
and smaller. Pieces spattered white contrails all across the sky. 
"Bear." 
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Mary ran outside and she could hear it-a boom-the shattering of the 
sound barrier. It broke her heart. They were close enough to the shuttle's 
landing strip after all. Meredith stood behind Mary and looked up into the 
cold sky. They could see the contrails slicing white into the blue sky like 
lace. But they couldn't see people. There were seven people up there-seven 
astronauts. Mary fell to her knees. The earth was wet underneath her. 
Shuttle debris caught the light of the sun and sparkled. 
"They look like stars," she said, thinking of the seven people falling 
overhead, "like shooting stars." 
They spent the rest of morning on their knees watching the sky as 
gravity lassoed the ship, piece by piece, bringing them all home to Earth. All 
they had left was Earth. 
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Sadie's Jars 
Jon Natzke 
THERE WAS ONCE A TOWN THAT SOLD LIGHTNING IN JARS. THEY GATHERED IT IN 
the summer when the storms rolled in, blanketing the hill they lived on. The 
people were always ready and could tell when the lightning was ripe just by 
the way the wind blew and how dark the clouds got. 
They had many methods to catch the strikes. Some would use thick metal 
rods attached to chimneys that went up and up, higher than any church 
steeple. At the top of the rods were lozenges of metal worked into wild curving 
shapes. The clouds would become enticed by the sculptures, coming close to 
inspect them, and when a golden probing finger would jump from its belly it 
got sucked down the rod and trapped, at its bottom, in a jar. 
Others used machines to catch the lighting. They had wide mouths and 
were placed on tall hills facing up to the skies. The machines were powered 
by the wind of the storm, which would blow a set of canvas arms in circles, 
and set the gears of the machines in motion, sucking down the clouds to 
process them-to harvest them of their lightning. The machines were pow-
erful when left alone and could gather near a dozen jars in an hour's storm. 
Still others would use themselves as targets, feeling that older methods 
of gathering the strikes were the best. They would wander in the open fields, 
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eyes wide, staring up at the clouds, waiting and watching, listening to how 
the rain fell. They trained their noses to be keen, for that was the true mark 
of a lightning hunter, to be able to smell the miniscule shift in the air of acrid 
ozone being ripped apart, about to burst. These hunters would stare up, 
their bodies bent, and arms out wide, feeling the direction of the wind, and 
they would walk with determined slowness, waiting for that shift, that 
smell, and then they would stop and drop a hunting jar on the wet earth, 
and with the same slowness take three or five paces back, and bang! the 
strike would fill the jar, as tall as a man's leg, made of thick fogged glass, 
impossible to see through, and impenetrable once a strike was inside. 
Once the harvest was done, the townspeople always kept enough light-
ning for themselves, stocking jars in cupboards and cellars, then sold the 
rest from porches and stands to traders for grain and seed and any spare 
metal the travelers might have so they could tack it to their roofs and attract 
larger storms. The more storms the town saw a year, the more they could 
trade, and the more uses they got out of the lightning. With one thick jar 
you could light a room for the entirety of a dark winter season. Farmers 
craved the strikes at the end of their harvest; they would smash a jar at 
either edge of a field and the bolts would arc over its entirety, catching the 
remnants of plants in a flash fire as they traveled to meet one another, and 
in the exact center of the field the strikes would collide. Attracted to one 
another, there would be an ear-aching crack, a flash that would send you 
spot eyed, and a drizzle of rain would fall, light enough to let the fire 
smolder awhile and cut away at the plants, but still enough to put the flames 
out without worry. 
Everyone in the town had to be taught how to hunt for lightning and I 
was real young when Mother taught me. She was the best there was at it. 
Mr. Rivers once said that she "plucked the strikes right out of the air," which 
was funny, because it was true. She didn't like to use the methods that most 
of the people on the hill used, she said that it was "slow." 
"I can't wait for the storms, Sadie," she would always tell me as we 
trekked down the hill, away from town, our squat wood house at the very 
edge, barely within the limits. "The people on the hill are slow people. I 
can't live like that. I got to be fast, it's been in my blood since I was younger 
than you. I've always wanted to catch the strikes." 
So we would walk to the base of the hill and pass the burned black tree, 
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with its rotten insides and moss-covered roots. It looked like something con-
stantly on the verge of death, frozen in that moment before everything stops 
inside of them, and it would never fall down. It still hasn't. My mother told me 
to remember the tree because it was a sign of what the lightning could do. 
"The strikes killed that tree from the inside. And now it's too old to heal 
itself and too big to fall and die. It's stuck, all by itself." 
After we made it to the tree, we found the storm we were looking for. 
My mother could tell when a storm would swoop over the hill just by let-
ting the morning wind hit her face. She would take a deep breath in and 
then turn to me in my small bed across the room and tell me to pack up, 
that we had work to do. 
In the center of a wide field we set up our camp. My mother would let 
the pack slide off her shoulders, and I would gather it up in my arms and 
set the heavy canvas sack on the ground. Inside were her implements: three 
hunting jars made of thick tempered glass; a set of smith's glasses, the lenses 
blackened so that nearly no light could pass through them; a set of hollow 
metal rods, each the size of a man's forearm, with grooves around their tops 
and bottom edges so that one piece could screw tightly into another. It made 
a hollow rod that was a head and a half taller than my mother, closed off at 
one end, open at the top. The final objects inside the pack were a pair of 
thick worker's gloves that were covered with a clammy kind of worked 
leather and had thick wool that covered the inside. My mother said that 
they were made from the skin of salamanders and that no strike could ever 
pierce them. I always wondered where she had found salamanders big 
enough to cover her hands. 
As I prepared the rod, making sure all the implements were in working 
condition, Mother would watch from a few feet off. When the sky got dark 
I would hand her each implement one by one, the glasses first, then the 
gloves, the rod, and the jars she would tie around her waist. They would 
slap at her legs with quick, harsh thuds as she took her steps away from me, 
towards the oncoming clouds. 
"Pay attention!" she would always tell me. "Because one day you're 
going to do this without me." 
So I kept quiet, sitting on her bag as the storm came down around us, the 
raindrops peppering our clothes and pulling down on the knot of black hair 
my mother had coiled tight on the back of her head, making it sag down below 
her ears as she waited, her left foot ahead, and the pole planted against the 
inside curve of her right, pointed diagonally up at the clouds. She kept it steady 
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with her gloved hands and watched the clouds surge overhead, gently tipping 
the rod in one direction, then another, waiting for that moment. And right 
before it always happened, there was this straightness to her body, of every 
joint locking tight in anticipation as a bolt thundered down toward her and 
connected with the innards of the rod. 
It happened in a flash, in a moment so bright that I couldn't ever catch 
it. I would always try to see how she did it, but the light was too intense, 
and even through a tight squint, nothing could be seen. One moment my 
mother would be stock-still, and the next she would be a few steps away 
from where she had been, her hand over the opening to the hollow rod. 
"Sadie," she would call, "Help me." And I would run over to where she 
was, and take the jars off of her hips, opening them up for her. 
Then she would bend down, slowly tipping the lip of the pole towards 
the open jar, pouring the lightning between her fingers. It flowed like an 
animal with a million white legs, slower than molasses, taking its time and 
constantly bending back and striking the edges of the jar and my mother's 
fingers. She would fill the jar half way, and then I would cover it, and she 
would tip what was left into the next one. 
By now my mother was covered in sweat, which was hard to see in the 
rain. From the deep rising and falling of her chest and the redness flushed 
into her cheeks, I could tell that hunting took a lot out of her. But she never 
stopped. Every day was the same thing with her. We would go to the bottom 
of the hill, catch what we could carry, and then haul all of the equipment 
back up the gray hill again, the jars strapped to our backs. 
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Loaf Story 
Liz Bau dler 
"DEE DEE, YOU UP?" SHE HEARD HIM AS SHE STOOD IN THE KITCHEN, TRYING TO 
decide which Lean Cuisine she wanted today, Salisbury steak or mac 'n 
cheese. Probably neither was a good idea, but she wasn't in the mood to 
cook, wasn't a great cook anyway. 
When she heard his voice, she nearly dropped the package, whose 
caloric information she was squinting at with slightly nearsighted green 
eyes. Rick was never home this early. They were used to missing each other 
by now-she'd been working the night shift for six months. 
"Whatsa matter with you?" she said, cross that she'd been startled. Not 
like just anyone was going to walk into their piece-of-shit bungalow, but 
still, you never knew. "Why you home?" 
"Had some time off," he said, slipping up behind her. His hips pressed into 
her rear, straight square lines to her soft rounded curves, his arm scooping down 
and encircling her neck so that his thumb pressed right below her chin, pulling 
her away from the counter and the Lean Cuisine. His face was thin and hawk-
like, his lips thin, with a smile, the sort of smile that conceals things. 
"You sure? You sure they didn't tell you enough was enough?" she said, 
trying to twist away, but he had height and muscle on her. 
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"Yeah, I wanted to surprise you." She was, when he let go without 
protest. "Actually-Jeff and I made you something a few nights ago. He was 
on the bakery shift all night, making loaves, and you weren't home so I 
stopped by-" 
"With a six-pack, right?" 
Jeff, her boyfriend's closest friend at work, closest friend at all, to be 
honest, was some alcoholic weirdo who worked with him at the grocery 
store bakery. It was better that Rick wasn't banging some floozy while she 
stood in front of a fluorescent-lit assembly line all night, but at least then 
she'd know what he was doing-there was only a certain number of things 
you could do with the floozy. With Jeff, you never knew. He had some 
crazy-ass ideas like putting fireworks in the mini donuts, and that the lead 
singer of the punk metal band who played at the bar down the street some-
times was hiding messages in the songs telling him to run for president. He 
wasn't crazy, exactly, but he was bad news. 
"We made you something," Rick said. "But we need to see if you fit." 
She turned around to face him and saw sweat beading on his lip. He 
kept licking it away, his face growing tighter. 
"Fit what?" she said, but he took her by the elbow and steered her 
toward the basement door. He flicked on the light switch halfway down the 
stairs, and then she saw it, lying on her mom's braided rug as if the rug were 
a welcome mat, and with both its ends sticking out over the stained, cracked 
concrete. It rose, a golden brown monolith, to fill her eyes and butt out any 
other detail of the room, filling it with the scent of yeast. 
Her first impulse was to shove Rick in the chest so hard he'd crack his 
back on the edges of the steps. Then she saw his smile, with too much teeth, 
and she thought she'd give him a chance to explain. 
"You guys did a good job," she said, grudgingly. She took small steps 
around it, inspecting. The loaf's coloring, hard as it was to take in all at 
once, was a soft, even tan that made her mouth water. Even now, when it 
presumably wasn't fresh, it still looked good, near delicious, in fact, like the 
kind of bread you get at Subway before they go and cut it open and pile 
processed crap on it. There was a thin, dark line through the middle, where 
bits of crust and innards had flaked away; it had been cut open lengthwise, 
and it was through this crack that Rick slid the thick fingers of both his 
hands and pushed upward, creaking open the top of the loaf as if opening 
a treasure chest. Dee Dee looked coolly at the lightening shadows, gaslike, 
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seemingly escaping the loaf. 
"Is it stale?" she asked, clueless as to how long it had been sitting here-
a week or so? He hadn't told her, and coming home at eight in the morning, 
she didn't go check to see what got left in the basement all that often. How 
the hell had they gotten it down here? She imagined him and Jeff sliding it 
down the narrow stairs, ripping the Motley Criie posters on the wall as it 
progressed, the men cheering when it crunched to the foot of the steps, but 
she looked at the loaf, walked around it. It was fine, not a blemish on its 
crust, and if the posters were ripped they'd been expertly repaired. Aliens? 
Rick pushed harder, and the loaf's top swung back, hanging suspended 
halfway in the air like it was hinged, exposing a pillowy white expanse. 
"It will be if you don't get on up there. C'mon." He patted her in the 
middle of her back, right where the tank top bubbled off the curve of her 
spine, edging her forward. 
Her lips twisted. She didn't know quite how to approach-it wasn't a 
couch, with cushions rushing up to meet you. Nor did she want to land 
awkwardly, digging holes in the surface with her knees. She slid off her 
jeans, with rips in both knees-she wanted to feel it on her skin. She would 
have to flop. She knelt down beside it and rolled onto the bottom half of the 
loaf. Spongy white texture pressed gently against her eyes; her nose pro-
truded into it and she felt a bead of spit escape her mouth and a bit of bread 
soften in response-but it was quite comfortable. Surprisingly so. More 
comfortable than the bed they shared upstairs-she'd been after Rick to buy 
a new mattress for two years now, but they both knew they couldn't afford 
it. The smell, too, warm and almost salty, it was so strong-much better 
than trapped farts and dried cum. She didn't have time to wash the sheets, 
and of course Rick couldn't be expected to. 
She inched her way onto her back, the fronds of her hair brushing up 
stray breadcrumbs. She lay staring at the single lightbulb above her, which 
was partially blocked by the loaf's bulky top. 
"Well, I fit," she said. She was only five feet three, and the loaf was six 
feet long. "Now what? You going to eat me like a sandwich?" 
"Funny you should mention that." Rick scooted the faded turquoise 
couch closer to the loaf's edge, tightening his quads and pressing his bare 
feet against the concrete. He got up and ducked behind the back of it and 
returned a second later with an industrial- sized bucket of Country Crock 
margarine, the cheap stuff that goes all watery when you melt it. On top of 
the container shone a silver butter knife. 
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"I was gonna give you a little massage," he was saying now. "Butter's 
good for the skin, ain't it?" 
"Sure." She didn't have the heart to tell him it could clog her pores, give 
her a rash, and that it wasn't even butter. 
His beard seemed to bristle with concentration as he dug into the con-
tainer, and the margarine peeled off in a golden slice. At the tip of the knife, 
where he'd dug in the deepest, sat a dollop, perched like a yellow bird on 
an ice-covered tree branch. He lowered his arm and carefully slathered her 
exposed thigh at its rounded apex, halfway between the hem of her red boy 
shorts and her rounded knees. She'd always had nice thighs-like buttah? 
He watched the margarine for a moment, imagined it melting right before 
his tawny brown eyes and slathering down the length of her legs-oiling 
and dripping of its own accord-and licked his lips. Then he positioned the 
flat edge of the knife over the glob of margarine and stroked it across her, 
smoothing and planing off a level coat. She closed her eyes, until he must 
have gotten so engrossed in what he was doing that the knife slipped-he 
could sense its dull teeth dragging against the edge of her skin. 
"Ow, godammit, what the hell you done?" Dee Dee sprang up as fast as 
she could, her elbow swallowed by white foam. They both watched red 
beads of blood well against and through the fine yellow gloss, serrated like 
expensive corduroy where the blade's teeth had been closest before biting. 
"Sorry," he said, almost involuntarily-it was sort of pretty, what he'd 
done. "Sorry." 
She ignored him, putting her finger to it in wonder, so that the bead became 
a blossom. She brought the finger, lightly margarine-coated and bloodstained, to 
her mouth, stuck out her tongue and licked her fingers. His stomach flipped. It 
reminded him of vampires and evil spells-drinking your own blood and tasting 
it. He winced. She closed her eyes as if savoring and then opened them quickly. 
"You press too hard. This is why you're always getting crumbs in the 
butter," she said. "You butter too hard over the damn toast." 
"I'm sorry," he said again, but he wasn't really. Her blond pixie cut 
seemed to be growing waxy and sleek before his eyes. Her features, too, 
were softening. 
"It's OK," she said, and lay back down, feeling the curves and indenta-
tions where the knots of her spine had rested before imprinted in the bread. 
"So. What were you going to do next?" 
"Well, I had some salt and pepper ... " He pulled the two, slightly linty 
shakers that he must have gotten from the kitchen counter out of the front 
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pocket of his jeans. 
"Bring it on," she said, and closed her eyes again. 
The salt stung the small wounds he'd opened up on her, but not much, 
no worse than little tattoo needles. She had no tattoos. She bit her lip and 
smiled up at him. He bent over the sprinkles and licked them away with his 
tongue, where the flavor tingled there before it dispersed. She felt as if she 
were a table being wiped with a warm, wet rag, and she felt herself gushing 
and wondered if the front of the boy shorts had gotten damp. 
With the pepper he created a whole cloud of gnats, sifting around her face 
and rounded nose, so much that she was forced to let out a whole barrage of 
sneezes, tiny contained explosions that made him stop shaking for a second, 
the dust settling on her cheeks as she continued to sneeze uncontrollably, and 
he unzipped the fly of his jeans. He grasped his penis, as stiff and solid as the 
butter knife. Sneezing turned him on. Once, before she worked night shift, Dee 
Dee'd caught him late when he'd thought she was asleep and done trying to 
satisfy him for the time being. His headphones were clapped over his ears and 
nestling into his thinning brown hair, his eyes glued to a YouTube video with 
no picture, just the sounds of a woman sneezing her head off, his hands moving 
mechanically up and down the shaft of his organ. Occasionally a little moan 
escaped him-that's when she'd woken up. 
He loved the way Dee Dee's nose contorted, though. Soft and snub, it wrin-
kled so quickly and then relaxed, slightly inflamed with the exhale. It was the 
moment of slight expansion that he valued the most; he hated how rarely the 
sneezing videos showed the damsel in distress, just how she sounded. 
"Let's-" she choked, and she didn't even have to tell him twice; he was 
springing on her, fumbling with the boy shorts' waistband, and somehow it 
struck her that this was what he'd wanted all along, who knows what the 
loaf of bread had to do with it. He climbed on top of her, his thick hands 
pinning down her shoulders, clammy on her skin, the tip of his dick rubbing 
her pubic hair, and then he was in, and he pushed. Pulled. Pushed. Pulled. 
Pushed. She moaned, feeling the heat start inside her, her toes curling, the 
insides of her armpits beginning to sweat. She was sinking more deeply with 
every second, practically melting into the bread, the organic matter all 
mixed together, threatening to become one amorphous paste. 
Jeff edged up to him the next day, as they were unpacking cases of flour. 
Rick was sawing through a particularly stubborn piece of tape when he felt 
the looming presence and the slight marijuana perfume. 
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"How'd it go?" Jeff mumbled to his friend, eyes lit up with a frantic grin. If 
it went well, he was hoping, they could do videos. Porn videos of Rick's hot girl-
friend. Maybe they could do credits at the end. "Jeff, Baker of the Giant Loaf" 
he wanted his to say. He wouldn't man the camera, only wanted to watch. 
"Fine," Rick said, standing up and stopping his sawing. "Actually, great. 
You would not believe how wet she was." 
"Yeah?" 
"Yeah. I'm telling you, man, this worked better than the vibrator I got 
her for Christmas." 
"You shouldn't be gettin' your girl a vibrator," Jeff said. "She'll never 
pay you any attention again. Next thing you know, she'll be looking for a 
little honey to share it with." 
"Naw, man, naw. Thanks a ton, though. It held up great, and things got 
pretty rough." 
"You gonna do it again?" 
"Well, it's not like I don't want to ... ," Rick said. He hesitated, licked 
his lips. "It's just that ... it got kinda messy. There's cum all over it, and it's 
sweaty, and there's a few holes, and some pepper-" 
"What'd ya do with the pepper?" 
"Nothin'," Rick said. He'd never admitted his sneeze fetish to anyone 
but Dee Dee, and even then only tacitly and by accident. "But like, I don't 
think either one of us want to get on that thing again. I mean, not that one, 
you understand?" 
"You want another one? Man, all that flour and shit go missing, an 
oven on for three hours, they're bound to notice. And like, how often you 
gonna want one? Once a week?" 
"Listen, I'll pay you," Rick said. He started unfolding stacks of twenties 
from the pocket of his Dickies. "I've been savin' up-" 
"Thought Dee Dee wanted that for a new mattress," Jeff snickered. 
"You think she remembers that? After this? And hey, I got a line on 
some bud for ya, man. My neighbor has it, grows it in his closet. Did him a 
favor, resurfaced his driveway. You can get it real cheap." 
"Yeah?" 
"Yeah." 
"All right, all right," Jeff said, scratching his face. "Say, after a few more 
times, you workin' out the kinks, so to say, you mind taking some shots of 
what you're doing?" 
"Well ... I'd have to talk to Dee Dee. But I don't see why not." 
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"You'd make a shit-ton of money, dude." 
"Yeah, I know. It'll probably be fine. She's up for anything pretty much 
anyway." 
Something had been bothering Jeff since about the middle of the con-
versation. He grabbed at the waist of his Dickies and hiked them up closer 
to his belly. "Listen, man, I gotta know this. How are you gonna get rid of 
all that bread?" 
"Uh ... ," Rick was thinking, just leave it down there. Move it over to 
make room for a new one. How long were they going to keep doing this 
anyway? He saw his basement, crammed full of crusting, hardening, 
gigantic bread loaves, stacked on top of each other, that you couldn't shove 
aside to get it on with anymore. As if hearing his thoughts, Jeff said, "They'll 
get all moldy and start to smell, man. Don't Dee Dee got allergies?" 
"Yeah, yeah, she does." He thought of profuse, gray, furry mold, 
growing tendrils over the giant loaves, and him walking her to the basement 
door and throwing it open in her round face, which would crinkle and her 
eyes would water and she'd start sneezing all over-
"Man, you OK? I was just saying, cut it up into chunks and throw 'em in 
a pond. For some ducks or something. Or, you know, donate it to a homeless 
shelter. Though the cum'd be kinda hard to explain-" Jeff was laughing, deep 
throaty chortles that made his stomach shake behind his stained store polo, 
and Rick joined in, still not sure what he was laughing about. 
She'd woken up this afternoon and read the note on the pillow. Dee Dee: 
Can you cut the bread up into chunks, put it in bags, and figure out what to 
do with it? I'm bringing home another one soon. Thanks, Rick. She sighed, 
balled her hands into fists, then let them drop onto the wrinkled sheets that 
sorely needed washing. It wasn't that she'd planned to do anything with her 
day ... maybe catch the latest rerun of Oprah, maybe even wash the sheets. 
And it wasn't that she minded the arrival of another giant loaf. Even she had 
to admit, it was the best sex they'd had since the night they met, and slowly 
but imperceptibly, things had been on a downward slide since. He'd come a 
little too fast, and she'd have to imagine George Clooney to get that final kick 
over into full-blown orgasm. 
They were stagnant, she realized. Ever since that night he'd ordered a 
cup of coffee from her in the restaurant, she'd thought he could change 
things, but he couldn't change anything. Sure, she'd quit the waitress job, 
got a job in the factory, and just switched over to night shift. Sure, they'd 
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moved into his brother's old house after his brother went and cracked him-
self up on his bike, and his widow moved to Florida on the insurance 
money, and rented them the house for $325 a month. Sure, she'd cut her 
hair down from around her shoulders to around her cheeks. But nothing 
really had changed otherwise. They hadn't even watched any new movies, 
just reruns of old TV shows on the free oldies channel. And, of course, they 
never went out to a movie, what with her working night shift and how 
expensive it was, but it wasn't like they ever went before. Sometimes they 
had Jeff over for a beer and a joint, but even Rick had to admit to her that 
he was getting weirder and weirder. Before the bread, the night shift was the 
most exciting thing that'd happened to them. She came home and told him, 
and he said, "Well, I guess I won't be seeing you for a while." And she said, 
"Nope, we can try to catch up when I have off days. Don't you go find some 
other girl to keep you warm at night," and he'd said, "I won't." He just 
stopped back over at the bakery in the wee hours, with a joint and a six-
pack for Jeff. She knew him too well. She really wished he'd found a floozy. 
She went into the kitchen and took out the longest and sharpest knife she 
had, then a wad of those plastic grocery bags Rick was always stealing from 
work. The loaf sat in the basement, crumpled and forlorn, like a discarded 
napkin, no longer as impressive as it once was. She stuck the knife in. It was 
like cutting putty-the loaf had hardened somewhat, but not all the way 
down. She dug the knife point in and twisted her wrist until the crust cracked 
and a satisfying chunk tore off. She picked it up and stuffed it in the tan plastic 
bag, tying a neat bow, imagining she tied the shoelaces on a child. 
It wasn't until there was a sizable gap in the loaf (the pieces she cut kept 
getting bigger and bigger; she was trying to make it go faster), that she real-
ized she was crying. Tears were speckling the backs of her hands. Was this it? 
Sure, you could have hot steamy sex on a giant loaf of bread that your 
boyfriend of three years so thoughtfully made for you (was it thoughtful?), and 
you could work the night shift, and you could have pretty blond hair and green 
eyes, and could want to teach kindergarten one day, and to have your 
boyfriend open his own bakery where he made thirty different kinds of bread, 
including a mouthwatering pumpernickel beer loaf that his mother used to 
make, and you could have all these thoughts running through your head as 
you did the same thing over and over again. And soon even the loaf would 
grow unexciting and trite, but neither one of them actually hated each other 
or thought they could find something else. And they'd never stop having sex 
on the loaf, trying to get back to the first time, when neither one of them knew 
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what it was or how they should get inside it, crawl or roll. 
They were on the new loaf, the old one having been neatly distributed 
between the neighbor's garbage cans and the grocery store Dumpster, when 
it happened. He was nearly in, nearly at climax, when she heard a low rum-
bling sound. She thought it was him coming, him mumbling encouragement 
to his penis under his breath. He heard it too, though he'd thought it was 
just her beginning to moan and whine. But it was really more of a creaking, 
and then a shadow was falling across them in a sudden gray wave. He just 
had time to cock his head to the side, had barely lifted a hand to arrest the 
bread-top's downward motion, when it engulfed them, sealing them 
together as it billowed up around their forms. His neck had been snapped, 
right at the spinal column; he died as instantaneously as his body allowed. 
His dick shriveled small inside her, the slimy feeling that she was trapped 
into sex with a dead person filling her throat, as it would continue to fill her 
for several hours before even the porous loaf ran out of air. 
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Freezer Burn 
Erik Fassnacht 
BEN TOUCHED THE CABIN WINDOW, AND THE FOGGY GLASS FELT LIKE ICE. JUST LIKE 
yesterday, and the day before. He traced his finger along the upper pane, 
dragging crystallized perspiration with his cuticle moon as if it were a tiny 
shovel. Every day he remembered had been filled with a chill, even though 
there were memories of warm sun and soft sand from somewhere far away. 
Ben looked back at the rest of his family. Mother with the blackened kettle 
on the Dutch oven, doing her "best" with what they had, Father shoveling 
dusty coal into the corner furnace, which belched fire after each ingestion, 
and Ben's younger brother, Billy, sprawled on the black bear rug in front of 
the dual-knobbed radio, moving his plastic army figures around the long-
stiffened surface of the fur. The radio was playing Beethoven again. Mother 
said that was her only request, classical music during dinner. And while Ben 
knew she did her best, he resented the sameness of the music and the stiff-
ness of the rug and watery taste of the stews because he knew, he knew, that 
the other families on the hill had it better. Kyle's dad had shot an elk the 
other day, and Ben had put on his snow boots and trudged up the hill to 
where their cabin stood at the top, and he'd looked in the windows and saw 
the candle-lit chandelier and the rosy cheeks of Kyle's family and the big 
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hunk of red meat that sat on Kyle's plate. But Ben's father didn't hunt, not 
since the injury, and his mother didn't cook well, anyway. So they ate weakly 
spiced vegetable stews and dried fruit from the pantry, and from the bottom 
of the hill, they watched the lights in Kyle's windows glow like Christmas. 
Tessa's house, in between Ben's and Kyle's, was a pretty A-frame con-
struction with white rocks and dark wood and a small circling of ever-
greens. And while Tessa's father didn't hunt as well as Kyle's, he at least 
filled their home with enough food to make everyone happy. Tessa also 
owned the crown jewel of the small community: a sleek, golden sled made 
of birch planks, willow hand rails, and steel hardware that flew down their 
hill in flourishes and pirouettes, and from the distance of the window, Ben 
could always see her red jacket flapping, the white snow spraying like 
sparks, and, carried through the wind, the sound of her laughter. 
Arthur Flax made a deal with himself while peeking through the burlap 
curtains of his long-deceased aunt's ranch house in Skokie, Illinois, for the 
seventeenth time that Sunday afternoon. The thing was, most people who 
ran were so focused on not getting caught that they didn't enjoy the extra 
time they had bought themselves. And Arthur had taken that time; he'd 
made sure that those things he enjoyed had been partaken in. He started by 
eating five heaping spoonfuls of farmer's market strawberry rhubarb jam, 
the taste of which reminded him of those first eleven years before his mother 
left, a place and time stuck in amber, all baseball diamonds and bicycle axles 
and stuttering sprinklers. Every bite of the jam took him away from the seri-
ousness of his work and the loss of self he'd felt in every one of those years 
since he was eleven. He knew that childhood was over, that the experiment 
mattered more, and that others might find his hobby strange, but still-it 
felt good to eat the jam, to close his eyes, and feel the timeworn negatives 
of faded memories against his taste buds. Besides, he liked to excuse these 
eccentricities as being due to the excessive amount of time he spent alone. 
And then, after the jam, he had taken a few hours on the computer to mem-
orize the comprehensive architectural blueprints and floor maps, right down 
to the exterior scaffolding and magazine rack placements, of O'Hare 
International Airport, an exercise that satisfied the obsessive compulsive 
tendencies that Doctor Pashad used to place him on the autism spectrum, 
and also gave him an idea about his next escape route, if needed. 
But none of this mattered, not really. It was the experiment that mat-
tered, not the money he had borrowed or the schmucks he'd pissed off. 
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What mattered was what he had done, and getting the word out before 
Anton Gurov's gold-plated Desert Eagle fired a .50 caliber round that split 
his shaved head like a coconut. Yet Arthur took comfort in the knowledge 
that however nasty the Russians wanted to get, sitting inside the refrigerator 
was an 8.5 ounce recyclable bottle of Dannon Spring Water, marked with a 
red DNA spiral (joke to himself, ha), that contained 2.5 milligrams of potas-
sium cyanide and 3.25 milligrams of sodium cyanide, both dissolved. He'd 
thought of everything, planned for everything, successfully completed the 
experiment, and accepted the inevitability of his own death (and not just by 
Russian instruments or potassium cyanide, but since the age of seven, when 
he saw a robin break its own neck by dive bombing the sliding glass door 
of the home of his other aunt, also deceased, out in Gurnee). No, all that 
remained was the analysis, the preservation, and the inevitability, and so 
Arthur Flax checked the freezer, then the fridge, held the water bottle, put 
it back, closed the fridge, and went into the study to further complete his 
analysis by way of video observation. 
Ben had talked to Tessa about a dozen times, but he always got a strange 
feeling similar to swallowing an ice pellet or getting brain freeze from eating 
too much snow, which his mother said was unsanitary, but which, he thought, 
was not an adequate explanation for when that snow was fresh, when it was 
untread, and when it was new and pure and special, the way Tessa seemed 
every day. And now, as he trudged outside in the boots he'd gotten last year 
for his twelfth birthday, only to find out they'd been Kyle's hand-me-downs, 
he saw Tessa swing by on her golden sled, laughing. At the top of the hill, Kyle 
stood by his house, motioning for her to come back. Ben questioned how fair 
it was that he'd begun to hate Kyle with every fiber of his being. 
"Whew! What a ride!" Tessa said, jumping off the polished wood. Her 
red jacket flapped in the breeze. 
"Always with the sled," Ben said. 
"You wish you had it!" she cooed, and brushed back the strands of 
curling golden hair that peeked from underneath her red hat. 
"Ha," Ben said, and began what he thought was a fantastic comeback, 
but quickly got the ice-pellet-in-the-throat feeling then the brain freeze, and 
heard himself making a stuttering sound and trailing off helplessly. 
Somewhere in the wind, a truly humorous remark-about wooden sleds 
breaking apart due to termites-had dissolved. 
"Okay, then," Tessa said. "I win. Bye, Ben!" 
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He shook himself. "Up to Kyle, of course!" 
"So? We're friends." 
"Why do you like that schmuck, anyway?" 
Tessa put a hand on her hip. "Who, Kyle?" 
"Yes, Kyle. Because his family eats elk? Because he's fourteen? Or 
because he has that enormous gap between his teeth? You could drive your 
sled through that gap, instead of down this hill." 
She wrinkled her nose. "You better hope I don't tell Kyle you said that. 
He punched a kid last year and knocked his earmuffs off. And why are you 
so mean?" 
Ben's face burned. God, he was being mean, wasn't he? He could never 
strike the right note with her. He'd tried the lovesick puppy routine, and made 
her a birthday card last year that ended with Love, Ben, but she'd just pursed 
her lips and said thank you and laughed, and Ben could tell it had no effect. 
He'd tried to be humorous and make jokes and yes, to be the funny kid, but 
all of his jokes were either swallowed up by the ice pellets, interrupted by Kyle, 
or, if they were finally heard, processed with something close to disdain by 
Tessa. And now he was trying the nonchalant tough guy act, which she had 
repackaged and thrown back at him like a slush ball to the temple. 
"I'm sorry," he said hopelessly. He closed his eyes and opened them and 
she was still standing there. 
"Why are you always so weird to me?" she asked. 
"I don't know." 
"Yes, you do." 
Kyle's voice rang from the top of the hill. He was waving impatiently for 
Tessa to come up. She looked back at him. 
Ben shrugged. "I really don't know. It's just, Kyle all the time, and you 
totally forgot about-" 
"About what?" 
"About that one time." He looked at her and she looked back and he 
finally felt that feeling again, as if there were magnets or wires that went 
from her blue eyes to his. 
That one time, the one he'd mentioned, had been three months ago 
when Kyle left to go hunting with his dad, and Ben had run into Tessa alone 
by the frozen pond. On that particular day, he'd been so focused on learning 
to skate that he'd forgotten to be nervous around her. They'd taught each 
other new techniques for hours, how to move and spin and go backwards, 
and at first they'd worn gloves but by the end they'd taken the gloves off 
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and it was only her bare hands in his. And later, when it was dark, she sat 
with him by the edge of the pond with her skates propped up on the ice and 
told him how tired she was, and he'd made a funny joke about snowmen 
that hadn't been corny and she'd put her head on his shoulder, and he still 
remembered what that felt like, the soft weight of her head against him, he 
really did. When they hugged and said good-bye, Tessa had said, "I wish I 
had more nights like this," and he still remembered her exact words and 
how they had sounded, as if there was a seashell against his ear that per-
petually played back the sound of her voice. But ever since that day it had 
gone back to normal, and Kyle hadn't left for hunting, and Ben was forced 
to think about all the times she probably put her head on Kyle's shoulder 
and held Kyle's hands and allowed Kyle to kiss her, and oh God, the thought 
of that was murder, and he knew it happened, and he guessed that she prob-
ably didn't even remember putting her head on his shoulder that one day by 
the pond, that what she had said meant nothing, nothing at all. 
"The time we went skating," Ben said, offering himself up on the scaffold of 
total embarrassment. "But you probably don't even remember that, do you?" 
"I do remember," she said, and then blinked her blue eyes and he felt the 
magnets one last time before she was off and running, up the hill to Kyle, 
who Ben swore was looking down at him, not her. 
Before long, Ben felt his father's heavy hand on his shoulder. His face 
was contorted in a grimace, but his limp wasn't as bad as it was some days. 
"Son," his father said. "It's about time I showed you how I got my injury." 
In November of 1998 in Marlborough, Massachusetts, Advanced Cell 
Technology created the first human hybrid clone, by way of a man's leg cell 
and a cow's egg (with the DNA removed). Since normal embryos implant 
after fourteen days, Conrad Flax, the Chief Scientific Operator of Advanced 
Cell Technology, deemed that research could be done in the fourteen days 
leading up to embryo implantation, but no further, because before that 
point the embryo could not be considered a person and thus no charges of 
ethical violations against humans could come forth. Conrad Flax's scientists 
worked around the clock for twelve days before destroying Embryo Prime: 
Trial 678, and forever losing sight of what could have been. 
Unbeknownst to the public and the contracted scientists working under 
the parameters of ethical cloning techniques, and the mission statement that 
was ACT's vow to cultivate and further research therapeutic cloning rather 
than reproductive cloning, Conrad Flax and his son, Arthur Flax, deemed it 
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necessary to create twenty more embryos, also from human leg cells and a 
cow's DNA-stripped eggs. This was Conrad Flax's attempt to covertly detect 
the ultimate success of the experiment, as many hypothesized that if Embryo 
Prime: Trial 678, had been allowed to come to term, it would have resulted 
in a complete and fully-formed human. 
Arthur Flax, who had grown up in Illinois and moved to Massachusetts to 
study at MIT and Harvard before working for his father at Advanced Cell 
Technology, flew back under the orders of that very same man to his recently 
deceased Aunt Edna's home in Gurnee, Illinois. With him, on a private plane 
paid for unknowingly by ACT's investors, was a stainless steel, fully mecha-
nized coolant locker disguised inside the carapace of a navy blue roller suit-
case, and inside the coolant locker were twenty frozen human embryos, long 
past their fourteen-day implantation date. Their destination: the private base-
ment lab located underneath the home of Arthur's deceased Aunt Edna. 
As per his father's instructions, Arthur Flax worked from 1999-2007 in 
Gurnee, Illinois, under the project code name Ice-Nine-Phoenix-Tango, fueled 
by the unwitting funding of Advanced Cell Technology's investors, with two 
young Cal-Berkley graduates with specializations in biotechnology and repro-
ductive cloning, to bring the twenty human embryo clones into fruition. 
Arthur Flax stopped typing. It wasn't that simple, was it? The way this was 
written made it seem simple and easy and almost generic-as if it were Point 
A to Point B to Point C, all the way to the greatest revelation mankind was yet 
to see, and yet how could he, in this paper, accurately describe the twenty-two-
hour work days, the weeks without sleep, the months in which many of the sci-
entists were visibly shaken from lack of nutrients and too many chemicals and 
broken relationships? How could he describe the years of study and research, 
the tics he'd developed, the time in the library with his head resting against 
computer desktops and leather-bound books, the failures, the Petri dishes, the 
lying to the press, to the company, to the investors, the years in isolation, the 
never-ending secrecy, how could he accurately describe any of those things? He 
reached up to feel his gums. He wondered how the tiny seeds in the black cur-
rant jam would feel between his teeth, and if they would remind him of tire 
swings and leaf piles, lemonade stands and July sun. And maybe, just briefly, 
the silhouette of his mother, in those years before she left in a maroon station 
wagon, before she sentenced him to the chilly custody of his father, the scien-
tist. He went back to his writing. 
The key, the crux of it, was how to attempt the growth of twenty human 
embryos in complete secrecy, with little to no space in the basement laboratory 
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cluttered with stuttering gray machines and beeping, green-glowing EKG moni-
tors. And the answer was again sent to him by his father. Conrad Flax paid for the 
punctual arrival of Dr. Jaskirit Dhruv, from the Serem Institute of India, with a 
resume that included a hush-hush MEMS experiment at Biocon, involving minia-
turization at both a biological and a quantum level. Dr. Dhruv entered the base-
ment laboratory along with three large, five-by-six-foot steel crates that were to be 
temporarily stored in Aunt Edna's parlor and living room. In these crates were the 
technology required to create space-the one thing that Arthur and his team so 
desperately needed, and although initial trials of the experiment were done in state 
parks and forests, on animals such as raccoons, squirrels, birds, deer, foxes, and 
elk, it became clear that the survival rate of Dr. Dhruv's MEMS bio-cellular 
quantum system was 45.4%. Encouraged by this promising statistic, Conrad Flax, 
conference calling every Tuesday, Thursday, and Sunday from his ACT office in 
Massachusetts, demanded that the procedure continue, and the twenty human 
embryos were put through Dr. Dhruv's process, with fascinating results. 
They had passed the frozen pond a full two hours ago, and Ben was tired, 
and his father's breathing was labored, his injured leg dragging behind him. 
"How much farther?" Ben asked. Ahead was a vast expanse of barren 
plain, more snow and more whiteness and that ever-foggy horizon. Far 
behind them, Ben could see the tiny series of hills that was home, with Kyle's 
house at the top, unleashing a miniature plume of chimney smoke. He 
looked at Tessa's A-frame house with a sad longing that felt like an anvil on 
his chest, and inhaled a jittery breath of cold oxygen. She did remember that 
time they'd had. He wasn't an idiot. 
He looked back farther. Beyond the hills, in the distance, was the thick 
deciduous forest where all the animals lived. But out here, with Father, so far 
past the pond, no one had ever gone this far, or seen a need to. It was open land, 
cold land, with nothing to build on or even a single animal to see. 
"Dad?" he said again. "How much longer?" 
"Not much," his father grunted. "Not much." 
Ben thought of the old black bear rug at home and how rough and grizzled 
it felt. He thought of Tessa and her sled, and how both of them always seemed 
so new. His heart thumped. He had a peculiar feeling of urgency. He pulled his 
pen and journal out from his coat pocket and flipped the pages of poetry and 
drawings and ideas, and jotted down a few notes as he walked: 
Nevar ben out this far in the sno 
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Strang feling 
Something goin to hapen to day 
Tessa shud be near, Tessa shud be seing this to 
"Here we are," his father said, and put an arm in front of Ben's chest to 
stop him from walking. 
Ben looked up at it, and saw it, and felt himself slowly processing, but 
he still didn't know what to say. Was it real? 
"Do you understand what you are seeing?" his father asked. 
Ben looked at it for a long time. He understood now about the horizon, and 
then he looked up higher and he felt himself shiver at the enormity of it all. 
Arthur Flax was typing at the tiny, lamp-lit table in the study when he 
heard his aunt's brass doorknob fall and strike the floor. He stood immedi-
ately, temples pulsing, fear caught in the mousetrap of his throat. It was hap-
pening too early, much too early, and he hadn't even notified the press! 
He kicked the chair backward, and stray papers fluttered to the ground, 
and the purple cup that held the pens fell and spilled its arsenal of ball-
points, and by the time he was out of the study, the back door had already 
been kicked open, and he heard the voices of the Russians. He heard thick 
boots stomping and safeties clicking on firearms and the organized mutter 
of their cold directives. Arthur ran from the study and rounded the corner 
and found himself in the kitchen and even as he reached for the wooden 
paneling of the refrigerator handle, he heard them making their way from 
the back door to the living room. He had fifteen seconds, maybe ten. He 
yanked open the refrigerator, looked for the bottle. 
"Arthur Flax!" a voice shouted. 
It was Gurov. Five seconds, at most. He found the bottle, saw the red 
DNA spiral, tore at the cap as he heard the boot soles slamming their way 
into the kitchen. 
"Arthur, stop!" the voice yelled. 
But the cap came off, and Arthur jammed the plastic opening into his 
mouth and drank long and deep, cold water, one gulp, two gulps, almost 
choking, three, and suddenly there was a pain in his back, and he was being 
tackled, and he felt the water bottle fall away and his head slam against the side 
of the Formica kitchen counter, and suddenly his vision turned bright yellow 
before raining orange embers, like a fireworks show. His body hit the floor. 
"What was it?" a Russian voice asked. 
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"Dissolved cyanide, no doubt," Gurov said. "We have minutes. Prepare 
the amyl nitrate." 
"Where?" 
"In the kit, you moron! We have minutes!" 
Arthur Flax felt himself inhale something strange, and then he was 
yanked off his feet and lifted into the air. 
"Over there," said Gurov's voice. "Seat him there, in the chair." 
There was the pinch of a needle in his arm. "Ouch," Arthur said. 
"Gurov, is that you?" 
"Shut up, you swine." 
"Gurov, let me die. It's over." 
"Mikhail, apply the sodium nitrate, and then the sodium thiosolate." 
"But-" 
"In that order," Gurov intoned. "And you, Viktor, the injection of 
H ydroxoca balamin." 
"The what?" 
"It's marked, you idiot!" 
Arthur Flax opened his blurry eyes and saw an intravenous tube connected 
to a precariously balanced IV bag on a metal stand. Anton Gurov, six foot five 
inches, two hundred and thirty pounds, dressed in a black pea coat, with his 
large head trimmed to a buzz cut and a meticulous goatee wrapped nastily 
around his mouth, leaned down to face Arthur for the first time. 
"An IV tube?" Arthur asked. "Hydroxocabalamin?" 
"I think of everything, don't I? And here I am, saving your life, and 
you're not even thanking me." He lifted the gold-plated Desert Eagle from 
his jacket and played with it in his hands. 
"Here's the injection," a man behind him said, and Arthur felt another 
pinch go into his arm. 
"Thank you, Viktor," Anton said. He looked at Arthur almost playfully. 
"It's been a fun cat-and-mouse game, my friend. But you will tell me every-
thing. You will tell me or I'll have Mikhail bring out the tool kit. That's why 
you took the cyanide, no?" 
Arthur closed his eyes and groaned. 
"You will tell me where the money is, Arthur, but first, I'd like to know 
how you handled the problem." 
"What problem?" 
"The Subzero Problem," Anton said, before slapping him across the face. 
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"It's a wall," Ben said, stuttering, looking left and right. "A giant wall. Is 
it made of ice?" 
"Some of it is ice," his father said. "Some not. But it's more than a wall." 
Ben stared at him. He felt like something inside him, something he had 
always known but never comprehended, was coming to life and baring its 
talons and trying to tear its way out. 
His father limped forward. From his jacket he removed a pair of worn 
leather binoculars tied together by string. "I made these," he said. "I had to. 
I had to know." 
"Know what?" 
"Look through them, son. Like this. No, like this. Against your eyes. 
And up. That's it. Look up." 
Ben looked through the magnified lenses and saw the wall moving ever 
upward, the white, frosted, enormous wall that seemed to go on forever. 
And then, hundreds of feet in the air, maybe a thousand, he saw that it 
stopped. And beyond it, above it-
"Do you see?" 
"That can't be." 
"It is." 
"It doesn't make sense. Icicles? Giant icicles?" 
"That's how I injured my leg, Ben. The icicles are only on the perimeter, 
and one of them fell down and hit me, right above the knee." 
"But how can they be hanging up there? And what do you mean, the 
perimeter?" 
"You don't understand?" 
Ben handed the binoculars back. The air seemed colder. It seemed to 
bite. His heart did another jagged beat. 
"Son?" 
"You're saying there are other walls? Like we're in some kind of fort?" 
"No, son, not a fort. What kind of fort has a ceiling? What kind of fort 
has hanging icicles?" 
"A cave? You think we're in a cave?" 
"No, son, we're not in a cave. We're inside a box." 
Arthur thought about how many fingers he could save. How many 
teeth he could keep lodged in his mouth and not skittering across the floor 
like Russian dice. He wondered about an overall pain percentage, both full-
body comprehensive and in the specifics of the extremities, and how he 
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could keep that down to a level that would not create an end to his life that 
extinguished everything that came before it. And to do that, yes, to gain the 
benefit and the mercy of Anton Gurov's hand cannon, against his father's 
orders, he would talk. 
Anton placed a silver tape recorder on the table next to him. He pressed 
record. There were three figures in the room, and they all were watching him. 
"Feeling better?" Anton asked. "The intravenous solutions should have 
equalized the poison by now." 
"I feel wonderful," Arthur said. "Except for the hitting. Can we stop the 
hitting?" 
"I'm going to have Mikhail put an ice pick through your knee cap, 
Arthur, or you're going to tell me, right now, how you handled the Subzero 
Problem." 
"I'll talk. No ice picks." 
"Then start. And Viktor? Give Arthur a dose of the amobarbital." 
Arthur grimaced. "Truth serum? You really don't trust me, do you?" 
"Of course not. Now speak." 
Arthur ran a hand along his hair. Was the side of his head bleeding? 
"Talk!" 
"All right, all right. The Subzero Problem. I mean, you know of it. Our 
funding ended in 2007 with the death of my father. I had to come to you, 
that's how secret everything was. How secret it still is. We needed the 
funds!" 
Anton Gurov took a small pin from his lapel and jabbed it once, twice, 
into Arthur's cheek, and watched as tiny blood roses came forth from the 
pores of his skin. Then he held the pin millimeters from Arthur's eyeball. 
"Why are you summarizing, swine? Get to the point!" 
"But that is the point! I'm just reminding you of your investment in this. 
Yes, there's been no return yet, but your investment was not just for the 
SubZero Problem but for the clones themselves. And, Anton-I'm close. I'm 
close. Now, take the needle away. OK. The SubZero Problem. It was a brain 
function issue. Dr. Dhruv was able to miniaturize nine of the twenty 
embryos, sure, and we were already amazed. That alone, that feat alone, 
puts this experiment on the front of every newspaper in the world. Do you 
understand? But the shrinking, combined with all that time in the cooler, 
caused a problem with the clones' brain function." 
Anton cleared his throat. "Mikhail? The ice pick." 
A sturdy, potbellied man in a leather jacket came forward and delivered 
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the rusty tool. 
"Now, listen," Anton said. "You're stalling. No one is coming for you. 
We've already paid visits to your associates, understand? You will be clear 
and concise or it is this pick through your knee. Now speak." 
Arthur hung his head. "The clones were a millimeter tall after the minia-
turization, Anton, but their brains wouldn't function unless the tempera-
tures matched that of the cooler they'd been implanted in. So it wasn't just 
a matter of their brains being cold, but their environment. We needed to 
create a comprehensive ecosystem of cold-a place where there was always 
snow, always ice. A place where they could live. You understand?" 
Anton traced the ice pick across Arthur's knee and pressed down until a 
red circle blossomed forth from his jeans. "You spent my money on a dio-
rama for little people?" 
"No, no, stop! Not a diorama! A world. A livable world, which, with those 
subzero temperatures, allowed the clones to survive with working brain func-
tion, thinking and learning like actual humans. Like something close to 
human. But the temperatures were too cold for their other organs. Their blood, 
their digestive tracks, their skin cells, everything was going to shut down and 
freeze. It was just too cold! That's why we needed the second infusion of funds. 
You understand? It was cold enough for their brain function to activate, but 
too cold for human biology, for organs. We needed another solution!" 
"And?" 
Arthur leaned forward, unable to take his eyes off the ice pick. "The 
short answer," he said, "is antifreeze." 
Ben ran like he had never run before, his boots kicking up enormous 
sheets of snow, his lungs heavy with weight and lack of oxygen. His father 
was far behind him. It didn't matter. None of it did. Being trapped in a box 
was one thing, but what his father had shown him after, what he had seen, 
what it meant, the implications, Ben felt like his head would explode. 
"What date do you think it is?" his father had asked, back at the wall, 
and even though there wasn't a traditional school in their community, 
everyone knew times and dates and calendars. 
"The year is 1914, Dad," he said, rolling his eyes. "You think this box 
theory changes the time as well? Come on!" 
His father had brought him to a section of the wall in which something 
stood out. Large letters. The ice had been chipped away, likely by his father 
the first time, but the frost had grown over it again, and they hunkered 
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down and punched and kicked and hit the ice chunks until they fell away 
like broken glass and the letters became visible. 
"Read it," his father said. 
"Advanced ... Seal ... Teek-naw-leggy ... huh?" 
"Advance Cell Tech-naw-leggy," his father finished. "I don't know what 
that last word is. But read the number below it." 
"Certificate of Inspec-something .. . March 2004. What's that supposed 
to mean?" 
"It means," his father said, "That we're ninety years ahead of when we think 
we are, if not more. And we're probably not living in the Upper Peninsula of 
Michigan, either, and there are probably none of those iron ore mines thirty 
miles away, and in fact, nothing that we know is likely true, because there's prob-
ably nothing outside of this box. You see now why I've given up?" 
It was at this moment that Ben ran, and he was vaguely aware now of 
having run for a long time without stopping, and crazily, absurdly, nonsen-
sically, the knowledge that nothing in his world was real made him think of 
one thing, and one thing alone. 
"Antifreeze glycoproteins were the first place we looked," Arthur said. 
"I mean, you get these polypeptides in Antarctic fish, in Notothenioids, who 
would otherwise be dead from the cold, right? And so what do the glyco-
proteins do? For one, they're naturally produced, and for another, these 
AFPs are life savers, the way they bind to small ice crystals and stop any-
thing from accelerating." 
Anton narrowed his eyes and applied pressure to the ice pick. 
"Accelerating how?" 
"Ah, enough with the ice pick! They prevent the growth and recrystal-
lization of the ice, which would be fatal! You understand? They keep the 
clones alive in the subzero world! We've done it! We're successful! The 
clones are alive and well!" 
"And where's my money from this great success?" 
Arthur shook his head. "Time. What I need is more time. And ... money. 
Papers, press reports, liaisons to interact with the public. We need more 
time, and more money." 
"And all the money you've borrowed from us?" 
"Well, it's not here, obviously! It's gone. It's used. But there will be a 
return on it." 
"Wrong answer, Arthur." 
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He closed his eyes. "I've accepted my own death. You know this." 
Anton pulled the gold-plated Desert Eagle out of his jacket again. "I 
do," he said. "And your faithful subjects are going with you." 
Ben found Tessa outside, and he tried to explain everything in fits and 
spurts, and knew he was sounding like a lunatic, knew his face was red 
from the running, his breathing haggard, and so the only thing to do was 
to show her, because, he thought, because what else was there beyond the 
madness of the box? And maybe there was nothing outside of the box, 
maybe everything in the box was a fake, but Tessa, Tessa-she was not a 
fake, couldn't be fake, and that night they had spent by the frozen pond 
was real, he didn't care if it happened in a box or on a stage or in the pages 
of a story some man or woman had written. That night by the pond was 
real, and she was real, and she remembered it, and it was becoming quite 
clear that nothing else mattered. 
"Maybe we should take them, boss," Viktor said. "The little guys." 
"No, this experiment ends here. Does it make you sad, Arthur? Losing 
your clone fellows like this?" 
Arthur stared at him coldly. "This research started in 1998. It's the work 
that matters, not those damn clones! They're one millimeter tall! They have 
fake memories, curiosity inhibitors, problems reading and writing and 
learning. They're imperfect, totally imperfect, but I made them! I made their 
world! They're a success story, but they're not my friends! They're not even 
real people. What they are, Anton, is money and fame and the forefront of 
science, and I mean the forefront, if you could just give me more time." 
"Afraid not, my little zaichik. Where are the little bastards located?" 
"Years of research, Anton. Your money, Anton." 
The big Russian gave a world-weary sigh. "Where are they, or I'm 
removing your eyeballs." 
Arthur pointed to the corner of the kitchen, and Anton cackled. Viktor 
and Mikhail followed suit immediately. 
"The freezer," he said. "The freezer. I love how ACT disguises everything 
so well." 
Fifteen minutes into their trek, with Ben pulling Tessa urgently and Tessa 
complaining and half-crying and not understanding, the universe broke 
away and a blinding light dropped them both to their knees, and behind that 
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light was more light and a planet, a pale planet that moved and blew smoke 
and seemed to be coming right for them. 
"Oh, my God," Tessa said. "What is this? What did you do?" 
But Ben was staring straight ahead. It wasn't a planet. It was a face. And 
the face was laughing. With one harsh motion, the giant, pock-marked, spo-
radically hairy lips of the giant face pursed, and suddenly heavy air was 
blowing from the enormous mouth, and sheets of snow and ice lifted up, 
and Ben and Tessa lifted up with it, and they all went into the air, with the 
sounds of heavy laughter ringing high in the wind. 
Anton slammed the freezer door closed. "They look like ants!" he 
cackled. "Millions of dollars for some stupid ants!" 
"Those ants could make you billions," Arthur said. 
He pulled out the gun again. "Well, right now, after all the games and 
the stealing and the running, this is much more satisfying." 
"As you wish, Anton." 
"What will you miss from this life, you strange little American man? Is 
there anything you will miss?" 
Arthur thought about the years in the lab, about the women he had seen 
from afar and never spoken to, about the father whose orders he had fol-
lowed but whose friendship he had never known, about his college buddies 
who had dissolved as if into thin air as he went from his thirties to his for-
ties, about his jam fetish, about his mother who had left without a note, 
about his love of blueprints and data, and about how his mind was great, a 
great box of knowledge, but, but, what did he have outside that box-
And at that moment, Anton Gurov pressed the gold-plated Desert Eagle 
to Arthur Flax's right temple, cocked back the hammer, and pulled the 
trigger. The boom rattled the dirty dishes that were stacked in the kitchen 
sink, and just as Arthur had predicted, his bald head split like a coconut, 
and he died just as that robin had died when he was seven years old, striking 
the sliding glass door of his Aunt Edna's home, who lived in Gurnee. 
Tessa was crying, and Ben felt like crying too, because now and truly 
now, nothing in life made sense other than accepting the lie they'd been 
living, the lie that was this frozen box and the three houses on the hill and 
the deciduous forest and the love that he felt for this girl who sat next to 
him, sitting in the snow and crying, this girl who might not even be real, this 
girl with whom the only real moment he shared had been three months ago, 
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on a frozen pond. 
"I don't understand," she said. Her red hat had fallen off. She was 
holding her arm as if it were broken. 
"I'm sorry," he said. "I just-" 
She took his hand and brought him close. "What does it mean, Ben?" 
Ben looked up at the sky, remembering that the sky was a hard surface, 
was still part of the box that held them trapped. 
"Just forget about it," he said. "Just forget it." 
"What?" 
"The snow is still snow, isn't it? Your sled is still a sled, right? And you 
have Kyle, and he's real, and Kyle, you know, he's a good guy. I'm just 
jealous, I think it's OK to admit that now, and we only had that one time 
together, so I'm pretty much an idiot for even thinking anything, and-" 
"Stop," she said. "Just stop." He felt her arm go around him and her 
head press against his shoulder, just like it had before, but tighter. And it was 
then that he felt the temperature begin to rise. 
Anton Gurov held the severed black cords up in both hands for Mikhail 
and Viktor to see. 
"What you do, boss?" 
"Just cut the power supply to the freezer. Everything needs power, 
Mikhail. Even the cold. Even the little ants. I'd say they have, what, fifteen 
minutes before their world begins to melt? And then their little brains will 
follow. Let's go." 
Mikhail and Viktor moved through the kitchen, careful to step over 
Arthur Flax's slumped body, and then walked through the living room and 
opened the back door. 
Anton Gurov stayed in the kitchen a moment longer. He knocked on the 
freezer door. "Million dollar ants," he said, shaking his head. "Life is strange." 
Something was happening. The snow was glistening, and felt wet for the 
first time. Ben looked at his arms and saw they were covered in perspiration. 
"I think we have a problem," he said. 
Tessa looked up at him, finally looked, and again he felt that sensation 
of magnets moving from her eyes to his, that feeling of specialness, of some-
thing real beyond the box that was their world. But there was sweat on her 
cheeks and sweat on her forehead and sweat running down her arms, and 
she looked more tired than he had ever seen her in his life. 
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"Let's take off our jackets," he said. 
"And boots, Ben. My feet are on fire." 
"Yes, right, right. Jackets, boots, scarves. Hurry." 
They threw their winter wear into a pile in the snow, but still the tem-
perature was rising, and Ben felt a slight buzzing in his head, a dizziness that 
seemed to swirl. Tessa leaned against him again, her breathing shallow. 
"Why wasn't I your boyfriend?" Ben asked. "Did I imagine everything? 
Did I imagine this whole thing?" 
He looked down and saw that she had taken his hands in hers again. 
"No," she said, struggling to keep her eyes open. "I didn't know it 
would be like this. I thought we had time to be stupid. To ignore ... " and 
then she fell back in the snow and her eyes closed and Ben's temples pulsed, 
and his head buzzed, and he stumbled forward and shook her frantically 
and threw the melting but still cold snow on her face again and again. 
Finally, her eyelids fluttered, and she woke up, and he brought her to him, 
and the heat was everywhere now, and he thought, or tried to think, that he 
only had a few more things he could say before it was over, and that he 
should make them count, because, because, maybe he was stupid but wasn't 
it still possible that all of this mattered? Wasn't it possible? 
"Ben," she said. She managed to open her blue eyes, blue eyes that had 
tiny ice crystals that danced and circled around her pupils, and which 
behind those pupils was something special, something he was sure was real. 
"Do you think it would have worked?" he asked, feeling another wave 
of dizziness. "Between us? Would it have worked?" 
He felt her teeter, and he held her up, and the buzzing in his head and 
ears grew louder, and the heat pulsed. 
"Tessa?" 
"I don't know," she said, speaking slowly. "We only had that night. That 
one night." 
"By the pond," he said. 
"Yes." 
"I guess we'll never know." 
"We can pretend, Ben." 
"Tessa?" 
She said something he couldn't understand. The heat inside his head 
went up another level. He struggled to keep his eyes open, they were heavy 
like falling trees, like tumbling boulders, and he knew once they closed, it 
would be over forever, this whole dream about the snowy village and Tessa 
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and walls of the box would be gone. And he would be gone, too. 
Tessa said something again, but he couldn't understand. 
"All I want," Ben said, "is one kiss. That's all. I just want to know what 
it's like." 
But then the heat came for them, and he brought Tessa tighter against 
him, and he felt a heat on his face and nose and lips, and maybe the heat on 
his lips was her kiss, but it was impossible to tell because everything was 
burning, but he still felt their bodies together, and he didn't know what any-
thing was, but he wanted to know, he wanted to know, what could be real 
but this, what else was there, what else in this world had he missed? 
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The Dreams We Wished 
We Never Dreamed 
Alison McKa y 
MR. MELSON HELD UP THE PIG'S HEART FOR THE ENTIRE CLASS TO SEE. SARAH 
sighed, leaning her head on her arm. Biology was her favorite subject. It was 
so interesting. And informative. And hot. Sarah leaned her head on her other 
arm so that she could see past the lab equipment and the kid who sat in 
front of her with the massive brown bush of hair. She wanted a clearer view 
of her favorite teacher. 
Mr. Melson was so handsome. The way his hair curled around his heart-
shaped face. His slightly crooked but genuine smile. Those sparkling blue 
eyes. The way he pumped the pig heart in his fist to make it look like it was 
still beating. He was a dream. 
And Sarah wasn't the only one who thought so. If she could tear her eyes 
from the slight stubble of hair growing on his chin, Sarah would see every 
other girl in the class with the same dreamy expression as hers and every boy 
with the same sullen look of inadequacy. All eyes vacant of any thought. Some 
of them moving their pencils in an attempt to look like diligent students taking 
notes. Some twirling their hair and licking their lips. A few of the more des-
perate girls were sitting with their breasts lying on top of their forearms, 
squeezed together by their upper arms, giving the illusion that they had a more 
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mature bodies than the fourteen-year-old bodies they were cursed with. 
Sarah had tried stealing a page from their book, but no matter how she 
tried she just couldn't compete. She had started waking up at five thirty 
every morning to do her hair and makeup. She spent at least an hour every 
night before bed carefully selecting her next day's outfit. She brushed her 
teeth after every meal and snack. But so did every other girl in the class. And 
a couple of them were leagues above Sarah, beauty wise. If only she could 
get Mr. Melson to see past all that. 
She looked up into his eyes again. If only he could see into her heart of 
hearts, he would know right away that they were meant for each other. And 
screw what the rest of the world said. He wasn't that old, only thirty-two. 
Age means nothing to true love. 
The school bell shrieked, and Sarah nearly jumped out of her skin. Class 
was over already? All of the other students stood up and gathered their 
things. Sarah sighed. She would have to wait another whole day until she 
could stare longingly into his face again. She began to toss her notebook 
into her bag when Mr. Melson's voice rang out. 
"Sarah, please stay after class. We need to talk." 
Her heart skipped a beat. A talk with Mr. Melson. Alone. What could 
he want to say to her? He probably wanted to talk about her grades. Even 
though Sarah stared at his mouth's every movement, she rarely understood 
anything he said. 
She took her time putting the rest of her things in order, and used the 
distraction of the mass of students filing towards the door as an opportu-
nity to fix her appearance. She pulled down her shirt so that her chest stuck 
out a little bit more. She debated whether or not to keep her jeans low or to 
pull them up. Did Mr. Melson like classy or skanky? 
The last of her classmates left, with most of the girls looking at her 
beyond crinkled eyebrows and wrinkled noses. The last one out slammed 
the door behind her. The noise echoed throughout the classroom, and 
somehow this made the distance between Sarah and her teacher's desk seem 
miles apart. Sarah flung her backpack over her shoulder and took a deep 
breath. She approached Mr. Melson's desk. 
Each lab table she passed had a partially dissected fetal pig lying on top 
of it. Shrunken and pale, the piglets were laid on their backs, limbs spread 
out to each corner of their dishes. Each one gave off the pungent aroma of 
formaldehyde, unsettling Sarah's stomach even further. 
But once Sarah reached Mr. Melson's desk, the lump in her stomach 
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became a knot in her chest. She stood in front of his desk clutching the strap 
of her backpack. Mr. Melson continued to do his paper work as if he had 
completely forgotten he had asked her to stay behind. 
"You wanted to talk to me, Mr. Melson?" Sarah croaked. Mr. Melson 
looked up from his work, startled. At first Sarah panicked. Maybe she was so 
desperate for attention that she only imagined that he asked her to stay. Then 
he smiled at her, with that warm, crooked smile. "How are you, Sarah?" 
Sarah's chest was thumping. "I'm fine." And after a second, she added, 
"How are you?" 
Mr. Melson bared his perfect white teeth. "I'm well, but I'd be happier 
if you were doing better in class." 
Sarah tore her eyes from his glowing face and stared at the floor. She 
didn't deserve to look upon such beauty. Her eyes began to burn. "I'm 
sorry." She breathed. She blinked her eyes quickly to try and keep the tears 
at bay. Mr. Melson smiled and patted a spot on the desk, gesturing her to sit 
down. She obeyed, letting her backpack fall to the floor as she wiped the hot 
liquid from under her eyes. 
"Well," Mr. Melson, said rising from his desk. "I suspect it's a problem 
that could easily be solved"-Mr. Melson strolled around the desk and sat 
down next to Sarah-"with some one-on-one tutoring sessions." Sarah 
stopped breathing as Mr. Melson's warm and soft hand rested on her thigh. 
She looked back up into those clear blue eyes as he smiled. 
This couldn't be real. Sarah felt her heart pumping just like the pig's 
heart earlier. He leaned his head forward a bit and sniffed. 
"Is that vanilla?" he asked. 
"Umm, yeah," Sarah squeaked. "B-b-but how can you smell that? All I 
smell is dead baby pig." 
Mr. Melson's laugh rang throughout the room. "Oh, Sarah. You're so 
cute." Sarah was sure her face was glowing bright red. 
This wasn't supposed to happen. She knew this was wrong. Students 
could crush on their teachers, but teachers weren't supposed to like their 
students this way. And yet ... Mr. Melson's thumb rubbed tiny little circles 
on her inner thigh, sending a shiver up her spine. This was something that 
was only supposed to happen in her dreams. It wasn't supposed to actually 
happen. She shivered with bliss. 
Sarah looked up into Mr. Melson's sparkling blue eyes. They were beau-
tiful. Probably the most beautiful eyes in the entire world. Nothing could ruin 
this moment. And that was when her eye was drawn up to his eyebrow. There 
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was one hair sticking out of place on his otherwise perfectly groomed face. 
It was a stupid thing to get hung up on. And everything else was so per-
fect. Mr. Melson's hand began to creep further up. Sarah regretted not 
wearing a skirt. 
"So, I was thinking we could start our tutoring sessions with a lesson on 
human anatomy." Mr. Melson's lip brushed against Sarah's ear as he whis-
pered his suggestion. She had to look away. Sarah was at a complete loss for 
communication. Hell, she was at a complete loss for thought. The most she 
could do was tell herself to keep breathing. His hand traveled up her hip, 
dragging her shirt up a bit and tickling the skin underneath. His hand 
floated up to her chin, gently pulling her head up so that Sarah was gazing 
into his eyes again. 
She wanted to touch him the way he was touching her. To feel his skin 
on her fingertips. The prickly feeling of his five-o-clock shadow. She took a 
deep breath of him. Unfortunately, all she could smell was the formalde-
hyde, and it made her want to gag. 
Mr. Melson's face was so close to hers, their noses almost touched. She shut 
her eyes. What if someone walked in on them? What if someone found out? 
What would happen? Her better judgment knew. They shouldn't be doing this. 
His hand tickled the back of her neck. Let someone walk in. Let the 
world find out. Screw her better judgment. 
Mr. Melson kissed her neck. She should run. She should leave now and 
skip every single one of his classes for the rest of the year. 
His tongue left a moist trail down her shoulder. She should start wearing 
skirts every day. Buy a whole new set of sexy bras and panties. Start wearing 
thongs. 
Mr. Melson pulled away. Her eyes fluttered open. She took in a shaky 
breath. Mr. Melson was smiling down at her, with that crooked smile. What 
was there to worry about? Everything was per-
That one hair was still sticking up. That one hair somehow managed to 
put his entire face out of balance where there should only be perfection. It 
was ruining this whole moment. Mr. Melson leaned forward again. 
"Wait," she said quickly. Mr. Melson raised his eyebrow. The hair stuck 
out directly from his face, as if taunting her. Sarah giggled quickly. "Here. 
Let me just fix this," she said. As she reached up Mr. Melson smiled and 
closed his eyes. He exhaled, and Sarah's face was so close to his that she 
could feel it on her neck, warm and damp. She could just lean forward and 
her lips would be on him. All that needed to be fixed was that hair. 
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Sarah was prepared to feel a prickly little hair, but nothing could have 
possibly prepared her for what happened next. As she put her fingertip to 
the hair, it seemed to melt away, and Sarah's finger went two knuckles deep 
straight into Mr. Melson's face. She gasped and pulled her finger back. It felt 
as if she had just scooped icing off of a cupcake. And where her finger had 
been, all the hair had been transformed into a smooth cream. A droplet of 
the mysterious substance dripped from Sarah's finger. 
Sarah's mouth hung open. But Mr. Melson didn't seem to notice. He had 
his eyes closed and a big smile on his face. Sarah looked from her finger and 
back to the smear. What was it? She sniffed it. For a moment, she thought 
she was still just smelling the formaldehyde. She held her finger directly 
under a nostril. It wasn't formaldehyde. She looked down and rubbed it 
between her fingers. It was paint. Acrylic paint. Her heart stopped. Well, if 
it was paint, maybe she could try and fix it? 
She tentatively touched the eyebrow again thinking maybe she could 
make it look like hair again, but her finger shook so much that the tan of 
Mr. Melson's skin began to swirl with the brown of the eyebrow. 
"Oh, Sarah. That feels so good," Mr. Melson moaned. The hair on the 
back of Sarah's neck prickled, and she shivered from the cold sweat drip-
ping between her shoulders. Every attempt to fix Mr. Melson's face made it 
worse. She put a hand on his shoulder to get a better look at the mess and 
her hand sunk into Mr. Melson's green shirt. She tried to fix the shirt and 
accidently mixed eyebrow brown in it. She panicked and threw her hands 
up, and into one hand plopped Mr. Melson's nose, which quickly lost its 
shape as Sarah tried to put it back on. When she finally got the nose back 
on his face, it looked more like a puce-colored sea cucumber. And when 
Sarah turned her attention back to the eyebrow, she scraped through Mr. 
Melson's eye, adding a blue swirl into the mess. 
"Mmmmmm, yeah," Mr. Melson moaned, leaning his head back. The 
nose plopped off into his lap, smearing his lips as it fell. 
Sarah swallowed back the vomit. Why was this happening? Why 
couldn't she touch him? Why was he turning into mush? The entire left side 
of Mr. Melson's face was a swirled disgusting mess. The right half of his face 
was still smiling with pleasure. Sarah stepped back, shaking. 
"Hold on, I'm going to get some water." Sarah bolted to the sink by the 
door, leaving a surprisingly unquestioning Mr. Melson still leaning back on the 
desk. The baby pigs seemed to be smiling at her as she passed. Maybe she could 
wipe him clean and then repaint him from scratch. Maybe she could find a 
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brush somewhere. She looked down at her hands, covered with paint. She 
rubbed them on her pants, but they were still stained. She needed to wash her 
hands. She reached the sink, surrounded by warning signs about what to do in 
certain laboratory emergencies. She had enough time to glimpse her pale face 
in the mirror above the sink right before she tripped on her own feet and tum-
bled. She grabbed the sink to steady herself and instead ripped it off the wall 
as if it were Styrofoam. Water erupted from the broken pipe like a geyser. 
"Everything all right, Sarah?" 
"Y-Y-Yes, Mr. Melson," Sarah squeaked. The water rained down all 
around her. Her vision was starting to blur. She groped around on the 
ground. She blinked her eyes a couple of times trying to clear her eyes, but 
the moments of clarity didn't last long. The classroom grew fuzzy, and a 
black shadow loomed in front of her. She blinked a few more times, and 
shrieked as the image came into focus. 
Mr. Melson's face looked worse than ever. The water rained down on 
him, causing the swirls of paint to bleed together, becoming a horrible 
fallow mess. Even the right side of his face was beginning to run. Tiny 
streams of color leaked down his smiling face, and ran down his neck and 
began to bleed into his shirt. 
"Oh, Sarah. You're so clumsy." He bent down, so that his hideous face 
was level with her own, and held out a goopy hand for Sarah. She couldn't 
lift her arm. She couldn't move at all. She sat on the ground shaking and 
heaving, staring up at her first true love with a look of complete disgust. His 
hand reached out to caress her cheek. His fingers were warped and twisted. 
His fingers caressed her cheek. They were solid against her skin, but 
cold. He leaned forward, his face inches from hers. The spot where his nose 
should have been dripped onto her jeans. His mouth was so distorted, she 
couldn't tell if he was still smiling or not. His right eye shimmered in the 
light. She thought she saw the streak of blue on the left side do the same. 
She sobbed as he kissed her forehead. 
"There, there. It's OK. Accidents happen. It's just a sink." He planted kisses 
all over her face with lips that had melted away. He twisted his head and sucked 
on her neck. She wanted to vomit. She could feel his teeth grazing her skin. 
She didn't want this. She didn't want it at all. He pressed his body on 
hers, breathing heavily. He gently pushed her legs apart. 
Sarah screamed and tried to shove him away, her hand sinking into his 
chest. She yanked out a hand covered in green paint, and slid herself away. Mr. 
Melson sat up. He might have been confused, but it was impossible to tell. 
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"What's wrong, Sarah?" Strands of paint stuck to what was left of his 
lips. Sarah started to cry. 
"I'm so sorry. I'm sorry. I don't know how this happened, but I didn't 
mean for it. I'm so sorry. I'm so sorry." The tears blurred her vision even 
more, but no matter how much she wiped them away she still couldn't see 
properly. Shadows and colors swirled around, and Mr. Melson's black 
shadow stood up in front of her. She couldn't see his terrible face through 
the tears and was grateful for that, but she couldn't see any way out either. 
He moved away from her and over towards the mirror. 
Sarah wiped away her tears and saw Mr. Melson trying to see past the 
water raining down around them. He put his hand over the water spout, 
sending the water all across the room. He leaned into the mirror. Sarah's 
heart was beating so hard she could feel it echoing throughout the room. He 
held a warped hand up to his face. 
Mr. Melson's head whipped around to face Sarah. A few droplets of 
paint flew off the tip of his nose. The water rained down around them as 
Mr. Melson's distorted hand clenched into a fist. The smeared mess that 
used to be his bottom lip quivered, like half-eaten Jell-O being jiggled on a 
plate. Her stomach dropped. 
"What have you done to me?" His right eye teared up; the blue smears on 
the left side of his face quivered and grew watery. The tears that slid down his 
cheek made the paint run even more. The blue swirls on his forehead leaked. 
He closed his eyes, and when he opened them again they were filled with rage. 
"LOOK WHAT YOU'VE DONE! YOU'VE RUINED ME!" Sarah 
backed herself into the wall. Mr. Melson's voice erupted from his throat, 
shaking the classroom like a full-blown earthquake. A pan clattered off a lab 
table and a fetal pig plopped out of it, splashing onto the growing puddle 
on the floor and sliding in between Sarah and her teacher. Mr. Melson took 
a step forward. His hands were out in front of him, cupping the air where 
Sarah's neck was going to be. Sarah screamed out for help even though she 
knew the building was deserted and no one could come help her. 
Mr. Melson stepped on the fetal pig, which squeaked, as he slipped for-
ward. The grubby and paint-dripping hands that had been ready to grab 
Sarah's neck now braced to catch the floor. The fluorescent lights of the 
classroom were eclipsed. Sarah held out her hands. The last thing Sarah saw 
was Mr. Melson's horrible smeared face just before he crashed down on her. 
Mr. Melson's body melted away as he fell on top of her. She felt the weight 
of him hit her like a tidal wave. Her head slammed back against the floor. 
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After the impact, there was a moment of weightlessness. Mr. Melson's 
image swam around in her throbbing head. It was hard to breathe. All she 
could smell was paint. Or formaldehyde. She wasn't sure. Then the weight 
came back ten fold. Sarah tried to open her eyes. Her eyelids were heavy. It 
felt like she was drowning under cement. Sarah looked around. 
Mr. Melson was gone. Paint was splattered in every corner of the room. 
There was the green of Mr. Melson's shirt over by his desk. The black of his 
pants were covering the lab tables. The tan of Mr. Melson's skin speckled 
the glass beakers and microscopes. The piglet on the floor was encased in 
the black of his shoe. Paint that had splashed onto the ceiling began to drip 
back down. Sarah stood up, shaking. 
She looked down at her hands. They were still smeared with the paint. 
She looked down at her shirt. It was also heavy with paint. The green of Mr. 
Melson's shirt encased her own. She tried to scrape off as much as she 
could, but the color sunk into her shirt, and Sarah still felt damp and sticky. 
No matter how much she tried there was too much paint. The colors 
smeared. Sarah stumbled over to the mirror, dragging her legs. She felt like 
she was moving through quicksand. She was shocked to see that the water-
spout was still raining down. She was so encased in paint that she couldn't 
feel it. She looked into the mirror. 
The mirror was splashed with paint, but the water rained down and 
started to wash it away. She didn't dare touch it. She didn't touch anything. 
She squinted into the bleeding colors. 
Her eyes opened wide. Sarah howled. Mr. Melson's horrible, smeared 
face, every swirl and warped feature, every deformed appendage, was now 
perfectly imprinted on top of Sarah's face. 
She tore at her face, nails biting at her skin, but like her hands, she 
couldn't get it all off no matter how hard she tried. She would never be able 
to wipe a stain like this away, even if she scrubbed with steel wool and 
bleach. The paint was soaking into her skin, into every cell. It would rewrite 
her DNA. Mr. Melson would always be on her. She could never hide this 
from anyone. Everyone would know what had happened. Everyone would 
know that she had destroyed him. No one would ever be able to look her 
in the eyes again. She had turned kind, sweet, and handsome Mr. Melson 
into a monster. She would never get the stain out. 
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That 's Silly, Louisa 
AJ Cama rena 
THAT'S SILLY, LOUISA, YOU SAY WHEN SHE KNOCKS ON YOUR BEDROOM DOOR 
wearing a knitted lion's mask. That's silly, you say again when she roars at 
you in greeting. Your younger brother comes and stands by her. He is also 
wearing a lion's mask, and they roar at you in unison. 
Louisa has recently taken up knitting. For two weeks now she's been 
toting a canvas bag filled with multicolored yarn to school where she fer-
vently clicks her needles through every class. You ask her to stop, telling her 
that it is distracting and that she is being silly, but she ignores you. Her mom 
is pregnant, due in seven weeks, and she must finish the sweater she is 
making for the baby shower. 
It will be made of cashmere yarn, pale yellow. She does not want to 
make it pink, in case the sonogram is wrong and it turns out to be a boy. 
Sonograms are never wrong, you explain, in defense of modern science. 
Louisa shrugs. Just in case, she says with a wave of her needle. 
Seven months in and Louisa's mom is barely showing. She is a tiny 
woman, an Avon lady who takes yoga in the evening. Louisa has completed 
a delicate yellow lace sleeve. All she does is knit, and when you suggest she 
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take a break she shakes her head violently. It's more time consuming than it 
looks. That's silly, Louisa. 
Thanksgiving now, and there have been a few complications. Louisa's 
mom had to spend a night in the hospital, to "stabilize." She's home now, 
but Louisa did all the holiday baking. She invites you over, because she 
knows her mom likes you, and she wants to make her mom happy right 
now. You like Louisa's mom too, and offer to help make the pies. Together, 
you all have a nice dinner. You help Louisa and her dad clean up while her 
mom excuses herself; she has to rest for a bit, she says humbly. 
Louisa was too busy to knit that day. 
Three weeks later you get a call. It is two thirty in the morning, and 
when you answer, it is Louisa's voice you hear. 
Is there any way you can come to the hospital? She is more tired than 
you have ever heard her. You say of course, you'll be right there, and get into 
the Honda as fast as you can. 
You find her near the emergency room entrance. Shock of wild honey-
brown hair cascading over both shoulders. Her face is down, concentrating 
on the little yellow sweater, nearly complete, dangling from the needles in 
her hand. 
You greet her softly and she looks up at you. Her eyes are hollow and 
it is a hollowness that matches her mother's womb. 
I wanted to finish it, she says, holding up the sweater for you to see. I 
just wanted to finish it, so that she'd have ... something to wear, at least. 
She bends her head down again. 
I suppose you think I'm being silly. 
No, you say, patting her head gently, I don't think you're being silly at all. 
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Fifteenth Summer 
Sayla Blackwood 
I WAS FIITEEN YEARS OLD THE FIRST TIME I FOLLOWED A BOY INTO A BASEMENT. 
Moonlight was shooting through the slits in the drafty cinder block walls, illu-
minating Dylan's fish-white back and spilling in soft slants across my skin. We 
softened our steps against the wooden stairway so we wouldn't wake his par-
ents, but my limbs were heavy with vodka, and I could hear the heavy thump-
thump-thump of my feet dropping like stones from one step to the next. 
Dylan turned back to face me, and his lip ring flashed silver beneath his 
fat, pink lips, "Can't you be any quieter?" 
"Sorry," I mouthed, and pressed a hand against the basement wall to 
steady myself. 
I'd been seeing Dylan steadily for two weeks, an attraction that had 
spawned from the intense feelings of loneliness I already felt at the age of 
fifteen. I'd had a few boyfriends before (none of them serious), and Dylan 
came along just after I'd been dumped in favor of the captain of the volley-
ball team. It wasn't love so much as it was a convenience. 
We made our way down the rest of the stairs (though I can't imagine we 
were any quieter), and Dylan reached back to cradle my fingertips in his 
open palm. "Over here," he whispered and started feeling his way around in 
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the dark, tugging me after him. We crept along the side of the staircase, 
moving our feet forward slowly so we wouldn't trip over any hidden 
objects. We passed a broken dresser, three plastic kitchen chairs, and a bar 
stool before we moved into the center of the basement where a long hallway 
stretched into a second room. Here no light reached us, and the space 
around my body was pitch black. I could see dark lumps and shapes 
looming around us in the darkness, but I didn't have the good sense to be 
scared. As we pushed further forward, we could hear only the sounds of our 
feet clomping against the cement floors for a time before Dylan wrenched 
me around a corner, and I saw the bed. 
I didn't really have any expectations for the night, so I wasn't surprised 
when I discovered it was just a small white mattress shoved in a corner, 
piled high with an assortment of patchwork quilts and badly crocheted 
blankets. One red rectangular pillow was tossed in a corner and it hung 
against the walls of the basement like a soggy crimson dishrag. A small 
window set high on the wall illuminated the space over the bed, and I could 
see tufts of grass shooting out from the ground on the other side. I wanted 
to memorize every detail about the place so I would remember exactly how 
it happened, exactly how the night had turned out, but the vodka was 
pushing against the inside of my forehead, pounding it until the mattress 
and pillow and window and grass were swimming together in a long wormy 
mass of blues and greens and reds. 
"Here?" I asked. My voice sounded unsteady and unsure, though I had 
known the night would turn out like this. I had been wanting to get this 
over with ever since the girls at school started making fun of me for being 
a virgin, but I never imagined it would happen at a time when I couldn't 
even control the direction my limbs moved in. 
"Here," Dylan spoke, and his booming, bottomless voice made this a 
command. 
He moved forward, curling one finger beneath my belt loop and pulling 
me onto the mattress with him so that I collapsed onto my back against the 
inflated cotton. My hair was spread out like a fan around my head, and I 
could imagine what I must have looked like in that moment with my milk-
white skin and shock of corn silk hair nearly blending in with the mattress 
itself. I was almost invisible. 
"Come here," Dylan coaxed and tucked his right hand beneath the 
ridges of my spine. My lower back arched forward, but my head remained 
cemented to the pillow, hanging heavily backwards. 
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"I caaaaan't," I moaned. My head was swimming, and my vision blurred 
until Dylan's face was only a small, ghostly orb floating above me. My limbs 
fell like weighty sacks of sand, and every movement felt strained and sluggish 
as if I were trudging through thick folds of earth and mud. His breath was 
moving in hot waves against my cheeks and my neck, and he smelled like wet 
grass and peppermint with a faint hint of vodka. I breathed him in deeply. 
Earlier that night, I'd been sitting in the back of the pickup truck with 
Dylan and the rest of his friends while they passed around a bottle of Jack 
and another one I'd never heard of before called UV Blue-an alcohol that 
shone with sapphire light against the metal bed of the truck. We were all 
curled up on our knees like toddlers, seven of us squished in a circle so tight 
that the flesh of our thighs squished against one another, and the backs of 
our spines curled and scraped against the tinny walls of the truck. Both bot-
tles made their way slowly around the circle, and I watched as the boys' 
faces each in turn grew white and chalky, then red and inflamed, and started 
puckering at the lips when they gulped the foul-tasting blue drink. 
"Here." A boy named Alex passed the bottle into my hands and a blue 
ray passed over my bony knee, a small stream of blue liquid reflecting 
through the thick glass at the bottom of the bottle. "Try this. It's good." 
I cradled the bottle between my hands, and the frosty glass chilled my 
palm. I hesitated, "I think I'm good. Not really thirsty." I tried to pass the 
bottle to the next kid in the circle, but he pushed it back to me with a flat-
tened hand. The bottle thumped against my chest bone, and I felt a bruise 
beginning to balloon on my skin. 
"Try it," he urged. 
I looked around the circle slowly, dragging my head through the air from 
left to right. It was the beginning of August and the night air was crisp and 
beginning to bite my skin with its cold fingers. The only light came from a fly-
speckled security bulb hanging from the roof of the barn, and from the glow 
of its lemony light I could see that every face in the circle was turned toward 
me. Dylan was sitting directly in front of me, staring hard at my hands cupped 
stonily around the edges of the bottle. His eyes were two black beads hidden 
beneath a tangle of black hair. Everybody else was hidden by shadow so that 
they all looked like dark, chalky outlines of themselves, like a ghostly halo 
extending itself in a circle from my chest outwards. I imagined I looked like 
a child compared to them. They were all seniors in high school and had chins 
dotted with black stubble and Adam's apples that stuck out in little balls from 
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the undersides of their necks, while I still had the skin of a newborn baby and 
two lumps on my chest in place of real breasts. 
I tugged my jacket closer to my chest, and the air rippled around me like 
velvet, brushing past the trees and knocking against the silver barn walls in 
the distance. The metal of the truck bed popped and groaned beneath my 
bare legs. I had thought that tonight would be too perfect to be true. Turns 
out, I was wrong. 
Truth was, I'd never had a drink before. I'd never even tried my mom's 
wine at the dinner table, because I didn't like that weird, metallic smell that 
floated out from her long-stemmed glass. And here I was, surrounded by 
Dylan and his high school friends-boys that were all nearly three years 
older than me-feeling the heat of Dylan's gaze lapping against my cheeks 
like embers, wondering what I'd been missing out on all these years. 
"Come on, it's not so bad," the boy next to me prompted again. This one 
was named Ben, and he had a jelly-roll nose with ears that stuck out from 
his cheeks in two large loops. 
I was terrified. I'd heard too many horror stories about people who'd 
drowned themselves with alcohol and ended up vomiting on bathroom floors, 
in closets stuffed with coats, and on their boyfriends. I wasn't ready to experi-
ence anything like that. Still, sitting there with my knees tucked under me and 
with my dress twitching softly against my thighs, I knew what I had to do. The 
bottle was in my hand, and the ridges of the glass sank perfectly into the 
creases of my palm, coaxing me to bring the drink to my lips and let go of my 
old self. Tonight would be different. Tonight I wouldn't be the girl that wanted 
to run away, wouldn't hide beneath my blankets with a book and pretend like 
the world didn't exist. Tonight things would change. I wanted to be that girl 
that could glide around the room, weightless and soft and perfectly articulate, 
the girl with all the friends and the fun, the girl who could be surrounded by 
boys who were all older than she and be able to drink with them and laugh 
with them and not make a fool of herself. In that moment-with the bottle cra-
dled in my fingers like a blue baby-drinking was the only way I could get it. 
The only way I knew how to get it. 
I glanced around the circle again quickly and began tilting the bottle 
back so that the cloudy drink floated into my mouth. I let the liquid pool 
onto my tongue and spill backwards, tracing my throat with blue streaks as 
it trailed down. The drink was smooth for the most part, refreshing almost, 
but it burned against my tongue with all the ferocity of a fire. 
I pulled the bottle away from my lips, and the glass popped against my gums. 
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"What'd you think?" Dylan's voice thundered from across the truck 
bed, and I saw a veil of smoke billowing in front of his face where his lips 
puffed lightly on the tip of a cigarette. 
I licked my lips and hesitated as the warmth sweeping over my tongue 
itched and wormed its way into my chest where it settled down, pulsing 
faintly like a heartbeat. "Disgusting," I stated, shaking my head from left to 
right as if to shake the taste of blueberries and vodka from my lips. 
I shoved the bottle to the kid to my left-a guy who had earned himself 
the nickname Bug after his bulging beetle eyes-but he only took one swig 
and then jammed the bottle back in my direction. "Try it again," he 
squawked, "it tastes better the second time." 
I sighed and pitched the bottle backward once again though my eyes 
were already hanging heavy against my cheekbones and my head was slip-
ping backwards, hot_ and heavy despite the chill of the air that swelled over 
my skin like the tips of an icy wave. 
What happened next I can't say. The night slipped in and out in front of 
my eyelids in flashes of blue and purple light. Dylan's friends dis-
persed-jumping out of the truck in thwaps and snaps as they lengthened 
their spines upward like cats and moved out into the night, into the dark-
ness. Some climbed in their cars, and I could see their headlights swinging 
in front of my eyes and hear their motors bellowing as they drove down the 
gravel driveway, away from me and away from the barn. Some moved into 
the woods, slipping past the thick brown trunks of trees disguised with 
black leaves and shadows. Some stumbled past the doors of the barn, 
curling up onto the bales of hay that were stacked high against the wall, 
ready to sleep anywhere so long as they could rest their heads on something 
solid. One by one they trailed off until only Dylan and I were left in the 
back of the truck bed with two other boys: Bug, sleeping with his chin 
tucked to his chest and his mop of earthy hair curling over his eyelids and 
Alex who had passed out and was sitting in a cross-legged position with his 
head leaning out of the truck and his mouth wide open, the now empty 
bottle of UV Blue resting in his lap. 
"Let's go inside," Dylan whispered, moving across the truck bed. The 
metal groaned under him as he crawled on his hands and knees to sit beside 
me. He reached a hand out to pet my knee, and his fingers felt dead and 
limp against my skin. I shivered. Half of his face was shining beneath the 
yellow barn light, and I could see his baby cheeks rounding out perfectly 
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below a pair of chalky blue eyes and a jumble of black hair. 
"Aren't your parents in there?" I asked, remembering that I'd seen two 
thicker, bear-like people move into the house when I'd first arrived. 
"Yeah, we'll just be quiet," Dylan breathed into my ear and began to 
trace a hand over my knee. "Come on, let's go." He jumped over the side of 
the truck, leaping with one hand on the edge of the truck bed to steady him-
self so that the whole truck shook and vibrated around me. Then, standing 
on the ground, he turned and extended his hands out to me, palms facing 
outward, as if I were some sort of child that needed to be caught. 
I stood up and felt the vodka course through me. It slid from my head to 
my knees, my knees to my toes, and I could feel my blood beating hard against 
my eardrums. "Whoa," I said, and reached a hand out to the place where 
Dylan was standing outside of the truck bed. The alcohol made me feel like a 
milky substance had settled over the tops of my eyes. Everything was slightly 
out of focus, and the truck bed looked like it had been covered in a creamy 
film, almost as if it had been painted with a coat of dry, dead skin. 
I tried to step over the edge of the truck, but the tip of my flip-flop caught 
against the metal lip and I fell from the bed, rolling forward into Dylan's arms. 
He hoisted me into a standing position so I leaned against him, the crushing 
weight of the vodka propelling me forward and into his chest. That was when 
I first smelled him: that wonderful mixture of wet grass and peppermint and 
vodka. My ragdoll head rested against his breast bone, my cheek clinging to 
his cotton T-shirt, and my feet feeling like giant slabs of lead resting on the 
grass. His arms felt rubbery around my neck, and I breathed deeply, our chests 
rising and falling in unison so they smacked up against one another. I drew my 
eyes up to meet his, and I didn't even have a chance to say anything before his 
lips were on mine. They felt cold and wet, like ice, but I leaned my body into 
his anyway, pushing my hips forward until my hipbones tapped against the 
fabric of his jeans. He stretched his hands down my sides, slipping them down 
my rib cage until they were cupped lightly around my waist. 
"Let's go," he said as he pulled his lips away from mine. He tugged me 
forward, and we moved quietly into his house, trying not to wake his 
sleeping parents. 
He was already tugging his shirt off before we even made it to the base-
ment steps, balling it up into a crinkly white ball and tossing it in the corner, 
stumbling a little as he did so. 
"Won't your parents find that?" I whispered, cupping a hand over the 
corner of my mouth, as if to stretch my voice out longer. 
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Dylan waved a hand through the air, his fingers dancing over the short 
space between us. "They won't care," he said, and his teeth poked out from 
beneath his lips. He ran a hand through his hair, and the black tangles shot 
straight up. "Now, come on," he continued, "and be quiet." 
In what seemed like seconds, we were downstairs on the bed, Dylan 
hovering over me like some sort of bodyguard, his arms on either side of me 
with his elbows bowing outward. I could hear the soft ticking of the air con-
ditioning coming from the vents over our heads and the house hummed and 
vibrated around us. 
He leaned in close, so close that his eyes looked like doughy marbles in 
front of mine. "Are you ready?" 
A soft hesitation thrummed inside my chest, and my heart was beating 
at the speed of a hummingbird. My voice was low and almost inaudible, 
"Yeah ... Yeah ... Ready." 
Dylan pushed his hands beneath the hem of my dress and it coasted 
from my upper thighs to my hipbones. I could feel the cotton rub against 
my legs in a sleek ripple of fabric. All of a sudden, I started feeling self-con-
scious. I was unsure of where I should move my hands and how. They 
seemed like weighty gloves the size of oven mitts-too large and awkward to 
do anything with but lay them out to the sides. Head still throbbing, I 
stretched my arms and legs out so I looked like a drunk person preparing 
to make a snow angel in the center of the cold mattress. He began tucking 
his fingers into the waistband of my underwear and I felt the elastic pull 
against my skin before Dylan whipped his hands away. A web of my black 
lace underwear expanded between his fingers, like a cat's cradle stretching 
across the center of his open palm. He tossed them to the floor, and I 
remember thinking that I suddenly felt like I was inside of some trashy 
movie, some horrible film where the slutty girl hooks up with the football 
player in some sleazy motel and everything is blurred and wrong and out of 
focus. I remember the way I used to be-a girl who vowed she wouldn't let 
a boy get in the way of her goals and dreams and successes. And now here 
I was, laid out on some boy's bed, waiting for him to take advantage of me, 
to stick himself inside me just so the girls at school couldn't call me a virgin 
any longer. Even in my drunken stupor, I knew it was a mistake. Dylan's fin-
gers inched forward and yanked my dress over my hips. I was too drunk to 
move my head, so he removed it the only way he knew how. 
"Wait ... wait ... I don't know about this," I groaned and reached my 
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hands up to massage my temples. My head was threatening to explode. 
"You don't know about what?" he asked, already pulling back the end 
of his leather belt to release it from its metal clasp. A beam of light was 
falling across his cheek in a thick bend of silver, and his eyes were lit up so 
that he looked like a kid at a birthday party. 
"Nothing ... it's nothing," I whispered and the last part of my sentence 
caught in my throat. My heart was slapping wildly inside my chest as Dylan 
pulled his pants from his legs and tossed them into the air. I could hear the 
tink of the metal belt buckle hit the concrete floor, and Dylan stood before 
me, white, slender, and kneeling naked in the moonlight. His knees were 
bent on either side of my waist, and I could see black hairs sprouting from 
his thighs and his bellybutton, curlicuing down to the area between his legs. 
I'd never seen a penis before that moment, and seeing him standing before 
me with it dangling freely between his legs, I felt threatened. Now he had 
something he could use against me. He had all the control. I tried to breathe 
deeply, but every time I sucked in the moldy basement air it felt like I was 
hyperventilating. Dylan lowered himself into a push-up position over me, 
placing one palm next to my ear while using the other to grip his penis and 
push it between my naked thighs. I barely had time to draw a breath before 
he was cramming himself inside me and lowering himself even further for-
ward so his chest touched mine. He pushed his lips against my neck, and I 
felt circles of spit grow against my flesh each time he pulled away. I lay flat 
on my back, still spread-eagled like a limp doll, still unable to understand 
quite what was happening to me because my vision was still swimming and 
my heart still beat steadily in my mouth and ears. I didn't want to be drunk 
anymore. I closed my eyes and scraped my fingernails along my stomach, as 
if to break open my skin. My heart was rattling, and my head was still 
pounding, and I couldn't do anything but lie there while Dylan thumped 
against me, jerking his body back and forth with his mouth gaping open, 
then shut, and his eyes rolling to the back of his head. 
It felt like a part of me was breaking apart. I could feel him inside me, 
pushing his way through me like a worm or a rat or a parasite. I tried to 
spread my thighs further and further apart to make room for him, but I 
knew it wasn't enough. No matter which way he squirmed and pushed, it 
was as if he were scraping against me the whole way in. I could feel my skin 
ripping and bleeding as he tore me open. 
"Wait, wait," I began, pulling myself upwards on the pillow, planting 
my palms on the wall behind my head as if to lift myself away from him, "it 
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hurts, stop ... please ... it hurts." The cement was icy on my hands and 
sent a chill swimming through my skin. 
He stopped briefly. "It always hurts the first time," he said. He gazed at 
me, and his eyes turned into two emotionless black globes. When I looked 
into them, it made my stomach squirm. 
I hesitated and my head still clung to the pillow, heavy, heavy, heavy and 
sinking downward, the cotton rising up around my ears like bread dough. 
He pushed himself into me again. "But it hurts," I whimpered, my head 
rolling around over my shoulders, "it really does hurt." But he must've not 
heard me above the sounds of his own panting and the hum of his heart in 
his ears. I shut my eyes and allowed my head to sag against the pillow, let-
ting myself feel nothing but the fluff of cushion rubbing against my heated 
cheeks. Now I just wanted to get it all over with. He was still moving with 
that same rhythmic thrusting and grunting, that same back and forth 
motion that felt like it was splitting me in two. I felt weak and numb. My 
limbs were sticking to the mattress, still heavy and spread out so far I could 
feel my joints cracking in their sockets. I closed my eyes, trying to block out 
the rubbery sound of Dylan's pelvis smacking into my thighs and the creaks 
of the mattress springs beneath us. My head was still throbbing and my 
heart was still pounding so quickly I thought it would break, but in spite of 
all the noise and movement and wet sounds in the dark it wasn't long before 
I couldn't feel anything at all. Then, I heard one last, guttural, animalistic 
groan as Dylan gasped loudly and pushed against my shoulders so hard that 
a sharp pain traveled from my collarbone to my toes. I kept my eyes closed, 
refusing to look at those emotionless eyes of his. A cool rush of air blew 
between my legs as he pulled out of me and rolled over, his snores rising 
almost immediately from the other side of the mattress. I reached up and 
touched my cheek with my left hand and found that it was wet with tears, 
though I couldn't remember crying. I grabbed a blanket and wrapped it 
around my shoulders, curling up into fetal position. Before I fell asleep, I 
could hear a pair of wind chimes twinkling restlessly in the air outside the 
window and a cadence of crickets singing to me in the distance. 
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lrreconcible Differences 
Nicolette Kittinger 
MY HUSBAND, THE ARTIST, WATCHED NAKED LUNCH A FEW WEEKS AGO. 
"It was pretty good," he said, "but so much different than the source 
material. His wife must've written the book." 
My Husband, the Artist, tells people his wife is a writer, his Wife, the 
Writer. She would be more accurately described as his Wife, the Thief. I've 
been a thief for a long time. From middle school through high school I stole 
virginities. Now I steal lives. 
They are, for the most part, thefts of anecdotes only. Occasionally they 
are thefts of experience. The process is more intimate than my earlier thefts, 
but there are fewer tears for all involved. 
My Husband, the Artist, is a Fine Art Photographer. An Abstract 
Photographer. My Husband, the Artist, takes pictures of light. Not people 
or landscapes or still lifes or architecture or events, just light. "Light," he 
says, "is all that matters in a picture. What I do is remove everything else, 
so you have to pay attention to it." 
Without the studio space and lights he had available to him in school, he 
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shoots in the kitchen-living-room-dining-room of our apartment in the middle 
of the night using old lamps and other shit he finds around the house. 
His first gallery show was last year. 
He made a ten-piece series. He used a lot of broken mirrors-not that 
you can tell by looking at the prints. Not that you're supposed to be able to 
tell. Everything's blue and green and red, and I don't know how. I don't 
know how he makes his pictures. I don't know what he sees. I don't know 
if he sees broken mirrors and blue and red and green, or if he sees light, or 
beauty, or order. 
I don't get his art. I don't like his art. 
If we ever get divorced, it will be over Irreconcilable Differences such as 
Roman Polanski, Forrest Gump, Megadeth, the Misfits, and his ugly, 
angular art. 
"You know, it was good enough for all those rich people," he says, when 
we argue over whether or not we can hang his art in the house. 
"Well, then, let the rich people hang it up," I say. "It clashes with the 
couch." Which is true-the couch is yellow velour and clashes with every-
thing. But really, I just don't like his art. 
Our friends say this argument of ours sounds like something out of a 
Woody Allen movie. When we have this argument, I feel about his wife the 
way I feel about his art. Don't like her. Don't know what he sees in her. 
When my Husband, the Artist, was just the Cute Boy from Comp 2 
class, he e-mailed me a still life he'd done. His early work had actual things 
in the pictures. 
"I bet you can't guess what that picture's supposed to be," he said via 
instant message, late one night. "No one can." 
It was a scratchy black-and-white of a scuffed-up baby doll missing an 
eye, splayed prone on the floor. But he didn't want me to guess that. 
In an effort to impress him I recalled a comment my mixed-media 
teacher had about a still life I did my sophomore year of high school: she 
decided, nodding, that my rusty-nails-wilted-lily-muddy-jar-on-a-block-of-
wood was "A rape; it's a rape." 
"A rape. It's a rape," I typed, hit enter. 
"Wow. 
"No one's ever got that before." 
It was one year and an engagement ring later before I noticed the V-
shaped scar on his forehead. "I told you about that when you guessed what 
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that picture was about. Knew I could trust you with it." 
I didn't remember, but I didn't argue, either. I must've blocked it out for 
a reason. 
My Husband, the Artist, is an Auteur. A Director and Screenwriter. All 
of his work is about men who are trapped, downtrodden, and abused. Sad, 
defeated men who come to sad ends. 
All of his work was like this before I met him, so it's easy for me not to 
read too far into it. 
His magnum opus, his great unfinished work, is about the boy he was a 
decade ago: my Husband, the Artist, is a recovering cough syrup addict. 
It sounds ridiculous, I know. He knows it, too. But as a story, it is at once 
universal and new. It has everything. It can be perfect. 
"How about instead of talking about what you're going to do to your 
screenplay, you, you know, actually do it?" 
"I will, I just ... " 
"What? You have to be inspired? In the mood? You've been working on 
it since I met you!" 
"Longer than that." 
"Well?" 
"I don't know." 
"Fuck it. It's mine now." 
He packed his Bic pen hitter again. My Husband, the Artist, is nothing 
if not resourceful when it comes to getting high. 
"I mean it. I'm writing it." 
"You don't write screenplays," he said finally. 
"No shit. I'm gonna write a book. I'm gonna turn it into a book, and 
you know what?" 
He didn't ask, "What." 
"I'm gonna finish mine before you finish yours." 
My Husband, the Artist, says he's a switch, but I'm pretty sure he's a 
bottom. 
My Husband, the Artist, is into kink. Was into kink. Had kinks. 
Explored them. 
The woman before me was a behemoth Pole built like a tall, obese, pre-
pubescent boy-no hips, no tits, not even a menstrual cycle. 
She was a furry. Her character was a six-foot, long-haired, white cat 
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named Mistress Knightshade. She made her fursuit herself; she was so, so 
large that she 86'd the full suit, opting instead for legs and paws fashioned 
into combination shoe-pants, the arms and paws fashioned into a kind of 
weird yoke, and a head. 
"Did you ever fuck her like that?" I asked when we first started dating, 
out of both curiosity and fear. 
"Like what?" 
"In the suit." 
"Well, no; it's like pants." 
"But I mean-" 
He sighed. "Once, she came over, and got on all fours on the futon in 
the basement, and wanted me to finger her from behind like a cat." 
" ... cats don't have fingers." 
He sighed again. "No. I know. I mean, there's a way you hold your 
hand. A way you press your fingers together. I don't know. I wouldn't do it. 
She got mad and went home." He looked embarrassed for her and ashamed 
of himself. It's the same look he gets when I tell other people about her. I 
never tire of telling other people a bout her. 
My Husband, the Artist, did not have a fursuit, but he did have other 
things. They shared other things. Cuffs and collars and whips, extreme heat 
and cold, other things I won't ask about, he won't tell me about, other 
things that require a safe word. 
I believe that sometimes my Husband, the Artist, misses all of it. I 
believe that maybe I've stolen something from him. 
My Husband, the Artist, denies this. 
"I'm sorry I'm vanilla," I say to him sometimes after straightforward 
missionary sex. "I'm sorry I don't whip you, or yell at you, or whatever you 
used to do with her." 
Usually, he just shrugs and smiles, throws a towel on the wet spot and 
curls up against me, sticky and warm. 
Sometimes he assures me that it was only a thing for them because there 
was nothing between them other than sex and too much flesh. 
But once or twice, after my apology, I caught his eyes drifting toward 
the bedside table, where the eight-inch strapless strap-on lives, has always 
lived since I bought it the week we started dating after he recounted what 
Mistress Knightshade used to like to do to his asshole. What he used to like 
her to like to do to his asshole. 
It is too heavy. I can't keep it in. 
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My Mother, the Bitter Divorcee, asks me, "Are you happy?" 
"Yes, Mom. I'm happy." 
"Are you sure?" 
"Yes, I'm sure." 
"Because I wasn't sure when I was your age. I was already divorced 
from your father, when I was your age." 
"I'm sure." 
"But that was a long time ago. I was a different person then." 
I imagine my bottle-blond mother slumped against the wall next to her 
kitchen table, too drained, too tired, too drunk to hold herself upright in her 
chair without it. I imagine her taking the time to refill her plastic wine glass 
instead of drinking it from the bottle. I imagine the ice cubes in her cheap 
red wine, buoyant and melting. 
"I was a different person then," she repeats. "I didn't have the patience." 
"He was always high on something. Always had something stashed 
somewhere." 
I nod until she asks if I'm still on the line, and when I answer in the affir-
mative, she asks again, "Are you happy? Do you love him?" 
I don't even have to think about it. The answer is so clear that I grow 
angry just at the thought of her asking. But she is too tired and drunk and, 
"You can be very hard on him sometimes," she says. "He's a user, like your 
father," she says; and she says other things, she implies, she implicates, says, 
"Just like your father," a few more times for good measure and I say, "I love 
him more than you could ever understand." 
"You wanna hear what I wrote?" 
"Uh, sure?" 
"You don't wanna hear what I wrote." 
"Sure, I do." 
"You said, 'Uh, sure?' ... I should write that down." 
"Come look at this," his Mother, the Doctor, said when we were all in 
Florida visiting her mother and stepfather, Grandpa War Hero and Grandma 
Cunt, shortly after my Husband, the Artist, and I were married. She was tapping 
a framed portrait collage on the guest room's wall. "He's four in these pictures," 
she said, smiling her soft, secret, subtle smile. Not much about my Husband, the 
Artist, makes her smile. "He was such a loving, outgoing boy then. 
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"That all changed, though." 
I don't know if she knows I know-that I know that the V-shaped scar on 
his forehead is not from a playground accident, that I know that instead of 
talking to him about it they sent him to therapy and filled prescriptions and pre-
tended not to notice the violence-toward-children themes in his early work, the 
work that featured actual things-but I believe that this was the only way she 
knew how to tell me, by explaining who my Husband, the Artist, used to be. 
What sounds even more ridiculous than someone being a recovering 
cough-syrup addict is the word relapse paired with Delsym or Robitussin. 
Or, simply, cough syrup. 
My Husband, the Artist, was at work one morning when from his perch 
in the corner of the good couch my best friend, our extended houseguest, 
the Out-of-Work, Bipolar, Electrical Engineer, noticed the distinctive purple-
and-yellow box mingling with the rest of our weekly garbage; the see-
through garbage bag had been tied off and abandoned next to the sink, 
because my Husband, the Artist, will not deign to drag it to our building's 
garbage room on his way out the door to work, and I have never learned 
where our building's Dumpsters are. 
I was whining about being ass-deep in my adaptation of his script-"a 
reimagining, really, because it's not the same story, really, because the form 
demands something different, you know? And anyway, I'm getting a lot of 
good stuff into the plot that he left out because he thinks he's making high 
art, or something, but there's just so much I don't understand"-and I 
snapped at my friend because I could tell he wasn't listening to my very 
important, very emphatic bitching. 
He pointed at the bag of garbage, mumbled, "There's cough syrup in 
there." 
I tore it open sidelong, spilling coffee grounds and takeout containers 
and tissues and napkins all over our floor. My best friend, the houseguest, 
bitched about it, as if he really cared what the floor looked like. As if he was 
the one who'd have to clean it. 
We searched the house, collected almost a dozen empties and two 
fulls-under the bathroom sink, behind the couch, in his desk, in his camera 
bag. "It's like he wanted to be caught," my best friend, the houseguest, said. 
I lined them up in a row on my desk. They mocked me. 
When my Husband, the Artist, got home from work, it took him ten min-
utes to notice the Delsym bottle menagerie between my keyboard and monitor. 
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"So ... ," he said slowly, jamming his hands into his pockets. 
"Oh, we just found them lying around the house ... thought they'd all 
like to sit together." 
He knelt behind my chair and cried while I wished I had thought of 
something more cutting to say. I'm supposed to be the Writer, after all. 
"What did you write?" 
"It doesn't matter." 
"You will do big things," he says to his Wife, the Writer, when she gets 
down on herself, on her work. "You are very good." 
She does not deserve his praise. 
She is desperate for ideas. She is incapable of independent, creative 
thought. 
She's written about her exes' sexual shortcomings and her mother's 
abuse-filled childhood and her cousin's myriad missteps in everything from 
birth control and childcare to prostitution and check kiting. She's written 
about the death of her father and her supposed pride in growing up blue 
collar-both too often with points too fine and to a fault. 
She plays one note. 
She has one speed. 
It's all the same, old, sad song. 
But in her hands and out of his, my Husband, the Artist's, life is no 
longer film a clef. It is fiction. It is limitless. It is art. It's angular and blue 
and red and green. His Wife, the Writer, sees light, and beauty, and order. 
I stole your life and you don't even care, I want to scream at him, but 
his Wife, the Writer, is too stubborn, too sure that his life is better off as her 
material, her plaything; only she knows how to tell his story, that only she 
knows how it ends. 
I interviewed him. 
I lied and said it was for a class. 
He rolled his eyes a little, but my Husband, the Artist, came willingly. 
We did it in the bedroom, the only place where we could sit and face each 
other comfortably. I set the tape recorder between us in a nest of blankets. 
"Pretend like I don't know the answer," I chided when he responded 
with a sighed "but you know that" for the third consecutive question. 
"Pretend like I'm a stranger." 
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I understood how difficult that would be. I kind of liked that it would 
be difficult. I kind of disliked how much I liked it being difficult. 
I asked, "How long were you using?" and "Why did you start?" and 
"How did it make you feel?" and "What did you see?", "Did it scare you?", 
"Why not?", "Why?" and "Why?" and "Why?" 
And, "You relapsed this year. 
"Why?" 
"Depression," he said flatly. It was the first of his answers that I really 
didn't know already. The steady click of the tape recorder seemed to grow 
louder. I took the cigarette he offered wordlessly from across the divide of 
the machine set in a nest of blankets between us. 
"Were you depressed then? When you first started using?" 
"Yes." 
"So you were self-medicating?" 
"Kind of." 
"Were you on other medication-then, I mean?" 
"No, not at the time." 
"But you had been?" 
"Yes." 
"Why?" 
"Needed it." 
"Why?" 
"I was a depressed kid." 
"Why?" 
He stalled. I asked again. 
"Why? What happened to make you depressed?" 
He looked sharply at the tape recorder, clicking away, the only sound in the 
apartment other than our deep, thready smokers' breathing, our heavy exhalations. 
"OK. Was cough syrup, DXM, the first drug you tried?" 
"Not including prescribed medications?" 
"Not including, yes." 
"No." 
"What was?" 
"Cocaine." He rolled his eyes toward our bedroom ceiling and tapped 
another cigarette against his knuckle. Laughter and bedsprings sounded off 
above us. 
"Why?" 
"Something to do." 
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"Were you self-medicating?" 
"I guess." 
The laughter stopped; a headboard against the wall took its place, the 
slow, building thump filling the spaces between the tape's clicks. 
"Why?" 
"I was unhappy." 
"Why?" 
"Because." 
"But because why?" 
One of our upstairs neighbors-the woman-moaned. And moaned 
again. And again. And again. 
"Because." My Husband, the Artist, looked at me. Hard. 
"You started therapy when you were a child?" 
"Yes." 
"Yes," our neighbor echoed. 
"Medication too?" 
"Yes." 
"Yes." 
"After you were assaulted?" 
" ... yes." 
"Yes!" 
"Because of depression, or other problems, brought on by it?" 
" ... yes." 
"YES!" 
"Do you think your rape is responsible?" 
" " 
"UNNNGHHH-" 
"For your drug use?" 
" " 
"Oh, God, YES!" 
"Well?" 
" " 
"YES!" 
"I'm done." 
"YES!" 
"Come on." 
"No." He punched the stop button, rewound the tape. "You need to stop 
turning this into something it isn't." 
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"FUCK! FUCK! FUUUCK!" 
"I'm not-" 
"I know exactly what you're doing." 
He groaned and rolled off. 
I ate an eighth of mushrooms because I had never tripped before and I 
didn't really understand it, even after all the research, the reading and inter-
views and movies, and who am I to think I can write about addiction to a 
hallucinogen if I've never taken one? To understand it is to understand him 
and his life and what I've stolen. 
The mushrooms were pointy and scraped my mouth up and tasted like 
basement. 
"I've never not had fun on 'shrooms," he said as I chewed. In the 
moment I choose to forget that my Husband, the Artist, is superhuman 
when it comes to drugs and that DXM, that cough syrup, is so much darker 
and scarier than psilocybin and mushrooms and I end up tripping balls, him 
tired and angry then asleep and snoring while I believe episodes of King of 
the Hill are at intervals speaking to me in French and trying to save me for 
the Lord, while I lie next to him and twitch, what feels like violently, at the 
shoulders, at the left corner of my mouth. 
I believe I have gone insane and that it will never end and I am terrified. 
When I finally fall asleep I have rape dreams. I speak fluent Spanish and 
taste dirt. There is a bird trapped inside my body that shares my skeleton 
and wants to get out because the Japanese say it must. 
"Kill me if I ever go insane," I begged him in the morning. 
He laughed. He did not ask what my trip was like. 
When he came to he was dizzy, the kind of dizzy that makes you see 
stars, makes things shiny and reflective and teleidoscopic. 
When he tried not to think about coming to, or the ride to the emer-
gency room, or being sewn up, or his irrational fear of root beer floats 
(which he suspects is somehow related, but isn't sure, because he doesn't 
remember that day including the line, "Hey, little boy, want a root beer float 
before I rape you?" which is what he jokes about his rapist saying when he 
jokes about it), when he tried not to think about the way it felt or the way 
he smelled, especially when he was older, especially when other people 
touched him, and penetrated him, when he tried to block it all out, he would 
squeeze his eyes shut and feel dizzy all over again. 
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If you squeeze your eyes shut hard enough for long enough, you'll see 
fractals, you'll see split planes, you'll see shiny, monochrome things and 
twinkling lights. 
He sees them all the time. He is very familiar with them. He knows them 
intimately. He has spent so much time keeping his eyes closed that he's more 
comfortable with the shapes and colors and dizzies than he is with people. 
I don't see him getting sewn up. I don't see him going to occupational 
therapy. I don't see his parents lie to family members about where the scar 
on his head came from. 
I don't see the stacks of mirrors he keeps under the couch to use for 
shooting. I don't see the reflection of our TV in our windows. I don't see the 
lamp I hate that he hides in the closet and only uses when he plays studio in 
the kitchen, all of it filtered through the holes he punches in the thick, black 
foil, the gels, the flash. Not anymore. 
I see a sad, scared little boy, who is more comfortable in the dark alone than 
he is in the light with people. Because, at least there, he can see what he wants. 
"Have you finished that new collection?" 
"The what?" 
"You know, another series? For the gallery? Didn't he say he wanted 
· another show?" 
"No." 
"No he didn't or no you haven't finished?" 
"I haven't finished. I haven't started." 
"Well, why the fuck not?" 
"When do I have time to shoot?" 
It does not help that this argument usually starts while he's doing the 
chores that I can't be bothered with; his point is so much stronger when he 
can gesture emphatically with the vacuum cleaner's tube. 
"Well? What do you think?" his Wife, the Writer, has balls enough to ask 
him. 
"Good," he says, unpausing his movie and turning back toward the TV 
now that his Wife, the Writer, is done reading aloud to him, is done per-
forming from her desk chair, pretending. It's The Pianist, which she won't 
watch. Polanski. Irreconcilable Differences. She wonders if he knows its 
script was adapted from an autobiography. She wonders if he'd care. 
"Come on," she goads him. 
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"It's always good," he says lazily over his shoulder. "It's fine." 
"Something's wrong." 
"No." 
"Yes." 
"No, it's good," he insists, turning around, facing her. "It just didn't 
happen that way." 
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Only One Christmas 
Karolina Faraci 
MY FATHER NEVER CAME FOR ME, AS HE HAD PROMISED SO MANY TIMES OVER 
the phone when he would call me drunk at the boarding school in Koszalin 
where I lived during my parents' mega-short separation period. 
"Did you want him to?" Catherine asked. Catherine was a shrink I had 
been seeing for a while. She was so Irish; you couldn't get any more Irish 
than this: bright red hair cascading in waves and spirals down her shoulders 
and breasts; dressed in a long-sleeved green dress that complemented her 
small freckled face of porcelain complexion. She was cute and fragile, and 
she had the most adorable, tiny nose. She was all I always wanted to be: del-
icate, feminine, soft-spoken. She sat across from me in her cozy Lake Forest 
office with a fireplace, her back to the window. It was January, cold, frosted 
January. The heavenly fluff of 2010 was now looking like polished white 
ice. The sun reflected off it, and the brightness entered right through that 
window, hitting Catherine against her back, creating a sparkly halo around 
her shoulders and head. 
Across from this bundle of femininity, on a velvet couch, hiding my 
stomach under a decorative pillow, was I: a large, young, Slavic woman with 
a wide face, large forehead, and impossible-to-control, want-to-be-blond 
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hair that screamed for a root touch-up, addressing a severe eating disorder 
that went untreated for more than sixteen years, and emotional wounds that 
yawned with puss of hurt and anger. I felt like a whale placed together in an 
aquarium with a flowy goldfish. 
"I don't know." I shrugged my shoulders and adjusted the pillow. In my 
head I should never be seen seated. I should always be standing. Standing 
kept my stomach flat. "Part of me did, I'm sure. See, I had this thing for him 
... I still have." 
"Emotional connection?" She put words in my mouth and took a quick 
note in her legal pad that she kept over her crossed knee. 
"Yeah," I said uncertainly, which was strange, because that's exactly 
what I did have with my father. Unexplainable, invisible, always-present, 
often-unwanted, emotional connection. 
"But see, I was embarrassed and angry. After all he had done to us, I 
hated him. And then the phone calls he made to the boarding school when 
he would tell me he lost everything; he lost me, and he'd hang himself in the 
flat from the ceiling light fixture. I pretended I didn't care. His sister would 
call, too, telling me they would kidnap me from school. She and my grand-
mother believed I belonged to my father because I stayed within the prox-
imity of the house. I mean, Koszalin was only a forty-minute bus ride away 
from Sarbinowo. My sister was the 'betrayer.' She went with my mother. So 
what, she was only eleven?" 
"But they never kidnapped you?" Catherine stopped jotting her notes. (I 
always wondered what she wrote about me. Did she even write anything? 
Maybe she was creating some doodles to kill time?) She looked at me from 
underneath her copper-like curls with a bit more concern, and kept her eyes 
on me for a little longer than before. Did she think I was making it all up? 
"No. Just said they would hold me captive, had I showed up in town. 
To be honest, I kinda wanted to see how this would go," I laughed. "My 
father's sister was skinny like a stick and drunk, for the most part. My 
grandmother was old, fat, and wobbly. They would seriously have to hire 
someone, or knock me unconscious, tie me up and throw me in a cellar or 
something." I stopped and caught Catherine's eyes. 
"But that's not all, is it?" 
"No." I looked down at the pillow I was still squeezing against my 
stomach. "I would never admit this before, but I remembered feeling 
somehow important; in the midst of my life being ripped to pieces it seemed 
someone actually cared enough for me to be willing to commit a crime. Yes, 
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it was a barbaric kind of caring, but my father, my aunt, and my grand-
mother were simple, uneducated peasants; deep down I knew they were 
showing me love. And you know what?" I lifted my eyes to meet 
Catherine's. "In a way, I hoped they did. But that never happened. Again, I 
had to deal with empty promises." 
I sighed deeply, but quickly regained composure and continued. 
"After the summer of 1993, which was when my mom moved us out, I 
begged her to put me in the boarding school in the city. I could imagine 
living without my father-I prayed daily for his death for years-but I 
couldn't imagine being transferred to a new school and losing my friends, 
the only stability I had at the time. I also enjoyed being on my own. Not 
because I was free. It was more of no more uncertainty about how the night 
was going to go, you know? Whether my father would show up drunk at 
the door and start a fight-none of that. And it was always warm in the 
building, and there were showers and toilets. Back home for heat we had to 
start the fire in an ugly, handmade, iron furnace that stood in the far corner 
of the living room, on a large sheet of steel for safety, in case embers fell out. 
We also didn't have a bathroom with a toilet until after my mom was forced 
to return. And even then the toilet, although it was on the same floor as our 
flat, was outside of it, and the bathroom was all the way downstairs. 
"There was no heat there, so we would keep a gas space heater to keep 
the bathroom warm when we showered. The building was too old; our flat 
was too small and didn't have proper plumbing to build a bathroom inside 
of it. Still, I considered it a luxury. It was awesome to shower. And-now, 
this is funny," I added with a smirk. "It was so American to shower. 
Europeans like their bathtubs." I smiled, remembering how I would pretend 
I was living in California, and after my shower I would have muesli with 
cold (cold!) milk and a glass of orange juice. 
"Right." Catherine smiled, too. She kept looking at me, and I could bet 
she had no idea what I was talking about. I knew that she only read about 
outside latrines in books from centuries before, and being raised in the 
States, in suburban Chicago, and educated at Harvard, the only hardship 
that she went through was when they shut down the hot water. She had no 
clue what it meant to poop in dark, outside houses, praying to God no rat 
or mouse runs across your lap. She had no idea what it meant to have to 
walk down to a cellar to collect black coal in a small bucket to be burnt 
inside the kitchen stove or a furnace to cook meals and keep warm. 
Or maybe she did? I needed to chase these thoughts away. These were 
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the thoughts that made me feel like a secondary human being compared to 
everyone else. I knew they were false, a product of my intoxicated-over-the-
years soul. Would this ever go away? I wondered, pressing the pillow against 
my stomach, if in my head was a collection of rolls of fat that in reality 
weren't there. A lot of things weren't as I thought of them. Myself included. 
What did I need to do to see how I really was? All I did over the years was 
to pretend to be someone else. I was a sailor's daughter that travelled the 
world with her daddy on a big ship; I was a self-taught linguist who spoke 
five languages, including French and Chinese. I was a kung-fu master, a dis-
tant Bruce Lee relative of Bruce Lee. I was so many different things, I lost 
count. The only thing I had never truly been was myself. 
Catherine kept her green eyes on me. The halo over her head intensified. I 
could see tiny strands of hair sticking out. She delicately tapped her pen against 
the pad on her lap. She waited on me. Patiently. It comforted me to know this. 
"You know," I finally said, and swallowed a lump that grew in my 
throat. Ever since I began the therapy, I became such a cry baby. "The reality 
is that it didn't matter whether I wanted him to come get me. When I think 
about it now, I know that I just wanted somebody, anybody, to come get me. 
No, not to get me. I wouldn't let them, I don't think, I was too guarded. I 
wanted someone to come after me. Be interested, care. I never felt that. 
Never. And even if people did care-and I am sure they did-I never learned 
to see it. And I would just miss it all." 
I fixed myself on the velvet couch again. Catherine handed me a box of 
Kleenex. I pulled one out and blew my nose, trying to be as quiet as possible, 
as if blowing my nose was something to be embarrassed about. I took a deep 
breath and exhaled. My throat hurt, as the stupid lump was still very much 
there. I knew I was going to have a headache. I hated it. It didn't feel natural 
to pour myself out like this. I pulled my sweater away from my neck, letting 
the air cool me down. I was sweating. Crying made me sweat. Especially when 
I tried to stop it. I was a total mess. I couldn't pull myself together. Suddenly I 
felt this horrible heaviness of all the failed relationships I couldn't keep 
together, friendships that never lasted, lovers that I manipulated into loving me. 
It all went before my eyes like a fast-forwarded movie, like what they say hap-
pens when you die when God puts you on the spot and lets you re-examine 
your life, as if there were anything you could do about it. 
Have I failed my life? I thought, as I kept trying to calm myself down by 
slowly breathing the air in. Or have I finally broken the seal, and the toxi-
city was spilling out of me like a drug during the withdrawal period? 
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In about ten used Kleenexes and a glass of room-temperature water, I 
was able to speak without choking. Catherine waited patiently until I col-
lected myself. 
"Do you want to tell me about that empty flat?" 
"Yes." 
And I began telling her the story about my heart being ripped out of my 
chest on one late August morning of 1993 when my mother woke up me 
and my sister, packed our three lives in cardboard boxes and, with the help 
of Uncle Heniek, loaded up a brown pickup truck, and we drove away. I 
told her how I had no clue what was happening because no one told me we 
were leaving my father, and I didn't dare ask because I feared what I might 
just hear. And how everything seemed to be a blur. I told her how I watched 
the black ribbon of the asphalted street embellished in August-green crowns 
of lime trees, and how it all diminished and disappeared in the rear-view 
mirror. I told her how the heart that was just ripped back in the house was 
then thrown under the tires of the pickup truck that was supposed to act 
like a time machine, taking the three of us to some better time. I told her 
how I cried and fought until my mom let me stay at the boarding school 
because I simply couldn't imagine being away from my home on the shore, 
even though I hadn't seen it until one day in November. 
By then I learned my father had left the house, too. It was as if we-our 
family-never existed. It was as if someone poured acid over all of us, and 
"poof!" we all dissolved with a hiss, and now there were only bits and 
pieces floating around. 
He was away, working illegally in Germany. It was hilarious, consid-
ering that for most of my life all I heard was that he would "never work for 
a German!" -even though most of the men from Sarbinowo and other vil-
lages would travel abroad looking for jobs. Times were really tough back 
then. The Wall had just collapsed in 1989, but with the newly-established 
free-market economy the first thing that showed up behind the former Iron 
Curtain was the dirt of the Western world: massive unemployment, sky-
rocketing prices, and no money. People didn't know how to live in this new, 
strange world, what to do. The smarter ones started traveling west: mostly 
to Germany, but also to Austria, Belgium, Greece, Spain-anywhere they 
could, really. They would buy a bunch of stuff: underwear, pantyhose, 
plastic toys, Christmas ornaments, cigarettes, Russian gold, Polish vodka. 
Anything. Then they would apply for a German visa-the borders weren't 
open yet. Some would get it, some would not. The ones who got it would 
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travel on a train, often wearing half of the things they were going to sell on 
streets in Berlin on top of them ( or inside of them, as they would swallow gold 
for example), so during the border control they could claim these items as "per-
sonal." Those who weren't "visa-lucky" would entrust their friends to sell their 
goods for them. Men also found construction jobs. Women cleaned. Even my 
mother went to clean houses at some point. She would later tell us horrific sto-
ries how this rich lady who owned the downtown Berlin apartment would 
come home after my mom had been cleaning there for eight hours, wear white 
fabric gloves and run her finger over things. And if the glove was not snow 
white ... you can imagine what happened. This was how my mom made 
money to buy our first color television. With a real remote control. 
But my father refused to travel to work in Germany. "I'm not going to 
work for a German!" He thought he had dignity and was patriotic, you 
know, all the things Germans had done to us over the centuries. Expansions, 
invasions, divisions, WWI, WWII. My mom and I knew that he was full of 
crap. He didn't know squat about history. He was simply lazy. Who would 
cook him food every day, had he gone to work abroad? Who would wash 
his clothes? He would also have to stop drinking, and we didn't think he 
was able to say no to his daily fix. 
Yet he proved us wrong. 
Apparently, he found a job at a vineyard of the Rhineland-Palatinate 
region. My family was already apart. I was at the boarding school, my mom 
and my sister lived inland with my grandmother, in the small town of 
Kolczyglowy. He didn't contact me from Germany; he only sent me a pic-
ture, just a picture. It came to the boarding school one day. I picked it up 
downstairs, at the guards' booth, and immediately ripped open the enve-
lope, my heart pounding. I slowly walked upstairs, turning the glossy pho-
tograph in my hand. On the back it said, For the apple of my eye. Ahr Valley, 
September 17, 1993. The photo showed him standing under a green hill, 
rows of nicely trimmed grape bushes heavy with bunches of ripe, dark, 
purple fruits. There were bluish mountains in the background and a sky so 
blue and cloudless, it was almost disturbing. Below the hills there was a 
view of an adorable town with a church tower in the center. My father was 
smiling in this picture, and it was a sober smile. He was wearing a check-
ered, flannel shirt, and he was thinner, less swollen. His thumbs were under 
the leather straps of a large wicker basket he was carrying on his back. The 
basket was filled with grapes. 
I walked to the top of the stairs, and before I turned left and walked the 
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dim hallway towards my room, I pressed the photo to my chest, against my 
fast-beating heart. Kids were passing me, bumping into my sides, but I felt 
and heard nothing. All I could think of was how beautiful my father was, 
as mighty as the Alps behind him. This picture was the only picture of my 
father that I ever had, not counting the one my sister and I took once back 
at home. He was sitting on the living room sofa, wearing only his under-
wear, trying to hold his head up unsuccessfully. He was so drunk, his head 
kept falling, and he was drooling all over himself, spit on his chin, and on 
his chest ... we took the picture to show him how he looked, since he never 
believed our stories. But we never developed the photo. Too embarrassing. 
My roommates weren't there. I had peace and quiet. I lay down on my 
bed, on my side, the picture on the pillow, against my face. I drifted into 
subconsciousness. 
"Phone call! You've got a phone call!" Someone pounded on the door. The 
picture had slid out of my hand and now lay on the floor. I picked it up, and 
hid it under the pillow. I put my slippers on, rubbed my eyes, and ran out the 
door, then along the long hallway to the staircase, down two flights of stairs, 
until I hit the lobby where the phone was inside the guards' booth. 
The receiver was put on the shelf. It was a bulky, black, old-fashioned tele-
phone. I put the sleek, heavy, black plastic to my ear. It felt cool against it. I was 
more than sure it was my aunt, my father's sister, again, telling me in her drunk-
enness that my mother was a whore because she left the angel, my father. 
"Hello?" 
"Kalinka? " 
This I did not expect. It was my father. 
"Yes." 
"How are you, kochanie?" It was hard to believe, but he sounded sober. 
My heart warmed up. 
"I'm good, Tatus. How are you?" I asked but wasn't sure if I cared. 
"Listen, dziecko, kochanie, I'll be back soon," he said, and told me 
about his work in Germany, how he picked grapes twelve hours a day, every 
day, and made good money, and how he was saving so when he came back, 
he could build a bathroom for the four of us. The four of us, he said. 
"I've missed you so much. You, Sylwia, and mama. I'll be back for 
Christmas." I heard him choking. "You'll come visit me, right? At 
Grandma's?" 
Shit. Shit. Shit ... Shit. That was all I could think. 
Did I want to see him? How could I know? There was no rational 
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reason for me to see my father, except that we were blood related. At the 
same time, this mysterious weakness that I always had for him made itself 
extremely present. 
Love was it? 
My throat squeezed into a tight rope. My stomach felt as if a thousand 
tons of steel heavily collapsed inside of it. 
I had to sit down. I just had to. I leaned on the smooth plywood wall 
behind me and slid down. My sweater lifted up, and my hot skin touched 
the cold surface. 
It would be so much easier to simply hate him. One emotion: hate. Why 
couldn't I hate him? 
I still remembered all the things he had done to us, the screaming, the 
beating, the humiliation, yet I couldn't hate him. And this was much worse 
than if I could. I wanted to have feelings for my father, but I wanted simple 
feelings: love or hate. Not love and hate. No. No. No. This was too much 
for me. I wanted to vomit. I wanted him to rub my hair. 
A humming sound filled my head. 
I told my father I would come see him after he came back from Germany 
for Christmas. 
Then I hung up the phone and went back to my room where ten min-
utes later I came up with a 104 degree fever. 
In a nightmare I had that night, I saw the mighty building where we all 
once lived in a small, one-bedroom, second-floor flat, the one we left, calling 
me again. It didn't swallow me, like in the dream I had before we moved 
out. It waved at me, waved the black, rotten window shutters dotted with 
large, white maggots. The maggots smiled at me-and they had toothless 
human smiles, and lid-less human eyes-warping their armless, wormy 
bodies, soundlessly inviting me to take a look inside. I saw myself from 
above, in dark cape, walking towards the building, reaching for the knob to 
the entrance door. I didn't see myself going in. 
I woke up the next morning and dragged my feet to the cafeteria down-
stairs. It smelled like warm milk and headcheese. I picked the tray from the pile 
next to the window where fat ladies in white smocks would give out our por-
tions: white bread, butter, sliced meats, jam, hot cocoa, tea. I walked back with 
my tray, and sat alone at a table. I could've sat with my roommates, but I didn't 
feel like talking to anyone. I wanted to be alone with my thoughts. The cafe-
teria buzzed with voices. At seven in the morning most of the kids were down-
stairs eating, laughing, spreading rumors, discussing their days. 
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All I knew was that I needed to go back to the flat. 
I waited until Friday. I called my mother and told her I was not going 
to visit her where she lived at Grandma Bogusia's, and where I would travel 
for two hours via train for a mandatory every-weekend visitation during 
which time my mom would interrogate me like some Gestapo officer on 
commission: what, where, when, and why. 
I told her I was going to stay at the dorm and study math. Dorms always 
emptied for the weekends as kids would go home and didn't come back 
until Sunday nights. She believed I would spend this time alone with books. 
My mother believed a lot of things I told her. 
By that afternoon, with my heart in my boots and a backpack of 
weekend clothes, I found myself at the PKS public bus station in downtown 
Koszalin. I got my ticket, waited in line when the bus arrived, and took a 
seat somewhere on the back. The weather was appropriate to the state of 
my mind: it was shitty. Heavy raindrops knocked on the large glass pane 
monotonously, streaming down, and smearing the city behind it. I pressed 
my forehead against the window leaving a greasy mark, and listened to the 
voices of kids taking this bus home from school. They pushed each other, 
yelled, cursed, laughed, and passed me in my seat, chasing each other down 
the narrow alley. Tired grown-ups sat quietly, snoozing or reading books 
and newspapers. I saw the driver's eyes in the rear-view mirror watching, 
waiting for everyone to take their seats and quiet down. I slid down in my 
seat, and pulled the hood of my jacket over my head. I knew too many 
people on this bus. I used to take it back and forth to school before we 
moved out. I didn't want anyone to recognize me. I didn't want to answer 
any questions about my family. 
The bus jerked and roared, backed up, circled around the bus station 
square, then entered the street. Familiar buildings of the city kept smearing and 
bending through the prism of the rain, as if trying to amuse me. And then the 
city was all behind us, and we drove down the road with trees whooshing on 
both sides as we passed them. I listened to the engine roar and wondered what 
the beach looked like. I hadn't seen it since our spectacular escape in August 
when it was nice and friendly: warm white sand invited one to lie down and 
stare at the high blue sky and listen to the humming of the waves on one side 
and rustling of the trees on the dunes opposite the water. 
November was dominated by the fall storms. There was no beach to lie 
on; it was swallowed by waters pounding viciously on the shore, curling, 
and then backing up, sweeping tons of wet sand, uncovering all kinds of 
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treasures, like amber or old grenades. But whether it was the sweet, summer-
white sand with calm, dark blue waters, or the angry and deadly fall whirl, 
or the shiny, futuristic ice land of the winter-I loved the beach. The beach 
was my favorite place in the world. I missed it as much as I missed our flat. 
With one slight difference: the beach I didn't fear. 
Half an hour later the bus made a right turn on the four-way stop. We 
were right on top of the hill. There were harvested fields on each side of the 
four roads. The bus proceeded down, and I was watching the same trees and 
the same street that just two months earlier I saw disappear in the rear-view 
mirror. As the bus rolled down the hill, the same picture was zooming back 
in, swept in the darkness by the two yellow beams of the bus headlights. 
I wanted to stop this bus and run uphill. 
I wanted to curl up on the seat, fall asleep, and never wake up. 
I wanted to wake up and eat a breakfast of scrambled eggs with bacon and 
chives served to me, my mom, and my sister at the old house by my dad. Sitting 
in the living room, sipping hot tea with breakfast, I wanted to laugh and tell 
them about this horrible, horrible dream I had about how we left the house 
because Dad broke all the eyeglasses mom ever owned. And it was all not true. 
But it was true. It hit me. 
Suddenly I felt like a shattered mirror, each of the pieces reflecting a dif-
ferent person I was. My inner self was a puzzle; even to me, it was a puzzle. 
Especially to me it was a puzzle. Nothing in this puzzle fit together, yet 
somehow the image I knew that was supposed to evolve was clear: me. Except 
that it wasn't put together yet. All I could see inside of me were just snippets 
of someone I one day wanted to be, but I couldn't figure out how to put the 
pieces together. I needed someone to help me, to guide me. Instead I kept 
receiving blow after blow that crushed my soul into a million more elements. 
The bus stopped with the squealing puff of the hydraulic breaks. I got 
off and quickly walked down the wet, black street towards the house. It 
wasn't far from the metal bus stop. It was dark, and the houses along the 
street flashed yellow rectangles of lights. The streetlamps towered over the 
massive, naked lime trees, throwing weak beams, illuminating heavy, angled 
raindrops and swirling, brown leaves. 
I swallowed the lump growing in my throat as I turned into our dri-
veway. The wet gravel crunched under my feet. I looked up at the mighty 
gray building: our white-framed windows were dark. There was black noth-
ingness behind the glass. It terrified me. 
I opened the entrance door. The staircase was dark as tar. There was no 
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electric light there; no one ever bothered to install one. I pressed my feet 
against each wooden step delicately, climbing as quietly as I could. We had 
neighbors. They occupied an apartment on the same floor, across the 
hallway from ours. I didn't need them to know I was back. I found the key 
inside a shoe on the very back of the old cabinet that stood at the end of the 
hallway, under the window that overlooked the courtyard. The top of the 
cabinet was overflowing with unopened mail. 
I turned the key and pulled the iron knob. The orange-painted door 
squeaked, resisted, and then opened. I walked inside the dark kitchen. My 
body started shivering. The house hadn't been heated since my father left in 
September, and maybe even earlier. I flipped the light switch on the wall, 
looked, and couldn't hold it anymore. 
My back hunched under a sob that ripped out of my chest, nearly 
knocking me to my knees. I held onto the doorframe, unable to stand on my 
own. I realized something I'd known even before we moved out. 
This house was empty. Everything was gone. 
The black-and-white wall unit that had been in this house since before 
I was born was completely empty. The TV set was gone; the collectible china 
was gone; the photos of Sylwia and me in white dresses during my First 
Communion, when she was in hysterics until Mom let her wear a white 
dress, too; Sylwia's First Communion with me on crutches because I broke 
my ankle horsing around on the bike the day before, giving my mom a near 
heart attack; our birthdays, class photos, field trip souvenirs-all gone. 
The books were gone, too. No Dostoyevsky, Steinbeck, Mickiewicz, 
Tolstoy, Hemingway, Conrad, and Proust. No Mitchell. No Sienkiewicz. No 
Norwid. I knew Mom took the books. I had helped her pack them in boxes. 
I just didn't realize they were gone. 
They say intense emotions give you a head spin or knee softness. Or you 
faint. 
Or something. 
Bullshit. 
I was heaving. I wanted to puke. My stomach yanked, as I bent over, and 
the stomach acid rushed up my esophagus, all bitter and disgusting. 
The flat carried a scent of an abandoned place. 
It smelled of rotten potato peels and mice shit. 
I didn't care. Whatever it was, it was my place. 
My home. My home. 
I was finally able to regain my composure. I walked inside the living room, 
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and dropped my orange backpack on the carpeted floor. It was the same, rigid 
green carpet that over the years witnessed heartache, soaked-up sweat, and 
blood. I couldn't imagine this house without this carpet. I just couldn't. 
I unzipped my jacket, letting some air in. I felt hot, even though my body 
was still shivering. Stupid crying. Salty, long-held tears made my neck all 
sticky and itchy, the collar of my sweater cold and moist. I pulled it away 
from my neck and smiled. My mom knitted this sweater for me. It was my 
Christmas gift from the year before. The last Christmas we spent together 
in this living room, in this flat; last Christmas we had a Christmas Eve 
supper together. With the waffle, and twelve meatless dishes. And with a 
real evergreen right in the corner of this living room. Colorful lights, gor-
geous ornaments, cotton imitating snow spread over branches. Nicely 
wrapped presents scattered under the tree. Across from it, my drunken 
father snoring and screaming in his alcohol-infused sleep on the couch. 
Same shit, different Christmas. I hated Christmas; yet every year I anx-
iously waited for it, hoping that things would change. I daydreamed of 
one-just one!-Christmas Eve when Dad and I would wake up early in the 
morning to go to the woods to pick a Christmas tree. Just the two of us. 
Only Dad and I. We would take the car. Dad would be driving, his large 
hands holding the steering wheel. Snow-covered fields would be freckled 
with brown bucks and does searching for food under the white fluff. The 
ones close to the road would scatter first; then the ones farther away would 
run away, too, as we passed them. The dog would be with us, all sixty kilos 
of him, clumsy French shepherd's paws resting on my shoulders as he sat on 
the backseat, his rough, pink tongue on my cheek, giving me kisses. I would 
wipe my face off with the back of my hand and laugh. We both would 
laugh, Dad and I. We would laugh, and laugh, and as we drove we would 
seal our bond with aligned tire marks on the freshest, newest snow. 
We would arrive at the woods forty minutes later, and park the car right 
before the tree line. The mighty evergreen woods would be sound asleep on 
that sparkly, crisp Christmas Eve morning. The world would breathe calmly 
and evenly, just like the Holy Infant that was to be born at midnight of that 
very day. It would be so quiet in the woods that the crunch we would make 
with our boots searching for the perfect tree would sound like a breaking 
tree branch. And it would scare the dog, and he would bark loudly, steam 
of his breath puffing out of his mouth. And a bunch of snow would slide off 
the tree right over my dad's head, and I would help him shake it off his neck 
and the collar of his coat, and we would laugh so hard together, Dad and I, 
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and the dog would be jumping all around us. 
Only one Christmas like this. 
"You have never had that Christmas, have you?" Catherine's voice made 
me come back to the couch in her small office. I looked at the clock on top 
of the fireplace; it had been an hour over my session time. 
"No," I said, getting up. I grabbed my black winter coat and purse. "I'm 
still wishing for it, though." 
No response. Just this look. This look people give when they want to tell 
you, "Let it go. It's not going to happen." 
For one-hundredth of a second my na"ive heart hoped she would tell me 
I would get my Christmas. But she didn't. Instead she asked about our next 
time. My soul felt heavier again. 
"Next week I'll tell you how I almost killed my father with a tea glass," 
I said, kind of wanting to shock her a little. She needed to know I wasn't just 
a victim. I once was evil and destructive. This evil still lived in me, nested 
somewhere in the darkest corner of my soul, and I really needed to exter-
minate it before it would surface again. 
Downtown Lake Forest looked adorable covered in snow and old 
Christmas decorations. 
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Empire 
Christopher Marnach 
"You GET 'EM ALL SORTED, TI-IEN?" MARV ASKED. HE PICKED UP HIS MUG, GINGERLY 
touched it to his lips, took a sip, and made a face. 
"Yeah," Wade said, looking blankly at the gun case sitting on the table. 
"How's the coffee?" 
"Fine, fine," Marv said, setting down the mug and pushing it away from 
him. "How many we got?" 
"Thirty or so. The ones with the red marks I'm pretty sure ain't gonna 
make it, but the ones with the blue marks might pull through. Guess you can 
judge for yourself." 
Wade's gaze drifted away from the gun case and out the kitchen window. 
The morning sky was clear and cloudless, the warmless blue of subzero days. 
A crust had formed on the drifts in the yard, white waves frozen in midmo-
tion, glinting hard like the ceramic figurines frolicking in Laura's curio cabinet. 
Branches had snapped off in the ice storm the night before and stood impaled 
in the snow beneath the trees. Across the yard was the barn his father built, 
empty now, left to the dust and the rats and the slow, wet rot. Next to it was 
the corncrib his grandfather built, half collapsed. At the end of the driveway, 
facing the road, was the block of granite, polished smooth like a tombstone, 
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that Wade put in last year. Century Farm, it said. 
He took a sip of his coffee. "I still don't see why we gotta do this." 
Marv shrugged. "Company can't afford to waste feed on hogs that're 
just gonna croak before they get to market anyway. Bottom lines and shit, 
you know how it is." 
"The rendering truck's the only one that's gonna come out ahead on this 
deal." 
"You think I wanna do this any more'n you do? I'm the one that's gotta 
do the shooting, you know." 
"Yeah, I know." 
"Besides, they ain't your hogs no more. Them's the company's hogs now." 
Every hog was a company's hog now. One by one, Wade's neighbors had 
succumbed. Barns went empty, confinement buildings went up, the family 
farm died and the breeze reeked of concentrated shit. Wade held out as long 
as he could, quit farrowing, bought hogs to feed out, but it was just too 
small an operation to keep in the black. He and Laura talked it over, and 
they both agreed to go corporate or go broke. A confinement building went 
up in the corner of one of his fields. He fed the company's hogs with the 
company's feed in the company's building; now he'd watch as the company's 
man shot the company's hogs with the company's gun, and leave Wade to 
clean up the mess. But he wouldn't be cleaning it up alone. 
"Better get the boy up." Wade went to the foot of the stairs. "Justin!" he 
yelled up. "Let's go!" Silence, then a half-shouted, half-mumbled, completely 
unintelligible response. "He'll be down in a minute," Wade said. 
"Gonna be a farmer like his old man?" 
Wade snorted and sat back down. He glanced at the construction-paper 
wreath magnetted to the refrigerator door. Justin had made it in first grade. 
The paper was sun-bleached, and half of the red paper bow was torn off, 
but Laura still put it up every year. Christmas was over now. It'd go back in 
the box soon. "So how much snow they talking for tomorrow?" Wade said. 
"Six to ten." 
"Great. Wish that global warming'd hurry up already." 
"Ain't no such thing. A guy gave a presentation about it at the feeders' 
conference last year. All just a made-up, liberal crock a shit." 
Heavy footfalls descended the stairs behind them. Into the kitchen 
plodded Wade's sixteen-year-old son, Justin. 
"Y'ever seen the dead walk, Marv?" Wade said. 
Justin smirked back at his father. 
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"So this is the future farmer," Marv said. 
"Yeah," Justin said, getting a mug from the cupboard. "Nose ring gave it 
away, huh?" He flicked the silver hoop back and forth with his middle finger. 
"I got a pair of wirecutters out in the truck that'd take care of that," 
Marv said. 
Justin grabbed the coffee pot. "I bet you do." 
"Get your coat on," Wade said to him. 
He glared at Wade, pot poised over his mug. 
"Now." 
Justin slammed the pot back down, sloshing coffee over the counter, and 
stormed off to the garage. 
It was a ten-mile drive to the confinement building. Marv followed them over 
in his own truck. The sun was blinding, leaving spots in Wade's eyes when he 
blinked. Wisps of snow snaked across the road. At least the plows had been out; 
the roads had been solid ice last night when they went to pick up Justin. They'd 
nearly slid off the road twice. That was half the reason for the punishment. 
A country song was on the radio, boots and asses and Amurica. Justin 
hit the scan button, stopped on a rock station, rage and love and Jesus of 
Suburbia. Wade turned it back. Boots. Asses. Amurica. 
Justin rolled his eyes. "9/11 changed everything, Dad." 
"What?" 
He gave Wade a vacant zombie stare. "Eeeevrythiiiing." 
Wade flipped the station to the markets. "Better?" 
Justin shrugged, stared out the window. 
"How you feeling?" Wade asked. 
"Fine." 
"You look like shit." 
"Thanks." 
"It's your own fault you gotta be here." 
"Yup." 
One o'clock in the morning, phone call from Sheriff Hayward, busted a 
party, your son in custody, minor in possession. In possession of what? 
Wade asked. All he could think of were the meth busts that littered the 
paper's police blotter, and the sunken eyes of Steve and Judy's son Kevin, the 
kid's biceps the same size as his wrists, teeth rotting away at age twenty. 
Judy tried to cook for him, big hearty meals that would fatten up any 
normal man, but Kevin would only pick at his plate, staring down at the 
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designs he drew in his mashed potatoes, and then for no reason his head 
would snap up and he'd stare out the window, terrified, like something big 
and ravenous and evil was staring back at him. Alcohol, Hayward said, your 
kid's drunk. You can come pick him up now or we can keep him overnight. 
Wade turned up the radio. Live hogs down two cents. He turned it off. They 
pulled into the driveway of the hog lot. "So you ready for this?" Wade said. 
"Nope." 
Wade sighed. "Me neither." 
It was a long, low building of wood and white corrugated steel, drift-nes-
tled, blending into snowscape that had swallowed it. They parked and the 
three of them went to the building, Justin hanging back, kicking at the snow 
as he walked. The heaters kicked on as they stepped inside, blowing out recy-
cled air that reeked of hot dust and piss. There were thirty pens on either side 
of the cement alleyway, filled with half-grown hogs, eating and sleeping and 
fighting, a continual din of grunts and squeals, a constant clatter of hooves on 
the slatted floor. Wade led the way up to the fifteenth pen, the sick pen. Most 
of the hogs there were asleep, though a few were up, snouts poked into the 
feeder. They were the too-sick or too-small, runts and ruptures and the lame. 
A red or blue wax crayon line ran down each of their white backs. 
Marv set the guncase on the floor, opened it, and took the gun, a 9mm 
Glock, out from its foam cradle. He looked it over with a little half-smile of 
pride and snapped in the clip like an action movie hero, then with a grin 
held it out to Justin. "You wanna take out a few of the little bacon bits, 
kiddo?" he said. "Let out some of that teen angst?" 
Justin looked down at the gun, then turned away, bent over the divider 
and patted the red-marked back of a hog limping past. "You go ahead," he 
said. "I bet middle-age angst's a whole lot worse." 
"Suit yourself." Marv strode up to the pen. 
Justin flashed a glare at Wade and started walking down the alleyway. 
Marv raised the gun. 
"Get over here," Wade said, pointing to the ground next to him. Justin 
stopped, stood stock-still a moment, then turned and walked back towards 
Wade, fists clenched. He stopped on the exact spot Wade had pointed to and 
did an exaggerated about-face. His eyes were hot, but his face had gone pale. 
Marv flipped off the safety. 
"I wasn't gonna make you," Wade said. "You did this to yourself. Now 
you stand here and you watch." 
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Marv took aim. 
Justin stared, unblinking, into the pen. 
Marv fired. 
The gunshot exploded, reverberated throughout the building. A hog's 
head snapped back, blood sprayed out of the wound. Its legs buckled and it 
collapsed, convulsing, writhing in its own gore. Its hind leg gave one last 
kick and it was still, mouth agape, tongue lolling out limply on the floor. 
Every hog in the building was up, running in circles, slamming into each 
other, crushing each other against the walls of their pens, trampling each 
other as they fought frantically to find an escape. Even the lame ones were 
up, limping furiously about, dragging their lifeless limbs behind them. Marv 
took aim and fired, again and again. One by one the hogs fell. Gun smoke 
choked the air. Blood splattered the walls and the floor and the other hogs. 
Wade's ears were ringing. The hogs were screaming. Justin put his hands 
over his ears and turned away. Wade didn't say a word. Marv fired and 
fired. He reloaded and fired. The hogs thrashed in their own blood and shit 
and died, and Marv fired and fired. 
And then the firing stopped. The gun lowered. Marv stood in a cloud of 
gun smoke, his face flushed, sweat beading on his forehead. He was 
breathing heavy. The air tasted of hot metal, burnt powder, copper blood. 
Justin lowered his hands from his ears. His Adam's apple bobbed. Wade 
looked reluctantly into the pen. One hog remained standing amidst thirty-
three gore-stained corpses. 
"You need me for anything else, Wade?" Marv said, softly. 
"No," Wade said. 
Marv bent down, put the gun back in the case and snapped it shut. He 
stood, turned, and without a word, walked down the alleyway to the door. 
"Thanks, Marv," Wade called after him, not meaning it. 
Marv paused in the doorway. 
"Don't thank me," he said. The door closed behind him. 
The hogs in the other pens began to calm down. They stopped running 
and stood grunting and panting in small groups, waiting. Wade turned back 
to Justin. His jaw was clenched, his eyes hard and glistening. For a moment, 
Wade considered telling him to go on home, to forget this awful mess, but 
then he remembered the night before, Justin sullen and defiant and drunk, 
telling them how much he hated this town and this farm and how he was 
getting as far away from here-and them-as soon as possible, and how 
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Laura had started crying and Wade started yelling and Justin, sobering, had 
grudgingly apologized. He didn't mean it, he said, but he had, at least on 
some level, and Laura had cried softly into her pillow for a long time after 
they went to bed, and the sympathy he felt for his son died. I wasn't gonna 
make him, he thought, and besides, any normal farm kid would have been 
out here regardless; it would've just been what was expected of him, but not 
his son, who sulked and whined any time he had to help with the chores, 
who saw farm work as punishment. Well, if punishment was how he saw it, 
fine. A punishment it would be. 
"Go get the cart," Wade said, and his voice was cold. Justin turned and 
walked down the alleyway and out the door, never once looking at his father. 
Wade looked down at the one hog left standing in the pen. It stared back 
at him, shaking, muscles tensed, ready to run. Wade put on his gloves and 
climbed into the pen. The floor was sticky. The hog scuttled toward the back 
of the pen, but tripped over one of the corpses. Wade lunged at it and caught 
it by the hind legs. It squealed and fought. He dragged it over to the divider, 
hauled it up and dropped it into the next pen. He watched it mingle with 
the other hogs, its blood-spattered, blue-marked hide standing out against 
the unsullied white hides around it, its grunts so like sobs. 
Justin came in with the flatbed cart and pushed it slowly up the alleyway 
to the pen. He looked in, and immediately looked away. "Fuck," he whispered. 
Wade felt the sympathy rising again, but the memory of Laura's tears 
quickly quashed it. "Watch your mouth," he said as he removed the divider. 
"Now get your gloves on." 
Justin looked at him in horror. He shook his head. 
"I can't lift 'em all by myself," Wade said. "I wasn't gonna make you do 
this. You screwed up, and now you're gonna have to pay for it." A punish-
ment, what every other farmer's son would be expected to do, would do 
without question. 
Justin slowly took his gloves out of his coat pocket and put them on. 
"You take the hind legs, I'll take the front," Wade said, giving his son at 
least that small concession. 
They worked silently, methodically. Justin kept his head turned, from the 
dead hogs, from Wade. They picked the corpses up by the legs, tossed them 
onto the cart. One dull thud after another. The cart was filling. They were 
sweating. They picked up another hog. It let out a weak squeal. Justin 
dropped it, took a step back. Wade held onto its front legs. There was a 
bullet hole just below its ear. 
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"Pick it back up," Wade said. 
"It's still alive," Justin said, staring down at it. 
"It won't be for long. Now pick it back up." 
Justin took another step back, shaking his head. 
"Goddammit," Wade said, grabbing one of the hog's hind legs and heaving 
it onto the cart. It started to scream. Justin backed out of the pen, took off his 
gloves. Out of rage, or frustration, Wade picked up another corpse, threw it on 
top of the barely-living hog. It screamed underneath the corpse, thrashed and 
fought. Blood from the corpse dripped onto it, ran down the side of its head, 
pooled in its bulging, dimming eye. Justin put his hands over his mouth and 
ran out of the building. The hog's screaming stopped in a choked gurgle. It 
stopped thrashing. It exhaled a sigh and was still. 
Wade looked down at it, and closed his eyes. 
He was eight the first time he saw his father put down a hog. He'd been 
helping with the chores when a sow stepped on one of her piglets, crushing 
its spine. His father took the piglet by its dead hind legs, and as it squealed, 
he swung it headfirst into the wall. There was a thud and a crack, and the 
piglet was silent. It woulda suffered, his father said, and there was an 
apology somewhere in his voice, in the hand he rested on Wade's shoulder 
as they walked out of the barn. His father tossed the piglet onto the pile 
near the barn with the rest of the dead, the ones the sows had lain on and 
suffocated, the ones that were born dead, the ones that just got sick and 
died. Flies buzzed above it. His father would dig a hole soon enough, scoop 
the small corpses into it, but for now they rested there, rotting sickly sweet 
in the late autumn afternoon. Wade and his father went on with the evening 
chores. His father threw out an arc of corn over the floor of the hog lot, a 
cigarette dangling from his mouth. The hogs snorted as they fed. Wade said 
he had to pee, went off to the far side of the barn, and brushed away the 
tears that had suddenly welled up in his eyes. 
By the time he was twelve he'd become inured to all the necessary cru-
elties of the farrowing process, snipping off the piglets' teeth, their tails, cas-
trating the males, the rounds of vaccinations, the weaning, beating a sow 
half senseless before she would finally and forever leave the crate and her 
young behind. It was just what you did, what you had to do. But Justin 
never became inured, never came to understand the necessity of it all. Wade 
had explained all the whys: you cut the teeth off so the piglets don't chew 
up the saw's teat, you cut the tails off so the hogs don't chew them off each 
other and get infections, you castrate the males because boar meat is no 
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good. Wade told him all that, but it never sunk in. When Justin was twelve, 
Wade asked him to hold down the hogs while he castrated them. Justin just 
looked up at him, wide-eyed and terrified, and shook his head no. Every 
time Wade asked he got the same response. After a while, he just stopped 
asking. He still made Justin help with the chores, with the harvest, but Justin 
increasingly made it clear that he was helping against his will. 
All Wade had ever wanted was to be able to pass down the farm to his 
son, as his father and grandfather had done. They'd spent their lives 
building the farm, accumulating land, expanding their hog operations, all 
with the intention of passing it on to their son after they were gone. After 
Wade's father died, the farm went to him. Maybe it shouldn't have. He had 
stood in the hospital room, looking down at his father, or what had been his 
father, at the tubes and machines, the only things keeping him alive after the 
stroke, listening to the heart monitor blipping in the background, watching 
the green line spike at regular intervals. Laura was comforting his mother in 
the waiting room while the doctor spoke to Wade and his younger brother 
Jimmy. There's nothing left of him, the doctor said. He spoke softly, respect-
fully. Wade walked out of the room, refused to speak to anyone. He sat in 
his truck in the parking lot, the windows rolled up, the doors locked. Jimmy 
and their mother had to make the decision without him. From the truck he 
could almost hear the blip of the heart monitor, see the spikes, and then the 
long high keen and the straight green line. Their mother moved to town and 
Wade got the farm. After too many beers one night a few months later, Wade 
had turned to Jimmy, his eyes blurry. It shoulda been yours, he said. Then 
he slid unsteadily off his barstool and went to the john. 
All that was done now. The days when there were farms left to inherit, 
when it meant something for land to stay in the family for generations, were 
over. Now the only ones who were accumulating land and expanding their 
operations were the corporations, the only ones passing anything down to 
their sons were CEOs who had never once planted a seed, never witnessed 
the birth of an animal they would eventually kill. What did Wade have left 
to pass on? One confinement building, a few nominally producing fields, a 
century-old farmhouse in bad need of repair. What his father and grandfa-
ther had, he had somehow lost. Somehow, he had let it be taken from him. 
They all had. But it didn't matter in the end. His son didn't want it anyway. 
Wade walked down the alleyway and out the door. Justin was crouched 
in the snow a few feet from the door. A puddle of vomit steamed at his feet. 
His face was tear streaked. Wade walked over to him and stood above him. 
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When Justin was little he used to follow Wade around while he did the 
chores, looking with wonder through the fence at the grunting, squealing 
hogs. He would play for hours with the toy tractors they bought him, and 
Wade would picture how one day those tractors would be real, how he and 
his son would work together, how someday he would leave it all to him. I 
would have given it all to you, he thought, what little I had left, if you had 
only wanted it. He looked down at their only child, his only son, a stranger. 
He took off his glove, and held out his hand. Justin looked up and took it. 
Wade helped him up. 
"You can go home," Wade said, gently, resigned. He put his hand on 
Justin's shoulder. Justin let him. They walked to the truck. 
"Tell your mother to come pick me up in about an hour," Wade said. 
Justin nodded and got in the truck. Wade started walking back to the 
building. He heard the window roll down. 
"Dad," Justin called. 
Wade stopped, turned back. 
Justin looked at the ground at Wade's feet. "I'm sorry." 
Wade nodded. The truck drove off, and Wade went back into the con-
finement building. The cart was full. He'd have to make two trips. He 
pushed the cart down the alleyway and out the door. The snow was hard 
and crunched under the wheels. He pushed the cart to the end of the dri-
veway, where the rendering truck would pick up the corpses. He tipped the 
cart over. The corpses slid to the ground. The snow turned red. He pushed 
the empty cart, slowly, back to the building. 
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The Boyfriend Monster Strikes Again 
Robert J. Watkins 
OH, THE WAYS IN WHICH HE IS A BASTARD. THE GRINCH OF POTENTIAL N00KIE, 
a scheming and bloodthirsty skipper that burns the island down so none can 
escape. He is shapeshifter, a master of mind control who moves anywhere at 
anytime because the rules don't apply to such unchecked evil. When you get it 
in your head that it's time to flirt heavy, he creeps up through the floorboards 
like smoke and scums up your evening. Wonderful women don't fall into your 
lap without their necks shackled to his wrist. His presence can be felt anyplace 
where women roam, freely and sexily: tonight and with you at the most 
charmingly seedy venue on the Carolina coast, the Soapbox Laundrolounge. 
While the houselights dim and the openers start tuning, you spot a 
woman-well put together in a sleek Friday-night dress, accompanied with 
a lint-littered cardigan right out of a yard sale. Around her neck hangs a 
hulking Nikon: jackpot. You lean against the grainy brick and throw her 
your best tortured artist pose. This is the first seed planted. The opening 
band's lead singer molests the mic stand, tonguing the microphone, gyrating 
and hyping, "Are ya'll ready?" The show is a seizure-inducing light-strava-
ganza, piloted by the spandex'd, stage-diving human stunt that is the 
frontman. Something pulses below the scuffed-up hardwood flooring, a 
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sickness rumbling and unheard. You peer over the sea of jackoffs and spot 
the girl, the shadow of a column devouring her. She crabs around the dusty 
sidelines, taking snapshots of the singer's apelike moves. You catch her 
smiling at how cartoonish he is; she is showered in a cloud of unamusement; 
she is like you. And thanks to the most obnoxious set you've ever seen, 
you've already got the perfect icebreaker. Post-show, the Soapbox is again 
crowded with the mumbles of seventeen-year-old curfew breakers and trag-
ically hip postgrads. The room bubbles with opportunity. 
Weaving around the sloppy bodies, you approach the girl. Up close she 
glows; you notice her surprising height, the rosy mellow sensation that 
accompanies aging past the rowdy years. She meets your gaze through com-
ically huge vintage frames. You open with, "Was that guy not a total joke?" 
or something similarly snide so that she knows just where you stand. 
Message received. Her giggle greets you and the conversation snowballs into 
music ( oh, I saw them at Cat's Cradle!), literature (I read it over the summer, 
plus the endnotes), and travel (I've always wanted to go; when're you 
headed back up that way?) and you observe her tics, the way she looks at 
her feet when she smiles or blushes when you ask her a question. It's clear 
she's pretending to know what she's talking about and that a "metaphysical 
nudist colony" is totally not a thing, but who cares? You bounce on your 
heels thinking about taking her home. Bold, but you react to her joke with 
a fake arm-punch, unbrotherly-she's too charming; you're too caught up; 
your elation has summoned the foul demon. 
He soars over the docks and the jazz clubs, blowing through a cracked 
window on a salty ocean breeze. With him comes the stink of rotten earth, the 
smell of his deceptive chemical. He slithers into her ear to realign synapses, 
wires her witless until her memories are slanted, forged. She has been brain-
washed, so when you say, "Woody Allen is my favorite," she tells you, "Yeah, 
my boyfriend loves Crimes and Misdemeanors." Though she isn't aware of her 
own words, it drags your lungs down into your gut. The b-word. Typically 
you'd be searching for an exit strategy, but this being's intrusion is habitual 
and you're onto his bullshit. Not this one. Not again. Surely, you figure, there 
is some combination of words that can unwind the monster's grip on her 
psyche, but the stakes are upped before your mouth can form a single flirt. 
That bastard shapeshifts into a surrogate boyfriend and makes a full stride 
over to your conversation toting two beers. He hands the girl a bottle and 
slides his slimy tentacle around her waist. That poor girl sees a dimple-
chinned Burberry model, the toned and tanned family type who goes sailing 
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with Matt Damon every summer, who reads Whitman by fires on bearskin 
rugs. You, immune to the charmer, see that heaping mound of ooze and flesh 
and teeth, clumps of cancer and hair growing on the winged demon. 
She turns and kisses him, too sensual for the public but this is his job, 
this is what he does. She shows him the display on her camera. "Check out 
the shots I got of that awful singer," she says, leaning into his barrel chest. 
"I was just showing um ... " shit! he's finalized it" ... what was your name 
again?" You don't even stick around for the headliner. You don't need future 
sight to figure it out-she'll dote on his champion skills (sewing, charity, 
tutoring ESL, rugby, publishing, scout leading, beekeeping, polevaulting, 
studio guitarist, personal friend of the governor's family, ordained minister, 
stuntbike driver, sexual god, et al), and you'll stand there remembering how 
much of a useless sponge you actually are. And during the show, you'll get 
to watch them sway back and forth to the pretty song while the demon's 
cavitied jowls smile smug at your single person. Next time, you think, 
passing out on the couch with your dick in your hand, drooling Haagen-
Dazs and whisky, next time I'll beat him at his own game. 
It isn't that you never get lucky-Annanova Latsina doesn't count 
because her English was worse than your border collie's; Carolyn Gauss 
can't count because she ate a spoon in junior high-no, you've landed dates 
and summer flings. But the trickster appears when you tunnel your vision 
and turn wants into needs, when you're caught in the backseat of a car 
plowing home from a party, arranging your year around her summer 
abroad after a twenty-minute chat in line for the bathroom. Don't bother 
dialing that scrawled number the next morning, because the brute himself 
will answer the phone with a roar, his spittle nearly dripping out your 
receiver. Ask your exes for advice; he has already ensnared them. Are all of 
them taken, or just under the spell of his wizardry? Flip tables, sling poetry, 
blog, drink, rage-sleep-he hears these things, vacuums them through his 
ears and laughs at your melancholy. Give him this small victory. Relax your-
self, align your chakras, and calmly plot your next move. 
The time to best him has arrived in the mail-a friend is getting mar-
ried. You will RSVP: Yes, you will be bringing a plus-one, and you will select 
chicken over fish because hatred has soured your stomach to sea-creatures. 
A prim tux, a rented Hummer, Dad's choice cologne-the shiny guns are out 
and the time has come to combat undying douchery with cunning dickish-
ness. But a clever knight won't ride alone. Grab or hire a friend who can 
wingman without filching your mark-your fiendish opponent is enough 
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red meat on your plate. Don't slick your hair back, you look stupid. 
Pregame, warm-up, tug one out, boogie in the living room. Celebrate the 
world of snatch that you deserve to swim in. 
Roll up to the plaza for the reception, a red celebratory flower pinned 
to your lapel. Your tie was handmade in a country you can't pronounce and 
has a radiance that is either good luck or chili stains. It took you two near-
muggings and a smashed car window, but you finally found a shoe shiner 
on a street corner downtown to speck up your dress-kicks. The skin on your 
face isn't even yours anymore-you asked the dermatologist for the "what 
if I were a silkscreen painting" option and his whirring metal machine took 
care of the rest. When you step out of the Hummer, even the wedding-goers 
who know you are distracted by your Christlike glory, not recognizing you 
under your new, polished exterior. You are here, glossy and faultless, to out-
shine the adversary, to win what he aims to seize from you. 
The battlefield is a marble-floored ballroom, dotted with tables dressed 
in crisp white cloths. The immense pillars support a ceiling that 
Michelangelo himself probably crafted, painted patterns of the heavens, of 
God himself smiling down on your endeavor. Repeat: "Bless this union, 0 
Lord, bless this ballroom and the fabulous women who in all their might 
cannot resist the New Me, glistening in the chandelier light of the monster's 
Waterloo." Guests pour in while you and your partner-in-crime scour the 
collection for rare miniatures, improved models, and ornamental busts. 
Enter a blond with a Hollywood figure, spilling out of a silky blue dress and 
ankle-breaking heels that make serial-killer chase scenes too easy. Your pal 
doesn't even have to trade glances and nod at you-the tent in your pants 
radiates more want than the Make-A-Wish Foundation. Bless this ceremony, 
"O Lord, she is seated at your table and grinning something wicked at you." 
You're also placed with a decrepit couple, sweet but disturbingly marred by 
wrinkles, and a text-hungry youth, soundless but for the click of a keypad-
the only other soul here who worries more about women than you do. The 
other guests don't matter, they nearly phantom away when the soft lights 
come on and you lock eyes with the blue-dress blond. 
The two of you inch away to the floor for the slug-tempo slow dance. 
You whisper, "Good afternoon," past her blond curls and into her ear. In 
response she tightens her grip on your shoulder and hand. She never says 
much. In fact, her expression is vacant, and your flat wisecracks phase 
nothing on her. But a blond, a blond. A woman to give you a run for your 
money, grab you by the wrist and thrust you into wilderness, to bring you 
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spontaneity and a series of mistakes to learn from later. Just what you need 
after the trauma of being stalked by that spiteful presence, that specter 
taunting your advances, that-
And there he sits, crocodile teeth hanging over dribbling lips, grinning 
wolfishly at your swoon. Could be here to haunt another eager body, you 
hope. But while you're mid-sway he is leisurely striding over, a devious 
slouching atrocity in a ribbon-rippled tuxedo. You knew you'd caught a 
whiff of his sulfurous toxins flooding the air and swimming up your target's 
nostrils. Now he is here. Now he has a form and she belongs to it. Your 
palms nearly shrivel up from sweating. No one around you is concerned 
with the murderous Lovecraftian beast sliding up the dance floor. In their 
eyes, he has taken the form of an ex-footballer, a real specimen with a 
banker's handshake and a military haircut that gains the respect of 
strangers. The wedding-goers see all-American. A beer-connoisseur who 
isn't half the sloppy drunk you are, a confident soothsayer with more gen-
uineness in his boat shoes than you've got in your whole being. He is there 
to snatch the honey-haired squeeze right out of your tango and claim it as 
his own, so he civilly taps you on the shoulder, and in this moment you lose 
every iota of patience. You cast the blond aside and look up the beast's 
crusty muzzle into his reptile eyes. Goddamn those reptile eyes. 
Childhood hours burned flipping through dictionaries for curses and in 
this moment you can't muster up a single swear to articulate how pissed off 
you are. So you ape out. Drawing back your arm, you hook your right and 
strike him in the side of the head. He drops to the floor, loose bones sticking 
out of his head, some weird proboscis shit jutting from his clenched teeth 
gushing jam-jelly blood all over people's dress shoes. The blond looks on in 
terror. Aren't you a wild blond? you wonder. Isn't this to your standard of 
extreme? By the looks of it, it's not. Could be you had her pegged wrong 
this whole time, but the truth of it is that you just clocked what she believes 
to be her boyfriend square in his scaly jaw. Now everyone knows that 
you're just a party-crashing busfucker, no matter how perfect you shined 
yourself up to be. 
The groom escorts you outside and sits you on the stone stairs. You 
watch traffic with his arm around you all big-brotherlike. As expected, he 
politely asks you to take a cab home. Instead of defending yourself, you ask: 
"How did you survive the boyfriend monster?" The groom tightens his 
mouth and squints. He probably assumes you overdrank from either the 
free bar or a tin of paint thinner. "The what?" he murmurs, shaking his head 
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and re-entering the party. Another round tallied up in favor of evil-this has 
escalated from a situation to an ordeal. 
You could go ahead and try to fight it. You could visit the library, but 
every dusty book on demonology will yield nothing. Folklore and ancient 
texts, useless tools in your hunt for the answer. She is out of reach, the red-
headed canvasser who grins and grunts and criticizes your rejection to 
donate. His endless eyes follow you to your parked car. You could simply 
type "the boyfriend monster" into Google-what else would he be called?-
and come up with cheap tongue-in-cheek porno, or maybe the monster's 
homepage, or nothing. A girl, summer dress in the park walking a dog, 
trailed in stealth by his egg-rotted breath. Men crying out at bars, heads nes-
tled into arms, nursing pints, are they victims too? You could join group 
therapy or have yourself committed, but there are women everywhere, with 
the boyfriend monster close behind. Nothing. 
Why go out? He tends every bar, struts out of every taxi with honey in 
arm. Your nights are sapped on the couch, horizontal and hand-in-pants, 
glued to infomercials. You're hypnotized to the point of nightly dialing the 
number for Ginsu knives and hanging up. One night, you sit up, rubbing 
your eyes-something has grabbed you. Say an insurance ad. In it, a graying 
retiree in a polo, crouched over a glossy bottle in a cabin that's really just a 
set. The bottle holds a small-scale wooden ship, and the old man fiddles its 
construction via a pair of tweezers through the bottleneck. The charm of the 
hobby escapes you, but you're hooked. Initially you're an embarrassment to 
the craft, breaking the starter-kit jug on the freezer door in a venomous 
rage-who can blame you after all you've been through? But after a few 
times of stepping on bottle shards, you start to find a Zen in the meticulous 
task. Tweezers in hand you are finally in control, placing miniature plank 
atop miniature plank, barreling toward a full movement-tiny model boats 
in glass jugs. The nightshift checkout girl at Michael's Crafts is a heart-stop-
ping brunette with a snappy criticism on every glue-run you make. 
Naturally, the monster sits in the faintly lit parking lot on arrival, reeking of 
volcano farts, waiting for you to make a move. But over time you learn to 
ignore it. Pay, laugh at her jokes, tell her you'll see her later, and drive home 
to your weird and newly nautical bedroom. Sometimes your friends feign 
interest in a condescending way; sometimes they tease you for doing "old-
man stuff." It stings at first, but then it hits you: Who cares? Who gives a 
flying Dutchman if Brendan says your model Santa Maria is gayer than Mr. 
Snuffleupagus blowing Harvey Milk? It's not like you made it for his 
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birthday, it's yours. In a world full of tooth-rotted, girl-thieving beasts, 
you've got something that's yours. 
In the eyes of many it's just a notch above collecting stamps. You know 
better. The labor, the awe of boat design, you've never even been on a big-
people boat but after a few beers you can't stop yammering on about wood 
vs. steel frames. You survey your boatroom with confidence. Under the 
wall-mounted catcher's net, a display table sprawled with sweat-dripped 
bottles trapping teeny wooden boats. You've submitted a snapshot of your 
collection to the upcoming "Art of the Sea"-themed art expo downtown-
they respond immediately to set you up a table, next to the Religious 
Iconography in the Driftwood of the Outer Banks exhibit. The time has 
come to shower and shave, to again adorn pants, to brave the outside 
world. You're focused and ready. The Boyfriend Monster hasn't even cast a 
shadow in a week. Not that you don't remember what breasts look like, but 
what do breasts look like, again? 
Downtown: your personal best is on display. You stand proud, chin up 
and hands on hips like a superhero, beneath a silky banner promoting your 
name as a "local craft artist." What a contrast from "reclusive hobbyist." 
But throughout passing gawkers and handshakers, you feel a presence battle 
your success. A rumble through the concrete. Shined and sharpened fangs. 
The bonetip of his wings, passing behind a far corner. Browsing your work, 
a tidy young woman-she glosses a jar with her fingertips. His silhouette 
inches in like the tide on her figure. You close your eyes. You take a breath, 
then another. And then her voice: 
"Have you done any Viking stuff?" 
"Funny you should ask," you say, ignoring the lavaflow of slobber on 
your neck as he towers behind you. "I got a few parts for a Gokstad replica 
last week." 
She tells you her brother is a model hobbyist, and she a dollmaker. She 
talks about her family, hearty Midwesterners, how she ended up out East, 
and by the way what's your name? Some friends stop by and join the con-
versation. Beyond laughter and gestures, you hear a snarl and the pacing of 
claws on concrete. To be sure, you're in his sights; you feel a familiar suffo-
cation coaxing you to round up your boats and jerk off at home. Good 
company keeps you occupied. She asks about how you got started with 
boats-you don't even remember. The monster, barely in periphery, like an 
anxious toddler, waves his arms and tentacles in distraction. 
And when she hands you her card, it dawns that you forgot to pull the 
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moves. No dropping detective hints about Valentine's plans or let's-blow-
this-joint, no placing her on a pedestal. You congratulate yourself for having 
an actual conversation with a woman who isn't your mother or a bill col-
lector. You weren't trying, you were just being. She saw you in your zone 
and came to you-the monster saw you in your zone and has walked out 
the door, sulking onto the misty highway like a vagrant. You turn her card 
around in your fingers. Perhaps it's a ruse; she's just in on it. 
"Are you sure he won't mind?" you ask. 
"Who?" 
You cruise the moonlit way home, car stereo trunk-wreckingly loud. 
Coffee this week, maybe another sea exhibit. For a second you speed, the 
blacks and muted greens of the roadside blurring on the deserted road. You are 
convinced that your headlights crest, only for a moment, over the drooping 
wings of a defeated monster. May a cold wind blow him back to hell. 
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The Tale of the Dark-Eyed Junco 
Elizabeth Weber 
MANY YEARS AGO IN THE LAND OF THE GREAT RIVER, THERE LIVED THE MOST 
beautiful birds in the world. Towering trees with dense leaves and lush 
flowers grew in the warm humid air. Here, the birds ruled over all of the 
creatures. 
When the king of the most beautiful birds in the world found a queen, 
she soon laid and hatched three eggs. Each contained a lovely daughter. At 
the same time, a noble family in the kingdom laid an egg from whence they 
hatched their only son. 
The eggs of the most beautiful birds in the world shone like jewels, and 
even the sloth quickened his pace to catch pieces of the royal daughters' 
shells before they fell to the earth. From the first of these lovely eggs came 
a daughter whose tail the king of the most beautiful birds in the world 
declared the most beautiful tail in the world, for it contained the colors of 
the sky when the sun set over the great river. From the second of these lovely 
eggs came a daughter whose wings the king of the most beautiful birds in 
the world declared the most beautiful wings in the world, for they contained 
the colors of every flower that grew in the land of the great river. From the 
third and last of these lovely eggs came a daughter whose eyes the king of 
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the most beautiful birds in the world declared the most beautiful eyes in the 
world, for they sparkled like the deepest waters of the great river. 
Meanwhile, the only son of the noble family came into the world with 
not only beautiful wings but also a lovely tail and dark, shining eyes. 
Hearing of his exceptional appearance, the king of the most beautiful birds 
in the world declared that when he came of age, this highborn son would 
marry one of the three royal daughters. 
Years passed, until one day, the three royal daughters and the highborn son 
were old enough to marry. The king of the most beautiful birds in the world 
called for the highborn son to arrive at the palace and choose his bride. As he 
flew to the palace, the highborn son paused for a moment on a branch to preen 
his feathers. As he fluffed and cleaned his luxurious plumage, he looked down 
and saw the great river flowing beneath the tree. In it, he saw his reflection. 
He looked at his colorful wings, his elegant tail, and his scintillating eyes 
and realized that he was, in fact, the most beautiful of the most beautiful 
birds in the world. As he burst into the air from the branch and continued 
flying to the palace, monkeys scattered out of his way and frogs leapt in all 
directions. How fitting, he thought, for these creatures to make way for the 
most beautiful of beautiful birds. 
When he arrived at the palace, the king of the most beautiful birds in the 
world was waiting with his three daughters. First, he introduced the most 
beautiful of beautiful birds to the royal daughter with the most beautiful tail 
in the world. She fanned her tail before him to show its brilliant sunset colors. 
"Her tail is gorgeous," said the most beautiful of beautiful birds, "but I 
cannot marry her, for her wings are quite dull. I must marry a bird whose 
wings are the equal of my own." 
Dismayed, the king of the most beautiful birds in the world introduced 
the most beautiful of beautiful birds to the royal daughter with the most 
beautiful wings in the world. She stretched her lovely wings before him so 
that the light illuminated them like the petals of tropical flowers. 
"Her wings are very lovely," said the most beautiful of beautiful birds, 
"but I cannot marry her, for her eyes are quite dull. I must marry a bird 
whose eyes are the equal of my own." 
More unhappy still, the king of the most beautiful birds in the world 
introduced the most beautiful of beautiful birds to the royal daughter with 
the most beautiful eyes in the world. She gazed at him with an intensity 
rivaled only by the great river itself. 
"Her eyes are of unparalleled beauty," said the most beautiful of beau-
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tiful birds, "but I cannot marry her, for her tail is quite dull. I must marry a 
bird whose tail is the equal of my own." 
Furious, the king of the most beautiful birds in the world turned to the 
most beautiful of beautiful birds and clawed the earth. 
"You have insulted my daughters and my family," cried the king. "For your 
arrogance, foolishness, and vanity, I banish you from the land of the great river!" 
So it was that the most beautiful of beautiful birds left the land of the 
great river. He followed the west wind until he found the land of the great 
mountains. It was filled with strange birds who hid inside large nests made 
of sticks. Then he rode the north wind to the land of the great desert, but 
here he found strange birds who ran upon the land. Finally, he followed the 
east wind until he passed over another great river. Tired, it was here he 
decided to try and make a home. 
This great river, however, was not like the great river the most beautiful 
of beautiful birds had known. Here, it was cold, and snow coated the 
branches of barren trees and shrubs. No flowers grew, and some nights, 
there were so many clouds that it was almost impossible to see the sunset. 
Worse still, the most beautiful of beautiful birds found that his colorful 
plumage attracted attention instead of causing other creatures to step aside for 
him. He could not sleep, for if he rested in the naked branches, owls swooped 
down from unseen perches and tried to catch him. He could not eat, for if he 
paused to pluck a berry from a bush, hawks plunged from the sky and tried to 
grab him. He could not drink, for if he tried to taste the chilly waters of this 
great river, coyotes ran to the banks and tried to bite him. 
The most beautiful of beautiful birds despaired for days, hungry, thirsty, 
and exhausted. As he wandered through the unfriendly woodland, the 
plainest of the plain birds quietly watched and followed, curious about this 
newcomer. Although she had called to him on that first unhappy day, she 
was so plain that the most beautiful of beautiful birds would not speak to 
her. Thereafter, she followed him in silence. 
One day, when the most beautiful of beautiful birds was quite sure he 
would die if things did not soon change, the snow followed the south wind 
into the land of the great river and fell for an entire day and entire night. 
When the sun rose, the plainest of the plain birds saw that the most beau-
tiful of beautiful birds was almost buried in a mound of snow. Only his 
shining eyes peeked out from the snowdrift where he was now too cold to 
even shiver. It was only a matter of time until an owl, hawk, or coyote 
noticed him and came to eat him. 
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The plainest of the plain birds watched him freezing to death and felt 
pity in her heart. She asked the snow how she could help the most beautiful 
of beautiful birds. 
"He is too beautiful for this land," replied the snow. "His feathers hold 
many colors but little warmth. You must show him how to be plain." 
So it was that the plainest of plain birds scratched at the snowdrift 
around the most beautiful of beautiful birds until he was free and offered 
her assistance. Now that she was right in front of him, he saw her and wept 
for joy. Here was another bird, one who did not want to pierce him with 
great talons, one who said she could help him. 
"I am the plainest of the plain birds that live here," she told the most · 
beautiful of beautiful birds. "I am the least colorful of we uncolorful crea-
tures, having only gray and white in my plumage, but I am also the hardest 
bird for the owls, hawks, and coyotes to see. If you want to roost in the 
trees, eat of the berries, and drink of the river, you must do as I say." 
So grateful was he to see her that he agreed to do whatever she asked of him. 
"First, you must become small, like me," she instructed. Reluctantly, the 
most beautiful bird stripped away his longest feathers, and short, warm 
down feathers grew in their place. 
"Next, you must have a dull, gray tail like mine," she told him. With great 
sadness, he let fall his glorious tail, and a slate-colored one grew in its place. 
"Now, you must have drab wings like mine," she told him. Full of regret, 
he plucked out the many colors in his wings until he was left with only the 
color of fog. All that was left of his former beauty were the dark and lus-
trous eyes. 
Miserable as he was over losing his beauty, the bird who was now the 
second-plainest bird of the plain birds suddenly realized he felt warmer. He 
followed the plainest of plain birds to the river and drank of its waters, 
untroubled by coyotes. He followed her to a shrub and ate of the berries, 
unbothered by hawks. Then, at night, he roosted with her and slept for the 
first night in many nights, uninterrupted by owls. 
In the morning, he realized that the plainest of plain birds had a kind 
and generous heart. If not for her, he would surely have died, and he wept 
at the knowledge that he had once ignored her. He asked her how he could 
repay her for the good deeds she had done him. 
"My plain feathers give me everything I need," she told him, "but 
because they are not beautiful, no bird will marry me. If you would be my 
husband, you would give me the only thing I lack: companionship." 
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He agreed, and in the warmth of the spring, the pair hatched a clutch of 
eggs. From these ordinary-looking eggs came the couple's very plain chil-
dren, bearing the dull, warm feathers of their mother. Their eyes, however, 
were the dark, shining eyes of their father. Today, the descendants of the two 
plain birds look exactly the same, and we call them Dark-eyed Juncos. 
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To Mr. H. P. Barnes, 
1414 W. Gower Street 
London, England 
Kris Mackenzie 
From the desk of Dr. Patrick Lorry, 
Associate Professor of Psychological Study 
University of Cambridge 22 7 Trinity Lane, 
Cambridge, England 
Hindly, 
Worms 
Were I not already certain of the futility of the effort I would take this 
opportunity, before all else, to apologize for my behavior yesterday evening, 
and I would again send my deepest apologies to Mrs. Barnes for my upset-
ting what could have been a very lovely dinner, I am sure. It is, however, far 
from my intention to try your patience or even to win back your favor by 
over-assuring you how deeply and truly sorry I am. And please know that I 
am sorry-just as I know that you are sorry, and just as I expect Mrs. Barnes 
is especially sorry-but it simply does no good for her or for anyone to have 
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the fact continuously reasserted with no attempt made to justify the situa-
tion. I am writing you then, not to ask forgiveness for my actions, but rather 
to offer for them something of an explanation and most importantly to con-
fess to you here and now-as one of my oldest and dearest friends-that the 
events of yesterday evening were, in fact, very largely beyond my control. 
From the time of my youth I have lived with the feeling of being under 
some influence far greater than my own. I would suffer spells as a child, ter-
rible, violent spells not so unlike the spell I suffered last night, beginning in 
my hands and working a maddening tightness all up through the chest and 
head until I felt wholly fit to burst. I would feel my face heat up. My skin 
would moisten and finally, when at my worst, I would lose hold of myself 
altogether and only then-very much without my consent-I would let flow 
a string of profanity so vulgar you'd hardly think it capable of a fishmonger 
let alone a poor, sweet child. For a long time, I hadn't the slightest idea as 
to what the thing was. Nothing so grand as divinity-mind you, I am no 
fitful St. Therese-and nothing demonic either. Rather something born of 
the natural world and altogether inescapable. The mystery of it plagued me. 
I lived as a man possessed, driven half mad by the wonder of it until after 
long study and speculation I finally realized-and you should know, dear 
Hindly, that it is a strong sign of our friendship that I would confide my dis-
covery with you to begin with-the truth of the matter: it is not a force at 
all. It is a creature. I would think to call it a monster, but the phrase is so 
sensational I haven't it in me to think such a thing capable of holding sway 
in my own body. We shall compromise, instead, on parasite. 
I will not stretch your patience with a complex recounting of how 
exactly I made this discovery or of how I went about ascertaining its 
validity-and I assure you I speak nothing short of the truth-but will 
instead skip along to identifying the creature, or rather, creatures, as you 
will see directly. Do you remember the fat-bodied mealworms we would use 
to bait our hooks for fishing the lake at university? These are perhaps the 
closest earthly cousins to the parasites. They range in sizes roughly equiva-
lent to a woman's fist, all plump tubes of flesh and sickly, banded skin. 
Having adapted to a life lived in the dark, they go blind headed and scent-
less, and without such things as limbs or visible distinction between head 
ends and back ends and, indeed, until you were to flip them onto their 
backs, exposing their nightmarish bellies, you might think them something 
so benign as a regular grub. The length of their underside, however, is better 
suited for Dante than a creature born of God. From tip to tail, its belly is a 
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gaping mouth lined with pincers-serrated teeth. This is ideal for clinging to 
the damp walls of where they nest most comfortably, deep within the cavity 
of the human chest. Having been dropped and hatched here, they pierce 
bone and flesh, and latch with finality onto the furthermost wall of lean 
muscles, the better to sink glittering chelicerae around the roots of the voice. 
As a rule, the species is entirely dependent upon its host with no source to 
speak of for carrying its own weight or obtaining nutrients. But the bond is 
symbiotic only for the compromising. The only thing the parasite produces for 
its poor, hapless host is a foul sort of deluge: a sludge of sound, if you will. With 
the digestion of nutrients-it is a particular glutton where alcohol is con-
cerned-the creatures' bodies swell fat: threaded veins rising to nearly burst 
through the skin. They will remain in this state, bodies bloated sick with their 
own indulgence, until such a time as their host undergoes some harsh emotive 
distress. When faced with this constricting tightness of emotion in the chest, the 
wall of muscles opposite the creature bears down its full weight and compresses 
the thing near flat, spewing forth its wretched muck. It remains, then, up to the 
host to dispel the foul concoction via their wretched tether and through his own 
lips, resulting in the vulgarity we are all so familiar with. 
It was my further displeasure to discover, during my time of study, that 
my parasite is not at all an isolated confliction. Quite the contrary. It would 
seem as if the whole of mankind were to suffer as a singular affliction, and 
while the language and shape and size of the beasts may vary from culture 
or creed, overall it would seem as though we are none of us immune to their 
hold. Not even you, sweet Hindly, nor the lovely Mrs. Barnes. 
As for myself, I picked it up at the stables, I think, back on my parents' 
estate out of the city. Before his death my father had something of a penchant 
for horses which, as it were, have a penchant for stable hands, each of whom 
was so thoroughly infected with one of these creatures, it was a greater wonder 
when a sentence came free politely than it did dripping and profane. I of course 
had no knowledge of this danger. I would often steal away before my after-
noon nap or daily lessons to watch the groomers at their work until Nurse 
would find me dozing off and tucked into some small corner of warmth by a 
friendly hand. And while I slept, in those soft, Arcadian mounds of heath and 
sweet grass, the workers spilled their toxic deluge-a swarm of beastly eggs 
sent airborne from their lips that would have had ample opportunity to slip 
into the tunnel of an unchecked ear or into the sleep-softened gape of my lips. 
I hadn't a chance. I hadn't a single chance. 
My first experience with the creature's viciousness came months before 
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my sixth birthday. My parents, God bless them, loved me and I certainly 
never wanted, but truth be told, the combination of my father's wealth and 
my mother's doting nearly ruined me. I was a spoilt and wretched child. The 
only one who would ever dare oppose any of my demands was my nurse, 
Nettie, who had whelped her fair share of children and was to accept no 
nonsense from me. Nettie and I were at constant odds, our rivalry legendary 
among the household to all but my parents. It was during one especially vio-
lent screaming match with poor Nettie over whether or not I be allowed to 
take a particular stuffed rabbit into my morning bath that the dread para-
site first struck. I felt as I never had before: as if each part of me were 
growing to thin paper around some great weight within my body. I became 
lightheaded. My tiny fists balled up and my chest compressed for a shriek. 
What came out was drivel. I would thank you to note that Nettie was not, 
in fact, a "Fat-Dugged Toffer" any more than she was the "Abbess of Cock 
Alley," and her "Muff" to my knowledge has remained ever free of chancres. 
Suffice to say, I have never since been so thoroughly beaten in all my life. 
For a long while the thing seemed to sleep within me. I passed the 
remainder of my childhood and the duration of my adolescence continu-
ously checking my tongue and pressing my lips into polite silence. The spells 
I could not contain I managed in the privacy of my quarters or by slipping 
out into the expanses of wilderness that surrounded our estate. Childhood 
slipped away from me until I found myself at the threshold of life as an 
adult, and my parents, never knowing the danger I faced, arranged for me 
to attend, as you are well aware, one of the finest universities in all of 
England. I was wary, of course, of opening myself to the dangers of a new 
environment, but I simply hadn't any other choice, and I had gone so long 
without an attack that I thought myself perhaps cured. 
But university proved nothing short of disastrous. Are you aware that 
there is no single university student in the whole of England who has not 
been infected with the profane leeches? I am willing to bet my life it is true, 
and it is shaming to admit I was no different. You must understand, darling 
Hindly, that when we became acquainted I had settled into my best self. But 
before I met you-before you and I were the inseparable you and 1-1 had 
fallen in with the sort better fitted for tavern halls or back alleys than for a 
place of respected academia. We had our share of women-I have never 
been bad looking, as you and Mrs. Barnes both well know, and I certainly 
had my share of women more often than the others-and God help me, 
under their influence I let the creature within me flourish. 
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Our professors, recognizing the sort we were, paid double attention to 
our studies and our marks. One in particular you may remember, a pro-
fessor of Shakespeare and the father of sweet Myra Finnegan. (And if you 
don't remember him, you'd certainly remember Myra. You know, the red-
head from Essex who'd visit university on holidays.) Well, Myra and I, as 
you know, always shared something of a fondness for one another, but I 
never had half so much luck with her father. He took particular offense with 
me, far over the others, for reasons I have still never imagined, and he took 
pains to make my interim in his classroom nothing short of a living hell. 
All term Professor Finnegan took special note of my work. My papers 
returned to me, bloodied with ink. My exams survived utter failure by the 
skin of their teeth, and within lecture I was continuously singled out and 
turned to for the most inane and unmanageable of answers. I wish I could 
tell you that I bore the situation in stride and the opposition with a smile 
and a nod to the professor for his efforts. But you must remember that at 
the time the creature cradled in my chest was in a constant state of swell 
and release. I had spoilt it with my schoolboy indulgence and had weakened 
its constitution so drastically that it would near spill itself at the first sign 
of my discomfort. With that being considered, it may seem something of a 
logical explanation as to the why the subject of my final term paper con-
sisted entirely of exactly why Cassius's only motivation in the whole of 
Julius Caesar was to seduce Brutus into making the beast with two backs. 
You would have been impressed, Hindly, as soon as you were past abhor-
rence, that a man such as myself who has never once thought of putting 
Cane to Abel would be able to discuss at scholarly levels the true 
Shakespearean value of buggering. I highlighted at length Brutus's length 
and Cassius's windward passage and the repercussions one had upon the 
other, and by the time I was done, the poor creature within me was so empty 
I expected it lay utterly flat within my breast. 
Professor Finnegan, of course, took no such pleasure in my work nor my 
enthused oral summary presented at the class front. I was saved expulsion only 
by sweet Myra herself who, as I have said, had come to look on me with more 
than a little fondness. It was only at her passionate bequest that her father let 
me move forward with the absolute lowest marks he could give but without 
alerting the dean of my behavior. I was so afraid of further repercussions or 
another violent episode from the creature that I severed ties with my unsavory 
acquaintances and have kept myself in polite company ever since. 
Which brings us again to yesterday evening and the bubbling warmth 
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of your interrupted hospitality. Of all the troubles the parasite has caused 
for me, it is this dissolution of our friendship that undoubtedly pains me 
most and I will start from the beginning and clarify, to the best of my ability, 
any misconception you may have about the source of my distress and the 
origins of my outburst. 
I hope you know, first of all, the lengths to which I would go for you 
and especially for poor, sweet Mrs. Barnes. Having known the both of you 
for longer than I've known most any friends, I hold you in nothing but the 
highest regard. Your home has been and always is my home: your kindness, 
my sanctuary. You may begin to imagine, then, what a shock it must be 
when I hear from associates-from London or otherwise-that this opinion 
is one not generally held throughout the community. Indeed, dearest Hindly, 
there are some individuals who would go so far as to not only disrespect the 
name of your estate, but also to question the very fidelity of your wife, who 
is, if I may be so bold to say, one of the loveliest and purest women in the 
whole of England, second, perhaps, to only the queen herself. 
But regardless their degree of falsehood, such scurrilous feelings do indeed 
exist among individuals who do not posses the finer points of breeding like you 
and I, and who must question the values of better men in order to satisfy their 
own failings. One such individual, you may be surprised to know, is none other 
than our own Hector Wallace. As much as it pains me to admit or to point 
blame toward Hector, I would be remiss in my duty as your closest friend to 
value his honor over your own, and it is true he has often been overheard 
describing-at length and shockingly vivid detail-the falsified exploits of 
sweet Mrs. Barnes and pairing her with any number of your closest associates. 
(I am embarrassed to say, poor Hindly, even with myself.) 
Knowing the sharpness of your mind, you may be able to deduce where 
this story will lead. It was largely this embarrassment that took full hold of me 
yesterday evening, and moreover it was loyalty to you that prompted so vio-
lent an outburst on my part. I had come to your home with no intent to dis-
rupt or to harm. I was, of course, alert to Hector's presence, I had to be. But it 
was a state born purely of defensiveness and a manifestation of my protective 
nature, nothing malevolent. I am sure you remember that being short on ladies 
to dine with us, I had been sat beside Hector for the majority of the evening, 
the only upside to which being that he balanced against dear, sweet Mrs. 
Barnes at my right. In reality, it has been Hector, I think, that has for a very 
long time harbored too much of a fondness for your wife and at the sight of 
her chatting pleasantly with yourself and the other male guests, he must have 
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been driven to some grim, feral moment of insanity. As he sat beside me and 
watched sweet Mrs. Barnes converse with you, he began to tell the vilest of lies: 
of how he and poor Mrs. Barnes sought to cuckold you and, quite simply, 
being your friend and knowing the virtue of your woman, I would not stand 
for it. The parasite, I knew, would not stand for it either. I could imagine it 
clearly, sitting fat and miserable at the heart of me with its body swollen full-
your hospitality, you may remember, had provided it with no shortage of 
wine-and for the first time in a long time, I admit: I indulged. 
When I struck Hector, it was not for myself but rather for your honor 
and the honor of a lady who could not defend her own virtue. As for the 
language, while I regret the effect it had on the ladies present, I find it hard 
to recant my words. Hector is and always has been piss-proud about mat-
ters, and he would do well to let his mouth speak more frequently than his 
round head, and I would say and do it again in a heartbeat, Hindly, and 
again and again, so long as it still meant defending you and your lady. 
All that worries me, truly, deeply worries me, is the thought that you or 
Mrs. Barnes would perhaps make the mistake of believing any such out-
pouring were aimed at the two of you. Quite the opposite. The creature's 
venom was for Hector Wallace and Hector Wallace alone. It meant, I believe, 
as I meant, to defend your honor in the face of such outrageous accusations, 
nothing more. At any rate, and just to clarify, the term "cockish bitch" was 
meant as a disbelieving expletive, not any sort of accusation toward darling 
Mrs. Barnes. It was the farthest from my intention to injure her dignity, and if 
any offense was taken by mistake, well, for that I offer my sincerest apologies. 
Enclosed you will find two articles for your benefit. The first is a sketch, 
done to the best of my ability in an attempt to fully diagram the creature 
that has caused us so much trouble to begin with. The second is merely a 
cheque written as compensation for the damages my outburst may have 
cost you, with an additional amount set aside to purchase Mrs. Barnes some 
token of my apology. I hope her head is doing all right, she did seem to catch 
it rather soundly on the table in her faint. If she does not yet have it in her 
to venture from the house to shop for such an article herself, please do me 
the kindness of picking something up for her at your earliest convenience. I 
have it on good authority she harbors a penchant for real silk garters. 
Wishing you and dear, sweet Mrs. Barnes all the very best I have to give, 
Ever yours, 
Patrick 
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On Forest Acres 
Lindsey Hauck 
THE GIRLS USED TO COME IN THROUGH THE ALWAYS-OPEN GARAGE DOOR, WHERE 
everyone spilled out from the basement to smoke cigarettes. But they tired 
of that, of going right into the party that way, so now they go around the 
back of the house. There is no path; they just scramble up the hill, some-
times through the snow, and climb the creaky stairs to the empty back deck. 
They pause here. They share a cigarette and peek into the overcrowded 
house. When the cigarette is over, they hold hands or just hook fingers 
together and go inside. There is music coming from the basement, but up 
here the sound is only bass. The air is buzzing with so many voices. They 
park themselves somewhere, usually the dirty old leather couch in the center 
of the wide-open living room, after stashing their coats under the coffee 
table. The host, a Southern boy, offers them a drink before they have even 
sunk into the squishy green leather, dotted with cigarette holes. They each 
take a big gulp at first, keeping eye contact with one another, but they only 
sip mildly after that. They say hello to the people they know who swarm 
around the house, in and out of rooms, but they are in their own world, the 
girls. One boy stops to talk. He tells the girls to come downstairs, there's a 
keg, and they nod and smile and say "Cool," but they make no motion to 
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move. The boy will realize that they are not going to pay any attention to 
him, and he will walk away eventually, ego bruised. The girls do not dislike 
him; he is simply not a part of their experience. Soon others will stop, will 
lean against the arms of the couch and try to find a way in, but they all soon 
feel unimportant and ignored. Some boys, the audacious ones, squeeze 
themselves in between the two girls, throwing their arms around the pair of 
shoulders. Again, the girls nod and smile, but just as the boy thinks he is get-
ting somewhere, they make some secret signal, and they steal away to who 
knows where. He is left alone on the couch. 
It kept on this way, in various locations. On the dance floor, sticky with 
spilled beer, the basement air muggy with bodies, they had a near-gravita-
tional kind of force. They would dance, nose to nose, forehead to forehead, 
in a slow melting rhythm, so close that it was hard to tell whose limbs were 
whose. While other (mostly male-female) duos sort of bounced against one 
another stiffly, the girls became one writhing shape, following its own deep, 
steady beat. They wove their hands into each other's hair. For a moment, 
one would rest her forehead on the shoulder of the other. All eyes would 
widen at this unabashed intimacy. They were oddly serene and yet ablaze. 
Again, inebriated boys in baggy pants and baseball caps would try to inter-
ject. The ones closer to sobriety would ask one girl or the other-or both-
to dance. They would not respond, only laugh and bury their faces in each 
other's curls. Of course, there were other boys who would just paste them-
selves onto the girls, looming over them and dancing woodenly. When this 
happened, the girls didn't exactly stop dancing but there was a sudden dim-
ming in their energy. They folded into each other like swans, and their fiery 
aura was reduced to a warm thrum. The boys looked silly, as if they were 
dancing with broomsticks in their boyhood bedrooms. Again, they grew to 
feel embarrassment, followed by drunken indignation and resent-
ment. "Sluts," they would murmur as they slunk away feeling rejected. 
In quieter spaces, like the open garage that served as a covered smoking 
area, they were more relaxed, but still impenetrable. They would talk, 
always in hushed, girlish voices, about seemingly nothing. They were con-
stantly touching, hooking their fingers together, twirling each other's hair, 
rubbing each other's arms for warmth. They always shared cigarettes, even 
though each carried her own pack. Those nearby opened their conversa-
tional circles, inviting the girls in, latching on to their light. They wanted to 
hear what those two were always buzzing about, back and forth between 
themselves. But they seemed to speak their own language. They listened to 
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the others talk, but kept something between the two of them, a silent elec-
trical message which kept them in perfect sync. They laughed, riotously, 
always together, and the sound of it was like a shaken forest-wonderfully 
textured and complex and deeply sincere. They lingered sometimes, here, 
laughing and passing cigarettes back and forth, and sharing a special 
moment of vulnerability with each person lucky enough to join them. They 
stayed out there sometimes an hour or more, in the cold, surrounded by 
puffs of smoke, laughing amiably with everyone who came to warm their 
hands by the girls' fire. 
They never got drunk, the girls, but everyone (the other usuals) had 
grown used to them sneaking away to the bathroom to smoke secret joints 
together. In warmer months, they would just run off into the back woods 
behind the house, and they would come back with pine needles in their hair 
and drooping eyelids. They never invited anyone else, and people stopped 
asking to join after the girls once emerged from the smoky bathroom both 
crying and clutching each other dearly. 
We usually saw them later on, in the kitchen. They were always among 
the last to leave. They were hidden in plain sight on the kitchen counter, 
quiet. They looked flushed and a little dewy, just golden bodies of pulsing 
energy. They had found a family-size jar of peanut butter in a kitchen cab-
inet, and were eating it with fingers and spoons. Their legs hung over the 
counter and twisted together. They scooted closer still and looked each other 
straight in the eyes, beaming all the time. We had never seen love that way, 
that pure and intense and all consuming and perfect and innocent. 
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GODISNOWHERE 
Kathryn Morrill 
A BIBLE IS NOT A GOOD TOOL FOR CUTTING UP COCAINE. THE LEATHER-BOUND 
outside is too porous, the material too rich, soft. The cocaine granules get 
stuck, smear, absorb then disintegrate. A razor blade will simply slice the book 
open, a credit card edge or Starbucks gift card will catch, get caught, and 
cause a snow-blower effect. You'll end up licking your fingers and running 
them along the cover, rubbing your gums, trying to scrape the remnants back 
into your bag; you'll end up telling your boyfriend to go to hell, why the fuck 
didn't he just bring a straw cut in half, or a key to dip in the bag, and he'll 
look at you and flick his tongue along his lower lip. Jesus Christ will be 
hanging from a crucifix, watching with half-lidded eyes and a crown of 
thorns, and your boyfriend will rip out a random five or six pages from the 
Bible and crumple them up into a ball, the pages thin like old newspaper, and 
he'll try to stuff the pages in your mouth, and you will be trying to save the 
cocaine because you are so hot for him and hope the cocaine can curb it. You 
know when cutting cocaine, it's better to use a mirror or something made out 
of glass, a CD cover if you're desperate. Maybe you'll realize you have an 
oversized compact in your purse, but you'll realize too late and the Bible is on 
the floor and some of his fingers are in your mouth and so is some of Genesis 
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and his other hand is on your jeans pulling, pulling, there is white powder 
sprinkled across the dark wooden floor, and maybe you are choking. 
It's not a good idea to try and get high in an empty church. It's not smart 
to be alone with your boyfriend at all anymore. But maybe you thought Our 
Lady of Grace was a safe place. You entered and stood together at the pool of 
baptismal water. Maybe you thought he would dip his hand in with you, join 
you when you made the sign of the cross. But he only paused, staring ahead, 
and he shrugged out of his jacket. He extended his right arm out to his side 
and draped his tweed coat over the last pew, then walked ahead of you down 
the nave towards the crossing. He walked with precision and purpose, and you 
saw the muscles coiling in his back under his thin T-shirt and you tiptoed, fol-
lowing him, fingers wet, your heart quickening, your eyes trying to focus as 
you headed east and you saw that the presider's chair was empty. 
This is not a safe place. 
You are sitting in the front pew. There are nineteen pews behind you and 
twenty pews to your right. "Why do you want to hide from God?" your 
father used to scold you and drag you to the first row. You are almost eye 
to eye with the high altar, made of marble stone and the tabernacle, which 
is locked and laid upon it. Behind the altar is an ornate screen, embroidered 
in gold, protecting the altar from anybody approaching it from the back. 
The church is magnificent like most Old Catholic churches are. You've seen 
so many, domed with high ceilings and red carpet, but you know this one is 
different; the musky incense permeates the air and you make wishes. 
You are wishing you had someone else there besides him; beneath your 
chokes and his grip, you begin to hear a violin, aching and quiet at first, delicate 
and reflective, whispering in from a nearby auditorium above you. It is hurting 
you to the bone because you aren't sure if the music is even really there, 
drowning out your arguments, but you hope the violinist is a strong tall black 
man, wearing a black suit, and that his cufflinks are shining. The violin will look 
tiny cradled against his broad shoulders, and he'll hold it like a newborn. He 
would save you if he had to; he would pull you from a car wreck, a frozen lake, 
or a burning church, arms like a panther's crouch holding you tight. 
You wish you had more coke. You wish that somebody realized before 
it was too late that a Bible was a bad idea to pour coke onto and you prob-
ably don't really need it anymore. But you want it. It seemed like a good 
idea at the time to come here; you thought maybe a priest could talk you 
out of everything he's talked you into. That a priest could talk to him. You 
thought so at least. But the chair is empty. 
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He brought it up at the restaurant. To come here. He had that look. 
Hungry. He leaned back, swirling his wine glass, swirling the red liquid 
around and around and watching its legs run down the glass like veins. 
"You are all I need," he told you. 
He says thing like that. Things like, "It's always been only you," and, 
"There is nothing but you," but you know better. He needs more than just 
you. He needs the light inside you to brighten the dark world he walks in. 
He needs to bask in it, and then shut it off. You feel carved. He fills full. 
Three years. He approached you at the airport three years ago while you 
were waiting in baggage claim. You were on vacation for a week from St. 
Katherine's College in Massachusetts and decided to spend it in Rome with 
your roommate. 
He opened up with, "I saw you on the plane." He had a dark curl that fell 
across his smooth olive forehead, and a dimple bloomed in his left cheek when 
he smiled down at all five feet eight inches of you. Stammering, you blurted out 
that you were excited to see the work of Michelangelo. "Ahhh .... the Last 
Judgment. I could show you a much more beautiful side to Rome," he replied. 
Then he pushed up his sleeves, exposing his forearms, and with one glance, you 
already wished those arms were holding you down. He picked up your suit-
case. In his back pocket, he carried only a passport. A tattoo was inked up his 
arm in small scrawling letters. You asked him what it said. He ran his free hand 
through his black, tousled hair, his elbow went up to his ear next to his face, 
rolling his sleeve further back, revealing more of the tattoo, and he smiled, 
catching his tongue between his two front teeth, making it appear almost 
forked. "The guilty one is not he who commits the sin, but the one who causes 
the darkness," he answered, then, "Victor Hugo," and he followed you into the 
sunshine where cabs waited. 
That night he picked you up from the Hotel De Russie. He compli-
mented your scent, "Like roses." You had fresh petals in your rosary. You 
wonder now if he knew that. The two of you spent the week together. He 
showed you the Rome only he could. Your roommate spent the week with 
absinthe and a young Italian sculptor. 
"You are all I need," he said at the restaurant. He needs so much more. 
You could not listen. You went deaf for a moment. You knew what was 
coming, but you wanted to pretend you could change it, pretend you didn't 
also want it. Mouths were wordlessly moving all around you. He stood up 
and offered you his hand. You took it. Chairs slid noiselessly out from 
tables. His grip was cool and dry, and his hand engulfed yours. You were led 
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to the car, and on the drive there you looked out the windows at trees and 
faceless pedestrians, and when you saw the giant steeple in the distance your 
hearing came back. 
Your ears seemed to be attached to your instincts. To your survival. Like prey. 
You thought you just need more time. Time to get here and maybe 
seduce a priest and be guaranteed heaven before being swallowed up by 
hell. You think that and then can't believe you thought that, but just as 
quickly you see yourself in a confessional, fingers curled into the lattice, 
bathed in red light, robes and rosaries pushing on you from behind, mur-
muring the Act of Contrition in Latin. Your boyfriend would think you are 
in there confessing, and he'd be probably putting in a call for more drugs. 
Bless me, father, for I have sinned. He is turned on by your religion and you 
are barely still clinging to it, but he always wants to desecrate you after you 
confess. You never feel clean for long. The confession fantasy disappears 
before your very eyes when you look down and realize your pants are off 
and the music has changed tone to something darker, seductive, and warm. 
Here it goes. You are waiting for it, barely able to breathe, you spit the 
paper ball out of your mouth, a small moan escapes, the top of his head is 
buried in between your legs and candles flicker, prayer candles, and you are 
praying for this because it is like a small light inside you, and if you don't 
let go you'll lose it, and it is burning and the flame is growing and you can 
almost catch it, feel it, and spread it like a balmy oily liquid over your 
thighs, and you don't want it to burn out, and your boyfriend is sweet in 
these moments when normally he is rough. He waits for you to find it; he's 
patient, generous, and won't show you what he is going to do to you until 
you catch it; the candle glows brighter and brighter inside you, and you 
know soon you will explode into a ball of fire and you pray for release from 
the pressure, and you pray it won't ever end, and part of you wonders what 
people were praying for when they lit the church candles, but you stop 
caring and let go and your skin tingles and your hairs stand on end and it's 
that spot, that one, and your stomach quivers and he knows and you know 
and the violin increases pitch and you are practically screaming inside, but 
outside you are quiet, gnawing on his fingers that he put back in your 
mouth that are reaching for your tonsils, and he's talking to your insides 
under his breath repeating, "Show me, Show me," and everything inside you 
turns to blinding orange and red for seconds, for minutes, until you remain 
nervously still, reliving it, lingering, waiting for him to lift his head. If you 
had more coke you could become numb to what he is about to do next. 
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You ask yourself, sin? What is it? Is it different for every person? Is it 
flexible? Is it forgivable? You want to be virtuous, but who really is? Your 
friends? No. Your parents? No. Both guilt and hope penetrate you in a rapid 
gunfire of emotional bullets, and you forgive him before you can decide 
you're done with him. He is sliding up your body like a venomous snake; he 
is rock solid lean muscle, and you close your eyes and sniff, swallow a 
cocaine drip, savor the aspirin-like taste in the back of your throat and you 
tremble. The church is a mosaic, lit up by the small bits of sunset knifing 
through the stained glass windows. A strike of gold across Christ's face, jade 
green splayed across the podium, tapestry glowing. Everything is illumi-
nated, and when your boyfriend grabs you and flips you over, your knees 
smash down, reverberating against the pew and breaking the colors open, 
and you knew it was not a good idea to be alone with him anymore, and 
you hope the black man heard the silence snapping. But then again, you 
hope he didn't. Just keep playing, you think. Mind your own business. 
Synesthesia. The merging of senses. For you, a sensory link from sound to 
vision. If he stops playing, you will be ripped from a safe blue ocean, kid-
napped from the petals of a blooming purple orchid, and you are out of drugs 
so you will know what is happening, and the violinist in the faraway audito-
rium with the salty hair and the strings is your only hope of continuing on. 
Your boyfriend pours whiskey from a flask down your throat, pulling 
your head up towards him, backwards. It gets in your eyes; it burns, so you 
try to connect to the statues and the martyrs and the suffering of those gone 
before you. Blood is spilling on the floor, dripping onto the Bible discarded 
on the ground; red splatters coagulate with white crystals. You are lost in 
the flush of the song, and when he lets go and takes a phone call you never 
heard ring, you don't know if seconds, minutes, or hours have passed, but 
you realize you are on the ground now, the foundation of faith, staring at 
the legs of the pew, your hands are tied, your nose is bleeding, the candles 
are flickering too close to you, and you have long red marks down your 
abdomen, your back is sore, the small of your spine aches, your windpipe 
feels almost crushed. You hear his conversation too clearly, "Wo hist du? Wo 
hist du?'' He is speaking in German. Where are you? The music has stopped. 
You want to go home. 
Footsteps. There are footsteps. 
From where you are lying on the ground you can see feet coming down 
the aisle toward the front; your boyfriend's back is turned. You see feet, but 
they are small and in loafers, and they are a woman's. No. That's not how 
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it's supposed to be. You try and clear your throat, a small sound leaks out, 
you feel your boyfriend reach down and rub your thigh, still on the phone. 
The feet are about eight pews away. 
Five pews. 
Three pews. 
One pew. 
A woman's face is now directly above you. Hovering. She sees you. 
Twisted. Beads of sweat and splayed-out hair. Flat stomach and rosy nip-
ples. Your arms above your head. Faded bruises in the shape of fingertips. 
Naked except for a silver chain around your neck with a number five 
charm, and she knows what the necklace is. Its symbolic significance. You 
both know. Christ received five wounds on the cross. 
You focus on her. She is wearing a tight bun at the nape of her neck; she 
is dressed in a long skirt and high-collar blouse, and she is looking into your 
eyes, searching, and you want something to cover up with. She is motion-
less for a beat; you feel her spitting pity into your soul. You see it in her face, 
which is pursed together with deep, crackling lines. Her eyes lack pigment 
and appear to be a light violet, tinged with red irises. You see the pity in her 
furrowed brows, which are so pale and blond they blend into her face. 
Albino. She is the opposite of your black man. Your boyfriend turns and 
smiles at her. She shudders and her face loosens into a blank white page, and 
she bends slowly down, and you think, no, you assume she is going to try 
and help you up, or touch your forehead, or maybe smooth the hair out of 
your eyes like your mom used to do when you were sick in bed, but instead 
she is picking up the ball of crumpled Bible pages, turning it over slowly in 
her thin pale hands. She scans the room and spies the Bible next to you. She 
picks it up and dusts it off. You try again to make a noise, to apologize for 
the mess; your boyfriend keeps rubbing your thighs, eyeing the woman, 
"Shhhh, baby, shhhh." 
The woman turns away from you, stooping. She takes a breath so deep 
her whole back moves and adjusts the candles so they are just so. She strikes 
a match, the glow reminds you of something earlier and she leans over and 
lights a candle, hesitates. "I will pray for you," she says, then spins and 
heads quickly back down the nave, and you watch her feet disappear. 
You never claimed to be a saint. 
A car honks outside. 
Your boyfriend is up and moving around. "Don't be so dramatic," he 
tells you. "Get up," and he pulls your hands free and everything hurts so 
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bad, and he is gathering your clothes and helping you into your shirt 
because he knows your arms are sore, and he kisses you and tells you he got 
more drugs. The guy is out front, he says. There are no more slivers of sun. 
No more colors to break open. Only candlelight. Only prayers. And 
shadows where the light use to be, murky glass images of the Trinity, a shep-
herd, dark angels. Your boyfriend pulls a vial full of painkillers out of his 
pocket. You know those pills too well. He takes out three, pops them in your 
throat, plugs your nose and makes you swallow. 
You are barely able to walk yet. 
You glance at his watch glinting in the dark. It has been about three 
hours since you were sitting in a restaurant staring at an untouched lobster. 
Tonight is Saturday and tomorrow is Mass, and you will be in the same 
spot, only in a clean dress and pretty, fresh makeup. The congregation will 
be light hearted and wearing pastels and spring colors, and your boyfriend 
will be in a dark suit with his hands pressed together firmly under his chin, 
fingertips touching, and you two will discuss where to go for brunch. He'll 
want filet and you'll want crab benedict, but you'll both want champagne. 
He'll tell you he loves you best on Sunday mornings. The piano and organ 
music will make you see green meadows and he'll smell like cut grass, like 
aftershave and coffee, and when it's time to pray he'll pick up the Bible and 
wink at you and touch your knee, making you wince, and when you look 
hard enough at the floor you will still be able to see speckles of blood 
because the cleaning crew for Mass tomorrow already came. 
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Figure 2.1 
Gino Orlandi 
WHILE ROAMING TI-IE SHELVES OF A USED BOOKSTORE DOWNTOWN, I FOUND A BOOK 
in the home repair section entitled Side Sex. It seemed out of place, squeezed 
between books about plumbing and roofing. I guess that's why it caught my 
attention. It's not like I'm a sex maniac, or anything. I was just curious. 
After a quick peek down the aisle to make sure I was alone, I slipped the 
book off the shelf and opened it, hoping there would be pictures. 
Its pages were old and worn, the same jaundiced color as old-man toe-
nails. I flipped to the first page and started reading. Side sex, the book 
began, is an art-one that's proven to bring couples closer together. 
I thumbed ahead. I wasn't much for books telling me how to run my 
own love life. How would it know, anyway? 
When I got to page 47, I found a black-and-white photograph labeled 
figure 2.1. The picture showed two bodies, centered in the frame, demon-
strating what the caption called "The Sidewinder." The couple was naked, 
standing side-by-side and bending slightly to the left, like poplar trees. Only 
their hipbones were touching. The man had his arms stretched high above his 
head, like he was getting ready to do a swimming dive. The woman had a look 
of total ecstasy on her face-her eyelids half closed, collapsed like a pair of 
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trapdoors, and her mouth partly open, halfway between a smile and a 
scream. I had never seen a face like that. 
As I looked closer, I realized that the woman in the photograph was my 
wife, Mary. I couldn't believe it at first, but it was definitely her. I could see 
the mole on her upper thigh, the small hummocks of skin rolling beneath 
her belly button. Her face was contorted, but it was still Mary's face. 
I tried rubbing the photograph. Maybe it was some trick of lighting, or 
a strange layer of dust on the page. I pulled the book closer, only inches 
from my nose, and huffed. The dust scattered. There was no doubt about it, 
this was definitely her. 
I shut the book quickly and tucked it under my arm, along with the 
plumbing book I'd picked up. This had to be some mistake. There was no 
way that Mary was in a sex book. Especially not with that look on her face. 
We had been married twenty-three years, but we still had an OK sex life. 
Nothing wild or anything, but it was there. Like soft jazz, or the taste of yogurt. 
They say yogurt's good for you when you get to be my age. Something about the 
bacteria, I don't know. Mary said she didn't mind it, the slowing down. "That's just 
part of growing older," she said. And yet here she was, plopped naked in the middle 
of a sex book, looking as young as she did in college, and doing The Sidewinder. 
I peered around the shelves again, my wool sweater suddenly a furnace. 
Overhead, a dim amber light coughed-out flickers of orange, sputtering like 
a faulty pacemaker. I wanted to crack open the book again, slip a peek at 
the grainy photo. I hadn't seen Mary's body in a while. At least, not like 
that, all contracted and glisten-pale, her white skin full and explosive. Why 
hadn't she told me she was such a side-sex guru? Did she think I couldn't 
handle it? Was I not side sexy enough? 
I twisted around to get a glance at my caboose. There didn't used to be 
much back there. But now, I had my own caboose village. A universe of but-
tock. Like I'd stuffed a whole globe down the back of my trousers for safe-
keeping. "Your fanny's on the escape," Mary had said yesterday, slapping 
me on the bum. I hadn't thought much of it until now. 
Maybe that's why she hadn't told me about her side-sex days. Maybe I had 
too much flab to sex sideways. But still, that was no excuse. She could have at 
least told me she liked it. That wasn't so hard. And I knew that she liked it, she 
couldn't get out of that one. I had photographic evidence. Figure 2.1. 
When I was sure that nobody would see, I scuttled up to the register and slid 
the books onto the counter. My fingers trembled. This felt like stealing, 
somehow. 
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The boy behind the counter smiled at me. He was wearing a tight green 
T-shirt, his hair spiky and black. I could only assume that he wanted to be 
a cactus that day. 
"Just this?" he said. 
I nodded. 
As he rang them up, I suddenly wished that I had hidden the cover of 
Side Sex in a different book jacket. What was a man my age doing, buying 
a book like that? I saw his eyes flit toward the cover, and a corner of his 
mouth flicked upward, a tiny check mark. 
"Oh," he said. "Having problems, huh?" 
"What?" I said. "No. We're fine." 
My fingertips settled on my wedding band, rolling it over my knuckle. 
He held up the beginner's plumbing book. "I meant with your 
plumbing," the cactus said. 
"Oh," I said. "Yeah. Busted pipe." 
The whole time, his smirk was still there, posing like some kind of smirk 
model-the figure 2.1 of smirking. 
Quietly, I grabbed my books and headed for the exit. As I opened the 
door, the boy called out from behind me. "Good luck." 
I paused there, brass bells jingling above my head. I could almost feel her 
there, naked Mary in the smooth gray book. I nodded at the boy and qui-
etly left the store, careful to cover my fanny on the way out. 
Side Sex is about trust. The goal of this position is to maintain a balance, 
a partnership in which each person's weight is both placed on and supported 
by the other. This is a state of harmony. Without harmony, we-
I snapped the book shut. Along the sidewalk, I could hear my heels drag. 
The sky was open and cloudless, like a blue, bald head. I touched the top of 
my scalp. At least clouds grew back, I thought. I tucked the side-sex book 
under the plumbing manual and turned the corner to find my car. 
One of the pipes in our sink had busted that morning. When I had 
woken up, Mary was already in the kitchen, mopping up a puddle as it 
crawled across the floor. She was whistling in her flip-flops, her toenails 
bright red. I half expected her to start singing a shanty. I rubbed my eyes, 
yanked the bunch from my boxers. My feet slapped against the wet tile. 
"What happened?" 
"Its water broke again." She tapped the sink with her mop handle. "I 
think it's pregnant." 
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My underwear dislodged like a popping cork. Opa. 
"You should have shook me," I said. 
She shrugged. "I wanted you to sleep in. Besides, it's not that bad." 
My feet sloshed across our indoor kiddie pool. "Still," I said. "You don't 
have to clean this up." 
I tried to grab the mop from her, but she strangled the handle. We tan-
goed like that for a while, each of us trying to wrestle the thing away. My 
bare feet skated on the tile, sliding in all directions. 
"Tobin," she said. "Stop, you're just splashing it all around." 
I tried to gain my footing, but slipped. Luckily the counter was there, 
and I caught myself before landing a full split. 
She cradled an arm beneath my shoulder and helped me up. "Honestly," 
she said. "You're going to hurt yourself." 
After a careful operation, my legs were parallel again. My groin sighed 
in relief. 
"I'll do this," she said. "You go and shower." 
"I was only trying to help." 
"I know," she said, and patted my head. Her thin lips parted into a 
smile. "But I'll call the plumber this afternoon. Or maybe we can ask Cy to 
take a look. It's no big deal." 
My fists clenched. 
Cy was our neighbor. He lived across the street and wore wife beaters. 
His arms were like tan ski slopes, probably had their own lifts just to get to 
the top. His body was a rocky crag, a chiseled slice of Man Mountain. He 
was thirteen years younger than me. He had a thick slice of brown hair. 
Cy was always outside fixing something-laying concrete down on his 
driveway, building an extension onto his house, painting. Three months 
ago, he had popped up in our backyard unannounced, like some kind of 
muscled prairie dog, and started fixing the hole in our wooden fence. He 
waved at me through the kitchen window. I was still in my pajamas. My 
polyester trousers had bananas down the side. He was in his wife beater. I 
raised a hand and twiddled some fingers back at him. Hello, Cy. Eat my 
golden old bananas. 
When Cy was good and sweaty, Mary went outside and gave him a glass 
of water. He said something to her, and she threw back her head and 
laughed. I hadn't seen her laugh like that in a while-mouth wide, like she 
was trying to swallow the sky. She high-heeled her way back across the yard 
and came inside. "That's so sweet of him," she said, as the screen door 
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swung shut. She left the house after giving me a pinch on the cheek. 
We were still in the kitchen when I suddenly snatched the mop from her. 
"We don't need Cy to do it," I said. 
"Hey!" she said, getting jerked by the handle. 
"And we don't need to call a plumber. I'll fix it. You go ahead and meet 
your friends for breakfast or whatever. I'll take care of this." 
She cocked an eyebrow. "Do you even know how to fix pipes?" 
"I'll fix pipes if I say I'll fix pipes." 
She shrugged. "Go nuts." 
After a peck on my forehead, she tiptoed out of the kitchen and shut the 
front door. I mopped up the sink water and rinsed out the bucket. Then I 
got in my car and drove downtown, heading for the nearest bookstore. I had 
no idea how to fix pipes. 
Cars were running past me along the sidewalk. I wanted to shake the 
book. "See," I wanted to tell it. "I'm a giver. I'm running all over town just 
to fix a leaky sink." I didn't need it to tell me about harmony. 
Other than side sex, Mary has always had a thing for fix-it type guys. Like 
MacGyver. Mary has a weird thing for MacGyver. Recently, she went out and 
bought the whole box-set on DVD. She makes me watch them with her, and I 
have to sit there and watch her drool at the screen. Sometimes I ask her if she 
wants me to buy her a bib. I don't like any of the girls on the show. 
"I don't know what it is," she said, when I asked her what the big deal 
was. "Something about the way he just swoops in and, I don't know, fixes 
things. It's just really sexy. I don't know what else to tell you." 
I told her that less was more. 
Folding my arms, I sank back into the couch, big-bummed and thin-
haired. She smiled at me and turned up the volume. 
Maybe it was childish of me to be jealous of an imaginary character, but I 
couldn't help it. I couldn't even fix a fence, yet here was this guy, with his car-
wash mullet and bombs made of toothpaste, repairing every problem in sight. 
I once tried to build a new set of stairs extending from our back door. The ones 
we had were rotting, so I figured why not. It was only three steps, how hard 
could it be. The project took me two months, and I spent nearly four hundred 
dollars. Then one afternoon I had finally finished them, and I told Mary, and 
sure enough an hour later she carried a sack of garbage out that door, and 
whoosh. All I heard was the crash, then a high-pitched scream. 
I raced to the screen door. "What did you do?" 
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She glared up at me. "I walked." 
Mary was sprawled on the ground, splattered with brown peels and tin 
cans. The stoop had crumbled into a pile of splinters. 
"They sold me bad wood," I said, pointing to the snapped boards. 
She just shook her head, stood up, and dusted off her capris. "Well, I 
suppose we can just jump down from now on." 
Quietly, I helped her scoop up the garbage. Luckily, Cy was there to 
clean up my mess the next day. Mary called him up the following morning, 
and he just swooped in, with his full hair and MacGyver muscles. She 
watched him from the window, as I readied the bib. 
Too often in sex there is a divide between "performer" and "receiver," 
one person on top and one on the bottom, one in front and one behind. Side 
Sex is designed to help people join together. Loving relationships, after all, 
are about growing as one, side by side. 
The line caught my eye as I flipped back to the grainy photo. Mary's 
body looked permanent in that picture. I thought about how I looked now, 
every part of me grown paunchier. I was a shriveled white prune with a bad 
case of chicken neck. My ears had gotten bigger. I'd sprouted tufts of white 
hair. I was almost unrecognizable. 
It became a game that Mary liked to play. "Bald spot," she would say, 
and tap the top of my head. "Love handles," as she grabbed me by the hips. 
"A new gray one." She'd yank the hair from my scalp, hold it up, and smile. 
"I'm a good finder." 
I thought about it as I pulled into the driveway. The books were in my 
lap, and I was staring out the windshield. The sun was slipping down into 
the sky. Finding a book had taken me all day. 
I got out and walked toward the front door. Our azaleas were budding 
beside the porch columns. 
Cy was gathering up a box of tools on our stoop, as if he had busted a 
piiiata full of wrenches and screws. His muscles clenched as he lifted his 
box, rippling through the sleeves of his shirt. And here I was, in my sensible 
wool sweater. If Mary told me she was having an affair, I wouldn't be sur-
prised. I might have even felt relieved. 
"How's it going?" Cy said, tipping an imaginary hat. "I just popped by 
to fix that pipe. It should be all set now." 
I hugged the books to my chest, hoping he couldn't make out Beginner 
Plumbing along the book spine. 
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"Thanks," I said. "I was just coming back to deal with it." 
"Not a problem." He shook my hand and walked back across the street. I 
half expected feathers to suddenly plume up behind him, the way he strutted. 
I guess Mary had phoned him when she got back to the house. She prob-
ably thought I had forgotten about it. Or maybe that I just couldn't do it. 
When I reached the front door, I stood at the threshold, facing the 
beveled glass. For some reason, I felt the urge to knock. 
Lifting my knuckles away from the door, I pulled out my keys and 
entered. Mary was standing in front of the plasma TV, following the instruc-
tions of a Pilates video. She was wearing bike shorts and a shrunken pink 
tank top, bending to the left with the person on screen. Both of them were 
in perfect synchrony. A few blotches of sweat darkened the back of her shirt, 
and her white shoulders glistened in the light of the screen. 
"Hi, honey," she said. 
I couldn't help but notice her posture. It was almost exactly the same as 
from the book. 
"So. You're at it again," I said. 
"Yep," she said. "I'm on a six-week plan. Thirty minutes a day and I'm 
guaranteed to lose my pooch." She grabbed the skin beneath her bellybutton 
and shook it. 
I picked up the remote and clicked off the TV. The image vanished into 
a funnel of black. 
"Hey," she said, standing upright. 
I straightened the bottom of my sweater. "I just saw Cy leave." 
"Yeah," she said. "We're puddle free." She threw a thumb at the kitchen. 
"I told you I was going to do it." 
"Well, you weren't here," she said. "And I thought, what's the difference?" 
"And you also thought I couldn't do it." 
"What? Of course not. I just didn't want to get my feet wet." 
"Sure," I said. 
She cocked her body, a tiny white boomerang. "OK," she said. "What's 
gotten into you?" 
"Do you want to sleep with Cy?" 
She let out a loud laugh. "What!" 
"Nothing." 
"Yes, Tobin, I want him to ravish me." 
"What?" 
"Don't be stupid," she said. "Where did that come from?" 
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I let out a breath, ripped the book from under my arm and flipped to 
page 4 7. "Care to explain?" 
She looked down at the page. "What's this?" 
I waved the page closer. "You ought to know." 
Slowly, she brought her face closer to the black-and-white print, 
squinting. "I need my glasses," she said. 
She walked over to the side table and felt around. Her hands found the 
thick black frames, and she put them on. 
"It's you," I said. "It's a picture of you in a sex book." 
"What?" 
"I know it sounds ridiculous. But I found this in a store, and it's you. 
I'm sure of it." 
She carefully leaned over the page. Her chest was huffing, and I watched 
as her breathing slowly calmed, slipping into an inner rhythm all her own. 
She smelled good when she sweated, like azalea blossoms. 
"This isn't me," she said finally. 
"Stop it," I said. "Of course it is." 
She shook her head. "No way. Just look at the hair." 
She pointed to the flowing black strands. "I think I'd know me if I saw 
me, and this is not me." 
"Yes, it is!" 
She screwed her eyes up at me. "How would you know?" she said. "I 
don't even like side sex. Whatever it is. It just looks goofy to me." She exam-
ined the page more closely. "I don't even get what it does." 
"It's an art!" I said. "One that's proven to bring couples closer together. 
And that's not the point." 
She shrugged. "Well, I don't trust those things." 
I sighed. This was getting nowhere. I plopped down on the couch and 
folded my arms. A framed photo of us was sitting on the side table. We were 
eating sandwiches at the beach, the white sand dusting our hair, as we 
touched shoulders, burnt brown by the afternoon. That seemed like so long 
ago, our faces almost like strangers. 
I watched her bring the book closer to her face, her nose practically 
touching the yellowish tint. Her finger circled part of the photograph, again 
and again, as if smoothing away a layer of dust. I think it was the first time 
I'd really noticed how much her skin had changed, the laugh lines on her 
chin and sagging cheeks. I hadn't even noticed or cared. 
"Honestly," she said. "I think this looks more like you." 
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"What's me?" 
"The guy in this photo. Figure 2.1. I'd say he looks exactly like you." 
"Very funny." 
"No, really," she said. "Just look at the chest hair, and the little pudge 
on the hips. It's definitely you." 
My gaze fell to my own waistband. "Pudge?" 
"And that expression," she went on. "It's got to be you." 
She looked up, her eyes fixed on me, pupils enlarged by her over-thick 
lenses. "What on earth are you doing in a sex book?" 
I tore the book from her and looked at the picture again. I didn't know 
what she was talking about. The man in the photo was much stumpier than 
me, built like a bloated fire hydrant. And his chest hair was practically a 
forest, as thick and black as the forests in fairy tales. Plus his head was 
strangely square, not elongated like mine. It didn't make any sense. How 
could she think this was me? 
"I think you're losing it," I said. 
"You're one to talk. I'm pretty sure I can recognize my own husband." 
"You're making fun of me," I said. 
"Not at all," Mary said. "I just know what I know, and I'm saying this 
is you. So you go ahead and believe whatever you want, Mr. Side Sex. It 
won't change anything." 
This was getting infuriating. I was supposed to be confronting her, not 
the other way around. She had no right to tell me who I was. And besides, 
wasn't that the whole point of marriage? That you weren't supposed to be 
strangers anymore? She had her hands jammed on her hips. She stared at 
me, her breathing silent and somewhere inside her. 
"I don't understand," I said. 
"About side sex?" she said. "Me neither. It must be for people with sen-
sitive hips." 
"No," I said. "I mean, I don't understand how we can both be wrong." 
I looked up at her face, still fleshy and strong and red with sweat. She 
looked beautiful that way. 
Slowly, she bent down and pressed her body against me. She squeezed 
my hand, and like a reflex, I squeezed back. I could feel the cloudy softness 
of her skin, the cool sweat rolling onto my fingers. The warmth of my hand 
was slipping into hers, and I felt it settle, like a ripple in a pool. 
"I still don't see why you had to be naked," I said. 
She smiled. "Me neither." 
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She took the book from me and put it on the side table. Then she picked 
up the remote and flicked on the TV. The woman on screen was still in the 
same position, waiting for my wife to join her, as if afraid to go on alone. 
"Now, I'm going back to my workout," Mary said. "You can join me if 
you want to." 
I nodded, followed her arm as she led me up off the couch. Standing side 
by side, our skin was bathed by the TV light. The woman told us to bend 
left, so we did. I had my arms stretched high above me. She told us to come 
closer together, so we did. I could hear Mary breathing. Her exhales were 
sinking into my side. Or maybe that was just me. I listened, but couldn't tell 
the difference. 
I could feel Mary's hip against mine as the woman on screen told us to 
be still. So we were. I couldn't be sure that I was doing it right, that I was 
bending just slightly enough, but I had Mary's body to guide me. I figured 
she would keep me together. Above us, the fan was stirring shadows in the 
living room. The air around us was flimsy. And the both of us stood there, 
silent and slightly leaning, our arms stretched high toward the drifting 
clouds, and waited for our next instruction. 
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Clay Story 
Larissa Trout 
TOD LEANED AGAINST TI-IE RED BRICK WALL OF TI-IE COMMUNITY COLLEGE, CROSSING 
his father's cowboy boots at his ankles. 
"What's Mrs. Taps doing in there?" Mikey asked. 
"She's a miss now." 
"A what?" 
"A miss," said the oldest boy named Tod. "Her man left her. I don't think 
we can even call her Miss Taps anymore. Taps's not her name either. Poor 
old lady's nameless." He took long drags on a Marlboro cigarette and let the 
smoke curl and play around his lips. Tod wasn't interested in spying on Miss 
whatever-her-name-now-was with the three others-Sean, Mikey, and Bill. 
The boys were watching Mrs. Taps, the community college art teacher, 
as she stared down at a large white lump of sculpting clay. Tears welled up 
in her eyes as she slowly began slicing into the mound with the side of her 
palm and massaging the handfuls into her skin. She pushed more and more, 
lifting up her long, purple, pleated skirt and sticking it between her legs, 
unlacing her orthopedic tennis shoes and slipping it into her socks. 
"Why the hell is she doing that? What's got her so upset?" Sean looked 
to Tod for answers. Tod always knew more than the other boys, the kind of 
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person who grew up too fast. Tod dangled the cigarette from his long fin-
gertips and glanced behind him into the big picture window of the class-
room. He huffed. 
"Well, her husband left her. That's what my brother said. He left her for 
some girl two towns over, twice as young as he is. You know that hot blond girl 
that works at the Gas N Go two towns west? He knocked her up. Poor woman's 
gone bonkers. That clay probably feels just as good as a touch of a man." 
Mrs. Taps patted clay beneath her eyes, and the dusty white quickly 
absorbed her tears. She scooped up her purse and headed out of the class-
room. Tod and the three others followed Mrs. Taps around the school and 
to the street. She was headed into town. The boys wondered where she was 
going. After all, there wasn't much to do in Charlotte; the town was just a 
big wide piece of flat earth dotted with rundown farms occupied by people 
who'd never left and had no intention of leaving. 
The sun was high in the sky, a big egg-yolk orange that bled through the 
clouds and reflected off the store windows. The clay on Mrs. Taps' body 
looked different in the sunlight. It lost its dusty sheen and seemed to 
sparkle. Mrs. Taps actually looked quite great, her skin wrinkle free, now 
just one big sheet of flawless white. 
"Would you look at that," Mike pointed to Mrs. Taps' meaty thighs. 
"Looks like skin." 
"Shut up, you idiot. She'll hear you!" Tod hissed, smacking Mike on the 
back of his blond, shaggy head. 
Mrs. Taps stopped in front of the big glass window of Al's Tool Store 
and gazed with disappointment at her translucent reflection. She cocked her 
head and sighed, her black, bunned hair slumped from the back of her head. 
She put her plump hands on her even plumper waist and pushed in. To the 
boys' surprise, Mrs. Taps' skin shifted, rolling down and up on both sides 
of her hands. Suddenly her hips were curvier, her breasts bigger and higher 
on her chest. 
"How the hell did she do that?" whispered Tod. 
"Mrs. Taps got hot!" yelled Mike. 
And with that, Mrs. Taps stopped her sculpting and turned, staring at 
the boys with a smile. 
The next afternoon it rained, so the boys went to Pauly's Diner after 
class for mediocre coffee and the comfort of smoking inside. The diner was 
busier than usual due to the weather, and even with the flow of customers 
coming in and out of the jangling doors, all the people turned and stared 
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when Mrs. Taps walked in. They whispered and pointed at the way Mrs. 
Taps' yellow daisy dress clung to her sides and cinched at her newly sculpted 
waist. Her lips looked plumper, her cheekbones more defined, and as she sat 
at the booth across from the boys, she winked. 
"This is too weird," said Sean. 
"I wonder if anyone else knows," Mikey added. 
But Tod said nothing and winked back. He couldn't help it. Mrs. Taps 
really did look good. 
Mike and Sean poked at one another with forks under the table. Tod 
couldn't keep his eyes off Mrs. Taps. She was smoothing out the clay on her 
thighs under the table, rubbing her palms up and down and inside and out-
side of the crevice between her two legs. The craters of cellulite flattened, 
and the rolls under her thighs thinned out. She looked twenty years younger, 
Tod thought. She could be the same age as him and the boys. 
Tod walked home alone past the college because he was staying with his 
father for the weekend, and the other boys lived on the other side of town. He 
was surprised to see the light on in the art room and even more surprised, once 
he crept up to the big wide window to see Mrs. Taps in that yellow glow. She 
was putting on more clay, putting more on her breasts and more on her back 
end. She was slicing off pieces on her hips and on her knees, and she was 
peeling off chunks from her forehead and her chin. She didn't look like Mrs. 
Taps anymore, Tod thought. She looked good, but not like Mrs. Taps. 
Tod walked home after ten minutes of watching Mrs. Taps and her clay. He 
had felt strange watching such an intimate moment. It stuck in his mind as he shuf-
fled along the empty town's gravel street. How lonely she must be, he thought. 
How lonely must a person be to sculpt themselves to look like a stranger? 
"Class will be canceled," a sign read on the art classroom door the next 
morning, and the kids cracked open beers and sat outside at the park. No 
one asked why. No one cared. 
They thought it was a murder at first, then a suicide. But Tod knew what 
really happened. Tod knew it was neither. They found Mrs. Taps in the firing 
oven. Curled up in a hard ball of stone. Cracks ran across her arms and her 
legs and by her collarbone. Red pooled from the fissures and stained the 
dusty white of the clay with lines of maroon. That night after Tod left, Mrs. 
Taps had cooked herself, had tried to make that new woman permanent, but 
Mrs. Taps had forgotten. You can't change who you are on the outside 
before changing what's underneath first. 
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The Fear & the Fire 
Keenan Boyd 
WE WERE ALL SITTING DOWNSTAIRS ON THE BACK DECK OF MIKE'S PARENTS' 
house when it happened. Our legs were intertwined and busy with our own 
respective games of footsie, our heads knocked back like Pez dispensers in 
laughter. Around the side of the house, Dan came running like a bat out of 
hell. Rachel was close behind him, and her eyes were frantic and scared. This 
unnerved me slightly. They were really upset. Sweat was pouring down their 
tan faces, cascading bullets of perspiration that had soaked their clothes 
through. They looked like they had just run a marathon, but it was prob-
ably just the acid. 
"What the fuck happened to you guys? Someone steal your car again?" 
I asked, shifting my weight off of Heather's shoulders. Dan's car had been 
stolen a few months ago, and every few days we liked to remind him about 
it. Bust his balls a little, arrogant little shit that he was. 
"Amy's gone, and she took all my DMT!" Dan said, wild eyed and 
frantic. 
We all started laughing hysterically at this reply. We were all tripping really 
hard on Dan's blotter acid, and the idea of Dan's tripped-out hippie girlfriend 
stealing all of his DMT and making a run for it was about the funniest thing I 
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think I had ever heard in my life. All of us had just met her, and she seemed 
like the usual festy-trash that Dan found lying around Bisco or summer camp. 
Dumb, cheap, and not ready to go home. These girls were a mixed bag, and 
sometimes I wondered whether Dan would finally figure it out for himself. 
But who knows? Maybe he liked how disposable they were. They fol-
lowed the tour together. They shacked up. They left. No one's feelings got 
hurt, and no one ever had to say good-bye. 
God, it was hot. Out beyond the veranda, squirrels could be seen scur-
rying along the lawn fence, stealing acorns from each other for a winter that 
seemed a million years away. The fences were black radiators frying rodents 
in the dark sun, the trees giving no relief from the unrelenting god, its pains 
all too apparent in deep July. August would be even worse. 
Somewhere inside the house a glass shattered loudly and someone, 
maybe Katie (who knew for sure?), screamed. A real horror-show funhouse 
scream that pulled us by the balls and awakened us out of our complacent 
gonzo daydreams, and prompted us to action. Dan and I looked at each 
other, and we knew. 
"What is it, baby?" Heather asked. 
"How the fuck should I know? I just work here!" I said. 
Dan and I leapt to the door, running through the living room. Following 
the scream upstairs to Mike's guest room, we rushed through the door and 
stopped cold in our tracks. Amy was standing on top of the bed with a big 
bloody pair of garden shears, large and sharp, clenched in her fist. Katie was 
on her knees sobbing by the side of the bed, her eyes fixed on something 
that we could not see. The whole room was a swirling mass of red and deep 
yellow from the sunlight hitting the windows behind the bed. It matched the 
blood of the shears perfectly. Amy had her back to us, her satin white dress 
was falling down around her tan shoulders. 
"Amy, what the fuck are you doing?" Dan yelled up at her. 
As Amy turned around to face us, we could see that she had stabbed her-
self several times in the stomach. Huge gashes were all over her stomach, her 
white dress cut up like a kid's game. Her little guts like origami were falling 
limply from the hollows that she had dug out; little pieces of flesh and blood 
were all over the top of the mattress. It looked like she had been digging inside 
her own guts, looking for something she couldn't find. Dan ran over to the 
side of the bed and instantly vomited everywhere. Amy seemed to be smiling 
into outer space, her eyes blank but alert, her mouth curling at the sides; it 
was definitely a smile but about what, we couldn't tell. 
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"I got it out!" she said. "I got it all out! See?" She poked two fingers into 
the biggest wound, a cavity that must have been about the size of her fist. 
"See?" she said, as she began pulling on what must have been her intestines, 
bile and mucosa running down her torn dress. 
Dan jumped onto the bed, took the shears out of her hands, and sat her 
down next to him while I dialed 911 as fast as I could, my hands shaking with 
adrenaline. All of the numbers on my phone looked the same. Alien hiero-
glyphics jumping out at me, my eyes could barely focus. The acid was really 
hitting me hard now. Katie was still sobbing in the corner. Dan laid Amy down 
on her back, whispering into her ear, "It's gonna be all right, it's gonna be OK," 
... until he turned around and grabbed Katie by the throat, seemingly intent 
on killing her before Amy bled to death on top of Mike's bedspread. 
"Why didn't you do anything! What the fuck is wrong with you! Why 
didn't you do anything! YOU WERE RIGHT HERE!" Katie was beginning 
to choke. She was turning blue and purple and black, and if I didn't stop 
Dan, then he was going to kill the bitch. 
"Hello, sir, 911 Emergency, what is your emergency?" Yes, my life in 
general is pretty fucked up. I think I need a new set of friends, please. 
I put down my phone and pulled Dan off her. Katie gasped and fell back 
to the floor still sobbing uncontrollably. I had to slap Dan a few times to get 
him to pay attention to me. 
"Jesus Christ, Dan! Get a hold of yourself! Look after Amy while I get 
the ambulance!" 
He was still grabbing at the air like he had Katie in his hands. I had to 
slap him again to snap him out of it. 
"Dan! Try to stop the fucking bleeding! She's gonna die if you don't!" 
"Sir?" The woman on the other end of the line inquired. "Sir, do you 
need 911 Emergency or not?" 
"Yes, goddamn it! Hold on!" I yelled back into the phone. I looked at 
Katie and made sure she was OK. She gave me a thumbs-up, and then I 
pulled myself up from my hands and knees and went out into the hallway. 
"I need an ambulance to 11145 Golden Eagle Trail, Reston, Virginia right 
now! A girl's stabbed herself, and she might be bleeding to death!" I almost 
couldn't believe what I was saying. I started to cough uncontrollably. I felt 
sick. Oh god, I was gonna puke. 
I was gonna puke. I was gonna puke. 
Suddenly, the back of my throat was rigid with acid upchuck; my 
stomach lining filled with sour hot dogs and beer. I could taste everything I 
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had ever eaten in my whole life. 
"Sir, is anyone else injured?" the woman asked calmly. This bitch must 
have been so desensitized to this. I couldn't even begin to imagine taking a 
job like hers. A job where every day hundreds of people called in saying 
their loved ones were dead, or had been found face down in a pool of their 
own vomit, stroking out, limply spasming in their own juices. It must 
become routine like any other job. The science of consolation. The turn-
down pillow service at the funeral. 
Oh, your husband is dead? Just hold on a minute, please, while I 
transfer you. Oh, your little brother swallowed all the rat poison under the 
sink? Just one moment and I'll patch you through to poison control. 
Where was the goddamned humanity that I deserved? I demanded an 
audible shoulder to cry on. I wanted solace from an answering machine. 
"No. No one else has been injured! Please, hurry!" I hung up. 
All of a sudden I realized that I knew nothing about Amy, and it didn't 
even matter. I couldn't let her die now, not like this. This was the kind of 
thing that stuck with you for life, the deep, dark, unforgivable, burning 
secret in your past. Everybody at this stupid fucking party was involved. No 
one could feign indifference. 
Years later, we would bump into each other at a Kmart, or at some high 
school reunion-most likely the unlucky ones, the ones that never got far 
enough to forget or deny it ever happened-and as we traded small talk 
about the weather, or our kids' new private schools, we would see Amy 
cleaving herself with those bloody scissors, her guts falling out over that 
white porcelain dress. 
She would still be smirking at all of us. Laughing at us because we were 
so helpless. 
This would never leave us. 
Never. I couldn't believe what I had just seen, and felt like I was in a 
trance, and as I walked downstairs and looked out over the porch at my 
friends, I knew that I was going to be the one to have to tell them. Heather 
was laughing at some joke with John. I opened the door, and tripped face 
first onto the stone. 
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Pig: A Parody of Kafka's 
"The Metamorphosis" 
Taylor Walworth 
I. 
WHEN ALEX HARMON AWOKE THAT MONDAY MORNING, HE WAS HORRIFIED TO 
realize that he had turned into a pig overnight. 
It was entirely possible that this was a side effect of the hangover-and 
yet, as he pushed himself up off the floor of his bathroom, where he'd unde-
niably passed out after stumbling in from the club around midnight, he 
knew this was no drunken stupor. He was a pig, and not of the Charlotte's 
Web variety, cute and pink and friendly to spiders, but a massive, dirty work 
pig, the kind of pig that farmers in Texas might take out back and shoot to 
feed a family of twelve. 
His peripheral vision was limited, but he could feel the extra weight in 
his gut, years of personal fitness gone to moot with this unexpected new 
development. He was lying on one side, his back brushing up against the 
side of the cold, clean bathtub; his four pig trotters were extended away 
from his belly, barely visible, but he could see that they were small and he 
wondered how they would manage to hold him up. Each breath he took 
marked a tremendous physical struggle, as his new lungs were covered by 
layers of pig fat; he couldn't suppress the occasional wheeze or cough, and 
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yet, the sounds weren't as human as that. It was as if each breath became 
caught in his throat and somehow shifted; instead of coughing, he snorted. 
And yet what struck him the most was the smell, animal feces blended with 
petrichor, not the type of smell you find in the city, and certainly not the type 
of smell normally found in his bathroom, which was always kept pristine. 
He struggled to stand, trying to shift his weight over so that it was spread 
evenly across the floor; maybe then, he could navigate his pig trotters under-
neath him somehow and level himself off the ground. This task was much 
easier said than done, and he gave up after a scarce minute of trying. 
It was already 7:30 a.m. He was expected at the office at 8:30, but New 
York City traffic was a nightmare on a Monday morning, and he still had to 
drop Toby off at school before heading downtown. Melania would be up by 
now, getting ready to stomp around the kitchen in her Jimmy Choo stilettos, 
making enough noise to pull him from a drink-induced sleep. The staccato 
clicks of her heels against their hardwood floor had served as his new alarm 
clock ever since they'd stopped sharing the same bedroom a few months prior. 
Alex made a second attempt to stand. It would have been easy enough 
to accomplish if he knew how to work these pig trotters properly; they were 
too short and stubby, and he didn't have fingers to grasp anything that 
would give him a bit of leverage. He couldn't just lie on the floor all day. He 
had things to do-important things, business things, things he couldn't 
afford to miss. 
Click. Click. Click. 
She rang. 
Alex was a hard worker, a dedicated junior employee at a New York mar-
keting firm, who was set for promotion in at least two years' time, maybe less, 
would be less if he had anything to say about it. He was the guy that his bosses 
sent all over the country to charm the socks off prospective clients. He was 
charismatic and professional-the perfect combination, gave him an edge that 
others didn't have. He would do just about anything for this job. Hell, he was. 
so dedicated that he'd even gone and married the first girl who came along; he 
knew that employers these days liked the look of a family man. It made him 
dependable. He had the perfect trophy wife and a smart little boy who had just 
been accepted to one of New York's top private schools. He had the posh 
townhouse on the Upper East Side. They were all the sorts of things he could 
schmooze about at company golf outings in the Hamptons. 
Click. Click. Click. 
So why had this happened to him? He knew how it must look; how could 
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he go in to work and explain this to his superiors, the people who'd given him 
everything? It wouldn't look good, least of all in a place where appearances 
meant so much. Alex Harmon had given up his life for appearances. They were 
everything to him. They were the reason he had a wife he didn't love, a wife 
who despised him (and most days, the loathing was mutual). They were the 
reason he'd sired a pretentious seven-year-old who loved his mother more than 
anything and would probably grow up with little concept of fun or friends. 
They were the reason that he was a miserable bastard. 
It was for the sake of appearances that every aspect of Alex's life not reserved 
for work or home became a secret. For the sake of appearances, he became-
yes-piggish, with his weekend clubbing and the other women he managed to 
sleep with on company business trips when Melania wasn't around. 
Click. Click. Click. 
The clicking grew louder in volume as Melania stormed upstairs. Alex 
had neglected to come at her signal, forcing her to take matters into her own 
hands; and sure enough, mere seconds later, thunderous knocks broke the 
serene silence of the bathroom, shaking the door violently. 
"Alex, you son of a bitch, what the hell are you doing?" she screamed 
through the door. "You're going to make Toby late for school, and I, for 
one, am not content to write out a five thousand dollar tuition check each 
month if his lazy-ass father is going to make him miss his classes!" 
Her shrill voice split his ears wide open; it felt as though a shockwave 
was coursing through his entire body, filling him up with discomfort, and 
he couldn't suppress the high-pitched squeal that he emitted in response. It 
was a sound he could barely believe he was capable of, no matter the cir-
cumstances. He heard Melania scoff, though the sound was slightly muffled 
by the door. 
"Did you just squeal at me?" she drawled in a condescending tone of 
v01ce. 
"No!" he shouted back to her frantically-or attempted to shout. It 
didn't sound like a word, much less anything remotely resembling human 
speech. Was this truly all that he was capable of-squealing and snorting 
and oinking like swine? 
"Alex, it's quarter to eight! Toby needs to be at school in fifteen min-
utes! Please tell me you're still not too drunk to move." 
No, this was not drunkenness, and in that moment, he felt he would get 
up and go to the door, think of some way to pull it open, just so he could 
tell her that-he would not let those words escape him. But as it was, he was 
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not content to lie in the bathroom all day, breathing in his own sickening 
smell; he had to get to work. His office reputation depended on it. 
He made attempt number three; after minutes of pondering, he was sure 
he knew a way to do it now, to lift his tremendous girth off the floor. He 
briefly considered the stone tile on which his body rested. It was a beige 
color with black flecks that had reminded Melania, for some godforsaken 
reason, of an Italian winery, despite Alex's insistence that it reminded him of 
tile that hadn't been cleaned for years. In this moment, however, her stub-
bornness was a blessing to him; the stone had substantial grooves in it, 
which, if he found one of the right size, he was sure he could hook his hoof 
into and use as leverage. The bathtub behind him would lend some balance 
as he pushed himself off the ground. 
The process required incredible patience, a virtue that Alex was sud-
denly very thankful to possess (it was, after all, a necessity in the business 
world). He had underestimated the size of the grooves in the tile when com-
pared to the size of his trotter, and so most of the grooves were too small, 
his hoof slipping out each time he pushed against it; not to mention the 
feeling of his skin as he pressed it up against the bathtub created an unset-
tling pulling sensation, as if it could be pulled clear off his bones. 
Yet he finally managed it, after what felt like hours of trying; but he 
knew it wasn't that long because he could still hear Melania outside the 
door, huffing as each minute passed, and he refused to show his face. 
Standing up, he felt quite balanced, though his tremendous girth 
brushed against the floor as he tottered around, working himself into his 
legs. It was no different from crawling, he found; it was the smoothest tran-
sition he'd made so far, and that instilled in him a sense of hope-maybe this 
wouldn't be nearly as bad as he originally thought. He knew how to deal 
with unwelcome situations, make things work to his advantage when they 
otherwise shouldn't. 
"Alex!" Melania screamed, sending another shockwave through his 
body. "Jesus Christ-" 
"Coming!" he called, forgetting for a moment that words didn't sound 
like words when he spoke them, that she couldn't understand him. 
He tottered over to the door, his belly swinging below him like a pen-
dulum. This would be trickier; the doorknob was located a fair distance 
above his head, and no matter how much he tried to stretch his neck-
which wasn't so much a neck, but rather an extension of his long, tubular 
body-to touch it, it stayed out of reach. He was afraid to put a large 
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amount of his weight against the wooden door, afraid that it would crack 
or splinter under the pressure, and yet, he had to get out, didn't he? Or all 
of that other work had been for nothing. 
On the other side of the door, he heard Toby's shy sweet voice call out 
from a distance, "Mummy? Do I get to go to school today?" Alex imagined 
him standing in the doorway of the bedroom, fidgeting nervously in his 
black pea coat, his dark brown hair combed so extensively that it lay flat on 
top of his head. 
"When your dad is ready," Melania called back briskly. "Alex, do you 
hear that? Toby is ready for school." 
That's when Alex saw it: Toby's step stool, tucked behind the sink. It 
hadn't been used in at least a year. Back when Alex and Melania still slept 
in the same room and Toby still clung to both of his parents with equal 
affection, Alex had brought it in to use on those nights when their son 
resisted getting ready for bed simply because it meant being separated from 
his mother and father; he used it to reach the sink, which towered above 
him. Tottering over to it, Alex clamped down on the leg with his teeth and 
dragged it over to the door, positioning it below the knob. He tentatively 
lifted one of his front trotters, then the second, up onto the ledge, elevating 
himself just enough that he was able to clamp down on the knob and twist 
it open; it was awkward, certainly, but effective-the door shuddered open, 
smacking against the stool, which Alex promptly hopped off of and 
knocked aside with his snout. He was slightly surprised that Melania didn't 
storm in as soon as she saw that the door had been unlocked, but then con-
sidered that perhaps she didn't want to risk exposing Toby to his indecent 
state, if he was indeed in one. He wondered what she would think of him 
now, and pulled what he imagined was something akin to a smirk, amused. 
Then, positioning his snout in the crack between the door and its frame, 
he nudged it open, revealing himself to his wife and son. Melania stood 
directly in front of him, looking slightly ridiculous in her silk bathrobe and 
towering heels, her bleach blond hair hanging limply around her shoulders. 
Toby sat on the bed, swinging his legs around gleefully. They both consid-
ered Alex as he stepped out of the bathroom, his hooves sinking into the 
lush white carpet, dried mud sliding off of his body in crumbs, the pieces 
splitting open as they collided with the ground. 
And then, all of a sudden, Melania screamed. 
It was not a superficial scream; it was pure terror, as if she thought this 
pig, this thing she did not yet recognize as her husband, would lunge out 
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and attack her before she had any time to protect herself. She backed away 
from him, still screaming, stumbling around awkwardly in her shoes, waving 
her hands around in front of her as if to ward off this expected attack. Finally, 
she came crashing to the floor, her bottom smacking against the carpet with a 
considerable force which made the shades of the lamps positioned on both of 
his bedside tables shake. In this instant, her screams turned into miserable 
whines; positioning herself on her hands and knees, she began pulling herself 
across the carpet towards Toby, who was still on the bed, unresponsive except 
for wide eyes and dropped jaw at his father's transformation. 
"Toby, get out!" Melania cried. "Go! Get out!" She hoisted herself up off 
the floor and grabbed the collar of his jacket, roughly pulling him off the bed. 
His expression changed, his uncertainty stimulated by the intensity of his 
mother's reaction. He was afraid, not because of Alex himself, but because his 
mother was afraid. This is what prompted Alex to take his first steps forward. 
He wanted to assure Toby that he was not going to harm them. 
"No!" Melania screamed. "No! Get away!" She continued swatting at 
him with her hands, breaking into sobs. "Please, please ... " She pushed Toby 
towards the door and out into the hallway, finally positioning herself in the 
doorway so that her son could not see in-no matter how hard he tried, no 
matter how hard he craned his neck to see through the gaps his mother 
couldn't cover-and Alex could not see out. 
"But-" Alex protested, forgetting once more that his words could not 
be understood. It came out as another snort. 
She shrieked and pulled the bedroom door shut. 
II. 
When he awoke again, nighttime had fallen and the apartment was quiet 
apart from the occasional strains of a television set at low volume some-
where below him. 
He no longer had any concept of time-just light and dark, day and night. 
He did not know how many hours or days or weeks had passed since he had 
first woken up to find himself in this condition. Neither Melania nor Toby had 
entered his room since then, so he didn't know how their lives were pro-
gressing without him. He spent his days wondering whether Melania had 
jumped off her high horse and gotten a job, wondering who took Toby to 
school, wondering whether or not anyone from the office had called to ask 
what had happened to him and why he'd stopped showing up for work. 
Perhaps he was more expendable than he'd thought. Perhaps he'd been 
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lured into a false confidence throughout the entirety of his career, and the 
work he did only mattered to him, and no one else. 
Thoughts like these floated around in his head every day at every hour. 
He could already feel himself going mad. 
All of a sudden, the door creaked open, allowing a thin shaft of light to 
stream into the otherwise pitch-black bedroom. His eyes struggled to adjust 
to the change, though this proved difficult because his vision was poor, these 
pig eyes being far less reliable than his human ones. And yet, by the time he 
could see well enough across the room to the door, it had already been 
pulled shut again, and he had missed his visitor. This made his heart sink. 
He pushed himself into a standing position-he was a professional at 
this now, navigating his new body without the grooves of bathroom tiles to 
help him-and lumbered across the room to the door, wondering if whoever 
had just looked in would come back. Maybe he could be ready if they did. 
As he considered this, his eyes were drawn down to the floor, where a 
small breakfast tray was set up close to the wall; track marks in the carpet 
suggested that it had been slid in from the hallway recently. This had been 
his visitor's intention-to bring him food. 
In that moment, it dawned on him how hungry he was, how he felt as 
if he hadn't eaten for years, how he felt as if he could eat for years from now 
on. Before the transformation, he hadn't been a "food guy," one of those 
men that obsesses about eating a lot of red meat or whatever. It was just 
food, take it or leave it. Personal fitness-that was always his thing. But 
now, he felt as if he could inhale everything he saw in one breath and that 
still wouldn't be enough. The tray before him contained a bowl of soup-
not steaming hot, probably something that had been pulled out of the 
refrigerator and warmed up for twenty seconds-a plate of crackers, and a 
glass of milk. He tucked into the meal, finishing it all in three minutes flat; 
he ignored his still-human conscience, which warned him to pace himself, 
and ate everything. There weren't any crumbs left in sight. 
As he pulled up from the tray, he heard cautious footsteps treading 
down the hall towards his room, footsteps that came to a halt in front of 
the door. The doorknob creaked as fingers grasped it from the outside, and 
all of a sudden, Alex, who had been eagerly anticipating a visitor and some 
form of human contact, felt very self-conscious and uncomfortable. And so, 
as the door swung open, he lumbered away from it, taking refuge in the 
shadowy corner on the opposite side of his bed, a vantage point from which 
he could see the entire room, but his visitor could see nothing. 
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Alex's heart sank as he realized that it was his son's diminutive frame 
standing in the doorway. Toby was all ready for bed, dressed in his 
Spiderman footie pajamas, and Alex desperately wanted to go to him, tell 
him good night like he always did, but not wanting to frighten the boy with 
any of those sounds he made when he tried to speak, he kept quiet, watching 
from the corner as Toby bent over and admired the tray. 
"All gone," Alex heard him say. The boy looked back up, staring out 
across the room, his eyes searching every shadow for a sign of his father. 
Encouraged, Alex gingerly stepped out from behind the bed, allowing Toby 
to see him. 
Perhaps Toby's boyish curiosity had simply gotten the better of him, or 
perhaps he had remembered his mother's reaction to the sight-her horri-
fied screams, the way she fell to the floor, the way she positioned herself 
between the pig and her son to protect him. Nevertheless, it became clear to 
Alex in an instant that this was too much, too soon for Toby as his eyes 
widened in fear and he slowly backed out of the room, his small hands grap-
pling for the doorknob so he could pull the door shut behind him. He left 
the empty tray tucked up against the wall. 
Anxiety gripped Alex as he began to wonder if Toby would come back. As 
a human, he had never felt particularly close to his son. Of course, they shared 
moments-the drive to school each morning, for example, and Alex was 
always a part of the bedtime routine-but Toby had always been attached to 
Melania, who spoiled him. And yet, when he first realized that it was Toby who 
stood in the doorway, that it was Toby who had brought the tray of food to 
him, Alex saw it as a sort of confirmation that he was not alone in this, and 
that his son loved him regardless of who or what he was. Except he was fright-
ened away, and so Alex's doubts returned, circling around his brain in the sort 
of haphazard whirlwind that gave him a headache. 
Pacing was the only thing Alex could do to relieve the anxiety. 
It was something he'd discovered in the early days of his transformation. 
Melania kept him locked up in this room all day and all night, never letting 
him out into any other part of the apartment, never setting foot in this area 
of the apartment if she could help it; it was as if she thought that his trans-
formation was a virus she was at risk of catching. Maybe it was a virus. 
Maybe that was smart of her to avoid his room. Alex, meanwhile, had given 
up trying to understand why this had happened to him-but in those early 
days, it was all he could think about. There was nothing else to distract him 
except for the fixtures of his relatively plain bedroom, and even he had to 
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admit that after a while the idea of turning on the television and watching 
ESPN wasn't thrilling to him anymore. That's when he began pacing-
trudging along the back wall of the bedroom in a perfect line, circling back 
when he came to the wall, repeating the action at the other end. After a 
while, he began including other areas of the room; sometimes, he'd turn the 
corner and pace along the wall with the bathroom door. One day, when he 
was feeling particularly anxious, he'd crossed the room on a diagonal over 
and over again, creating tread marks in the carpet shaped like an X. 
Other times, it helped him to listen for voices in the apartment, far-off con-
versations into which he could mentally insert himself. This didn't prove as 
effective as the pacing because most times, it was just Melania and Toby in the 
apartment with him, and they'd both gotten quieter since the transformation. 
Melania especially had lost her animated way of speaking. Before, even when 
she was furious with him, she'd spoken in high, shrill tones, because she 
believed that was the only way to make people pay attention to her. Now, her 
voice was low and dull, and it wasn't out of consideration for quiet, definitely 
not out of consideration for him, but because she felt low. 
But sometimes, they had visitors. There was one conversation that came 
some time after Toby started bringing food to Alex in the evenings (as it was 
the only time Melania wouldn't catch him). Alex hadn't heard either of the 
speakers until they were standing right outside the bedroom, their shadows 
breaking up the light spilling in through the crack underneath the door. 
"We keep him in here." That was Melania, her voice low and gravelly. 
"Has he been out since-well, you know?" 
It took Alex a few seconds to realize that this second voice belonged to 
his older sister, Caroline. He couldn't remember the last time he'd spoken to 
her. Why had she come? 
Caroline and Alex had had little contact in recent years. Caroline still 
lived in the small Rhode Island town where they'd grown up-no husband, 
no kids. All she had to her name was a small bookstore on Main Street, 
which Alex had to admit was a relatively profitable enterprise, albeit too 
kitschy for his taste. It was one of those places that screamed, "You're in a 
small town. Come in and fawn over how adorable I am." Melania used to 
call it a "higher-end tourist trap." It was a mostly accurate assessment, and 
Alex, with his dreams of corporate America, had refused to find a place for 
it in his life, even if that meant there wasn't a place for Caroline. 
So why was she here now? 
"No," Melania responded. "I don't want to upset Toby." 
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"He seemed pretty chill about it." 
"He's a child. He doesn't understand." Melania inhaled sharply. "Would 
you like to see him?" Alex knew she was referring to him, not Toby. 
"No." The answer came quickly and without hesitation. Caroline had 
either given herself plenty of time to think the situation over prior to her 
arrival, or she didn't have to think at all. He couldn't decide which was 
worse. "I can barely remember him as he was. I need some time to digest all 
of this. Anyway, you called me here for a reason and I don't think it's to go 
in and look at my brother like he's part of a sideshow." 
"I need help with Toby." Alex could hear the desperation in his wife's 
voice. "I can't hire a nanny. How do you explain this to anyone? 'Sorry, 
avoid that room entirely. That's where Toby's dad lives.' That'd be terrible." 
Her breaths grew ragged and heavier, something that Alex remembered 
her doing when she was trying to keep herself from breaking into sobs. He 
imagined her standing before Caroline, her thin lips pursed together, her 
face getting red and puffy as the tears welled up inside her, threatening to 
spring forth like water from behind a dam. Caroline tutted. 
"No problem. I can get someone to look after the shop for a few weeks." 
They moved away from the room, carrying on with their conversation, 
which had shifted to Toby. Their voices began to disappear, fading into that 
grey area that Alex couldn't listen into. 
For the longest time after Caroline moved in, Alex didn't see her, but he 
always knew she was there; her boisterous personality didn't fit in with the 
rest of the house, and Alex imagined that Melania often accused her of not 
taking the situation seriously. 
Things began shifting: Melania went to work, or so Alex assumed, as he 
stopped hearing her voice around the house during the day; and Toby con-
tinued to bring Alex his meals, eventually reaching a point where Alex was 
allowed to approach the tray while Toby was still in the room. Caroline joined 
him in this task one evening, the first time Alex had seen her since she'd moved 
in. As Toby set the tray down and Alex lumbered toward it, Caroline's face 
conveyed the expected shocked reaction, but it was a different sort of shock-
she'd heard the story and convinced herself that she was OK with what her 
brother had turned into, but hearing about it and seeing it were two entirely 
different things. She stepped out of the room for a few minutes, returning only 
when Alex had finished his food and begun pacing along the back wall. 
"Why does he do that?" Caroline asked Toby, who stood close to the 
doorway, watching his father's exercise routine. 
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Toby shrugged. "Don't know." 
Caroline continued to stare at Alex. "Does he do it all the time?" 
"Yeah, I guess." 
"And he likes it?" 
"I suppose so." 
She scanned the room. "He doesn't have a lot of room in here for it. Too 
much furniture." 
He could tell that she'd had an idea-and sure enough, a couple days 
later, while Melania was off at work, Caroline entered Alex's bedroom and 
began moving everything out. 
She started with the small things-the lamps, the television, his books and 
his desk furnishings- packing everything loose into cardboard boxes which 
she lugged down the stairs and stacked in the living room. She couldn't navi-
gate the big pieces of furniture out of the room on her own, opting instead to 
situate them all in one corner. From the start, it seemed like a good idea to 
Alex, moving everything out-he didn't use any of it anymore, after all, and he 
didn't need any of it to hide behind, and he certainly liked the idea of having 
more room to pace and wander around without any obstructions. 
But as all of his things continued disappearing, he felt that whirlwind 
building up in his head, the anxiety crushing him from above. The last of his 
humanity was being stripped away from him. There was no going back, no 
hope left; he was stuck in this form forever. That's what this really meant. 
And he wouldn't allow that. 
He had worked too hard for all of these things. He had bought this 
apartment with his salary. He had paid for the renovations to please 
Melania. All of that furniture, those books were pieces of a life that he was 
desperately clinging to, that he didn't want to let go of because it meant that 
Alex Harmon was gone and the transformation was complete. 
When Caroline had her back turned, he scurried out of the room as 
rapidly as he could manage considering the tremendous weight he had to 
pull along with him, working his way downstairs to the living room, where 
all of his belongings sat piled up. Caroline raced after him, screaming, 
"Alex, stop! Alex, come back!" 
He began pulling at the sides of the boxes with his teeth, chewing on the 
cardboard, tearing everything apart. It was his only way of conveying to 
her: "Don't pack up my life." 
But she didn't understand. 
They were all past understanding. 
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It was in the middle of this scene that Melania returned home, hand in 
hand with Toby, who gleefully pointed at his father as soon as he saw him 
and began jumping up and down, as though it were incredibly significant-
and only in the best way-that Alex had finally been let out of the room 
upstairs. But Alex knew otherwise, and so he stopped chewing on the card-
board, stopped everything he was doing, and stared directly at his wife, 
waiting for her reaction. 
Caroline also came to a halt in the center of the room, turning to face 
her sister-in-law with a serious expression on her face. "Alex got out," she 
explained, as if that fact needed to be made more clear. "I was just trying to 
move some of the stuff out of his room, and he snuck past me-" 
"Shut up," Melania growled, her eyes fixed on her pig of a husband. It 
was the sort of intense glare she used to give him whenever they fought, her 
eyes narrowed, her eyebrows raised, her jaw set in a firm line. Alex knew 
that she was prepared to commit a crime if she was provoked. Dropping 
Toby's hand, she bent down and slipped her heels off of her slender feet, 
holding one in either hand, refusing to wrench her eyes away from him. He 
thought she was taking them off so it'd be easier to chase him back up to 
his room, except he knew he wouldn't need any persuasion to accomplish 
that. He took off running towards the stairs of his own accord. 
Crack! 
He emitted a high-pitched nervous squeal as one of her shoes collided mis-
erably with the wall above his head, the sharp heel impaling itself in the drywall. 
He continued squealing, because he knew what would happen next. He tried to 
force his trotters to stop moving-he wasn't going to run from her, not when she 
was like this-but it was like they weren't listening, like his survival instinct had 
taken over and he was going to keep running until he got away from her. 
"Melania, stop!" Caroline cried, rushing towards her sister-in-law as she 
raised the second shoe high above her head. 
But it was too late: the stiletto hit him square in the side. Though he was 
cut a better deal than the drywall, the heel still left an angry red gash in his 
skin, running from his back down his right side towards his underbelly; the 
sheer force with which she had thrown it knocked the wind out of him. He 
felt his small legs giving out underneath him, folding in on each other. 
As he collapsed in a heap on the floor at the base of the staircase, he 
looked to Toby-his boy, his son-standing in the entryway, his face 
scrunched up in such a way that Alex thought he was going to start crying. 
Except he didn't. He didn't make a sound. 
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III. 
The gash in Alex's side made it painful for him to move in the days fol-
lowing the incident, and so he slipped into a debilitating state of lethargy; 
sleeping day in and day out, he stopped eating the food that Toby brought 
him and stopped pacing around the room. He hid in the bathroom, where 
the cool tiles felt good against his burning skin, and refused to emerge even 
when Caroline came to check on his wound. 
As days and nights continued to pass, he could sense further changes 
within the household: Toby's visits became more infrequent, Melania 
stopped working, Caroline went back to Rhode Island. It seemed as if every-
thing was changing and shifting a part from him. It was as though he were 
a fixed point in time, destined to remain stagnant until the day he died. 
After a while, that's what he began wishing for. 
He had nothing. He used to be the man who had everything at his fin-
gertips and took it all for granted-the perfect job, the perfect wife, the per-
fect son. It was too late for him to fix those mistakes now, too late for him 
to go back and keep any of this from happening. Perhaps death was his only 
way out. Perhaps death was the only way to end it all. 
He would hope for it until a day in January, five months after his trans-
formation. It was one of those days that brings the sort of cold that you feel 
all over your body, even in those places you keep bundled up and hidden. 
There hadn't been a fresh snowfall in the city in weeks. Melania and Toby 
had spent their breakfast talking about Christmas, their first since Alex left 
them. In their minds, he was already gone. 
Toby trudged upstairs to collect the tray from the animal's room, having 
left it there overnight. He rarely stayed while it ate anymore, if it ate at all. 
The room was still empty from Caroline's cleaning binge, apart from the 
heavier furniture stacked up in the corner. Opening the door, Toby's nose 
caught the animal's familiar scent-it reminded him of the stables in the 
Hamptons that they would visit back when they were still a family-but he 
was so used to it by now that he no longer found it disgusting. But there was 
a different smell this morning, a sour smell that Toby couldn't place, and that's 
when he saw the black lump sprawled out in the back corner of the room, a 
mound of flesh. He listened for the raggedy breaths, the occasional snorts and 
grunts, but he couldn't hear them today. It was deathly silent. 
"Mom!" Toby called down the stairs, his eyes fixed on the unmoving 
lump. "Mom, come here!" 
Melania raced up the steps when she heard the urgency in Toby's voice, 
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and found him standing in the hallway right outside the master bedroom, 
his small arm extended, pointing into the room. 
"What is it?" she demanded to know, roughly gripping his shoulder. 
"I think it's dead." 
Melania dropped her arm away from Toby, letting it fall limply to her 
side. She took three cautious steps into the room, uncertain-maybe it was 
just sleeping, it did that so much these days. But she knew as soon as the 
smell hit her; the thing had been dead for days, maybe a week or more. 
Covering her nose and mouth, she backed up into the hallway and pulled 
the door shut behind her. Toby stared up at her expectantly. 
"Don't go in there again," she ordered. "I'll call someone today and have 
them take it away." 
She spun around and walked briskly back towards the stairs, expecting 
Toby to follow her, but when she looked back, he was still standing in front 
of the door, his small palm pressed up against it. 
"Toby," she called, "just keep away from it." 
And then, his voice, soft and sweet, "Is he gone?" 
It dawned on her in that moment how much he looked like Alex-messy 
brown hair, inquisitive eyes, a natural curiosity and desire to understand 
why things happened the way they did. But this was something Melania 
couldn't explain to him. 
"Yes. It's dead." 
She watched as Toby dropped his hand away from the door, bowed his 
head, and trudged down the hall towards her. Taking her hand, he let her lead 
him down the stairs, back to their breakfast and more pleasant conversation. 
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The Rose: A Parody of 
Gogol's "The Nose" 
Patrick Andrews 
ON THE FIFTH OF JUNE, A THURSDAY, FATHER MICHAEL MCGURTY, RECENT 
clerical addition to St. Joseph's Catholic Church on Lincoln Avenue, just 
south of Main, woke late, having spent much of the previous night praying 
over the fate of a young girl. His modest living quarters, in the southwest 
corner of the rectory, jutted into the church's soybean field, and even on 
mild summer mornings he needed to rise before the sun, or he would wake 
to a room so penetrated with the scent of manure, it was almost palpable. 
The rest of the priests, already done with their menial household labors, had 
set out, some to the field, some to the orchard, to work under the sun in the 
time it provided. Some went to the school, where they taught catechism, or 
as some of the older, world-weary priests described it, "babysitting." He 
dressed, and emerged from his pantry-sized room into the kitchen. 
"I'll try to finish my work before breakfast this morning," he thought. 
"That way, I can spend the rest of the day in the orchard, contemplating 
God's bounty." 
Of course, Father McGurty would indeed have preferred to take his 
breakfast before work, but, having already awakened quite late, and feeling 
somewhat shameful of this indulgence, he would pay penance and withhold 
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his meal until his work was done. So he began to water and trim back the 
plants the priests kept along the kitchen's east-facing patio door. He 
retrieved the pot from beneath the sink and filled it, then watered the hosta, 
the hanging ivy, the aloe vera, the green bell peppers (which had gotten large 
enough to take outside, Father McGurty). When finished, he brought the 
potted roses down from the window above the sink, and sat on a stool at 
the counter with his hand shears, next to the large bowl of pears and apples 
overflowing already from the year's early spring. The priests had a difficult 
time eating them as quickly as they needed, and if one leaned in closely, as 
Father McGurty did just then, they could smell the fruit recklessly left at the 
bottom, splitting ripely open, their juices oversweet and uncontainable. 
Cloying, to be sure, but not unpleasant, and for an ascetic like Father 
McGurty, who sat at the counter, paring down rosebuds, practically a sin, 
and if not a sin as such, certainly symbolically so. 
The light came in across the dining room and fell golden and vibrant 
over the burgundy tables and chairs. It had warmed the room, but the east 
wall blocked the sun, and the slate counter was cool against his arms as he 
leaned over it, pruning the lowest buds, when one, slightly withered, fell into 
the bowl of apples and pears and disappeared. The priest set down his 
pruning scissors and searched for the rosebud, removing the fruit and 
stacking it in an oddly-shaped and uneven pyramid on the counter, the fruit 
riper the deeper he got into the bowl-practically a barrel, it was so big-
Father McGurty leaning over it, elbow deep when he finally cleared the 
bowl and found, at its heart, amid nearly an inch of soured apple and pear 
juice, the rosebud. 
With two fingers he lifted it from the bowl, dripping sweetly over his 
hand, the bowl, the counter. Its smell intoxicated him. He put it in the palm 
of his hand and studied it. Twice the size of the rest of the rose buds he had 
clipped, it opened strangely, two of its petals parting evenly along one side. 
"What might this be?" he asked himself. It sat pinkly in his hand as he 
inspected it. It ran nearly the height of his palm. In his hand it resembled 
stigmata, and when he brought it closer, a single, microscopic, red tear 
emerged and ran between its petals. 
At that moment Father McGurty recognized what it was, though what 
it was he had never seen before. It was the rose of a young woman, its smell 
soft and intensely pleasant. The father suddenly recognized the rose by the 
scent of its owner, one Sara Valencia, soloist in the choir he directed, who in 
the previous week had spoken at length of the difficulties she had had as a-
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even Father McGurty could admit-chaste but tantalizingly attractive 
young woman. 
As he inspected the rose, the sunlight in the dining room brightened, 
briefly, almost pulsating, and the ceiling above the table opened and a pow-
erful light and sound emerged, at once terrifying and unbearably beautiful. 
From the ceiling a voice sounded like a clarion. 
"WHAT HAST THOU BROUGHT INTO MY HOUSE?" 
It was God. 
The light in the ceiling began to spiral as the Lord spoke, so bright and 
thick it forced Father McGurty to his knees. The light was a soft blue-green 
swirl, emanating a palpable synesthetic buzz. 
God had spoken to him before, but only indirectly, through others or 
the change in seasons. And now God looked down through the ceiling at 
him in all his rage, and Father McGurty was terrified. 
"HEATHEN. VILE TEMPTER. LEADING POOR YOUNG GIRLS 
INTO THE CONFESSIONAL. DIDST THOU NOT THINK ONE DAY 
THAT THY COMFORTINGS MIGHT ENTICE THEM TO LEAVE 
SOMETHING BEHIND?" 
"My Lord, I beg your forgiveness," the father began. "I must hide it 
now, in this bowl of figs, until I can bring it to the confessional for the 
young woman to return." 
"THOU SHALT DO NO SUCH THING. I SHALL NOT PERMIT 
SUCH ABOMINATION IN MY HOUSE. OUT WITH THEE, I COM-
MAND IT; AND TAKE WITH THEE THY ROSE." 
Father McGurty sat at the counter, dumbstruck. The rose pulsated in his 
hand, in time with the swirling light that still emanated from the kitchen 
ceiling. The rose, in his hand, stared up at him like an eye. 
"I don't know how this happened," he said finally, smoothing out his 
facial hair. "Did I stay up late last night taking confession? Did the other 
priests swap my apple juice for brandywine? I can't be sure. This makes no 
sense. I could understand a smitten young girl leaving behind a note or even 
an undergarment, but ... her rose?" 
He needed to get the rose out of the rectory. How long would it be 
before the young girl discovered it was missing? She would call the police, 
surely, and they would come to the church, and the smell-for even a priest 
understands that police officers are vile, disgusting creatures, as low as 
swine-would lead them to his room. No, he needed to leave. 
He drew a burlap sack from the cabinet, and put the rose inside. Its 
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heartbeat felt even stronger when he cast it down. He filled the rest of the 
sack with overripe fruit, and walked through the kitchen, the blinding eye 
of God staring down at him as he left, out into the warm summer morning. 
He vowed to ditch the bag as soon as possible, maybe next to a tree, or 
near the woods, where the animals could take it apart that evening, but the 
priests were everywhere. Father O'Donnell stopped to shake his hand on the 
way to the garbage bin. Father Ryan was already tilling the compost pile, 
his frock off and hanging from a broken tree branch, his undershirt sweat-
darkened and heavy. At the entry road, when he tried to leave the church's 
property, a line of preschoolers blocked his progress, and he turned back, 
frantic. At one point he even tried to drop it, in the church parking lot, but 
a good Samaritan with a keen eye spotted him, calling out, "Yo, Pops. You 
dropped something." 
He was overcome, and slung the thing over his shoulder, which brought the 
smell back to him, and he said to himself, "I must rid myself of this thing." 
At last, he made his way to the orchard, where beneath the shade of the 
branches, which ran in four long rows, east to west, he could work quickly, 
privately, to bury it. But perhaps I should say something here about the man 
himself, before concluding his story. 
Father Michael McGurty, like all the priests in his order, was an ascetic, 
having taken vows of chastity, poverty, and obedience before his ordination. 
And while he worried constantly about the state of his soul, and the myriad 
ways in which the devil tempted him daily, he had never broken his vows. 
This is not to say that all members of his order adhered as strictly as he did. 
Many saw monastic life as tiresome if lived as prescribed. They followed a 
looser, bend-don't-break philosophy, which saw asceticism as merely the 
inverse of sin, having no value in its own right, tending toward blowouts of 
debauchery. Father McGurty, for his part, remained willfully ignorant of his 
order's behavior, and frequently responded to his fellow priests' not-so-
subtle hints with the credulity of a hungry puppy. 
By now, the good father had made his way to the east end of the 
orchard, away from the rectory, with a spade he'd lifted from the supply 
chest near the east door. He stood still for a moment, listening, to ensure 
that no one was around, then began digging. The earth was soft, and gave 
way at the slightest touch. They had used this spot to nurse saplings earlier 
that year, and the elements had not yet hardened or allowed the grass to 
cover it. When the hole was two feet deep, he emptied the bag's contents in 
it, pears, apples, a trickle of juice, and, at last, the rosebud, which smacked 
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wet against the rest of it. Then he spaded the earth over the rose, flattened 
it, filled the sack with the excess dirt, and turned back toward the rectory. 
But no sooner had he stood again than he saw, approaching him in great 
haste, Father O'Reilly, the head of the local priesthood, who looked directly 
at him, and barked more than spoke, "Hey, back there! Hold on a second!" 
Terrified-for what does an honest priest respect more than authority-
the good father put his hands to his waist and bowed slightly, and as he 
rose, said: "Good day, Father O'Reilly. God has truly blessed us today." 
"Oh, stop with that patriarchal nonsense, McGurty. What exactly is 
that you're doing out here?" 
"Oh, sir, I was just planting some of the fruit that had expired. You 
know we can't put acidulous fruits on the compost heap." 
"I can see it in your eyes, McGurty: the fear of God. I can tell you're lying." 
"I will care for your horses, sir, for a month. The manure and everything." 
"Why would I want you to do that, McGurty? I already have three 
priests skilled in horseshoeing to do that, though when we're done with 
you, you may be cleaning up manure anyway. Now, out with it." 
Father McGurty sweated, head swimming, his breath short and moist in the 
thick wet summer air. He raised his palm to his forehead, to clear the sweat, 
caught a whiff of the rose again, and fainted at the feet of his persecutor. 
Sara Valencia, sophomore student of Clarendon North Catholic High 
School, varsity member of Clarendon's state-finalist show choir, mathlete, 
aspiring valedictorian, St. Joseph's mezzo-soprano soloist since the age of 
fifteen, two-time recipient of the First Catholic Slovak Ladies Association 
Seminarian Scholarship for her extra-curricular studies at the Moody Bible 
Institute in Chicago's Gold Coast, woke at 6:00 a.m., a full hour later than 
usual, her supple limbs racked with pain. She threw off her white down 
comforter and moaned softly, yieldingly into her pillow, "Ohhhhh! 
Mmmmm!" She closed her lips, holding her breath in, letting the sound 
escape into her room, which the fledgling morning lit softly, casting her 
shadow on the west wall. It broke on her bathroom's open doorway-her 
parents had attached the bathroom to her room once show-choir competi-
tions began requiring almost nightly hour-long make-up sessions-and as 
Sara rose she watched the shadow-even in its angled distortion a perfect 
bell-rise and expand as she approached the bathroom. She had missed her 
morning ride, and would need to walk to school. Her legs and abdomen 
throbbed as she walked to the bathroom, a pain she attributed to the 
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intense, three-hour dance rehearsal she'd forced herself through the previous 
night, pirouetting, falling, balancing on just her big toe for ten minutes to punish 
herself for each mistake she'd made. She hoped she could conceal the bruises. 
She stepped onto the cold, white, square-tiled floor and turned on the 
light, but when her eyes adjusted it was not bruises she noticed, but the rest 
of her body: her long, pony-tailed brown hair was now vibrant red, her 
bangs diagonal across her face, left to right. She turned to the side. Behind 
her ears, her hair was much shorter, and on top of her head the short red 
hair spiked in all directions. 
"What?" 
She examined her body. Beneath her robe, a tight black bra florally 
translucent at its edge held her breasts up and attentive. Her panties 
matched, barely covering her tanned, hairless ... 
But surely you should know her better before discussing such delicate 
matters. Sara was a dancer. She contorted her body-abused it, destroyed 
it-for the entertainment of a few interested souls: the nameless, trench-
coated, middle-aged male attendees who tried to make eye contact during 
their recitals and sometimes waited outside the schools for them, autograph-
seeking, chap-lipped, their breath uniformly warm and moist, their praise 
perhaps too credulously received; her male classmates, who came and sat in 
the theaters' nether regions, unseen, hoping to witness a torn unitard, the 
outline of a nipple through her uniform's thin, translucent veil; her parents, 
who now attended only the state-level competitions, their work schedules 
too busy and their daughter's list of accomplishments too tedious, and only 
then out of a sense of communal parental responsibility, tending not to their 
daughter's need for affirmation but to their sense that society required that 
they attend; and after this, after all her external motivations, after the satis-
faction of being judged kindly by her peers and teachers and parents, what 
did she gain from this public exhibition that did not dissolve as a dream 
upon waking the next morning? What did she own, for all that she had 
forced herself through? 
Sara's parents, as it happened-who together bought foreclosed houses 
with money the two of them inherited from their respective parents, having 
doted on them, counting the years, and rented the properties back to the 
same overwhelmed, first-time owners at rates one might call exorbitant-
had left town on business the previous night, at wind of a series of flood-
related foreclosures in St. Louis, and would be gone for the weekend. 
Sara struggled to recall the previous night. After Orchesis, Alia invited 
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her out with the rest of the dance troupe, and while her parents slept, Alia 
brought three bottles of wine out from her parents' cellar, and the young 
girls began drinking, and when Sara's turn came she accepted, imagined the 
red wine as the blood of Christ, felt it transubstantiate, warm in her chest, 
felt it expand, and as the spirit embodied her, and the second bottle came 
around-this time something lighter, which tasted like a Caribbean resort, 
it didn't matter what it was-her memory faded. 
She removed her undergarments and looked at herself in the mirror. Her 
flesh fit her body tighter, yet softer; her prominent cheekbones, for which 
she had subsisted on one can of tuna and one apple, daily, for two years, 
had sunk back beneath her flesh in a way that seemed to parody her initial 
goal, as, she thought, her face had taken on a softer, beckoning sort of 
beauty she had not appreciated until that very moment, a beauty rendering 
her previous, misguided attempts as quaint and childish by comparison. 
But as she admired herself, in time, a peculiar discomfort bloomed 
within her. She traced her new, unparalleled symmetry down the mirror 
with her finger: her ears, now freed from beneath the long, plain-brown hair 
that had hid them; her shoulders, soft, tanned, unfreckled; her perfect 
breasts, which seemed held up by angelic, invisible hands; the curve of her 
hips and the flat, magical, indented plain of her stomach that led inexorably 
to the ... wait. Something was wrong. 
"Oh no," she said. 
Sara's bikini line, she realized, was not the only thing m1ssmg. She 
gasped. She was completely, undeniably beautiful, possessing a symmetry so 
perfect and absolute it captivated even her and as she parted her thighs, 
bending slightly at the knees, the symmetry simply continued, subtly curva-
ceous, down to her toes. 
Had it simply closed up, healed over like an ancient wound? Or had it 
disappeared? 
There was no question about her chastity; Sara Valencia had for three 
years been saving herself for David Rhodie, captain of the baseball team, 
scouted as both a pitcher and shortstop by several Midwestern colleges, 
middling student, whose primary connection to Sara was that she once 
walked in on him masturbating in the women's locker room, which, as the 
school hadn't its own theater, the Orchesis and show-choir girls shared with 
the women athletes. David had smiled at her, and, as she pushed back 
against the wall-"Oh ... oh my ... oh ... "-he had simply finished him-
self off, and walked past her, where she'd stood like an ornament, a coat 
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rack, a piece of furniture for ten minutes before one of her troupe-mates 
found her and brought her back. No, her chastity was never in question. But 
where had it gone? 
She needed to get ready for school. But upon opening her closet, her 
entire wardrobe had been replaced with skirts. The ankle-length sun dresses 
she'd worn as long as her parents had let her choose her own clothing, and 
which dresses her students greeted with staccatoed shouts of "Amish bitch!" 
and "You wanna juice this orange, Valencia?" had disappeared, and the 
bottom of the closet wall was, for the first time since she was ten, visible. 
She whimpered, and picked out the one that covered the most of her newly-
perfect body; a deep-red, sequined one-piece that ran over one shoulder and 
ended just past the hip, its hem stretched precariously over her form like a 
taut shade over an open window, quivering in the breeze, begging to be 
touched, pulled, and released. 
Had she been able to appreciate the irony, she would have noted that the 
skirt, ultimately, had nothing to reveal. 
She pulled on a short pink puffer jacket, grabbed her envelope-sized 
purse, threw on one of the many pairs of stiletto heels on her closet's newly 
exposed floor, and began the walk to school. 
Where could it have gone? She remembered nothing from the night 
before, past the drinking. Had she left it at the swimming pool? No, she'd 
relieved herself after she got home. Perhaps she'd left it at the church after 
speaking with Father McGurty? Impossible. A woman's womanhood 
doesn't simply detach and float off like the petals of a wilting rose. 
She walked west toward the school. All down the block, rich, middle-
aged white men, their horizontally striped polos tucked into their khaki 
shorts, eagle-bald heads baseball-capped, washed their cars in the early 
morning's sunlight. One by one, as she walked by, the men stood erect, 
staring at her, their water-hoses still discharging in spurts, soap dripping 
from their hands. They greeted her stutteringly, ejaculating uncomfortable 
hiyas and good-days as she passed. She felt their eyes on her and tried to 
conceal herself. 
At the library, which she passed as it was just opening, and so relatively 
empty, she was struck by the thought that it was all a dream, and she ducked 
in, walked into the bathroom and locked herself inside a stall. She removed 
a heart-shaped mirror from her purse, lowered it to check: as smooth as a 
buttermilk roll. She welled up, then composed herself. 
She decided to go to Nurse Olivia at the school. The nurses fixed everything! 
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Once, they had cured her patellar tendinitis with a half hour in the hot tub. 
They could fix this. 
She left the library and kept walking. The day was warm and humid, 
and she sweated as she walked briskly down the sidewalk, heels echoing 
against the rows of boxy suburban houses. Her legs tugged at her sequined 
skirt, and she had to stop every half-block to adjust. 
A homeless man, his face mottled with open sores, his tattered clothing 
wet with perspiration, approached her as she walked, spread out in the 
middle of the sidewalk, blocking her path. 
"Huh, hey there, little lady. I got the money if you got the time." 
"Oh god, no! Get away from me, you old tramp." 
He leaned toward her, hissing on her face for the effort, and she stepped 
back, into the grass, to avoid him. 
"Leave me alone, or I'll cut your pecker off!" 
Amazed at her frankness, he backed off, palms forward in reconciliation, 
in his eyes the fear of a man who knows a girl who won't take it when he sees 
her. Sara stepped around him and hurried down the street, looking back to 
make sure the tramp didn't follow. After a few minutes, he kicked the dirt, 
adjusted his hat, and muttered, "Fucking whores," before continuing on. 
She reached Clarendon North Catholic High School at 7:40, having 
missed both morning dance and her opportunity to shower before school. The 
crowd of students before the school was thick and unmoving, none eager to 
leave the sunlight and start their school days. As she approached, she felt their 
eyes on her, the way the crowd sort of parted, then closed around her. 
"Hey baby, you need somebody to keep you warm?" 
"Slut." 
"I didn't know the cocktail waitress look had come into style." 
"You need a dick, baby?" 
A soft hand ran up the back of her skirt, and she jumped forward, 
turning around, its source faceless in the crowd. Another wrapped around 
her waist, grabbing her stomach, edging downward. Without thinking, Sara 
lifted her left foot and brought her heel down on the foot of the hand's 
owner. It recoiled like a burned snake. 
"Fuck, I think you broke my toe, you cunt!" 
Sara needed to get to Nurse Olivia. But the mob had blocked the 
school's entrance, so she turned and pushed through the crowd, its fumbling 
hands, the whispers, toward the street. And as the crowd broke, and she 
found herself expelled out onto the empty sidewalk, the door of a white 
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Lexus SUV opened before her, and from it, in her high-school's soft navy 
blue-and-red uniform, sensible shoes, an REI bag over one shoulder, several 
school library books in the other, emerged Sara's vagina. It walked briskly 
to the school's book return drop-box, pulled it open, and tossed the books 
inside. It looked striking in its school uniform-which Sara had not yet seen, 
as CNCHS's uniform was only now being preliminarily tested, and only 
committee members were permitted to wear it, a privilege Sara had badly 
wanted but which scheduling conflicts prohibited-and Sara found herself 
speechless and unsure how to approach it. As it turned back to the SUV, in 
whose front seat sat David Rhodie-Oh My God!-Sara's heart began to 
palpitate. She called out. 
"Hey! Excuse me! " 
It turned and looked at her. 
"Me?" 
"Yeah. Uh. Listen. You don't know me, but I think you have something 
of mine." 
It chuckled sarcastically. 
"I'm sorry, I think you're confused, miss." 
Sara lunged forward, her heels clattering on the pavement, and grabbed 
its shirt sleeve. 
"Look. You may not understand this, but I ... we ... we're the same. 
You're part of me." 
The vagina laughed, its uniform collar flapping in the morning breeze. 
"Of course. We are all God's children. Even those ... like yourself." 
It reached into the car, retrieved its bag. David Rhodie emerged from the 
other door, and as she pleaded with the vagina, she caught David staring at 
her breasts, his sunglasses down on the edge of his nose, stylized, see-and-
be-seen. 
"That's not what I meant ... no, don't go." 
The vagina walked around Sara, toward the school. The two-minute 
warning bell sounded. A collective groan rose from the crowd, and the stu-
dents began filing in. Sara trailed the vagina, arguing. 
"Look. I don't know how all this happened, but if you just come with 
me, talk with me, I can explain. The thing is, you're actually ... you're a 
vagina." 
It simply pushed forward, speaking over her shoulder, ascending the 
stairs. 
"What an awful thing to call a person!" 
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Sara reached out, grabbed the vagina's backpack, and it turned and 
looked her right in the eyes. 
"Let go of me, you dirty cunt." 
And Sara did let go as the vagina pushed past security into the school. 
How could anyone speak to her that way? Especially her own vagina? She 
pushed forward again, but at the door, the security guard's massive hand 
stopped her progress. 
"ID, miss?" 
"Sara Valencia. ID 224836. Sophomore." 
"I'm sorry, miss. We're gonna need to see some ID." 
"But I forgot it. Can't you just send me to the dean's office? They can 
print a new one. I ... I just need to pass through." 
"I'm sorry, miss. It's on the dean's orders. I can't let you through. Can 
you call your parents?" 
His voice, though firm, betrayed a sense of understanding. She didn't 
want to trouble this man. 
"They're out of town. I'll have to walk back home." 
"Well, I'm sorry to hear that, Miss Valencia. And truth be told, if it were 
up to me, I'd let you in, on account of I recognize you, but the dean'd have 
me for that." 
Sara nodded, and headed back down the steps. At the bottom, another 
student was waiting. David Rhodie, 17: Lexus owner, baseball star, locker-
room masturbator, heartthrob. He pushed his sunglasses up, then pulled 
them down to the tip of his nose with his index finger, his hand brushing his 
waving blond hair back over his left ear on the recoil. When she neared him, 
he looked her up and down, silently, his hands in his pockets, his short-
sleeved shirt unbuttoned, a "God is Rad!" T-shirt bared ironically beneath. 
He cleared his throat. 
"You want to fuck in the back of my Lexus." 
It was not a question. Sara, so overwhelmed by his attention, stammered 
for a moment, almost saying yes, before she remembered that David had 
already taken her rose; even if she hadn't given it to him, he'd come to 
school with it, and now it was gone and she was useless. She looked him in 
the eyes, and as he began to smile, she smacked him right across the mouth, 
his Oakleys flying off of his needle-nosed face. 
"Fucking pervert." 
Sara stepped around him, then took off her heels and started walking 
down the street. 
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Two blocks later, a Caprice slowed, pulled to the curb. Its window rolled 
down, automatically. The man inside, a forty-something with jet-black, 
slicked-back hair plugs, an intensely white smile, and a wedding band he 
pulled off even as she leaned over to speak to him. 
"You lost, little girl?" 
"I need to get home." 
"Why, what a coincidence, I think I'm headed your way." 
The door unlocked, and the man nodded at her. It took a moment for 
his meaning to register. After all, this world was new to Sara. She leaned in 
through his window, saw the man begin to unzip his pants. His lips curled 
into a smile, a lit cigarette pinned between his left thumb and index, armpits 
wet. He reached over toward her, and as his hand brushed hers, she leaned 
forward through the window and vomited all over the brown leather inte-
rior of the Caprice's passenger side. 
"Aw, this is my wife's car, you bitch!" 
Sara withdrew from the car, crying. The man sped off, swearing to him-
self. She walked toward Euclid. What would she do? She still needed to talk 
to Nurse Olivia, but could she go back to the school? And her one connec-
tion to the vagina, David Rhodie, she had smacked in the face. She needed 
to do something. At Euclid, she waved down a cab. 
"Where to, pretty lady?" 
"The internet cafe on Rollins. Listen, I don't have any money." 
"Don't worry, pretty lady. We don't charge service workers. We got a 
deal with Big Tony Cerelli. Just sit back and enjoy the ride." 
She didn't know who Big Tony was, but the cabbie's tone gave an 
impression, and anyway she had no money. At the internet cafe, the cabbie 
tipped the brim of his flat cap. 
"I'll wait right here." 
The cafe, dark, moist, drafty, rank with spilled soda, nacho cheese, 
bodily fluids of all types of internet-addicted nerds, felt more like a cave to 
Sara as she entered. She'd never been to a place like this before, but as 
dreamlike as the day had felt, she found herself oddly calm. She approached 
the front desk, where a chubby, bearded, and bespectacled young man, a 
flannel over his Inuyasha T-shirt, stared blankly at a monitor that glowed a 
morgue-fluorescence against his pale face. 
"Hi, sir. I'd like to place an ad on Craigslist." 
He pulled his eyes from the monitor for a moment, looked right at her 
breasts, and monotoned, "I bet you would." 
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The young man was playing a video game, and as he clicked the mouse-
which was audible even over the game-it produced the cries of helpless crea-
tures, the death throes of demons and monsters, drawn impossibly out. 
Sara pounded her fist on the desk. 
"You're not paying attention. I need to place an ad for something." 
He sighed. 
"What for?" 
"My vagina. It's gone missing. I need to put in an ad to get it back, for 
someone to help me. But ... do I have to put my name on the ad?" 
He looked up at her, his flat affect partially lit by the monitor, half dis-
appearing into the cafe's darkness. 
"No, all Craigslist posts are anonymous, though I'm afraid I can't help 
you sex traffic in my internet cafe." 
"I'm NOT a prostitute." 
"Right. You just lost your vagina, and need a big strong rich man to 
help you get it back. Look, the FBI traces IP addresses these days. The new 
mayor? He wants to close us down, thinks that we're anti-Christian, that 
we run Satanic rituals, group suicide, prostitution. I can't help you. Sorry." 
"But I'm telling you the truth." 
"Then go talk to your gyno, Cassandra." 
"Look, I'll pay you." 
"Oh, that's nice. You'll actually pay to break the law and destroy our 
business. By the way, see that sign over there?" He pointed behind him. 
"Those are our rates. We take cash, thank you." 
"Um, I don't have any." 
"You're joking. Look. We're about to kill the sorceress Andariel, and I 
need to keep track of my Skeletal Mages, so either pay or leave me alone." 
"I can prove it. I'll show it to you." 
This got his attention. 
"Guys, I gotta go. Open a Scroll of Town Portal. This prozzie's offering 
to show me her snatch." 
He took the headset off, laid it on the keyboard. 
"Well?" 
Sara stepped back and reluctantly rolled her skirt up, the sequins 
clicking together. The young man stared at it for ten seconds or so. 
"That's sad." 
"Yeah?" 
"The first time I see a girl's snatch, and it's not even a real one." 
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"Fuck you, then!" 
Sara rolled her skirt back down. 
"Yeah, why don't you go to that shop on Linden. What's it called? 
Trannies? Transitions? Transformations! Maybe someone will let you blow 
them." 
She screamed, grabbed the man's soda, and poured it over his head. The 
few customers at the computers looked up over their dividers at the scene. 
The young man removed his glasses, wiped his eyes. 
"You know, I'm actually a little surprised at how hot that was." 
"Rrrrrrr ! " 
The cab was waiting for her, a pizza on the passenger seat. 
"Hey lady, you need to go someplace else?" 
"Yeah. Take me to the police station." 
"Whoa. You gotta pick up one of your girls? I hate it when that happens." 
He chewed loudly as he drove. Once there, he turned back to her. 
"Now look, I can't wait around here for you. I got expired plates. But 
this is my number." 
He handed her his card through the glass divider. 
"Dom Scarpetti. If they try to get fresh with you, hit them in the nose," 
he paused, "or the balls." 
"Thank you so much, Dom." 
In the police station's lobby the desk sat a foot higher than the rest of 
the room, and Sara had to look up at the female clerk as she spoke. 
"Hi. My name is Sara Valencia. I need to report something as missing." 
The officer spoke without looking up. 
"Pick up form 1523a on the desk on the east side of the room, drop it 
in the black box." 
"No, what I mean to say is, I've come to report an assault." 
The clerk looked up. They shared eye contact for a moment. 
"How old are you, young woman?" 
"Fifteen." 
"And do you know who did this to you?" 
"Not exact! y." 
"Have you showered since the incident?" 
"No." 
She sighed. 
"Well, thank goodness for that. Let's get you to a lieutenant. He'll be 
able to take your report." 
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She walked Sara down a long hallway, wood-paneled, with translucent 
windows, transparent letters. At the hallway's end, they stopped at a door 
marked Lt. Jacob Brotman. The clerk knocked on the door. 
"Come in." 
She opened the door, walked in, spoke briefly in private with the 
Lieutenant, then emerged. 
"You can see him, now, young woman." 
Lt. Brotman sat at his desk, tie clipped neatly to his shirt, a beef sand-
wich on top of his paperwork, sleeves rolled up to the elbows. To his right, 
on the couch that ran along the office wall, was a young girl, perhaps eight, 
in pajamas, coloring. 
"Sorry. It's Take-Your-Daughter-to-Work day, and the wife has the 
other. They're twins." 
He shrugged, as if that expressed everything he needed. 
"My name is Sara Valencia. Listen. I need to tell you. I haven't been 
assaulted. At least, I don't think I have." 
"Then why are you in my office?" 
"Somebody stole my ... my you know." 
The officer, his mouth full, the sandwich in his hands, shook his head 
cluelessly. 
"My ... down there." 
"Down there?" 
Sara leaned over the desk, and whispered, "My vagina." 
The lieutenant shot back in his chair and looked over at his daughter. 
"Alia, go for a walk. Go to Ms. Henderson at the desk." 
The young girl left the office. 
"What the hell are you talking about?" 
Sara described her situation, presented the evidence. 
"Was there any place you could have left it?" 
"Well, I went to school, church, dance practice, and a party, but surely 
someone would have found it. And now it's out there, walking around, pre-
tending to be a student." 
The lieutenant was silent for a moment. 
"This is tricky." 
He took another bite from his sandwich, and smiled. 
"Wait. Is this a joke? Are you my new informant?" 
"Fuck this! You're worthless!" 
Sara stood up and ran out of the office. 
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Back out on the street, she put a quarter into the pay phone and paged 
Dom. He took her home without a word. She unlocked the door and 
entered the house. It was only two o'clock, but she was horribly tired. 
She fell asleep on the couch until dusk, when the doorbell woke her. She 
got up, pulled the throw off the couch to cover herself, and opened the door. 
It was Lieutenant Brotman. 
"Good, it's you, Sara. Listen. I've come with some good news. It appears 
we've caught the bastard who did this to you." 
The lieutenant stepped in, followed quickly by his daughter. 
"Oh, and, by the way, let's not use that word while she's around, OK?" 
Sara nodded. 
"As it happens, a priest was found in possession of it at St Joseph's 
Catholic Church. Several eyewitnesses have put the suspect, Father Michael 
McGurty, at the scene with the ... rose in his possession. My connection at 
the church says they have for years suspected him of lifting from the offering 
plate, shirking on his duties, one even went so far as to accuse him of 
impregnating a young girl-none of this, mind you, on the record, but it 
gives you an idea of the kind of scum we're working with. They came to us, 
as a matter of fact. And here." 
He procured a small, wooden box from his bag. 
"Your rose is inside. Once again, sorry about earlier, but surely you 
understand how silly your story sounded at first." 
"Of course. Well, thank you for bringing my ... rose back personally, 
Lieutenant Brotman." 
"My duty, Miss Valencia. And you can be sure we'll keep you abreast. I 
hope the pervert never sees daylight again." 
The lieutenant and his daughter left, and Sara ran upstairs, into the 
bathroom, shut the door, and opened the box. 
There it was! She smiled. 
But just as quickly, her mood soured. How could she get it back on? She pulled 
up her skirt, placed the rose where it belonged, but it just fell off into the sink, 
rocking back and forth for a moment. She tried again, using her heart-shaped 
mirror, to make sure it wasn't sideways. It smacked against the countertop. She was 
despondent. What use was it if she couldn't re-attach it to her body? She walked 
to her bed, picked up the phone, and called Nurse Olivia's cell phone number, 
which the nurse had given her after a grade II calf strain. Sara explained the situa-
tion to the nurse, who agreed to stop by on the way home from the school, and 
arrived thirty minutes later. Sara led her to the bathroom, where she unveiled. 
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"Oh, dear." 
"I know, and it won't go back on." 
Nurse Olivia knelt down, studied it. 
"It's like you never had one." 
"I know." 
"But haven't you had to urinate?" 
Sara thought. 
"Actually no. That doesn't make any sense." 
"No, it doesn't." 
Sara watched the nurse a moment, as she got up, paced around. 
"Have you considered sex reassignment surgery?" 
"NO! I'm a girl." 
The nurse nodded. 
"My advice to you: ditch the slutty clothing. It's just going to attract 
attention. And hold onto the rose. Keep it clean. Maybe they'll be able to 
reattach it in the future . I'm sorry. There's nothing I can do." 
The nurse packed up, hugged her, and left. 
Sara watched her car recede down the block, then slid in between her 
bed's satin sheets, and fell asleep, the boxed rose opposite her on the bed. 
The following morning, she stayed home from school, and the rumors 
began to circulate: that she was transgendered, that her parents had cas-
trated her, that she had filled in her vagina with clay in a terrible foreplay 
accident. Facebook groups sprang up, as many to her defense as to her detri-
ment, and Sara lay in bed, motionless, Friday and the next day. 
But that Sunday something peculiar happened. Sara rose from bed, 
finally, at six a.m., fully rested, and walked blind into the shower. She could 
hear Catalina, the help, in the kitchen, preparing food for her parents' 
return that afternoon. She stepped into the shower, in the early-morning 
near-darkness, as she always did, and when she ran her fingers through her 
hair she found it had, overnight, grown back to its original length. Her face, 
in her hands, bore its former hollow-cheeked, anorexic-dancer's gauntness. 
Gone was the uncomfortable, unspeakably beautiful symmetry of the past 
three days. And when she took the massaging shower head off of the wall, 
ran it up her thigh, it sent electric waves into something far deeper than her 
stomach, and in the shock of it she had to remind herself to breathe. 
That evening, when her parents had returned, Sara, in her prudent 
Sunday best, attended the late service with them, all walking single-file 
down the row between the pews, which angled outward, as if the seats were 
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one giant arrow, pointing toward the church's exit, all fanning their fore-
heads for that tremendous June heat, kneeling down before Father 
McGurty, mouths open, tongues out, returning to their seats, the priests 
chanting. Sara now, kneeling down, white thigh exposed, the chain of her 
cross too long, dangling too low, her hands clasped together below him, the 
whites of her eyes as visible, mouth open, tongue out. 
"Save me." 
Father McGurty pressed the communion wafer against her tongue, 
watching it turn soft and dark as she brought it into her mouth. Body and 
blood. The young girl turned and took her spot at the center of the choir's 
front row, a small, silent crescent at the priest's left hand. 
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'Tis the Season 
Jacki Bubis 
WHEN I OPENED MY EYELIDS, THEY INITIALLY STUCK AS IF CRUSTY SLEEP AND 
snow held them tightly together. It's so dark in here, dark enough to make 
me believe that my eyes are still closed, but there the lights glow from the 
Christmas tree ahead of me, proving my theory wrong. They're foggy and 
gloomy and appear longer than they should. I try to rub my eyes, but I can't 
move the upper or lower extremity of my body. I can blink, so I blink and 
blink in hopes that the lights will appear magnificent and cheerful to me. 
I think to myself, move. Ifs mind over matter. Push, push, move your 
arms. Nothing happens, and I'm afraid. I don't know what's happened, and 
I don't know my own body. Think, be calm. I must be on the mantle, 
because across from me is the Christmas tree, and so is the awkward family 
photo Mom made Corey and me take last year. 
I try to turn my body, but nothing happens. I'm stiff, not able to breathe 
or speak or live; a muffled pounding erupts from out there, and my body in 
this world starts to shake, toes and up. It's Mom, and she's long, and she's 
stretched like pulled bubble gum; she looks like she's standing in front of a 
fun-house mirror, and I panic, and I wonder if she knows that I'm here or 
where I am and if she can get me out. Spritzes of glass cleaner cover the glass 
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around me and begin to trickle down. She rubs the glass so hard that the 
spotless squeaking pains my ears, and it hurts; I can't cover them. She's 
smiling, and the cheap glass cleaner is strong and burns my lungs that aren't 
even expanding, but the surprising smell of pine from somewhere in my 
world makes the burn less intimidating, and I look at the multi-colored 
lights in front of me and focus on the pine, and I'm OK. Mom reaches her 
arm around like a constricting snake and twirls a knob unseen by me, for 
it's in her world, on the outside; there's a long winding sound, then every-
thing is lit, and flakes of white cotton circle the glass walls around me, and 
I begin to move. 
My head moves down; I'm holding a shovel, and I push into the cotton 
under me, pushing and chucking it behind me, pushing, chucking, push, 
chuck, but nothing gets picked up and nothing gets chucked, and I'm 
mechanical and not in control of my movements. I panic. "What a 
Wonderful World" is playing inside of my world, not the words, but the 
manic chimes of a xylophone creating the rhythm in the ceramic Victorian 
to the right of me. Candles are lit in the windows. I know now that I'm in 
the snow globe given to my mother by Grandma. It's old and I hate it; I hate 
it when Mom makes me put it on the mantle every year, and I hate it now. 
Push. Chuck. Push. Chuck. Mom leans in and blocks the lights that 
unnerved me. She leans over the globe the same way God must look down upon 
Earth. Her face is too vertically stretched, and all I see is her mouth, large and 
smiling, revealing the characteristic gap in between her front teeth. 
"You should have helped me shovel when I asked you to." Her voice 
sounded muffled, as if she was speaking into a pillow pushed against her 
face. "Every day for two weeks, it's snowed and I've asked you, and you've 
done nothing. I've asked you, and I've been patient. Everyone has their 
limits, Tyler, twelve years old and you can't help your mother. It snowed, and 
I asked you, and I was patient. " 
She repeated herself over and over, and "A Wonderful World" boomed 
through the globe and made my ears ring. I noticed something move in the 
Victorian window, which made me shift my eyes away from Mom's whop-
ping gums. The large window showcased a beautiful tree, branches 
unfluffed and ornaments painted on. There was a small boy circling the tree, 
arm stiffly held out like a welcoming gesture frozen in time, silver garland 
stuck between his glued fingers. 
Every time the song replayed, he re-circled the tree, circling and deco-
rating, but nothing stayed on the tree, and it never got decorated, and the 
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boy was scared, scared like me; the boy was my brother, my little brother, 
Corey. His mouth stretched ear to ear with an uncharacteristically forced 
smile, but his eyes glittered from tears as they rolled down his face, for he 
was stuck too, stuck and not in control. 
He didn't notice me, or maybe he did, but there was no immediate way 
of knowing, for all I could do was push, chuck, push, chuck, and he could 
only circle and re-circle and cry, cry, cry. Mom tapped the glass with her fin-
gernails wrapped in red tinsel. It hurt my ears. I couldn't cover them, and I 
was scared. 
"And I asked you, and I was patient, and you, Corey, you should have 
helped Mommy decorate the tree. I asked you and you played your game. 
Play, play, play. I asked you, and you played and Mommy had to decorate 
alone." Her voice was sweetly condescending. "You boys best hurry now, 
because if you're not done before the dial's final tick, there's no saying what 
will happen. I may have asked you over and over and over three hundred 
times more, but the globe gives one chance." 
Push, chuck, push, chuck, circle, re-circle, and "What a Wonderful 
World" booming through the glass, my eyes begin to water, I panic, and I'm 
crying, and Corey's tears are seeping through his forced smile and rolling 
from his chin to his ceramic flannel and onto the Victorian floor, and he's 
afraid, and we're working and working, and doing as Mom asked before 
the final tick of the globe. 
The music begins to slow, and my heart starts to quicken. Each note 
starts to die and amplify and die and amplify, like the sap of amber making 
its way from the tree in which it dwells, and I was pushing and chucking, 
and Corey was circling and re-circling, and we were scared and we should 
have listened, because Mom is forgiving and Grandma is not. If unforgiven, 
we'll stay in here pushing and circling, chucking and re-circling, and we'll 
be stuck and uncontrollable. The music descends and is drifting away, the 
lights of the candles in the windows begin to fade-Corey begins to sputter 
forward rather than glide, and I'm pushing, pushing, pushing. 
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The Sex Dungeon: A Parody of 
Kafka's "The Penal Colony" 
Eric Lauryn 
"IT'S REALLY A VERY ... DELICIOUS DEVICE," EXCLAIMED THE MANAGER OF THE 
sex dungeon to the sex journalist as he examined the device with an obvious 
sense of awe and reverence. The journalist was hardly paying attention. He 
was on an expedition to uncover the most bizarre sex practices in all the 
greater San Francisco area, but had come to this pathetic little sex shop only 
under the specific invitation of its owner. 
He took in the room very casually. It was dank and chill, frigid actually, 
and while it quite adequately advertised the concept of dungeon, with its 
dark gray cement-block walls and linoleum floor painted to look like flag-
stones, it was altogether lacking on the concept of sex. The journalist looked 
up idly and noted that the ceiling was an ordinary non-residential ceiling 
equipped with deactivated fluorescent lights. The acoustic panels had been 
removed, laying bare the wiring of the impotent light fixtures. What dim 
illumination existed in that basement was provided by small sconces shaped 
like torches, casting an orange tone across all the occupants of the space. 
Nearby, he noted with curiosity, was the gimp, dressed in a body-con-
cealing leather suit and mask. He was guarded over, and occasionally 
smacked, by the dominatrix, who was herself dressed in a very provocative 
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and revealing outfit constructed not so much of cloth but rather a series of 
studded leather belts placed strategically around her neck, breasts, hips, and 
groin, culminating in Romanesque sandal-boots with six-inch stiletto heels. 
Despite her occasional abuse of the gimp, she appeared to be very bored 
with everything that was going on around her, and frequently stared off into 
the darkness that shrouded the far end of the chamber. 
The excitable and energetic manager was also wearing a leather outfit, 
and his too was very revealing, more revealing than the sex journalist would 
have liked, exposing his chest through a light harness and his red under-
wear-clad crotch through assless chaps. He wore on his feet flip-flops and 
bright white socks. The journalist couldn't help but notice that the man-
ager's nipples were erect and his skin covered in goosebumps. 
"Excuse me," the journalist interrupted the manager's spiel momen-
tarily, "but isn't it far too cold down here for your ... uniform?" 
The manager shivered, whether from excitement or from the reminder 
of the temperature, the journalist would never be sure. 
"Ah ha, yes. Well, while I generally agree with you, I must say that we 
wear these outfits to remind us of our purpose. It is very important that we 
always remember who we are and why we're here." With that he turned 
around and began tinkering with the device again. 
"And what, pray tell, is your purpose?" the journalist inquired. 
"Why," responded the manager without a moment's hesitation, "to seek 
the ultimate pleasure!" It was the journalist's turn to shiver. "Please pardon 
me," the manager continued, "this device needs constant tuning, and I'm the 
only other person who knows how to do it. I was here when the previous 
Owner devised it." With that, the manager grabbed a set of tools set up on 
a small table near the device and began to work. 
It was a curious thing, and now the journalist gave it his full attention. 
The main component was a padded chair, similar in style to a dentist's chair. 
However, coming out of the top of the headrest was a large conical attach-
ment that looked very similar to the blow-dryers at a hair salon. At the 
lower end of the chair, where the feet would go, were a couple of stirrups, 
much like those used in gynecological exams. The seat itself had a gap in the 
middle, and the journalist couldn't see what was held in the middle of this 
gap. Surrounding the chair, attached by means of odd mechanical-looking 
arms, were all manner of sensational toys: feather dusters, spiky pinwheels, 
needles, fans, vibrating things. The whole thing looked garishly ugly and 
creepily arcane. 
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When the manager was finished reverently making adjustments, he 
came back, sporting an all-too-obvious erection, to speak with the jour-
nalist. "Now, have you been told about the functionality of this device?" 
"No," confessed the journalist, "the Owner simply requested that I come 
by and see this ritual. I know nothing about anything to do with this thing." 
He was able to resist telling the man off for his slight erection; in the jour-
nalist's line of work, it was a fairly common occurrence. 
At the journalist's pronouncement, the manager shook his fist towards his 
own head in theatrical frustration. "Damn that woman! We're already behind 
schedule, and she lacks the courtesy to give you even cursory information." He 
sighed, spreading his arms in a resigned gesture. "Oh well, nothing to be done 
about it. Come come, let me show you everything." He wrapped his arm 
around the journalist's shoulders, and the journalist got a strong whiff of BO 
and Old Spice Sport. The manager was a short man, barely five and one half 
feet tall, but his body was thick with fat layered over muscle, and he was strong 
enough that his brotherly side hug caused the journalist a great discomfort. 
They walked closer to the machine, though details were difficult to 
make out due to the low-level lighting emanating from the "torches." The 
pair was pressed in very near when the manager began to speak, running his 
hands across the length of the device as he described its operation. His 
breath had the strong scent of cinnamon chewing gum. "Well, the device 
could be thought of as split into four distinct operational concerns. You 
have the Chair, the Grinder, the Teaser, and finally the Brain Drain." He had 
pointed to the chair, the hole, the affixed appurtenances, and the conical 
headdress in turn as he said this. 
"How it works is that a gimp, or female equivalent, strips completely 
naked and sits in the seat. The willing participant" - the manager placed 
special emphasis on that last point-"is then strapped down and all the var-
ious bits are adjusted for his or her body." Throughout this explanation, the 
gimp in the corner was peering fascinated along with the journalist, but no 
sense of comprehension seemed to cross his eyes. On occasion, when he had 
strayed too close to the device, the dominatrix would jerk heavily on the 
leash she held, flinging the gimp backwards and causing him to whimper. 
"Excuse me," interrupted the journalist, "but does that man understand 
what's going on?" He gestured in the direction of the corner. 
The manager seemed very annoyed at this interruption. "I doubt it. 
From what I can gather, he's from Belgium and only speaks French. Now, to 
continue," he spoke as he reached his arm into the hole in the center of the 
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chair seat, "the Grinder is actually this pneumatic dildo. For the ladies there 
is an intricate double set for both vaginal and anal stimulation, but since 
our gimp here is male, he only gets this bad boy," he said as he pulled out a 
very large studded dildo on a mechanical arm. Next to its head were two 
tubes. The manager continued with reverence as he affixed the dildo to its 
rightful spot. "You see those two nozzles? One periodically shoots out 
water, the other shoots out air. Constant alternating stimulation is the key! 
"The seat itself vibrates at various speeds. It contains back massagers 
that change rhythm and tempo over the course of the treatment. In fact, it 
also varies temperature." The manager became more animated and excited 
as he was describing the actions of this peculiar device. "It goes from a very 
uncomfortable forty degrees to a sweltering one hundred ten degrees, and 
every step in between! Also, it is made of a durable vinyl, so it cleans easily 
with just a damp cloth." 
He whipped about and began fiddling with the various arms and attach-
ments connected to the sides of the device, which reminded the journalist of a 
spider or centipede on its back. "The Teasers do just what you might guess." 
The journalist did not want to make any guesses where this device was con-
cerned. "They reach down and, well, tease the supplicant unmercifully 
throughout the procedure. Again, the name of the game is constant, variable 
stimulation. The human mind can ignore constant fixed stimuli easily, and it 
wouldn't be very much fun if you ceased to notice it. But by constantly 
changing everything, from pressure to rhythm to even the temperature, the 
previous Owner ensured that the mind is unable to ignore any facet of this 
procedure. And we haven't even gotten to the most exhilarating part!" 
The journalist looked back at the gimp. The dominatrix was using him 
as a chair, sitting royally on his back while he rested on all fours. But he had 
cleverly positioned himself so that he might look at the continuing expla-
nation of the device. 
With a flourish, the manager flung himself around to the back of the 
chair. The journalist followed quickly. 
"You see," the manager continued, speaking in a tone most people 
reserved for worship, "the Brain Drain is where all the magic happens. It fits 
over any sized head. Inside there are two screens which have to be adjusted 
so that they fit like goggles"-he made circles with his fingers and held them 
close to his eyes-"over the client's eyes. 
"These screens blast pornographic images at them, simple enough. But, 
these images are specially chosen for their light balance, so that even the 
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level of illumination is constantly changing. Should the patient try to close 
their eyes, their brains will still be bombarded with stimulation." The man-
ager let out a wheezy chuckle. "And there are speakers that play a mish-
mash of soft music, heavy metal, and sexual moans. There is a third and 
final part to the helmet, but I will get to that in a moment." 
The manager squatted next to the Chair, his bright red banana ham-
mock broadening, which made him look like the baboons the journalist had 
seen at the San Diego Zoo, and rested his head tenderly on the arm rest. 
"Clients are wired into this chair for seven hours, but the final hour is rarely 
needed. There is a tube that feeds them baby food and alcohol, and that hole 
in the seat is for the inevitable biological functions." 
By now his reverential tones and his honored stance reminded the jour-
nalist of a savage from an old sexploitation film, worshiping his heathen sex 
god. "Can you imagine what it is like," the manager continued, "to be in this 
device under an unceasing barrage of stimulation that your brain cannot 
filter out whatsoever?" He stood back up and looked at the journalist. 
"Many begin to cry after a single half hour. All, even the most jaded and 
bored sexually, beg for us to stop by no later than the second hour. But they 
signed the contract clearly, and we don't stop." The manager's erection had 
gone from half-mast to raging during his description, and the pair had been 
circling the device for a while now. 
The manager tapped at his noggin. "The human brain is a remarkable 
thing, and it is able to process an incredible amount of information. But it 
can't process everything, and it survives by filtering the information it 
receives on a daily basis. But," he explained, tapping his finger with every 
syllable, "this device does not let it filter! Both because of how the device 
goes about its business, and also because the Brain Drain emits special 
wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation that inhibits the filtering and 
defense aspects of the cerebral cortex. Oh yes, the previous Owner was a 
genius!" He flung his arms up and out, drawing even the attention of the 
dominatrix, and causing the sex journalist to step backwards, nearly tum-
bling into the small tool table. 
"Can you understand what happens then?" He was nearly shouting 
now, and speaking so rapidly that the journalist was having difficulty under-
standing him. The journalist had become a little frightened. "Unrelenting 
stimulation that the brain is rendered physically incapable of ignoring? The 
brain begins to shut down. Permanently. It happens at about the sixth hour. 
Truth be told, it's been happening since the beginning, but it becomes most 
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pronounced at the sixth hour. The client ceases to struggle or cry, and just 
relaxes into the embrace of the device. I've been lucky enough to have seen, 
by looking up from the bottom of the Brain Drain, what they look like at 
this critical juncture. It's ... miraculous. They gain a look as if the secrets 
of the universe have been revealed to them. To have one's mind broken by 
pleasure? I can think of no greater heaven." 
The journalist shook his head. He was too cold down here, and this man 
was more akin to a zealot than a pervert. Still, the whole business did have his 
attention. "Forgive me, I should have been doing this from the start," he told the 
manager. He pulled out a notebook and hastily began scribbling notes in a fren-
zied shorthand. The manager stood by patiently for him to finish, breathing 
rapidly and mindlessly rubbing, but not quite full-on stimulating, his erection. 
When the journalist had caught himself up note-wise, he queried the 
manager. "You say that the device does permanent brain damage. What do 
you mean by that?" 
The manager laughed and moved over to the device, stroking the Brain 
Drain lovingly. Speaking loudly to the journalist behind him, he answered, 
"Exactly what it sounds like! Everyone who uses the device leaves here 
mentally retarded, their IQs dropped to around fifty. The device also tends 
to be their ultimate orgasm in both senses of the word, as clients' libidos are 
most often drastically reduced." He let out a long sigh. 
The journalist was livid to the point of apoplexy. "What are ... I mean 
you can't just ... ack!" he shouted, then breathed deeply to calm himself. 
He began to inch towards the door. "IQs of fifty? That's ... children score 
higher than fifty! That's not smart enough to take care of yourself! What 
mad person would agree to this?" 
The manager pivoted on his heels and marched over to the journalist, 
who felt his heart rate accelerate with every step the man took. He put his 
hands on the journalist's shoulders in a tight grip, but he kept a grin on his 
face. His skin was waxy and pale, clearly the skin of a man who abused 
moisturizer and shunned the sun. The journalist noted through his mild 
panic that the manager's short hair was thinning and bore the tell-tale stiff-
ness of gel or mousse. By now his erection had begun to lower itself. "Do 
you have any idea how sexually jaded a person has to be in order to be des-
perate enough to use the device? We give every prospective client exactly the 
same tour you just went through now." The words were like spikes of fear 
lancing through the journalist's brain. "Except for that guy," he nodded 
towards the gimp in the corner, who had gone back to idly standing around 
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and being idly swatted by the dominatrix, "who doesn't speak a word of the 
language, and I think he just came in here to use the bathroom." 
The manager shrugged, and tugged the journalist farther away from the 
door and closer again to the device. "Look, my point is that everyone fully 
understands what the device does. As to why they go through with it, some 
of them are simply desperate to reach the next level of sexual release"-he 
spoke with obvious disgust in his voice-"and, worse yet, some of them 
probably don't believe it." 
Playfully, but forcefully, he shoved the journalist to the wall. "Ah, but it is 
past time for talking and discussing. That gimp paid us good money to do 
something that I assume is use the device. At least, he hasn't objected yet." The 
manager motioned the dominatrix over. The attractive young woman with 
very short brown hair jerked on the leash and dragged the gimp with her. 
The journalist watched with rapt attention as the dominatrix forcefully 
stripped the gimp naked, laughing at the man's attempts to cover himself. 
Then the manager, using the secret muscles beneath his flab, all but lifted the 
stringy gimp up into the air and placed him into the seat. Then he grabbed 
each of the man's limbs in turn as the dominatrix strapped him down. The 
manager lowered the Brain Drain until it covered the gimp's head. The gimp 
was struggling, but feebly, and the journalist couldn't tell if he genuinely 
objected to his treatment or was playing the role. 
The manager then shoved the food tube into the gimp's mouth, inserted 
the Grinder into the gimp's anus, and made a few final adjustments to every-
thing. The gimp allowed these things to happen without much fuss, and his 
penis had stiffened in response to these ministrations. The manager, satisfied 
that all was in order and erection back in full force, stood next to the sex 
journalist, leaning on the wall. "Well, you can see from that boner he's 
sporting that he certainly wants this to happen." 
Though he feared that he might be forced to endure the device himself, 
the journalist considered himself a man of honor and integrity. Keeping his 
eyes fixed on the device, which stood still with a struggling man in it, he 
said, "That's a physiological response that has nothing to do with consent. 
He could no more control that reaction than you could prevent yourself 
from kicking if a doctor struck your knee." 
The manager groaned, "Yeah, whatever." The dominatrix had walked 
back over to the corner and lit a clove cigarette, by the smell of it. The man-
ager spun around and gripped the journalist by the upper arms. His face was 
darkened by concern, his eyes pleading with an as-yet-unspoken request. 
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"Look, sir"-the journalist was shocked at the honorific-"! gotta 
explain this. This device has been around for five years. For five years" -he 
shook the journalist slightly-"people have been coming here and achieving 
nirvana! But then the old Owner died and his ... " the manager looked 
around, "his bitch daughter took over." His erection withered. 
The manager released the journalist and began pacing around. First to 
the device, then over to the dominatrix, then back to the journalist, making 
this circuit over and over while talking. "The new Owner doesn't care for 
this life. Oh, she's as much a pervert and hedonist as her old man; the apple 
doesn't fall far from the tree and all that. But she doesn't like the device!" 
He struck his left palm with his right fist. "She hasn't given me any money 
to maintain it, not a penny. I've been paying out of my own damn pocket. 
Do you have any idea how much money parts for a custom built device 
cost? The servo-motors are shot to hell," he all but screamed, "and the CPU 
that controls everything should have been replaced months ago." 
He looked around again. "The bitch wants to dismantle it. Says losing 
paying customers to retardation is too much. She thinks it might even be illegal." 
He stopped and stared at the journalist. "Can you believe that? Even 
with a thirty-page consent form and contract, she thinks it's illegal." He 
began pacing again, but with a swifter stride, to the point that the journalist 
began to get a little queasy. "She probably invited you here so that you 
could 'expose' the device, get the authorities called in." 
The manager marched over to the sex journalist and stood mere centime-
ters away, dominating the space despite a height difference of nearly a foot. 
"But you won't do that. Or rather you will, but positively. You've got to tell 
the world, or at least the greater San Francisco area, that the device is a beau-
tiful thing." He placed his hands on the journalist's face, cupping his cheeks. 
"You've seen the wonder of it. And if you say yes, that you'll tell the whole 
world what a ... what a cosmic thing it is, why, the Owner will have to give 
me the money to repair it. Maybe even the time to study it. Then," he uttered, 
bringing the journalist's face so close they could have kissed, his cinnamon 
breath causing the journalist to tear up, "it can be copied. Mass-produced. Sex 
shops all over the globe will be shrines to the device, and everyone everywhere 
will have a chance to know eternal wisdom." 
The manager stared into the journalist's eyes for quite some time, while 
he gathered his thoughts on what to say. That this man was insane the jour-
nalist had no doubt. But it was the insanity of the true believer. Still, no 
matter how he feared for his safety, and he had never been this frightened, 
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not even when facing the sexual cannibals of the East Tenderloin district, he 
would not tell this man lies. Despite his crooked conscience, this man's com-
plete devotion to a cause deserved honesty. 
"I'm sorry, but when I write this story, it will feature the words 'bar-
baric,' 'torturous,' and 'possibly lethal.' I will not endorse such a device." At 
these words, the manager released the journalist and ran to the dominatrix, 
hugging her as one would a teddy bear, and sobbed theatrically. The domi-
natrix looked confused and frightened, perhaps just now seeing this strange 
little man in a position of vulnerability, the journalist mused. 
When the manager had calmed down, he gave the dominatrix an affec-
tionate, fatherly pat on the head and whispered in her ear. She shrugged, 
nodded, ran over to the gimp, still bound in the device, and began to unstrap 
him. The manager turned back to the journalist and began to take off his 
clothes. "Then there is nothing to be done. The device needed your favor-
able review. I simply cannot afford the more complicated and delicate com-
ponents that need to be replaced. The magnetron that the Brain Drain uses 
to produce its mind-melting radiation needs to be custom built in an engi-
neering lab, and that alone would be my salary for a year." 
The unbound gimp sprang from the chair and slapped the dominatrix, 
who stood there stunned. After a few seconds, she struck the gimp, and the two 
began a playful struggle for dominance. The manager, now fully naked and 
once again fully erect, walked over and sat down in the chair. He began to 
strap himself in, a difficult process to be sure, but he managed it with skill. 
"This will be the final use of the device. Please" -he looked imploringly 
at the journalist-"help me reach nirvana." The journalist was scandalized 
at first. But seeing the devotion in the manager's eyes, he moved towards the 
machine, inching around the gimp and the dominatrix, who was now as 
naked as the gimp. "Thank you," the manager sighed, "it's not that difficult 
to adjust the machine. It's just the maintenance that's tricky." 
To the best of his ability, the journalist followed the manager's instructions. 
He inserted the Grinder, lowered the Brain Drain, fiddled with knobs and winches 
and levers, until finally he was at the last few steps. "All right. There are two things 
left to do. First, you must insert the feeding tube into my mouth. Then, all you 
have to do is push the 'start' button, and the machine will take over." 
The journalist grabbed the tube and moved closer to the bound man-
ager, when a thought occurred to him. Could he do this? Was this legal? 
Though it was a little late to be having second thoughts, he cleared his 
throat to raise his objections. 
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The manager, apparently prescient, cut him off. "Don't worry about the 
details. My assistant has both my consent forms and my resignation letter. 
I felt that it might come to this today. Just push the button, and watch the 
magic happen. Who knows?"-he spoke in a weary voice-"seeing it in 
action might just change your mind." He paused, searching for the right 
words. "Listen for my wails of ecstasy. It's an over-used phrase that has 
nearly lost all meaning, but I use it correctly. Listen for my wails, for when 
you hear them you will know that I am outside of my body, that it has been 
filled with a divine force." 
As the journalist was about to move forward, the manager spoke up 
again. "But most importantly, be here at the sixth hour. It should happen 
within fifteen minutes of that mark, so sit on the gimp or my assistant if 
your feet get tired. At that time, crouch down and look up into the Brain 
Drain. See my face, the look that will come across me as the secrets of the 
universe are revealed to me. That should convince you." 
The journalist nodded to himself. Why not? He had come this far. He 
put the feeding tube in the manager's mouth and stepped back. He quickly 
looked around the sex dungeon. The gimp and the dominatrix had been 
calmly fucking back in the corner, but sensing that the moment was upon 
them, they took a break and looked at the device. With a quick inhalation, 
the sex journalist pressed the 'start' button. 
Though he of course had never seen the device in action, he knew imme-
diately that something was wrong. There was a screech of tortured metal, 
and the Brain Drain began to scream heavy metal so loud that it hurt the 
journalist's ears. The Grinder began to spin with the velocity of an egg 
beater, and plunged so deep into the anus of the manager that even the two 
nozzles were imbedded. The Teasers began to jab so forcefully that they 
broke the skin, and the seat itself began to shimmy like an earthquake. The 
journalist ran away, and the Brain Drain began to emit a hum that disturbed 
him in a way he would never understand. 
The manager struggled but the straps were too tight, too well affixed to his 
appendages. His screams of pain were muffled by the feeder tube. His hands and 
his feet, the only parts of him that could move, were frantically waving and 
rotating, trying in vain to find some purchase with which to escape. 
Then there was a crescendo of activity. Every centimeter of the device 
was in motion, performing a cruel and exaggerated parody of its specified 
function. The sconces flickered, and went out. Shrieks of pain continued to 
escape, muffled, from the manager as sparks shot out from the device itself. 
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Within agonizing seconds, the nightmare ended. Emergency lights acti-
vated spotlight beams from right above the door. Cruelly they fell on the 
remains of the device, illuminating the broken body of the manager. His 
corpse was a mess of stab wounds and cuts, which were not so much 
bleeding as oozing blood. Blood trickled in small streams from beneath the 
Brain Drain. The journalist could not bring himself to go any closer, but the 
lumpy quality of the manager's limbs made the journalist suspect that he 
had broken his arms and legs trying to escape with all his might, and it was 
only his being still strapped into the device that kept the body in the shape 
of a man. As the precious blood dripped out of the corpse, the manager's 
erection slowly wilted down to flaccidness. 
The journalist looked down at the dominatrix, still lying beneath the 
Belgian man, and she looked up at him with a look of shock already fading 
to boredom and said, "You were never here." Then, with a wink, she went 
back to screwing the gimp, who was surprisingly enthusiastic. 
The journalist nodded in shock, then flew out the door, up the stairs and 
through the empty sex shop, dodging the racks of sex toys and shelves of 
porn in his haste. He walked around San Francisco, never knowing where 
he was going. When a crosswalk displayed the red hand, he would simply 
turn and cross the other way. His journey took hours, from the Tenderloin, 
to Haight and Ashbury, to the Bay. 
At an electronics store he bought a CD player and several loud CDs, so 
that he could bombard his mind with noise to distract himself. He went to 
action movies for the same reason. He would do anything so that he could 
delay thinking about what had happened that day for just a little bit longer. 
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